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“I had no
work in mainstream
movies for ten
then came the years;
success of
Badhaai Ho.”
Actress

“I moved
from radio
social media to TV to
to...
I asked myself, every time
will I be
to do this?“ able

SHASHI THAROOR

Noeasy
answers
here

“My dogs
are my prime
now. I don’t feelfocus
I gave
up anything.”

The acquisition
of
knowledge is
a national
preoccupation
but
about memorisin it’s just
obscure facts g

Dog specialist
TEJSHREE SAVARA
of Delhi is
no longer a full-time
lawyer
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Word of the Week

NEENA GUPTA’s
Instagram
post renewed
her Bollywood
career

JOSE COVACO
is a video-based
comic in Mumbai.
social
He has changed media
course
many times

Epistemophilia,

“My relationships
with women
made
eventually realise me
even bisexual, I wasn’t
but gay.”
NOOR ENAYAT

noun:

an excessive love
of knowledge
USAGE:
“He was constantly
nose-deep in
point where his
epistemophilia general knowledge textbooks
was positively
to a
anti-social.”

is a
PR and marketingpartner with a
firm in Delhi

“Ankit is
not with us
anymore, we
reconcile to his had to
loss and
find new people
to
perform with
on stage.”
VEDANT
BHARADWAJ
is a musician
from Chennai
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T
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shortstories
ACTING DGP
SUMMONS PROBE
TEAM TO IRON OUT
DIFFERENCES
JALANDHAR: With the rift in the
SIT probing the 2015 police firing
cases putting the Captain
Amarinder Singh-led government in a tight spot, acting DGP
VK Bhawara called a meeting of
all the five team members on
Monday to iron out differences
among them, it is learnt. It is
being seen as a damage-control
move by the government after
four SIT members wrote to DGP
Dinkar Gupta and dissociated
themselves from the chargesheet filed by their colleague IG
Kunwar Vijay Partap in a Faridkot
court on May 28 in the Kotka››P2
pura firing case.

Wall collapse kills two
siblings in Ludhiana
LUDHIANA :Two siblings, aged
seven and four, died after a wall
of an under-construction house
collapsed in the Mundian area of
Jamalpur in Ludhiana on Saturday.
The children had taken shelter
there to take a cover from rain
and dust-storm that hit the city in
the evening. The deceased were
identified as Nitish Kumar and his
younger sister Syali. Their father
Suresh Kumar runs a tea stall
››P3
nearby.

Man shoots daughter, wife
before killing himself
ROHTAK :A 37-year-old man in
Ladpur village of Jhajjar district
shot dead his wife and a fouryear-old daughter before killing
himself at his residence on
Saturday. The man has been
identified as Dinesh Kumar and
worked as a private security
guard in Delhi.
››P4
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in
Chandigarh, Panchkula, Mohali
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SAYS MOVE
Directtaxreformto INDIA
‘UNFORTUNATE’
AS US TO REMOVE
takecentrestagein TRADE BENEFITS
Modi’ssecondterm
n

NDA 2.0 Process to be eased for honest taxpayers, base widened
Rajeev Jayaswal
n

rajeev.jayaswal@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: The National Demo-

cratic Alliance (NDA) government,in its secondterm,plansto
introduce transformational
changes in the direct tax regime
by pruning a tax rate that is as
high as 30%, widening the tax
baseandmakingiteasierforhonest individuals and corporate
entities to comply with tax laws.
At the same time, wilful tax
evaders and money launderers
will not be spared, government
officials aware of the plan said.
In its first term, the NDA government, led by Narendra Modi,
introduced the Goods and Services Tax (GST) on July 1, 2017, to
revamp the direct tax regime.
Although it was criticised for its
shoddy implementation at the
start, GST subsumed a range of
national, state- and local-level
taxes and ushered in a uniform
tax regime in the country.
Now,thefinanceministry has
been asked to speed up the framing of the Direct Tax Code (DTC)
and incentivise individuals and
companies to voluntarily file
their tax returns, as the governmentseekstowidenthedirecttax
base, two officials with direct
knowledge of the matter said on
condition of anonymity.
“We are expecting the task
force [on DTC] to definitely submit its report by July 31,” one of
the officials said, adding that the
task force was “reviewing existingincome-taxlawsanddrafting

WHAT THE GOVT PLANS TO DO
n Widen tax base
n Make it easier for honest

individuals and corporate entities
to comply with tax laws
n Crack down on wilful tax evaders
and money launderers
n Eventually prune a tax rate that
is as high as 30%

How will it help?
n Lower tax rates will act as an

incentive to file returns and pay
tax, augmenting revenue
n It will leave more disposable
income in the hands of
consumers, spurring them to
spend more and in turn
accelerating economic growth

DTC task force
The task force for Direct Tax
Code (DTC) was formed in
November 2017 after PM Modi
emphasised the need to redraft
the archaic Income-Tax Act, 1961.
The task force had been initially
expected to submit its report
by May 2018, but ran into
delays. The task force is
reviewing existing income-tax
laws and drafting a new direct
tax law in consonance with
economic needs of the country,
according to official
JULY 31: Date by which the DTC
task force is expected to submit
report

₹11.18 lakh cr 74,127,250 30%
Direct tax collection in
Direct taxpayer
the financial year ended base in the
March 31, against ₹12
country
lakh crore target

a new direct tax law in consonancewitheconomicneedsofthe
country”.
The government formed the
task force on November 22, 2017,
after PM Modi emphasised the
need to redraft the archaic
Income-Tax Act, 1961, at the
RajaswaGyanSangam,aconference of tax administrators, held
on September 1-2, 2017. The task
force had been initially expected
to submit its report by May 2018,
but ran into delays.
Lower tax rates, the govern-

top tax rate, applicable
on incomes above ₹10
lakh, exclusive of
cesses and surcharges

ment hopes, will act as an incentivefortaxpayerstocomplywith
thedirecttaxregime,filereturns
andpaytax,augmentingitsrevenue. Direct tax collections
amounted to ₹11.18 lakh crore in
the financial year ended March
31,fallingshortofthetargetof₹12
lakh crore.
India’stoptax rate,applicable
onincomesabove₹10lakh,is30%
exclusive of cesses and surcharges.

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON/NEW DELHI: The
UnitedStatesonFridayformally
terminated India’s eligibility for
a duty-free import scheme for
developing countries, effective
June 5, saying it has not given
assurances it “will provide equitableandreasonableaccesstoits
markets” to US companies as
required under relevant American trade laws.
Themove was downplayedby
India’s commerce ministry,
which said on Saturday that
India will continue to seek to
build strong economic ties with
the United States and that it was
“unfortunate” that attempts to
resolve significant US requests
had not been accepted. “India,
like the US and other nations
shall always uphold its national
interest in these matters,” the
government said in a statement.
TheimpendingAmericantermination was previewed on
Thursday by a senior official,
whodescribeditasa“donedeal”.
The official had, however, left
open the possibility of restoring
these benefits if and when India
complied with American
demands for greater market
access to its dairy products and
››P8
medical devices sectors.

mustread
INDIAN IFTAR
GUESTS STOPPED
Pakistani agencies stopped and
harassed guests who arrived at
a hotel in Islamabad to attend
an iftar hosted by the Indian
high commission, days after a
similar episode in Delhi. ››P15

GST COLLECTIONS FALL BY
12% IN A MONTH
››P11

n

A woman consoles another after praying near a municipal building that was the scene of a
shooting on Saturday that left 12 people dead in Virginia. A long-time city employee opened fire at
AP
the building on Friday night before police shot and killed him, authorities said. >>P15

Tourist guide drowns after
saving five in Pahalgam
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR:Alocalguidelosthislife

while saving five people, including two tourists, from drowning
after their boat capsized in the
fast-flowing Lidder river at
PahalgaminAnantnagdistrictof
Jammu and Kashmir, officials
said on Saturday.
Rauf Ahmad Dar, 25, was
swept away on Friday evening
and his body was retrieved near
Badwoni on Saturday.
Pahalgamchiefexecutiveofficer Nasir Ahmad Lone said two
tourists— NameshKumar Saraf
and his wife Sarita from Kolkata
— and their guide insisted Dar to
take them for rafting, despite

n

Rauf Ahmad Dar

warning by many locals not to
venture into the river due to its
swift current.
“Unfortunately, the raft with
two tourists, a Nepalese guide
and two locals onboard capsized
around 7:15 pm. Without caring
forhisownsafety,Darrescuedall
the five people, but lost his life,”

Work on Indian side to be
over by Sept 30: Singla
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The construction of
Kartarpur corridor on the
Indian side will be completed by
September 30, Punjab PWD minister Vijay Inder Singla said on
Saturday. The corridor will link
Dera Baba Nanak in Gurdaspur
with Gurdwara Darbar Sahib at
Kartarpur in Pakistan.
“The construction of the passage will be accomplished by
September 30, well in time before
the 550th Parkash Purb (birth

anniversary) celebrations of
Sikhism founder Guru Nanak,”
Singla said in a statement after
inspecting the site.
He said the length of the corridor on the Indian side was 4.2 km
with 3.6 km being a linear stretch
equipped with median lights,
carriageway and raised footpaths on both sides. The remaining stretch comprises approach
roads from the historic Gurdwara Dera Baba Nanak and the
BSF check-post on the international border.
To provide world-class infra-

mustread
RAMZAN OPS HIT MILITANTS HARD
Devotees at Hemkunt Sahib, a revered Sikh shrine in the Garhwal Himalayas, on Saturday. Around 8,000 devotees paid obeisance at
the shrine on the opening day.
ANI PHOTO

NDA seeks Speaker
who can represent
Parliament globally
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: So who will be the next

Speaker of the 17th Lok Sabha,
which convenes for the first time
in a fortnight? A search is underway to find the ideal candidate
among BJP MPs, 303 of whom
will enter the House after the
April-May general election.
The person chosen to be
Speaker will have to almost
immediately take key decisions,
one of which is to rule whether
the Lok Sabha will have a leader
of the opposition. The 16th Lok
Sabha didn’t have one because
no opposition party had the
required numbers.
The search criteria for the
Speaker are exacting and precise and divided into four clear
markers, HT has learnt. First,
the chosen person needs to be a
whiz at parliamentary proc-
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HEMKUNT SAHIB REOPENS AFTER WINTER BREAK

HT Correspondent

I

VIRGINIA SHOOTING LEAVES 12 DEAD

K A R TA R P U R C O R R I D O R

n

S

THE SEARCH CRITERIA
FOR THE SPEAKER ARE
EXACTING AND PRECISE
AND DIVIDED INTO FOUR
CLEAR MARKERS
esses. Tricky logjams inside the
house can only be broken up by
someone who has the rule book
at the fingertips, and that’s the
number 1 criterion.
Second, the person would
need to put India’s best foot forward at international parliamentary forums.
A good rapport with non-BJP
members is another decisive factor, two senior leaders of the
party told HT, And, finally, the
person will need to be a parliamentary veteran. A BJP leader
will occupy the Speaker’s chair
on January 19.

Ignoring the demand of Valley- based parties to halt counterterror
operations during Ramzan has yielded dividends, taking the number
››P10
killed in the counterterror drive to over 100 in 2019.

E D U C AT I O N R O A D M A P

Anger in South over draft policy’s Hindi ideas
MC Rajan
n

mc.rajan@htlive.com

CHENNAI: In Tamil Nadu,

where language is an
extremely sensitive issue and
an old slogan, “English Ever,
Hindi Never,” still holds resonance, the draft national policy on education has incensed
political parties by calling for
the adoption of a three-language formula in schools —
Hindi, English and the local
mother tongue in non-Hindi
states.
Parties of every political
shade — from the opposition
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(DMK) to the Left and actor
Kamal Haasan’s fledgeling
Makkal Needhi Maiam —
slammed the report, which
they saw as a precursor to the
imposition of Hindi. ProTamil parties projected it as a
Dravidian versus Aryan fight.
“The DMK will never allow
imposition of Hindi. It will
raise its voice in Parliament

›

The DMK will never
allow imposition of
Hindi. It will raise its voice
in Parliament and outside
and strive to stall it
KANIMOZHI KARUNANDHI,
DMK MP

and outside and strive to stall
it,” DMK’s newly elected Lok
Sabha MP Kanimozhi Karunandhi said. Although the ruling All India Anna Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK), an ally of the
Bharatiya Janata Party, was
muted in its response, the
Tamil Nadu government
maintained that the state will
persist with a two-language
formula – Tamil and English.
“Tamil Nadu will continue
to have the two-language formula and there is no move to
either change it or dilute it,”
AIADMK veteran and educa-

tion minister KA Sengottaiyan said.
According to the draft
National Education Policy
that was made public by the
new government, the threelanguage formula should be
introduced at an earlier stage
in schools.
“Since children learn languages most quickly between
2-8 years, and multilingualism has great cognitive benefits for students, children will
be immersed in three languages early on, from the foundational stage,” the policy said.
Suggestions of Hindi’s domination like a reference to the
54% of Indians who speak
Hindi didn’t go down well in
Tamil Nadu.
“In keeping with the principle of flexibility, students who
wish to change one of the
three languages they are
studying may do so in Grade 6,
so long as the study of three
languages by students in the
Hindi-speaking states would

continue to include Hindi and
English and one of the modern
Indian languages from other
parts of India, while the study
of languages by students in
the non-Hindi-speaking
states would include the
regional language, Hindi and
English.”
In response to the outcry in
Tamil Nadu, a senior human
resource development ministry official said: “If anyone
has any difficulty, they should
express (it). We take all
views into account when the
policy is taken to the cabinet.
30th June is the date before
which they can give views on
the policy.’’
Information and broadcasting minister Prakash Javadekar wrote in a Twitter post:
“There is no intention of
imposing any language on
anybody, we want to promote
all Indian languages. It’s a
draft prepared by committee,
which will be decided by govt
after getting public feedback.”

structure to devotees, approach
roads to Dera Baba Nanak from
Batala, Fatehgarh Churian and
Ramdas are being upgraded. The
project would cost Rs 116 crore,
for which 62 acres had already
been acquired. Additional 50
acres would be acquired for the
construction of an integrated
check-post by the Land Port
Authority of India, the minister
said.
The corridor will be thrown
open to pilgrims in November
this year to mark the 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak.

the officer said.
LonesaidDarwaswearingthe
safety gear but the water level in
the river was high dueto melting
ofsnowinhigherreaches.“Itwas
duehislife-savingjacketandhelmet that we recognised his body
in the morning. Dar was trained
inrafting,’’Loneadded.Afterthis
incident, the government would
not allow rafting in the river in
evening hours, he added.
“My salute to this brave heart
Rauf Ahmad Dar. He saved the
tourists but lost his own life in
the process,’’ former J&K chief
minister Omar Abdullah
tweeted. Terming Dar a real-life
hero, governor Satya Pal Malik
announced an ex gratia of Rs 5
lakh to his family.

High court lays
down rules for
cattle transport
CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and

Haryana high court has directed
the Haryana government not to
allow transportation of more
than six cows in a vehicle, which
should be specially designed to
ferry cattle.
Justice Rajiv Sharma issued a
slew of directions to the Haryana
government on animal transportation and use of animals for ferrying goods, and declared that
the animal kingdom, including
avian and aquatic, is a living
entity with the rights of a living
person.
The order was passed in a
criminal revision case connected to a 2004 incident. ››P4

Will fight BJP
every day: Rahul,
Sonia rally troops
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI : A combative Congress

president Rahul Gandhi on Saturday vowed to fight the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) every
inch of the way and attempted to
talk up the morale of his party’s
newly elected parliamentarians,
saying they had emerged triumphant from a fight that had every
institution of the country ranged
against them.
His mother and United Progressive Alliance (UPA) chief
Sonia Gandhi, who was
re-elected chief of the Congress
Parliamentary Party (CPP), told
the MPs that “in an unprecedented crisis lies an unprecedented opportunity,” adding to
the pep talk that prepared the
way for the Congress to take on
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP).
At the first meeting of the CPP
after the April-May national
elections, both leaders signalled
that there would be no let-up in
the fight against the BJP.
“We are 52 MPs. I guarantee
you that these 52 MPs will fight
against BJP every single inch,”
Rahul Gandhi said in the first

n

Sonia Gandhi

remarks he made at a party
forum in the week since offering
to quit. Rahul Gandhi told the
MPs that they are “probably the
first people in this country’s
independent history, who have
fought an election not against a
political party but against every
single institution in this country”.
“There is not one institution
that did not fight you and tried to
stop you from coming into the
Lok Sabha and you fought every
single one of those institutions
and you forced your way into the
Lok Sabha. And that is something you should be extremely
proud of,” Gandhi told the CPP
amid applause.
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A MOTIVATED PROBE BY SIT INTO THE 2015 POLICE FIRING HAS BEEN
EXPOSED. THE PROBE IS DRIVEN BY AGENDA TO MALIGN OUR FAMILY.

> HARSIMRAT KAUR BADAL, Union food processing industries minister

ActingDGPsummonsprobe
teamtoironoutdifferences

COOL COMFORT

RIFT IN SIT Prabodh Kumar is not head of team, says govt notification on its formation; SAD
says will move Election Commission as its orders to shift IG Kunwar Vijay were not followed
Gagandeep Jassowal
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR: With the rift in the

special investigation team (SIT)
probing the 2015 police firing
cases putting the Captain Amarinder Singh-led government in
a tight spot, acting director general of police (DGP) VK Bhawara
called a meeting of all the five
team members on Monday to
iron out differences among
them, it is learnt.
It is being seen as a damagecontrol move by the government
after four SIT members wrote to
DGP Dinkar Gupta and dissociated themselves from the chargesheet filed by their colleague
IGKunwar VijayPratap in a Faridkot court on May 28 in the Kotkapura firing case.
One of the SIT members confirmed the development.
DGP (intelligence) Bhawra,
who is holding the charge of the
state police chief as Gupta is on
leave, will listen to the SIT members and is likely to submit a
report to chief minister Captain
Amarinder Singh the same day.
Bhawra’s decision to summon
the SIT members comes in the
wake of the criticism the state
government faced after fissures
in the probe team came out in the

shortstories
OPD AT BATHINDA
AIIMS TO START
SOON: HARSIMRAT
BATHINDA :Union food processing industries minister Harsimrat
Kaur Badal on Saturday said the
outpatient department (OPD) at
the upcoming All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Bathinda, will be operational in a
month or two. Harsimrat, who
was visiting her parliamentary
constituency Bathinda after
assuming charge as minister, said,
“I will meet the Union health
minister and try to get the work
HTC
expedited.”

Muktsar youth dies of
suspected drug overdose
MUKTSAR: A 22-year-old youth
died of suspected drug overdose
at Kuraiwala village in Gidderbaha
sub-division of Muktsar district
on Saturday. The deceased was
identified as Vija Singh, a labourer. “We found him dead when
went to wake him up in the
morning. The government should
crack down on the sale of drugs,”
HTC
said the victim’s father.

Vocational teachers’
transfer policy put on hold
CHANDIGARH: Punjab school
education minister Om Parkash
Soni has put on hold the rationalisation policy for transfer of
vocational teachers till further
orders. A government spokesperson said the minister took the
decision after the vocational
teachers’ union raised objections
during a meeting with the
minister. Some MLAs have
also written to Soni to review
HTC
the policy.

n

Kunwar Vijay Pratap Singh

open. A government spokesperson, however, has termed it a
routine meeting in which the acting DGP will review the case proceedings so far.
DIFFERENCES NOT NEW
The rift in the SIT is not new as
earlier the differences among its
members were resolved after the
intervention of senior officials, it
is learnt.
The rift cropped up in the
team for the first time in November last year over summoning of
former CM Parkash Singh
Badal, his son SukhbirBadal and
actor Akshay Kumar. The summons was issued by Kunwar
Vijay even as ADGP Prabodh
Kumar, the senior most SIT
member, was not in favour of the
summoning Badal senior.
Then there were differences

over the place of questioning of
Sukhbir who was quizzed in the
Punjab Police headquarters in
Chandigarh. Some of the SIT
members were in favour of questioning him at his residence.
The SIT was also divided in
the Behbal Kalan police firing
case whether to name the Faridkot-based Sohail Singh Brar, at
whose house bullets were fired
on a police vehicle to create fake
evidence in favour of the police
party led by then Moga SSP
Charanjit Sharma.
‘PRABODH LIKE ANY
OTHER MEMBER’
ADGP Prabodh Kumar, who is
believed to have conveyed the
resentment of the four other
members to the DGP, is not the
head of SIT, as per a state government notification dated September 10, 2018, on its formation.
It says he is just a member of
the team along with Kunwar
Vijay, IG (crime) Arun Pal
Singh, Kapurthala SSP Satinder
Singh and Bhupinder Singh,
a PPS officer.
SAD GETS FRESH AMMO
The rift has given fresh ammunition to the Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) which has been claiming
that IG Kunwar was biased

Takht issues fresh
warning to makers of
‘Dastaan-e-Miri Piri’
Surjit Singh
n

surjit.singh@htlive.com

AMRITSAR: TheAkalTakhtonSat-

urday issued a fresh warning to
the producers of the animated
movie ‘Dastaan-e-Miri Piri’,
based on the life of sixth Sikh
master Guru Hargobind, not to
release the film until the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committeee (SGPC) submits its
review report on it .
The film, produced by the
Chhattampeer productions, is
scheduledto bereleasedon June
5 and its trailer has already been
seenonYouTube.TheTakhthad
earlier issued a warning in this
regard on May 26.
In a statement, Takht acting
jathedar Giani Harpreet Singh
said the report of SGPC’s film
reviewcommitteeisyettosubmit
itsreporttohim.“TillthesubmissionofreportandtheTakhtdecision, the ban on release of the
movie will stand. If they release
the movie, they will be responsible for it,” he said.
The acting jathedar made it
clearthattheTakhtandtheSGPC
throughtheirresolutionsprohibited depiction of Sikh gurus in
moviesorplaysasitisviolationof
Sikh principles.
“Makingthefilmshavingrole
of Gurus or making animated
character of Gurus cannot be

allowed at any cost. However, a
concretedecision could be taken
on making such animated portrayalofSikhwarriorsandgreat
spiritualsoulsintheSikhhistory
by inviting suggestions of Sikh
scholars, bodies and sects,” he
added.
GianiHarpreetSingh saidinitiating a dialogue on the Panthic
issues is need of the hour. For
this, Sikh intellectuals, community students should come forward, so that conflict could be
preventedandasolutioncouldbe
found out of the issues, he
asserted. On May 29, the SGPC
review committee met over the
issue that remained inconclusive. Around two dozen Sikh
activists starteda dharna on Friday near the Golden Temple,
seekingapermanentbanonsuch
movies.
THE CONTROVERSY
A considerable section of Sikh
communityacrosstheworldhas
uppedtheante against‘Dastaane-Miri Piri’ citing that portrayal
of gurus, their kin and other
respectedgreatSikhmencannot
beallowedasperSikhprinciples
either in human or animated
form.ThishassenttheSGPCinto
aquandaryasithasalreadypaid
crores of rupees to purchase
another animated movie ‘Chaar
Sahibzade’.

against them and was not carrying out a fair probe.
“Since day one, we have been
saying that he was taking directions from his political masters
in the Congress government and
the only agenda is to show the
Akali Dal in a bad light. The cat is
out of the bag now. It has become
clear as why the government
protected Kunwar and did not
adhere to the directions of the
Election Commission of India
(ECI) to transfer him out of the
SIT,” said party spokesperson
Maheshinder Grewal.
He said the party will move
ECI as the state government has
not followed the election watchdog’s April 8 order to shift the IG
out of SIT.
PLOY TO PROTECT
BADALS : CHEEMA
Leader of opposition in the Punjab assembly, Harpal Singh
Cheema, slammed the state government for putting hurdles in
the way of a fair probe by SIT.
Cheema, in a press release,
said ‘objections’ raised by other
members against Kunwar Vijay
at a time when a ‘challan’ was
filed against the accused, was a
mere design to derail the justice
delivery and protect the highprofile accused.

ASI suspended for
destroying proof
to favour accused
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : Police on Saturday
suspended an assistant sub-inspector (ASI) for allegedly tampering with records and destroying evidence to benefit an
accused booked for rioting and
committing affray in 2016.
Balbir Singh Buttar was
posted as Kishangarh police post
in-charge. A case was registered
against him on FridayunderSections 420 (cheating), 465 (forgery), 468 (forgery for purpose of
cheating), 471 (using as genuine
a forged document) and 120B
(criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code following an
inquiry conducted by Kartarpur
DSP.
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP) Navjot Singh Mahal
said a hunt has been launched to
arrest the ASI.
A Bhogpur resident, Gurpal
Singh, filed a complaint with the
SSP alleging the ASI destroyed
evidence in the inquiry report to
favour the accused booked by
Kartarpur police in 2016.
Sukhdev, Mohinder, Manjeet
and Manpreet were booked
under Sections 160 (committing
affray), 427 (mischief), 506 (criminal intimidation), 148 (rioting)
and 149 (unlawful assembly) of
the IPC in September 2016, after
they came to Gurpal’s house and
allegedly attacked him.

MERCURY
METER (Temp in °C)
Bathinda
Ferozepur
Amritsar
Jalandhar
Ludhiana
Patiala

46.5
46
45.7
44.6
44.1
43.5

According to MeT
department forecast,
heat wave conditions
will continue in Punjab
till Sunday.
n

Volunteers pour water on the ‘parikrama’ floor to provide relief to devotees from blistering heat at the Golden Temple in Amritsar
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT
on Saturday.

Flush with funds, Sidhu’s
dept puts out score card
Sukhdeep Kaur
n

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:

TocounterPunjabchiefminister Captain Amarinder Singh’s
tag of “non-performing” minister, state local bodies minister
NavjotSinghSidhuhasprepared
a comprehensive report card
showcasing how he captained a
“rudderless ship” to a self-sustaining department. It also lists
achievements of the last two
yearsandvisionforcomingthree
years.
The simmering AmarinderSidhu tussle had escalated soon
after the results of Lok sabha
elections afterthe Congress won
eight of 13 seats in state. The CM
had hinted that he would seek a
change in Sidhu’s portfolio from
the party high command, blamingthe ministerforlackof development in urban areas.
ApparentlyisolatedinthecabinetafterseveralAmarinderloyalists chided him for his subtle
jibes at chief minister, Sidhu got
support of a section of Punjabi
NRIs on Saturday.
In a statement, Sydney-based
NRI World Organisation said
Punjabis worldwide will protest
any move by the Congress high
commandtochangehisportfolio.
Its convenerAmarjit Tandasaid
Sidhu was being targeted
“unfairly” overhis performance
and credited him for making the
Kartarpur corridor a reality. He
also demanded that other ministers also come out with their
report cards.
But Sidhu says he will speak
only on work of his department
and not of other ministers.
“My department is self sufficient now. In first six months of
takingover,westalledalloldprojects with irregularities and
beganafresh.ThepreviousSADBJP regime was not putting
state’ssharetoavailfundsunder

Performance graph

n

Water supply projects

~4,571 crore
(Patiala: ~699 crore)

Smart cities

~758 crore

AMRUT scheme

~2,379 crore

Punjab Urban Environment Programme

~298 crore

Sewerage treatment (HUDCO loan)

~1,540 crore

Flyovers, other projects of Ludhiana, Amritsar
improvement trusts
Online building plans approved

~200 crore
Uploaded 8,823,
sanctioned ~4,000 cr

Approval of CLUs: 92 last year, 22 so far this year
Punjab topped Swachh Bharat Survey in north zone in 2018
All 167 ULBs declared open defecation-free in March 2019

central schemes. We started leveraging central funds. We also
tappedourownrevenuesources.
In Ludhiana, for instance, just
90,000 house owners paid property tax. Through satellite mapping, we have found the figure to
be 4.2 lakh. Our new advertisement policy has fetched Rs 34
crorefromLudhianaalonewhile
the previous government
mopped up Rs 17 crore from pan
Punjab. Our revenue will cross
Rs 200 crore annually from ads
alone,” Sidhu says.
The dossier shows the local
bodiesdepartmentthatsurvived
onannualvalueaddedtax(VAT)
of Rs 1,600 crore from the state
exchequer is now flush with
funds and development projects
worth Rs 10,000 crore are in the
pipeline.Itshowsthatwatersupply and sewerage projects worth
Rs2,397crorehavebeentendered
or in the process of being tendered out for 16 cities and towns,
under the Atal Mission for RejuvenationandUrbanTransformation(AMRUT)schemeagainstRs
817croreonMarch31,2017,when
the Congress came to power.
Another Rs 4,571 crore is
underwayfor24-hourwatersupply in four cities — Jalandhar,

Ludhiana, Amritsar and CM’s
hometurfPatiala—whichgotRs
699crore,fromboththeschemes.
Jalandhar, Ludhiana and
AmritsararealsogettingamakeoverworthRs758croreunderthe
smartcityprojectwhilesewerage
and treatment plants worth Rs
1,540crorehavebeensanctioned
for all 117 assembly segments in
thestateundertheloanprocured
from HUDCO. Another Rs 298
crorehasbeenearmarkedunder
the Punjab Urban Environment
Programme.
He also countered the allegationsthatfileswerenotmovingin
his department. “Only 36 CLUs
wereclearedin2016whenAkalis
were in power. We cleared 92
CLUs last year and this year, 22
CLUs have been cleared and the
figure is likely to reach 100. PunjabtoppedthelistinSwachhBharat Survey last year in the north
zone and finished in the ‘Top 10’
states. All 167 urban local bodies
(ULBs) in the state have been
declared open defecation-free in
March 2019. To fight corruption,
68 serviceshave goneonline.Till
May,8,823applicationsforonline
buildingplanapprovalhavebeen
filed, of which 4,000 have been
sanctioned,” he added.

Gurinder Singh, the victim

YOUTH STABBED
TO DEATH
OVER ₹1,000
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR : Tarn Taran police on

Saturday arrested a person for
allegedly stabbing a 21-year-old
man to death over a dispute of Rs
1,000 in Gohalwar village, 5 kms
from the district headquarters.
Thedeceasedhasbeenidentified
as Gurinder Singh, a farmer,
while the accused is Vinod
Kumar aka Billa (35) who works
as a cook in the same village.
As per the family members of
the victim, Gurinder’s elder
brother Gurbhej Singh, who is
livinginDubai,hadborrowedRs
1,000 from the Vinodh. They said
hehadbeenaskingforthemoney
to be returned, but when it
wasn’t,hekilledGurinder.Acase
was registered against the
accused.
In his complaint to the police,
the deceased’s maternal uncle
Gurwinder Singh of Gohalwar
village said he along with his
nephew were on their way from
AddaGohalwartotheirhomeon
a motorcycle on Friday evening.
“Vinodhfirststabbedmynephew
in the chest following which my
nephewandIfellfromthemotorcycle. Then he attacked my
nephew. I tried to pacify Vinodh,
but to no avail. He attacked my
nephew on the chest again. As
soon as people gathered, he fled
thespot,”addedGurwinder.With
the help of passers-by a bleeding
Gurinderwasrushedto hospital
where doctors declared him
brought dead.
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Wall of under-construction house
collapses in Ludhiana, 2 siblings die
TRAGIC Children had taken shelter at the site to save themselves from rain and dust storm on Saturday evening
HT Correspondent
n

punjab

S E I Z E D L O O S E S E D AT I V E P I L L S

Send all tablets
for chemical test:
DGP to dist chiefs
Tarsem Singh Deogan

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

n

tarsem.deogan@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Two siblings, aged

seven and four, died after a wall
of an under-construction house
collapsed in the Mundian area of
Jamalpur in Ludhiana on Saturday.
The children had taken shelter there to take a cover from
rain and dust-storm that hit the
city in the evening.
The deceased were identified
as Nitish Kumar and his younger
sister Syali.
Their father Suresh Kumar
runs a tea stall nearby. The family lives in the shop. The locals
rushed to the spot and started the
rescue operation.
The children, who were
injured, were rushed to the hospital where doctors declared
them dead on arrival.
After getting information,
police reached the spot and
started investigation. The bodies
were sent to the civil hospital for
postmortem.
Suresh Kumar said construction was underway on the second
floor of the house where his kids
took shelter.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Surinder Kumar, incharge at
Mundian police post, said they
are investigating as what led to
the collapse of the wall.
“The police will take appropriate action as per the findings
of investigation,” he said.

LUDHIANA: The director general of

n

The debris of the collapsed wall of the under-construction house in the Mundian area of Ludhiana on Saturday. Seven-year-old Nitish Kumar
HT PHOTO
and his four-year-old sister Syali were killed in the incident.
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police (DGP) has ordered all district police heads to send full
consignments of loose sedative
tablets seized in their jurisdiction to forensic science laboratory for chemical examination.
Earlier, the police used to
send a random sample of minimum 10 tablets from the seized
consignment for chemical
examination.
The DGP’s order, which
comes on the directions of the
Punjab and Haryana high court,
reached district police headquarters a couple of days ago. It
has been forwarded to various
police stations, crime investigation units and anti-narcotic
cells, including the special task
force.
Police officials said an
accused under the NDPS Act
Sarabjit Singh, alias Malhi, had
filed a writ petition in the Punjab
and Haryana high court
through his counsel over the
issue. Sarabjit was arrested by
the police station Patti of Tarn
Taran.
They said on seeing the police
party, Malhi had tried to escape
from the spot after throwing a
packet, which he was holding.
On checking, the police had
recovered 800 loose tablets, suspected to be sedatives, from the

EARLIER, THE POLICE
USED TO SEND A
RANDOM SAMPLE OF
MINIMUM 10 TABLETS
FROM THE SEIZED
CONSIGNMENT
packet. The police had sent 10
tablets as sample for chemical
examination.
In the circular, the DGP
stated that the high court has
raised a query as to why the
entire contraband, in case of
recovery in the form of loose tablets is not sent for chemical
examination.
Sending a part of loose tablets
cannot be presumed to be representative sample of the entire
contraband in the absence of
any branding of tablets of capsules by the manufacturer.
The DGP added that in such
circumstances the entire contraband should be sent for chemical examination so as to avoid
any adverse finding during the
judicial proceedings.
A police official, seeking anonymity, said the step will
increase the burden on the
police.
In case of heavy recovery of
loose tablets, it will be difficult
for packing all the consignment
and sending it to the laboratory
for examination.

in Patiala
Campaign on for ‘Sikh genocide Capt’s nod to sports CMvarsity
HAS INSTRUCTED
LOCAL
ADMINISTRATION
remembrance day’ in Canada
TO ACQUIRE 97 ACRES AT
O P E R AT I O N B L U E S TA R

HT Correspondent
n

›

I am hopeful that a
private member’s bill
in this regard will be tabled
in the House of Commons.
We are targeting key
MPs ahead of federal
elections to support this
bill and our cause.

Anirudh Bhattacharyya
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO: Fresh off their success

in getting the Canadian government to remove all references to
Sikh/Khalistani extremism in
its 2018 ‘Public report on the terror threat’ to the country, some
Sikh groups are now applying
pressure on the Justin Trudeau
dispensation to declare a
nationwide ‘Sikh Genocide
Remembrance Day’.
These groups will use activities during their observation of
the 35th anniversary of Operation Bluestar to pursue their
objective.
Among the groups behind the
move is the Ontario Gurdwara
Committee or OGC, which had
also been active during the lobbying campaign to have the reference deleted from the public
report after it was released in
December last year.
Pro-Khalistani figures like
Sukhminder Singh Hansra are
also involved in the campaign,
as he is the coordinator of the
umbrella body, United Front of
Sikhs, which is backing it.
As they hold a rally in
Ottawa, the Canadian capital, a
memorandum will be sent to the
office of the Prime Minister asking him to declare the first Saturday of June every year as the
‘Sikh Genocide Remembrance
Day’.
At the same time, they plan
on starting an email campaign

Office of Dakha
MLA Phoolka
burgled
LUDHIANA: A gang of burglars

stole into the office of MLA
Dakha and Supreme Court lawyer HS Phoolka, decamping
with a CPU and other electronic
items at Mullanpur Dakha on
Friday night.
An FIR has been registered
following a statement by Arshdeep Singh of village Sandhua
Kalan of Bhaduar in Barnala.
Arshdeep told the police that he
works as a driver with an ambulance run by MLA Dakha. He
added that around 8 am on Saturday, when he opened the
office of HS Phoolka in Mullanpur Dakha, he found the back
door of the office had been broken open. He added that four
LCDs, one CPU and a CCTV
recording system had gone
missing.
On being informed, cops from
Dakha police station reached
the spot. ASI Balvir Chand, who
is investigating the case, said
the burglars had broken three
CCTVs installed in the office
after stealing in.
The police registered a case
under Sections 457 (lurking
house-trespass or house-breaking by night in order to commit
offence punishable with imprisonment), 380 (theft in dwelling
house, etc) of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) against the unidentified
accused and initiated an investigation.
HTC

SUKHMINDER SINGH HANSRA,
Pro-Khalistan leader

n

Canadian Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau at the Golden
HT FILE
Temple in Amritsar.

which will target MPs in the
House of Commons.
Hansra said he was hopeful
that a private member’s bill in
this regard will be tabled in the
House.
With Federal elections in
Canada due this October, they
see a window of opportunity to
attain their goal, as Hansra said,
“We are targeting key MPs
ahead of the upcoming federal
election to support this bill and
our cause.”
Relations between India and
the Trudeau Government first

began to suffer when a private
member’s bill to recognise the
1984 anti-Sikh riots in India as
genocide was passed by the legislature in Ontario in the summer of 2017.
A similar motion had been
moved in the House of Commons by Sukh Dhaliwal in 2010,
but that was defeated. Dhaliwal
is a sitting Liberal Party MP
from the province of British
Columbia.
Another sitting MP, Jagmeet
Singh, leader of the New Democratic Party (NDP) had moved
such a motion in the Ontario legislature in 2016 (he was a provincial legislator at the time),
but that had also been voted
down.
However, it set a precedent
for the successful motion
brought the next year by then
Liberal Party member Harinder
Malhi.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Punjab chief minis-

ter Amarinder Singh on Saturday gave clearance for the operationalisation of a new sports university in Patiala from
September 1 and directed the
department of higher education
to finalise the admission regulations for the first batch.
Chairing a meeting of the
steering committee for the establishment of the university, the
chief minister also approved the
“Punjab Sports University” as
the name of the proposed institution, for which a draft memorandum will be presented in the next
cabinet meeting.
An ordinance will be brought
to ensure timely commencement

SIDHOWAL VILLAGE FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE PUNJAB SPORTS
UNIVERSITY

n

Captain Amarinder Singh

of the academic session, according to an official spokesperson of
the chief minister’s office.
The chief minister directed
deputy commissioner of Patiala
Kumar Amit to initiate the process of acquisition of 97 acres adjacent to the Rajiv Gandhi
National Law University at Sidhowal village, for the construc-

tion of the university building.
While 97 per cent of the land is
being provided free of cost by the
village panchayat, the remaining will be acquired.
Acceding to a proposal from
the deputy commissioner, the
chief minister also gave in-principle approval to reserve some
Group C and D jobs for the eligible local people whose land is
being acquired.

In the interim, Amarinder
Singh asked the sports department to immediately take possession of Mohindra Kothi to run
the institution there till the completion of the new building.
A sum of ₹50 lakh has been
sanctioned for renovating the
building for this purpose, said
the spokesperson.
The chief minister asked the
additional chief secretary (sport)
to explore the possibility of
engaging top industrial houses
like Reliance and Wipro for
sponsoring various courses and
the related infrastructural
development.
Reliance had evinced interest
in being part of the venture during the chief minister’s visit to
Mumbai, it was disclosed at the
meeting.

Demand for Haridwar
gurdwara intensifies
DEHRADUN: Sikh organisations

that have been agitating for four
years demanding the construction of the Guru Gyan Godri
Gurdwara in Haridwar warned
of intensifying their agitation if
the state government does not
give in to the demand.
The organisations have
demanded a gurdwara near HarKi-Pauri in Haridwar, saying
that the founder of Sikhism,
Guru Nanak, meditated here
between 1505 and 1507. The site is
currently owned by the Uttaranchal Bharat Scouts and Guide,

operating here for decades now.
Joint coordination committee
of Gyan Godri Gurdwara president Satyapal Singh Chauhan
said that Haridwar is a holy
place for Sikhs, too, and it would
be ideal that a gurdwara be constructed there.
“Our joint committee comprising 40 gurdwara representatives from the district will be
meeting chief minister Trivendra Singh Rawat and religious
affairs cabinet minister Satpal
Maharaj to press forward the
HTC
demand,” Singh said.

SACRILEGE INCIDENT

Sikh outfits gather at Bargari
to mark fourth anniversary
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FARIDKOT : Various Sikh outfits

gathered in Bargari on Saturday
to mark the fourth anniversary of
Burj Jawahar Singh Wala sacrilege incident. A “path” was held
at the Bargari gurdwara to repent
sacrilege incidents.
On June 1, 2015, Guru Granth
Sahib was stolen from a Burj Jawahar Singh Wala gurdwara and
later its torn pages were found in
the streets of Bargari on October
12, 2015. The protests that followed led to police firing in Kotkapura and Behbal Kalan village,
in which two people were killed.
A heavy police force was
deployed in Bargari on Saturday
to maintain law and order. Sarbat
Khalsa-appointed Akal Takht
jathedar Dhian Singh Mand said:
“There cannot be anything worse
than this for the Sikh community.
We are holding this event to
regret the sacrilege of Guru
Granth Sahib. Sikhs trusted chief
minister Captain Amarinder
Singh, but he has failed to fulfil
his promise of punishing those
behind sacrilege incidents. If the
government fails to act, we will
restart our agitation from Bargari,” he said.
On June 1 last year, Sikh outfits started the Bargari Morcha

BLASPHEMY CASE: SIKH
GROUPS DEMAND FRESH
INQUIRY AGAINST RAM RAHIM
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : An alliance of
Sikh organisations on Saturday clamoured for a fresh
inquiry into the 2007 blasphemy case, in which Sirsabased Dera Sacha Sauda
chief Gurmeet Ram Rahim
Singh was accused of personating the10th Sikh master, Guru Gobind Singh, in
an advertisement.
Appealing to the Congress, the groups alleged
that SAD chief Sukhbir
Badal had deliberately
given a clean chit to Ram
Rahim in the matter.
Addressing a press conference, Darbar-e-Khalsa

which continued for 192 days.
“While the previous Akali-BJP
government sided with the people who were responsible for desecration of Guru Granth Sahib,
the ruling Congress has gone soft
on Akali leaders. But we are satis-

chief Bhai Harjinder Singh
Majhi said, “The SIT report
has revealed the true colours of the Badals. It is
apparent they were colluding with the Dera chief
against the Sikhs to garner
votes. “
“The police did not produce a challan against the
Dera chief in the matter
until 2012. After which,
Ram Rahim approached the
court demanding the case
be quashed as the police
had failed to present a
challan for five years,” he
said.
He alleged that the delay
was caused on the behest of
the then chief minister
Parkash Singh Badal.

fied with the findings of the special investigation team (SIT) in
sacrilege and police firing cases,”
he added. Shiromani Akali Dal
(Amritsar) president Simranjit
Singh Mann was also present on
the occasion.
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TWO MEN
ARRESTED FOR
50 ATM FRAUDS
Gurugram Police have arrested two
men for allegedly cheating over 20
people using an ATM card skimmer
and later on switching their cards
on Friday night from Kherki Daula
area, while they were about to
dupe an executive. The accused
were involved in at least 50 cases
and have duped victims of nearly
₹5 lakh, said police. The accused
were identified as Narender alias
Kallu, 20, of Churana village in
Hisar and Ajay Kumar, 25, of Bodsi
village in Bhiwani. A case of fraud
was registered against them. The
suspects would be produced
before the duty magistrate on
HTC
Sunday.

Man hangs self to death
GURUGRAM : A man, in his late
twenties, allegedly committed
suicide by hanging himself at his
house in Sector 33 on Friday. Police
said that in his suicide note, the
man has alleged that his wife,
mother-in-law and a relative were
harassing him. “My brother got
married in April 2018. He was under
stress because of his wife, motherin-law and a relative,” the deceased’s younger brother said.
However, the family members of
the deceased’s widow have denied
the allegations of harassment. “He
used to beat her (his wife) and was
depressed even before they got
married,” a relative of the man’s
widow said. Investigating officer
Kuldeep, said, “We found a suicide
note at the spot. The persons
mentioned in the suicide note are
HTC
yet to be arrested.”

HT Correspondent
n

ORDER Any vehicle transporting cattle should have tail board, side padding and first-aid box

›

The animals, including
avian and aquatics,
have a right to life and
bodily integrity, honour and
dignity. Animals cannot be
treated merely as property

Surender Sharma
n

surender.sharma@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and Haryana high court has directed the
Haryana government not to
allow transportation of more
than six cows in a vehicle, which
should be specially designed to
ferry cattle.
Justice Rajiv Sharma issued a
slew of directions to the Haryana
government on animal transportation and use of animals for ferrying goods, and declared that the
animal kingdom, including avian
and aquatic, is a living entity with
the rights of a living person.
The order was passed in a
criminal revision case connected
to a 2004 incident in which three
persons were found smuggling
cows for slaughter in Uttar Pradesh. About 29 cows were being
ferried in two trucks.
The court declared all citizens
as persons “in loco parentis” (in
place of a parent) for the welfare
of animals, while observing that
changes are required to be made
in law to protect the environment
and ecology.
“The animals, including avian
and aquatics, have a right to life

JUSTICE RAJIV SHARMA, Punjab and
Haryana high court

n

The order was passed in a criminal revision case connected to a
2004 incident in which three persons were found smuggling 29 cows
SHUTTERSTOCK
in two trucks for slaughter in Uttar Pradesh.

and bodily integrity, honour and
dignity. Animals cannot be
treated merely as property,” it
said. The court said any vehicle
transporting cattle should have a
tail board, padding around the
sides and it should be equipped
with anti-slipping material. It

Residents complain about contaminated water being supplied in Sector 2 of Rohtak on
Saturday.
MANOJ DHAKA/HT

Shillong’s Punjabi
Lane residents told to
prove legality of stay
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHILLONG: The authorities have
clamped prohibitory orders
under Section 144 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure (CrPC) in the
Punjabi Lane area of Shillong and
served notices to its residents
directing them to furnish documents within a month to prove
that they had settled in the area
legally.
Punjabi Lane is inhabited by
people from Punjab, mostly Dalit
Sikhs who were brought to Shillong around 200 years ago by the
British to work as cleaners and
sweepers. An incident of assault
in the area in May last year had
resulted in group clashes following which it was put under curfew
for over a month.
Following the direction of a
high-level committee of the state
government, the Shillong municipal board officials served the
notices to residents on Friday.
The prohibitory orders will
remain in place till further notice.
“Most of the residents received
the notice in person. Officials
pasted the notices on the front
doors of the houses which were
under lock and key,” a municipal
official said.
In the notice, the residents of
the Punjabi Lane were asked to
furnish documents regarding
their possession of either land or
house and the period of their stay.
The notice said the information will be helpful for preparing
both long and short-term policies
by the government for resolving
the issue at Punjabi Lane.
Of the hundreds of people at
Punjabi Lane, only 184 employees
of the municipal board and government departments and their
families have earlier been identified as legal settlers, official sources said adding that there was a
demand from various quarters to
relocate Punjabis from the area.
“They have been requested to
come forward and furnish the
information to the municipal
board office between June 3 and

> MANOHAR LAL KHATTAR, Haryana chief minister

will bounce back:
More than 6 cows can’t be INLD
Chautala to party workers
transported in Haryana: HC

WATER WOES

n

PRO-POOR DECISIONS REFLECT EARNESTNESS OF
BJP-LED GOVT TO FULFIL PROMISES MADE TO PEOPLE.

PUNJABI LANE IS
INHABITED BY PEOPLE
FROM PUNJAB WHO
WERE BROUGHT TO
SHILLONG AROUND
200 YEARS AGO
July 3,” Shillong municipal board
chief executive officer SB Sohliya
said.
The municipal board will wait
for a month and submit a report
about the matter to the high-level
committee constituted to find out
a feasible solution for relocation
of the people of Punjabi Lane, also
known as Sweepers Colony.
As per the inventory survey
conducted by the municipal
board last year, there are over 300
households in Punjabi Lane,
Sohliya said.
The settlers had refused to
cooperate with the authorities
during the survey conducted last
year and “this is their second and
the last opportunity,” deputy
chief minister Prestone Tynsong,
who is the head of the committee,
had said earlier this month.
The local Punjabi community
in December last year had urged
governor Tathagata Roy to disband the committee for allegedly
issuing orders with an intent to
displace them.
On May 29, 2018, clashes
erupted when a bus driver and his
friend were attacked at the Punjabi Lane area and they received
injuries. As rumours of the
assaulted victims dying in hospital spread on social media, people
attacked the settlers following
which the entire area was put
under curfew for over a month.
Following this, a delegation of
the Punjab government visited
the city and interacted with the
settlers. However, the Meghalaya
administration expressed unhappiness after the Punjab government sanctioned ₹60 lakh as compensation to the community
members who were affected by
the violence.

24-year-old
woman commits
suicide after
husband’s death
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA : A 24-year-old woman
committed suicide by hanging
herself with a ceiling fan on
Friday, police said on
Saturday.
The deceased has been identified as Sonia, a resident of Ganola
village in Yamunanagar district.
Victim’s brother Ravinder said
his sister was finding it difficult to
cope with her husband’s death,
who died 21 days ago.
She is survived by a four-yearold son.
“My brother in-law Surender
Singh had died due to heart ailment. Following which, my sister
used to say that she cannot live
without her husband,” the victim’s brother said.
Police have initiated proceedings under Section 174 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure.

should have an attendant, a firstaid box and carry no other merchandise.
During transportation, cattle
cannot be tied by their noses or
legs. They have to be tied by the
neck and should be separated
from others with wooden poles.

The guidelines apply to the transportation of horses, mules, donkeys, sheep and goats as well.
The court has reduced the
maximum weight that can be
loaded on animals used to ferry
goods. It has said that vehicles
drawn by animals should not
have more than four persons,
excluding the driver and children
below six years of age. Fluorescent reflectors have to be fixed on
bullock carts.
The state government has also
been asked to form societies in
each district for the prevention of
cruelty to animals and ensure
they are not kept in harness
between 11 am and 4 pm when
temperatures exceed 37° Celsius.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR : After a poor showing

in the Lok Sabha elections, Indian
National Lok Dal (INLD) chief
Om Prakash Chautala on Saturday expressed confidence that the
party would bounce back and perform well in the Haryana assembly elections later this year.
“With hard work and by
reinvigorating itself, the party
will shed the disappointment of
Lok Sabha elections and rise
again in the assembly elections,”
Om Prakash Chautala, who is out
of jail on a furlough for 14 days,
told INLD workers at a meeting in
Sirsa and Hisar districts.
The former Haryana chief
minister said the party had never
thought it would face defeat in
Sirsa, considered to be a stronghold of Chautalas. “Every section
of people was upset with the BJP.
Yet, it managed to win the seat,”
he said, asking the INLD workers
to start preparing for the upcoming assembly elections.
“I will visit every place in Haryana and remain in touch with
party workers. I know
my workers are the backbone of
the party and will bring the
old days back,” the INLD chief
said.
Om Prakash Chautala said he
expected to be with the party
workers by August.

n

Haryana CM Manohar Lal Khattar at a dumping ground in
SANT ARORA/HT
Bhanoo village of Panchkula on Saturday.

KHATTAR REACTS SHARPLY TO
INLD SUPREMO’S REMARK
CHANDIGARH :Responding to

the Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) supremo Om Prakash Chautala’s derogatory
remark against him, Haryana chief minister Manohar
Lal Khattar has said that
Chautala could violate the
decorum but his (Khattar’s)
education was not such.
Responding to it, Khattar
said through his Tweet on
Saturday: “Om Prakash ji,
people have taught you a lesson for such derogatory language. You can violate decorum but my education is not

19-YEAR-OLD
PANIPAT GIRL
ACCUSES COUSIN
OF RAPE

Jhajjar man shoots daughter,
wife before killing himself

KARNAL:An 18-year-old girl, a resi-

ROHTAK:A 37-year-old man in Lad-

dent of a colony under the model
town police station of Panipat,
has accused her cousin of raping
and kidnapping her.
The victim also alleged that the
accused, also an 18-year-old, is a
son of her maternal aunt. She
alleged that he has raped her on
several occasions in past seven
months. As per her complaint,
the accused used to come to her
house frequently and one day he
took her to his house and raped
her by giving her cold drink laced
with sedatives.
He also clicked her obscene
videos and photographs, she
alleged.
She disclosed the incident to
her mother and family members
on Friday, who filed a police complaint. Panipat Model Town
police station incharge Harvinder Singh said on the complaint of
the victim, the accused has been
HTC
booked for rape.

pur village of Jhajjar district shot
dead his wife and a four-year-old
daughter before killing himself at
his residence on Saturday.
The man has been identified as
Dinesh Kumar and worked as a
private security guard with a
company in Delhi.
His wife has been identified as
Kavita, 34, and daughter as Trisha, who were shot with his
licensed pistol, police said.
The initial investigation
has indicated that Kumar
killed his wife and daughter while
they were sleeping, police said.
Kumar’s elder brother came to
his house on Saturday morning
and broke open the door when no
one responded. He spotted the
bodies of Kavita and Trisha lying
on the bed and Kumar’s on the
floor. He then informed the cops.
Police said Kumar also left a
suicide note in which he took
responsibility of killing his wife

n

leena.dhankhar@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM : The police on Satur-

day booked a most-wanted gangster and a close aide of Kaushal
for allegedly making an extortion
call to a real estate agent. The
police said the suspect, named
Sube Singh, had also threatened
other people in the area. However, only one has come forward
so far.
A case under sections 294
(obscene acts) 386 (extortion by
putting a person in fear of death
or grievous hurt) and 506 (criminal intimidation) of the Indian
Penal Code(IPC) was registered
at the Kherki Daula police station. The police said they received
a complaint on Friday from one

Student booked for
impersonation
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

40-YEAR-OLD WOMAN SHOT
AT IN PANIPAT, HOSPITALISED
KARNAL : A 40-year-old

woman sustained bullet
injury in a firing by unidentified assailants near Mandi
village of Panipat district
on Saturday. The injured
has been identified as Kavita, a resident of Dikadla village of Panipat district.
Victim’s husband Deepal
Kumar said in a police complaint that the incident took
place when Kavita and
Deepak were going to
attend a family function in
Gohana on a bike and two
and daughter and committing
suicide. In his suicide note, he
requested the cops to not disturb
anyone. Based on a suicide note
and complaint by a family member, police have booked Kumar
for murder. The villagers said
Kumar had not been going to

people chased them on a
bike and fired a bullet,
which hit Kavita on the
back and she fell
down. Kavita was rushed to
a private hospital in Panipat with the help of locals
and her condition was said
to be critical.
Police said a case has
been registered against unidentified persons under
Section 307 and 34 of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC)
and the Arms Act at Israna
HTC
police station.
work for over a month. DSP
Ashok Dahiya said the police
were suspecting fight between
the couple as reason behind the
incident. The couple has been
survived by a son, who was sleeping at his grandmother’s house
on the night of the incident.

Police book member of Kaushal
gang for making extortion calls
Leena Dhankhar

such. I would pray to god to
give you wisdom and long
life.”
The BJP state president
Subhash Barala also condemned Chautala’s remark
and said it showed Chautala’s petty mentality and it
did not behove such a senior
political leader who himself
had been chief minister to
use such remark. He said
that it was for such remarks
only that the party was
nowhere and the family had
split. “Such remarks show
their frustration,” he said.

POLICE BOOKED SUBE
SINGH, A MOST-WANTED
GANGSTER AND A CLOSE
AIDE OF KAUSHAL, FOR
ALLEGEDLY MAKING AN
EXTORTION CALL TO A
REAL ESTATE AGENT
Pratap, alias Kallu, a resident of
Nakhrola village in Manesar. He
alleged that on May 1, he received
a WhatsApp call from an
unknown caller, who introduced
himself as Sube Singh Gujjar. The
caller asked for ₹1 crore as protection money and threatened him
for life. He also threatened to
harm one of his family members.
The duration of the call was 18

minutes, said the police.
Kallu, on Saturday, finally
approached the police after he
once again received missed call
from the same number on Friday
late night.
Rajesh Kumar, deputy commissioner of police (Manesar),
said this is not first such case in
the area. “Singh is already
wanted in more than a dozen of
cases of murder, attempt to murder and extortion in Gurugram
and Rewari. His wife, who was a
sarpanch, has also been at large
for the last few months, the police
said,” he said. Kumar said they
are trying to track the location of
the number that was used to
make calls. During preliminary
investigation, it was found that
the number was generated

through the net and was not
based in India.
KK Rao, chief of Special Task
Force, said they had warned the
family members of Sube last
week to ensure he surrenders
within ten days. Otherwise, the
police will construct an outpost
on his land which was set up for
auction by the district administration in February this year.
“We have planned to set up the
police post within 15 days,” he
said. Police have also announced
a total reward of ₹4 lakh for
Sube’s arrest. He was declared a
proclaimed offender by a district
court in April last year. Police
said they have formed five special
teams, which are tracking the
location of the mobile number
used in the case.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA :A bachelor of commerce

(BCom) student at Maharishi
Markandeshwar University,
Mullana village, has been
arrested for alleged impersonation in an examination on May
31.
Neeraj Mangla, associate
professor at Maharishi Markandeshwar University, said in a
complaint, “I was on duty
as an examination centre
superintendent with Nirankar
Singh, who was an assistant
superintendent, in room 117,
where 21 students were taking
an exam in morning shift from
9.30am to 12.30pm. After
students left the hall, Nirankar
found answer sheet of roll
number 1216274 (name Yash
Goyal) missing. I am sure
Yash in connivance with somebody has disappeared the
answer sheet from examination
hall.” Following the complaint,
police arrested Yash Goyal,
a BCom third semester
student.
He was presented before the
court on Saturday, which sent
him to one-day police remand
for further investigation.
Investigation officer requesting anonymity said, “As
per the preliminary investigation, it has come forward that
Yash Goyal was supposed to
take the examination but some
other person has appeared
for the examination in his place.
We have sought police remand
of Yash and efforts are being
made to identify the person who
impersonated in the examination hall.” Yash has been booked
under Section 120-B, 419 and 420
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) at
Mullana police station.

A PROFESSOR AT
MAHARISHI
MARKANDESHWAR
UNIVERSITY FILED A
POLICE COMPLAINT
WHEN SHE FOUND AN
ANSWER SHEET MISSING
ON MAY 31 EXAM

T W O - D AY E V E N T

Second coming of Khushwant Singh at King’s College in London
Nirupama Dutt
n

KHUSHWANT SINGH
LITERARY FESTIVAL
IS DRAWING CROWDS
THIS WEEKEND AT THE
WRITER’S ALMA MATER
ON THE THEME OF ‘AT
HOME IN THE WORLD’

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A five-hour
pop-up edition of the Khushwant Singh Literary Festival
on invitation of the then
Indian High Commissioner
prompted the King’s
College, London University,
to host the two-day festival
this year, on June 1 and 2 at
their Strand campus.
Rahul Singh, son of Indian
author, lawyer, diplomat and
journalist Khushwant Singh,
says: “King’s is where
Khushwant studied law and
qualified as a barrister.
The democratic values
he cherished life-long
were imbibed from his
education and several
years of living and working
in the UK.”
Niloufer Bilimoria, co-di-

n

Rahul Singh with Indian high commissioner Ruchi Ghaneshyam
and Vikramjeet Sahney, honorary counsel general of South
Africa, at the opening of the Khushwant Singh Literary Festival in
King’s College in London.
NILOUFER BILIMORIA

rector of KSLF, adds “The
theme of the festival is ‘At
Home in the World’ which
includes migrations, parti-

tions, analysis of colonial history and more that is common to the two cultures. The
festival opened, as is the tra-

dition, with a session paying
homage to the literary genius
of Khushwant Singh, with
Andrew White of BBC saying: “Khushwant Singh was
the man to go to when one
needed a quote and I never
returned disappointed.”
Authors Zareen Masani
and Humra Qureshi also
recalled their fond
remembrance of the ‘man
in the bulb’.
Other sessions included a

tribute to the late Nobel-laureate Vidia Naipaul by his
friends Farrukh Dhondy,
Roderick Matthews and
Rahul Singh. Incidentally,
Rahul was the guide for Naipul in his two books–India:
A Wounded Civilization
(1977) and the sprawling–
India: A Million Mutinies
Now (1990), and even
travelled with him to Punjab
when the state saw the sway
of Sikh militancy.
The game of cricket is
another passion shared by
India and Britain and this
was relived in a discussion on
Mihir Bose’s new book ‘The
Nine Waves: The Extraordinary Story of Indian Cricket’
with cricketer Allan Lamb
and writer Robert Winder.
This keeps time with the
Cricket World Cup 2019. The
fascinating story of film star

Kabir Bedi’s extraordinary
mother, Freda Bedi, has been
captured by author Naomi
Levine and Andrew Whitehead in their respective
books. Freda came in from
the West and found h her
home and passions in the
East. Journalist Mick Brown
joined the authors in the discussion.
Punjab and Sikhism were
abiding concerns and
interests of the agnostic
Khushwant. Kim Wagner’s
new book ‘Amritsar 1919: An
Empire of Fear and the
Making of a Massacre’, will
mark the sober centenary of
Jallianwalla Bagh.
After the London edition
KSLF will be back to the
Kasauli hills in October, with
550 years of Guru Nanak and
150 years of Mahatma Gandhi
as its central focus.
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Operation Bluestar
anniv: Section 144
till June 10
in Amritsar

No farmer penalised
despite 2,678 stubble
burning cases in Majha

AMRITSAR: In the lead-up to the

DEFIANT Amritsar tops the chart with 1,019 cases followed by 875
in Tarn Taran, could not monitor farm fires due to polls, say officials
Anil Sharma
n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

AMRITSAR :As many as 2,678 cases

of stubble burning have been
reported till Friday from Majha
region, but not a single farmer
has been penalised by the agriculture department yet.
As per the agriculture department, Amritsar tops the chart
among the four border districts of
Majha region with 1,019 cases of
stubble burning. Tarn Taran is
on second number with 875 cases.
Gurdaspur and Pathankot districts recorded 673 and 111 cases .
These cases , however, till May
31 were almost the same as last
year. The agriculture department had recorded 2,743 cases of
stubble burning in Majha last
year till May 31. As per the officials of the department, no
farmer has been penalised or
booked by the police this year as
the officials were busy in election
duties. However, last year, hundreds of farmers were penalised
and several booked in the region.
“We have deployed coordinator officers in every village and
cluster officers for a cluster of
eight villages. As these staff were
busy with the election duties,
they could not monitor stubble
burning incidents in the region.

shortstories
NIGERIAN WOMAN
HELD WITH
1KG HEROIN
JALANDHAR : A Nigerian woman
was held with 1kg heroin at Canal
Bridge in Bara Pind here on
Saturday. The accused, Beauty
hails from Ohio, Benin City,
Nigeria and was staying at
Shiapur, New Delhi. A case was
registered under sections of the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
HTC
Substances Act.

Vocational courses
begin at rehab centre
JALANDHAR : A vocational course
was started for addicts undergoing treatment at the government
drug rehabilitation centre at
Shekhe village on Saturday. The
patients will be trained to be
electricians and will be taught
basic house wiring, single phase
wiring and how to test fans,
HTC
motors and tube fittings.

Cleanliness drive ahead of
Guru Nanak’s birth anniv
JALANDHAR : Gearing up for the
550th birth anniversary of Guru
Nanak, the Jalandhar district
administration on Saturday
decided to start a cleanliness
drive in 900 villages in the
district. During the drive, areas
around villages and ponds will be
cleaned with the help of villagers
and NGOs. Additional deputy
commissioner (development)
Kulwant Singh said the drive will
simultaneously be held in all
villages to give them a complete
face-lift.
HTC

Surprise check of
Sultanpur Lodhi projects
SULTANPUR LODHI: Ahead of
Guru Nanak’s 550th birth anniversary celebrations, public works
minister Vijay Inder Singla
conducted a surprise check to
assess the progress of PWD
works at Sultanpur Lodhi. MLA
Navtej Singh Cheema accompanied him. The minister directed
PWD officials to ensure timely
completion of projects. He
directed officials to ensure all
projects be completed before
September 30. Singla said the
road connectivity of Sultanpur
Lodhi with Majha, Doaba and
Malwa areas of Punjab needs to
HTC
be improved.

›

Last year, agriculture
dept encouraged
farmers to use ‘happy
seeder’ machine. The fields
which employed the
machine witnessed
drastic decline in yield.
KAWALPREET SINGH PANNU, Kisan
Sangarsh Committee state convener

We have called a meeting of these
officials on Monday and action
will be taken against the erring
farmers after the meeting,” said
Tarn Taran chief agriculture officer (CEO) Harwinderjit Singh.
Amritsar CEO Vinay Kumar
has the same story to narrate .
The CEO of Gurdaspur and
Pathankot districts, Amrik
Singh, said ‘we are yet to impose
fine on the erring farmers’.
A senior agriculture official
said, “The government is not serious about the issue. Due to lack of
will of political leaders, the farmers are setting their fields on fire
without fear. This is causing
severe damage to the environment and people. It is up to them
to direct the department to take
action against those violating the

orders.”
“We have been organising
back to back awareness camps in
every village to make farmers
aware about damages caused by
stubble burning. Last year, we
gave 600 machines to the farmers
of Tarn Taran on subsidised
rate,” said the Tarn Taran CEO.
Farmers of the region, however, continue to resort to stubble
burning alleging no suitable
alternative. They are of the view
that until the state government
provides them alternative solution to manage stubble, they are
not left with much choice. “Farmers continue to burn stubble as
they rely on wheat and paddy
rotation. It is on the government
to break the rotation and do
something for diversification.
The government should give a
guarantee to the farmers for purchasing diversified crops. This
will encourage farmers to adopt
diversification,” said Kisan Sangarsh Committee (KSC) state convener Kawalpreet Singh Pannu.
He said, “The government
should also give a minimum of
₹6,000 per acre compensation to
farmers for managing stubble. If
the government fails to implement the suggestions, the farmers will be forced to set their fields
on fire in future too.”

Demand for Punjabi
Academy gathers
pace in Bihar
Reena Sopam
n

reena.sopam@htlive.com

PATNA: Punjabis in the state have

renewed their longstanding
demand for a language academy
for the preservation of ancient
texts and manuscripts of Sikh
Gurus available here and also for
the promotion of Sikh literature.
They want the government to
set up a Punjabi Academy on the
lines of the Bhojpuri, Maithili,
Bengali and Urdu academies
already functioning here for the
last several decades.
Bihar has remained a strong
base for Sikh religion. While the
10th Guru of the Sikhs, Guru
Gobind Singh, was born at Patna
Sahib in the state capital,
founder of Sikhism, Guru
Nanak, and the 9th Guru, Guru
Tegh Bahadur, had made extensive journeys across the state,
which has around 200 small and
big and historically important
gurdwaras and Kabir shrines.
“Many of these have a rich collection of ancient texts and manuscripts, which need to be preserved and documented to be
reprinted and published,” Punjabis under the banner of Sewadar Samaaj Kalyan Samiti had
claimed in a letter to chief minister Nitish Kumar in 2017.
“If there can be an Urdu Academy and a Bengali Academy in
the state, why can’t we have a
Punjabi Academy? We have been
demanding it since 2003. And on
350th Prakash Parv of Guru Gobind Singh ji also, the Sewadar
Samiti had submitted to the CM
cell a charter of demands with
the need for a Punjabi Academy
on top of the list,” Sardar Trilok
Singh Nishad, the chairman of
Sewadar Samiti and secretary of
Guru Nanak Missionary Centre,
said.

THE ACADEMY WILL
HELP PRESERVE
ANCIENT TEXTS,
MANUSCRIPTS OF SIKH
GURUS AND SIKH LIT
He said that now that the polls
were over, a fresh letter would
soon be sent to the CM. “We will
request the government to set up
the academy to mark the 550th
anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev
in October- November.”
Mahendra Pal Singh Dhillon,
general secretary of the Takht
Shree Harmandir Patna Sahib
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, said, “Some gurdwaras and
Kabir Maths have a collection of
manuscripts and texts that are
more than 300-400 years old. Now
they need preservation.”
Daljeet Singh, superintendent
of Harmandir Patna Sahib
Gurudwara, and Jeet Saheb
from Gurudwara Prabandhak
Committee, said, “People want to
know about Sikh religion and its
literature, but as many of these
manuscripts and old texts are in
Punjabi and Persian, it becomes
difficult for them to understand
the language.”
Trilok Singh Nishad said the
proposal was submitted to the
CM and home secretary Amir
Subhani just before the Prakash
Parv of Guru Gobind Singh in
2017. “We had meetings also in
this connection with Amir Subhani, who is also the additional
chief secretary of the minority
welfare department,” he said.
Subhani could not be contacted. Vinodanand Jha, a senior
official from the education
department, said he was not
aware of the proposal regarding
the Punjabi Academy.
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Locals rush to save valuables after a fire broke out in the backyard of Pathankot railway station which
VINAY DHINGRA/HT
spread to abandoned quarters on Saturday evening.

Property damaged as fire rages
in Pathankot rly station backyard
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATHANKOT : A massive fire broke

out in the backyard of the
Pathankot railway station on Saturday evening, causing loss to the
railway property and belongings
of employees stocked in the
abandoned railway quarters,
said station supervisor Dilbagh
Singh.
Singh said that the exact cause
of the fire was yet to be ascertained while some eyewitnesses
claimed that the electricity lines
over the station caused spark due

INDUSTRIALISTS,
TRADERS PIN
HOPES ON
SOM PARKASH
JALANDHAR:With the appointment
of Hoshiarpur MP Som Parkash
as minister of state for commerce
and industry on Friday, industrialists and traders in the region
are pinning high hopes on him to
bring back the lost glory of Punjab’s industry.
Parkash, a former IAS officer
and first-time MP, was sworn in
as MoS on Thursday.
While thanking Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the BJP
for appointing him as MoS, he
said, “It is a big responsibility and
I will do my best for the growth of
industry in the country and in
Punjab.”
Parkash, a prominent Dalit
face of BJP in the Doaba region,
had defeated Congress candidate
Raj Kumar Chabbewal from
Hoshiarpur by 48,530 votes.
While fielding him from this Lok
Sabha seat, the party had preferred him to the then sitting MP
Vijay Sampla.
“Parkash has done good work
as MLA and we have high hopes
from the new minister. He had
also served as deputy commissioner in Jalandhar and knows
the needs of industrialists,” said
HS Chitkara, president, All India
Rubber Industry Association.
Ravinder Dhir, president, Punjab Udyog Vyopar Sena, said the
sports industry in Jalandhar is
almost on the verge of shutdown.
The Centre should come up with
new policies to boost the industry, he added. “We hope that
being industry minister, Som
Parkash will address our grievances on priority basis and Punjab will see more investment and
growth in coming years.” Industrialist Ramesh Kumar said Goraya town, once famous as a hub of
small-scale industry, is now at
the verge of losing this tag. HTC

›

The exact cause of the
fire was yet to be
ascertained. We will
assess the loss once fire
tenders douse the flames
DILBAGH SINGH , Pathankot
station supervisor

to storm which led to fire in the
backyard.
“The railway had stocked
wood loafs and rubber articles in
the yard which helped fire spread

in no time. We will assess the loss
after the fire tenders douse the
flames,” Dilbagh Singh said.
The RPF barrack number 2
which was adjacent to the railway backyard was vacated soon.
The locals along with the Government Railway Police (GRP)
and Railway Protection Force
(RPF) tried to save the belongings
in the quarter but the massive fire
turned it into ashes in few minutes. The fire tenders were
rushed to the railway station
which was still struggling to contain the fire at the time of filing of
this report.

35th anniversary of Operation
Bluestar, Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) has
been imposed in the city from
June 1 to 10, to ensure peace is
not disturbed.
Sikh organisations, including
separatists, have been gearing
up to observe the 35th anniversary of Operation Bluestar, on
June 6.
DCP (law and order) Bhupinder Singh said, “Operation
Bluestar is being observed in the
first week of this month and such
different Sikh organisations
have chalked out programmes
and marches. Thus, to maintain
law, order and peace, we have
imposed Section 144 of the CrPC
in the city from June 1 to 10.”
“Under the ban, people are
prohibited from walking
through the city with licensed
arms, firearms, explosive substance or device, flammable substances or sharp-edged weapons.
If someone defies the order,
action will be taken as per the
law,” he said.
In 2014, on the anniversary of
Operation Bluestar, a clash had
taken place between radical Sikh
activists and the task force of the
SGPC. Several people were
injured in the Golden Temple
complex. Pro-Khalistan groups
like the Dal Khalsa will hold
‘genocide
remembrance
marches’ across the city on the
eve of the anniversary. The Dal
Khalsa has also given a call for
‘Amritsar bandh’ on June 6 to
HTC
mark the anniversary.

Committed to making Amritsar
a global city, says Hardeep Puri
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: A day after being
appointed as minister of state
(Independent charge) in the ministry of civil aviation, Hardeep
Singh Puri on Saturday said he is
still committed to making Amritsar a global city. Puri lost Amritsar to Congress’ nominee Gurjit
Singh Aujla in the general elections. Puri, who also holds additional charge of housing and
urban affairs, visited the city to
pay obeisance at Golden Temple.
It was followed by a press conference at Sri Guru Ram Das Jee
International Airport here.
Asked about his defeat, Puri
said, “It’s not a small achievement that a person who is named

n

Hardeep Singh Puri

as candidate 19 days before the
polls gets 3.5 lakh votes, 40 percent share of total votes polled.
One has to lose in the contest. I
am happy with the response of
the people of the holy city.”
He also expressed satisfaction
over improvement in party’s performance in urban areas of the
state.
Refusing to reply on the port-

folios assigned to him, he said he
cannot say about the challenges
ahead in a day, however, he said
he has personal bond with the
city and is duty bound to implement the vision document for
holistic development of the
Amritsar lok sabha segment.
He said he will cooperate with
his rival and MP Gurjit Singh
Aujla for the betterment of the
city. He said he will interact with
people of the segment on an interactive website “Puriforgurunagari”, which is being developed.
About any future plan about
contesting elections from Amritsar, he said he has no such intention. Citing age factor, he said he
would like to accomplish the task
at his hand during his five-year
tenure.
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Dry spell triggers over 200 forest
fire incidents in Himachal since Jan
RAGING BLAZE 936 hectares of area affected, causing a damage of ₹13-lakh forest wealth in state
HT Correspondent and Agencies
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA: A prolonged dry spell
and abnormally high temperature since mid-May have triggered forest fires, causing huge
damage to flora and fauna
across Himachal Pradesh.
Data available with the state
forest department said 211 incidents of forest fires were
reported this year till May 30. Of
these, 57 were in Dharamshala
circle, followed by 33 in Mandi,
29 in Nahan, 24 in Rampur, 19 in
Bilaspur, 15 in Solan, 12 in Hamirpur, 11 in Chamba and eight in
Shimla.
A total 936 hectares of forest
area had been affected and damage to the forest wealth had been
assessed to be more than Rs. 13
lakh, an official said. Majority of
the fire incidents occurred in
the pine forests, he said, adding
that and two to three incidents,
on an average, were reported
daily in the Kangra, Solan and
Hamirpur districts.
“This is the time when trees
shed pine needles, covering
large chunk of open land within
forests. With abnormally high
temperature, the pine needles
dry quickly and easily catch
fire,” he said.
Principal conservator of forest Ajay Kumar said the department had identified 339 beats in
23 fire sensitive forest divisions
across the state.
“Apart from deploying forest
and home guard personnel, the
department has associated
social workers and local people
to deal with forest fires effec-

Nature's fury
Two to three incidents, on
an average, are reported
daily from Kangra, Solan
and Hamirpur districts.

n

There are 196 forest ranges in Himachal Pradesh, of which 80 are fire-prone.

tively,” said Kumar.
He said in addition to forest
staff, home guard jawans —
trained by the State Disaster
Management Authority and
provided with fire-resistance kit
— were part of a dedicated quick
response team formed to extinguish forest fires.
Each team had been provided
a vehicle fitted with water tanks
and facility to lift pipes which
would respond in case of emergency, Kumar said.
He said in case of a major fire,
the forest department would
also arrange choppers with the
help of the State Disaster Man-

agement Authority to douse
flames.
There are 196 forest ranges in
the state, of which 80 are fireprone.
The department data show
that 2,469 fire incidents were
reported, affecting 25,300 hectares of forest land, in 2018.
In 2017, a total 1,542 fire incidents were reported in which
more than 13,000 hectares of forest area was affected.
Forest officials said fire incidents were triggered by human
action more than natural reasons. Villagers set the forests
and grasslands on fire to get

DEEPAK SANSTA/HT
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FOREST FIRE TRIGGERS
MINE BLASTS ALONG
LOC IN POONCH
JAMMU : Forest fire triggered a
chain of explosions in anti-personnel mines along the Line of
Control in Jammu and Kashmir’s Poonch district on Saturday afternoon.
No loss of life or damage to
property was reported in the
incident, they said.
“The fire broke out in Mank-

13,000
(Area in hectares)

ote and Balakote forward areas
along the LoC in the afternoon
and spread to large areas, following which several mines
exploded,” a police official said.
The explosions caused panic
among residents of the border
area. The forest department officials, the army and locals
brought the fire under control,
the officials said

letterschd@hinustantimes.com

Pradesh continued to reel under
intense heat wave with the temperature in plains touching 45
degrees Celsius on Saturday. The
mercury, however, dropped
slightly in state capital Shimla.
At 44.9 degrees C, Una was once
again the hottest place in the
state.
The maximum temperature at
Bilaspur was 43 degrees C, followed by Hamirpur 40.6 degrees
C, Sundernagar 39.9 degrees C,
Kangra 39.2 degrees C, Nahan 38.4
degrees C, Bhunter in Kullu 37.8
degrees C and Chamba 37.7
degrees C.
Among the prominent hill stations, Dharamshala witnessed a
rise of around two notches with
the maximum temperature
touching 34.2 degrees C.
In Shimla, the maximum temperature dropped to 29.9 degrees
C from 30 degrees C on Friday.
Dalhousie in Chamba district

PEOPLE IN MOST PARTS
OF THE STATE LIKELY GET
A RELIEF AS THERE WAS
FORECAST OF RAIN AND
THUNDERSTORM IN
MIDDLE AND LOW HILLS
FROM SUNDAY
recorded a maximum temperature of 25.1 degrees C, down from
25.5 degrees C on Friday.
Shimla meteorological centre
director Manmohan Singh said
the prolonged dry spell was
behind the rising temperature.
However, people in the most
parts of the state were likely get a
relief as there was forecast of rain
and thunderstorm in middle and
low hills from Sunday, he said.
LIGHT DUST STORM
BRINGS DOWN TEMP
IN JAMMU
Light dust storm swept across the
winter capital of Jammu and
Kashmir on Saturday, bringing

11 IAS officers shifted
partner held for in HP, Kashyap
murder of her son
returns as Shimla DC

Juvenile held for killing sister-in-law, her son Woman, live-in
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: A pendant, a bite mark

on his leg and a selfie taken a few
minutes before the murder
helped police on Saturday apprehend the juvenile brother-in-law
of the 26-year-old woman who
was found dead with her throat
slit at her Patel Nagar house
in central Delhi on Thursday
evening.
Police said the juvenile
molested the woman and later
murdered her. The woman’s

four-year-old son, who was found
hanging from a ceiling fan in the
house, was killed because he had
witnessed the crime, police said.
On Thursday, the police were
informed of the four-year-old killing himself by hanging in his
third floor house in Patel Nagar..
“Inspection of the crime scene
suggested that there was no
break-in and, therefore, the killer
was known to the family. Preliminary probe revealed that the
juvenile brother-in-law of the
woman was the last person to
have seen the woman. Forensics

teams also spotted bite marks on
the legs of juvenile and scratch
injuries on his face, neck and
back,” DCP MS Randhava said.
The police also recovered the
woman’s mobile phone. “One
blood stained locket that
belonged to the juvenile was also
recovered. When we checked the
mobile phone, we found that the
juvenile had taken a selfie from it,
just a few minutes before the
woman’s murder was reported,”
Randhava said.
He said their suspicion on the
juvenile further strengthened

and he was detained for questioning. “When he was confronted
with the evidence, he confessed to
having killed the woman and her
son,” the officer said.
Randhava said the juvenile
told them that he tried to molest
his sister-in-law. “He tried to
overpower her, which is when he
received the minor injuries. He
said the woman slapped him. In a
rage, he picked up a grinding
stone from the kitchen and
smashed it onto her head repeatedly until she fell unconscious,”
the DCP said.

AQIL KHAN /HT

Mandi

FIRE INCIDENT

FIRE
AREA
INCIDENTS AFFECTED

softer grass after rain, they said.
“The forest department registers FIRs whenever such incidents are reported,” they added.

Tourist enjoying river rafting in Manali.

n

Dharamshala

CIRCLE

NEW DELHI: A 23-year-old woman

and her 21-year-old live-in partner were arrested on Friday for
allegedly murdering her fouryear-old son and burying his
body after cooking up two different stories — one for her family
and another for neighbours — to
pass it off as an accidental death,
the police said. The police said
the child’s body with his head and
left arm missing was dug out
from the burial ground at Wazirabad cremation ground on May
2 — eight days after he was murdered. They are now probing
how the child’s head and arm are
missing, despite the body being
buried.
The couple are being interrogated to ascertain if they had
severed the head and dumped it
somewhere to destroy evidence
and avoid arrest, the police said.
They suspects have been identified as Komal and her live-inpartner Ravikar. The couple was
arrested on Friday, 38 days after
the incident, from Om Vihar
Extension, where they lived in a
rented flat. Ravikar allegedly
murdered the child in front of her
by smashing the child’s head
HTC
against a wall.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA:In a major administrative

shake-up post parliamentary
election, Himachal Pradesh government ordered transfer of deputy commissioners of eight districts--Shimla, Kullu, Chamba,
Una, Kangra, Lahaul-Spiti,
Bilaspur, Hamirpur, late Friday.
The government shuffled 13
officers, including 11 Indian
Administrative Service (IAS)
and two Himachal Administrative Service (HAS).
Amit Kahsyap, who was
transferred as Shimla tourism
and civil aviation director with
additional charge of town and
country planning, on the direction of election commission
before elections, was once again
appointed as the DC of Shimla,
replacing Rajeshwar Goel.
Kashyap was reportedly shifted
in connection with his “inaction” in alleged tampering of
electronic voting machines
(EVMs) by then Chopal SDM
Mukesh Repaswal in October
last year.

Goel was transferred as Bilaspur DC, replacing Vivek Bhatia
who was posted as the DC of
Chamba. Kullu DC Yunus has
been posted as tourism and civil
aviation director with additional
charge of town and country
planning director.
Kangra DC Sandeep Kumar
and Una DC Rakesh Kumar Prajapati have been ordered to swap
positions.
Lahaul-Spiti DC Ashwani
Kumar Chaudhary has been
posted as the Himachal Pradesh
public commission secretary,
relieving Ekta Kapta of the additional charge.
Kangra cooperative societies
additional registrar Kamal Kant
Saroch has been transferred as
deputy commissioner Lahaul
and Spiti. Kangra tourism development officer Madhu Chaudhary will hold the additional
charge of Kangra cooperative
societies additional registrar.
Chamba DC Harikesh Meena
has been transferred to Hamirpur, replacing Richa Verma,
who has been posted as Kullu
DC.

down temperatures in a slight
relief to the residents. Jammu
recorded a high of 43.6 degrees
Celsius and a low of 25.5 degrees
Celsius, the meteorological
department said.
Director of the meteorological
department in Jammu and Kashmir, Sonam Lotus, said, “The
maximum temperature in
Jammu on Saturday was one
degree lower than Friday.”
He said, “Jammu could witness some respite from the
scorching heat as there was prediction of rain from June 3 afternoon.” He said temperature of 42
to 44 degrees C in Jammu was not
a new phenomenon. In 1984 and
1988, Jammu had recorded a maximum of 47.4 degrees C, he added.
Meanwhile, the Jammu and
Kashmir government has
ordered summer vacation in all
schools in the summer zone from
June 1 to July 16. However, frequent power cuts have aggravated the miseries of the people in
Jammu, who preferred to stay
indoors.

48-YEAR-OLD
KULLU WOMAN
KILLED
IN HIT-AND-RUN
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA : A 48-year-old woman

was killed after being run over
by an unidentified vehicle in
Himachal Pradesh’s Kullu district on Saturday.
The deceased has been identified as Anjana Bodh, a local resident. The incident took place
around 7:30 am near Sarvari bus
stand of Kullu district.
The woman died on the spot
and was spotted by locals who
informed the police.
The body was evacuated to a
regional hospital in Kullu for
postmortem.
A case had been registered.
Additional superintendent of
police (ASP) Raj Kumar said a
manhunt has been launched to
nab the accused driver who had
fled the spot.

MANHUNT HAS BEEN
LAUNCHED TO NAB
THE ACCUSED DRIVER

Cabinet nod to new HP industrial policy
aimed at promoting ease of doing business
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DECISIONS

SHIMLA : Himachal Pradesh cabi-

net on Saturday approved a new
industrial policy, besides relaxing norms to promote home-stay
units to promote tourism and
providing 10 per cent reservation for economically weaker
sections in government jobs.
The cabinet chaired by chief
minister Jai Ram Thakur gave
its approval to the Himachal Pradesh Industrial Investment Policy 2019.
“The new policy is aimed at
redressal of issues that are
impending industrial growth
and ensure simplification of procedures, creating key physical
and social infrastructure, boosting human resource development, as well as access to credit
and market,” a government
spokesperson said.
It also aimed at promoting
ease of doing business by digitisation of all processes and to promote self certification.
The cabinet also gave its
approval for enhanced incentives to medium small and micro
enterprises (MSME), introducted a new concept of anchor units
with higher incentives than
larger industries and provided
incentives for common industrial and social infrastructure
like schools, hospitals and other
common facilities.
There is also provision of
reimbursement of state GST
upto 90% for seven years, inter-

n Approval to new indus-

trial investment policy
Enhanced incentives to
medium small and micro
enterprises (MSME)
n Approval to simplify Land
Tenancy Act for setting up
industrial units in the
state
n Procurement price of
citrus fruits increased
n ₹100 to 200 increase in
social security pensions
n New film policy approved
n

n

Chief minister Jai Ram Thakur presiding over a cabinet meeting in
Shimla on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

est subvention on the term loans
to industries for three to five
years with maximum limit of ₹20
lakh per year.
The cabinet also approved an
increased floor area ratio (FAR)
for industrial units of different
categories as well as capital subsidy for establishment of new
private industrial areas, theme
parks and concession in the electricity duty and rebate on electricity tariff upto 50%.
To promote the traditional
handicrafts and handloom sector, the cabinet decided to provide additional concessions for
setting up such units over and
above the incentives given to the
industries.
The decision to provide 10 per
cent reservation in Class I to IV
posts in the government sector

would benefit the candidates
whose gross family income is
below Rs 4 lakh per annum and
are not covered under any
scheme of reservations for the
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes and the Other Backward
Classes, the spokesperson said.
A decision was also taken to
implement the Mukhya Mantri
Roshni Yojana under which
17,550 free electricity connections will be provided to poor
families in this fiscal.
The cabinet approved to
enhance the procurement price
of citrus fruits such as Kinnow,
Malta, Orange and Galgal under
market intervention scheme
(MIS) for the year 2019-20 by fifty
paise per kg from the existing
support. The government also
decided to increase the social

security pensions of the elderly,
widows, destitutes, handicapped
and lepers from ₹750 to ₹850 per
month and the old-age pension
for those above 70 years from
₹1,300 to ₹1,500 per July 1.
In another move to encourage
rural tourism and provide ample
self employment opportunities
to rural youth in the state, the
cabinet decided to increase the
maximum limit of three rooms
registered under the Home Stay
Scheme to four rooms.
The approval was given to the
Himachal Pradesh Film Policy of
2019, which aims at promoting
rich cultural heritage and scenic
beauty of the state through films.
Lump sum incentive to the
wards of ex-servicemen has been
enhanced from ₹ 6,000 to ₹12,000
for SSB coaching.
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htnation
US move to scrap preferential
trade status unfortunate: Govt

NEW MINISTERS TAKE CHARGE

ZERO-TARIFF BENEFITS Centre downplays the decision, says India will continue to seek to build strong ties
Yashwant Raj
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: The United States on

Friday formally terminated
India’s eligibility for a duty-free
import scheme for developing
countries, effective June 5, saying
it has not given assurances it
“will provide equitable and reasonable access to its markets” to
US companies as required under
relevant American trade laws.
The move was downplayed by
India’s commerce ministry,
which said on Saturday that
India will continue to seek to
build strong economic ties with
the United States and that it was
“unfortunate” that attempts to
resolve significant US requests
had not been accepted.
Officials had previously raised
the prospect of higher import
duties on more than 20 US goods if
Trump dropped India from the
programme, but there was no
mention of that in the response.
“India, like the US and other
nations shall always uphold its
national interest in these matters,” the government said in a
statement issued through the
trade ministry.
The impending American termination was previewed on
Thursday by a senior administration official, who described it as a
“done deal” and said it was time
for the two countries to move on,
and try to resolve other trade irri-

n

PM Narendra Modi with US President Donald Trump during a meeting in Manila in November 2017.

tants. The official had, however,
left open the possibility of restoring these benefits if and when
India complied with American
demands for greater market
access to its dairy products and
medical devices sectors.
“I have determined that India
has not assured the United States
that India will provide equitable
and reasonable access to its markets,” US President Donald
Trump said in a proclamation
issued on Friday. “Accordingly, it
is appropriate to terminate
India’s designation as a beneficiary developing country effective
June 5, 2019.”
The presidential proclamation

did not mention it, but the senior
administration official who had
previewed the coming termination had left the door open for putting India back on the Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)
programme and restore its dutyfree benefits if India was able to
“achieve the reforms in market
access that we need under this
programme”.
President Trump had conveyed his intention to terminate
India’s eligibility for the programme to the US congress on
March 4. And the formal termination became due on May 4, after
the mandatory 60-day notice
period.

AFP FILE

But the administration held off
on the proclamation as India was
in the middle of elections and
there was pressure from US lawmakers, from both parties, to
delay the termination to allow
more time for negotiations. There
was an expectation that India
could avert the termination if it
agreed to US demands for more
market access.
But the Trump administration
had concluded much before,
according to people close to the
developments, that India would
not be able to deliver no matter
how much additional time it was
given. But it agreed to wait for the
elections to get over, and

announced the termination just a
day after Prime Minister Narendra Modi began his second term.
No talks were underway at the
time contrary to public assurances by Indian officials.
This US action presents the
first major challenge for the new
Modi government on relations
with the United States, as there is
talk the Trump administration
might not stop at this and could be
considering even more precipitate actions in line with the President’s tough posture on trade.
India has been the biggest beneficiary of the GSP programme,
which allows certain imports
from 120 countries to enter the
United States at zero tariff. US
imports from India under GSP
were an estimated $6.3 billion
worth of goods in 2018 , according
to a report by the Congressional
Research Service, a non-partisan
source of research for US lawmakers.
Withdrawal of zero-tariff benefits would subject these products,
presuming their volumes remain
unaffected, to $190 million,
according to official Indian estimates. But people familiar with
these discussions have said there
are fears that the new tariffs
could make these products costlier for US importers, who could
then switch to other cheaper
alternatives to keep down their
prices.
(with HTC inputs from New Delhi)

n

Top: Newly-appointed Union defence
minister Rajnath Singh, along with
(from left) Army chief Gen Bipin
Rawat, Navy chief Karambir Singh and
Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal BS
Dhanoa, pays homage to the martyrs at
the National War Memorial. Later, the
chiefs of tri-services apprised Singh
about the security scenario during a
meeting at ministry headquarters.
(Bottom) BJP leader Prakash
Javadekar takes charge of the ministry
of environment, forest and climate
change, and the ministry of information
and broadcasting information, with
MoS Babul Supriyo, in New Delhi on
Saturday.
PTI/VIPIN KUMAR/ HT PHOTO

F I R S T D AY

Shah takes stock
of state affairs

Akhilesh may visit
Azamgarh to thank
voters tomorrow
HT Correspondent
n

shortstories
27-YEAR-OLD
ARRESTED IN
KALBURGI CASE
BENGALURU: In a breakthrough in
the investigation into the murder
of Kannada littérateur MM
Kalburgi, the Special Investigation
Team Saturday said it has arrested
a 27-year-old man from Belagavi.
In a statement issued on Saturday,
SIT said Praveen Prakash Chatur, a
resident of Belagavi, was arrested
on Friday. A court has remanded
him in police custody till June 7,
the SIT said. Kalburgi was shot
dead on August 30, 2015 at his
residence in Dharwad by two
assailants who escaped the spot.

FIR lodged over ‘gang rape’
of differently abled
MEERUT : A differently abled
teenage girl was allegedly
gang-raped for four months by
two people in Kharkhoda area,
said police. The victim’s kin, who
filed a complaint at the SSP office
on Saturday, said that they came
to know about the crime after she
got pregnant. Sanjeev Deshwal,
circle officer, crime, mahila thana,
said, “An FIR has been registered
at the Kharkhoda police station
and the probe is underway. The
family was unaware about it
(the crime) till recently. We
have promised them a fair
investigation.”

Girl who killed self after
failing, passed in re-check
HYDERABAD: A 15-year-old girl
from Hyderabad, who committed
suicide after failing in the Intermediate first year (Class 11)
examinations, was declared
passed following re-verification
of her answer sheet, 40 days after
she resorted to the extreme step.
Arutla Anamika, who appeared
for the Intermediate examinations at Pragati Mahavidyalaya
in Koti, committed suicide at her
grandmother’s place at Bansilalpet in Secunderabad on April 18,
on the same day when the
Telangana State Board of Intermediate Education (TSBIE).

MP govt to withdraw all
cases against farmers
BHOPAL: All cases registered
against farmers and political
workers for taking part in various
agitations will be withdrawn in
Madhya Pradesh, it was decided
at a meeting of home minister
Bala Bachchan and law and legal
affairs minister PC Sharma on
Saturday. Talking to media, Bala
Bachchan said that chief minister
Kamal Nath has asked for them to
submit a report within 15 days in
this regard. An official who took
part in the meeting said at
present they have identified 390
cases, and this includes cases
against farmers who took part in
the farmers’ protests in June 2017.

Nepal PM Oli invites
Modi to visit Nepal
KATHMANDU: Nepal Prime
Minister KP Oli has extended an
invitation to his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi for a visit to
his country and strengthen
bilateral relations through regular
exchange of visits. Oli was on a
two-day visit to New Delhi along
with leaders of other BIMSTEC
countries to take part in Modi’s
swearing-in ceremony on Thursday as the country’s Prime
Minister for the second term.

‘Issue-based alignments’ may be the
focus of Jaishankar’s foreign policies
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The new external
affairs minister, S Jaishankar,
believes India’s foreign policy
set-up has to be nimble while
responding to a changing world
order and forging “issue-based
alignments” with like-minded
states at a time when multilateralism is facing greater
challenges.
The former foreign secretary,
who took over as the minister on
Friday, is yet to publicly spell
out his foreign policy priorities,
but his remarks at an event
organised by the Observer
Research Foundation (ORF) on
April 24 provide insights into
his views on India’s role in a rapidly changing world.
Jaishankar, 64, was the surprise addition to Prime Minister
Narenda Modi’s cabinet, replacing Sushma Swaraj. As a former
envoy to the US and China, he is
well equipped to take forward
ties with both the powers that
are currently engaged in a trade
war.
Speaking at the launch of the
book Indian Foreign Policy: The

n

External affairs minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar (left) with
PTI FILE
foreign secretary Vijay Keshav Gokhale, in New Delhi.

Modi Era by Harsh V Pant, the
head of the strategic studies programme at ORF, Jaishankar
listed building strong partnerships with like-minded states on
specific subjects or “issue-based
alignments”, managing great
power relationships and
increasing India’s global footprint and using unpredictability
to enhance value among the “10
big takeaways” regarding
changes in foreign policy in the
past few years.

Among the other takeaways
were making pragmatic decisions based on risk-benefit calculations, a willingness to use
military power, making defence
policy an integral part of diplomacy, making business and
investments central to diplomacy and playing the diaspora
card more extensively and effectively.
India, he said, will have to
“nimbly expand the space to
pursue its interests and not be

caught flatfooted by dogma”.
The country will have to position itself by optimising ties
with all the major players, and
this will include “cultivating
America, steadying Russia,
managing China, enthusing
Japan and attending to Europe”,
he said.
There will be more issuebased alignments as the world
has “moved into an era of
greater plurilaterals and
stronger bilateral, with multilateralism perhaps paying the
cost”, he added.
Jaishankar appeared to indicate that a breakthrough in the
relationship with Pakistan was
unlikely in the immediate
future, saying “the new normal
with regard to Pakistan is in the
making”. There was, he said, no
global comparison for Pakistan’s obsession with India
since the 1980s though things
had changed in recent years.
“Pakistan is in a special category, the Pakistanis had gamed
us and it’s important not to
behave predictably...We are trying to out-think them, which has
historically not been the case,”
he said.

letters@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

LUCKNOW: Samajwadi Party (SP)

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: First-time cabinet min-

ister Amit Shah took charge of the
Union ministry of home affairs
(MHA) on Saturday afternoon,
after which he met senior officials
and sat through an extended
briefing session.
Officials in each of the 19 divisions under the ministry briefed
Shah, who continues to be Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) president, about projects and schemes
being piloted and supervised by
them. Some of these divisions are
internal security, counter-terror
and counter-radicalization, disaster management, freedom
fighters’ pension and the Jammu
& Kashmir wing. “The minister
patiently heard the briefs. He did
ask for some clarifications,” a
senior official said on condition of
anonymity as he is not authorized
to speak to the media. “Specific
briefings on particular topics will
start from Monday,” he added.
A stream of governors and senior BJP functionaries called on
Shah on his first day at the ministry. Kerala governor Palanisamy
Sathasivam was among the first
to do so. Jammu & Kashmir governor Satya Pal Malik, too, called
on him. “I have briefed the home
minister on the ground situation
in Jammu and Kashmir,” Malik
later told reporters. “We have not
discussed anything about the
[Jammu & Kashmir] elections, it
is for the Election Commission of

n

Amit Shah

India [to decide].”
Jammu & Kashmir has been
without an elected government
since June 2018 when the BJP
ended its three-year alliance with
Mehbooba Mufti’s Peoples Democratic Party (PDP).
Shah’s ministry will also be
overseeing security arrangements for the Amarnath Yatra,
which is scheduled to begin June
end. The threat quotient for the
Yatra remains high, though security agencies have eliminated
about 100 militants since the
beginning of this year, according
to the Multi-Agency Centre.
Among others who called on
Shah are Maharashtra governor
C Vidyasagar Rao, Puducherry
governor Kiran Bedi and Uttarakhand chief minister Trivendra
Singh Rawat. Shah, who is the
30th home minister of the country, reached South Block in the
afternoon. Union home secretary
Rajiv Guba and Intelligence
Bureau director Rajiv Jain
received him.
G Kishan Reddy and Nityanand Rai took over as ministers of
state for home affairs too.

national president Akhilesh
Yadav is reactivating himself and
his party after a week-long lull
following the Lok Sabha poll
defeat in Uttar Pradesh.
Akhilesh is restarting with a
thanksgiving visit to Azamgarh
from where he won the elections.
Akhilesh is going to Azamgarh on
Monday. And with this, he will
start his tour of districts.
A day after the Azamgarh visit,
Akhilesh will visit Ghazipur to
meet the family of Vijay Yadav,
an SP leader and a Zila panchayat
member who was shot dead in
Ghazipur on May 19, after the last
phase of polling ended.
“In Azamgarh, the Lok Sabha
constituency that he won, Akhilesh ji will meet the party outfit
and then hold a public meeting”,
said Havaldar Yadav, the Azamgarh district president of SP.
SP had contested the polls in
alliance with BSP and RLD. SP
contested 37, BSP 38, and RLD 3.
SP won only 5 seats, just as many
it won in 2014. RLD got none.
While the only gainer was BSP
that won 10 seats against it zero in
2014. There had been week-long
lull in activities in the SP after the
defeat in the general elections.
However, Akhilesh is going to
execute significant changes in the
party. The state unit as well as the
four youth wings of the party will
soon be dissolved and the party
might soon have a new state president, said a senior party leader.

Won’t stake claim to
Pawar rules out
3
BJP
CMs
who
stood
the
test
LoP post, says Cong
NCP-Cong merger
A H E A D O F A S S E M B LY S H O W

Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Congress on Satur-

day said that it will not formally
stake claim for the post of Leader
of Opposition (LoP) in the Lok
Sabha as it is two seats short of the
required number of 54.
The party also said that Rahul
Gandhi will continue to be the
Congress president.
According to the rules, a party
needs to have 10 per cent of 545
members, the total strength of the
Lok Sabha, to qualify for the post
of Leader of Opposition, which is
a Cabinet-rank position. But the
Congress has got only 52 members in the Lower House, two
short of the required numbers.
Addressing a press conference
at the party headquarters here,
Congress spokesperson Randeep
Singh Surjewala said: “We will
not stake claim for the post of LoP
in the Lok Sabha as we are two
short of the 54 members required
for the status. However, the onus
also lies with the government...
whether it wants to designate a
party formally as the principal
opposition.”
Even in the previous Lok
Sabha, the leader of Congress in
the House, Mallikarjun Kharge,
was not granted the status of
Leader of Opposition as the party
had won only 44 seats in the 2014
general elections.
When asked if the party was
looking at a merger with the
Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP), Surjewala said that he had

A PARTY NEEDS TO HAVE
10% OF 545 MEMBERS,
THE TOTAL STRENGTH OF
THE LOK SABHA, TO
QUALIFY FOR THE POST
OF LEADER OF OPPN

no information about any such
merger between the two parties.
When asked if the Congress
could stake claim for the LoP status as an Opposition block along
with other opposition parties, he
said, “The newly-elected Parliamentary party will decide the
party’s strategy.”
The Congress Parliamentary
Party (CPP) met earlier in the day
for the first time after the Lok
Sabha elections where UPA
Chairperson Sonia Gandhi was
elected the leader of the Congress
parliamentarians.
However, the suspense over
the post of leader of the Congress
in the Lok Sabha continues. The
party has authorised Sonia Gandhi to take a decision on this matter. When asked if Rahul Gandhi
was still insisting to step down
from the post of Congress President, Surjewala said: “Rahul
Gandhi continues to be the Congress President. The naysayers
will say what they have to. The
media has to wait rather than trying to jump to any conclusion.
The Congress Working Committee (CWC) has urged him (Rahul
Gandhi) to continue as the party
President.”

of LS polls and gained ground
Kumar Uttam
n

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com
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MUMBAI: Nationalist Congress
NEW DELHI: Three Bharatiya Jan-

ata Party (BJP) chief ministers –
Devendra Fadnavis, Manohar
Lal and Raghubar Das — have
emerged stronger after an
impressive showing in the general elections, enabling them to
tighten their grip in Maharashtra, Haryana and Jharkhand
respectively ahead of assembly
elections later this year, two senior party leaders said.
All three are first-time chief
ministers handpicked by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in 2014
and had initially faced opposition
from within the party. “The
result of the Lok Sabha elections
has established their leadership
in the state,” the first leader said.
Fadnavis (48) led the BJP-Shiv
Sena alliance to a huge victory in
Maharashtra, winning 41 out of
48 seats. The BJP bagged 23 of the
25 seats it contested. The BJP
chose Fadnavis, a Brahmin, as
CM ignoring seniors like Nitin
Gadkari. He had a rough start
with farmer protests and quota
agitations, and resignation by
veterans such as Eknath Khadse.
“Fadnavis has now established his leadership by delivering a string of victories in local
body polls, assembly and parliamentary elections,” the first BJP
leader said. “The way he dealt
with the tricky issue of an alliance with Shiv Sena also earned

n

Devendra Fadnavis, Manohar Lal Khattar and Raghubar Das.

him respect.” Fadvanis is likely
to have a greater say in the Maharashtra assembly elections due in
September-October, he added.
The BJP also won all 10 Lok
Sabha seats in Haryana, where
Manohar Lal Khattar (65) took
over as chief minister on October
26, 2014. The BJP’s decision to
appoint a non-Jat chief minister
in Haryana did not go down well
with the community, but it helped
the party consolidate the support
of communities, which resented
the influence Jats wielded in the
previous Congress and Indian
National Lok Dal governments.
“After initial troubles and
some controversial remarks, Lal
has managed to emerge as a
no-nonsense politician. The victory in the Lok Sabha election
will help him firm his grip over
the state,” the second BJP leader
said. The Haryana elections are
also due in September-October,
and Lal will be in command.
In Jharkhand, the BJP won 11
of the 13 seats it contested in the
general election, and this should
take the pressure off chief minis-

ter Raghubar Das, the first leader
said. Das (64) was chosen for the
hot seat after his bête noire and
former CM, Arjun Munda, lost
the 2014 assembly election. Das,
too, faced opposition from colleagues. Losses in some bypolls
put him in a difficult position, but
LS results would have changed
that. “He is a non-tribal CM of a
state with a sizeable tribal population. The results will help Das
silence the critics who predicted
his political demise with a grand
alliance in the Opposition,” the
first leader said. Jharkhand goes
to the polls in November-December. Das is expected to remain the
chief ministerial face of the party.
Experts say the three leaders
have earned respect even outside
the BJP by delivering in LS polls.
“All three were known as organisational men, but their ability to
deliver victory in the electoral
battle will help them emerge as
leaders with a certain amount of
mass appeal,” said Sidharth
Mishra, president of the Centre
for Reforms, Development and
Justice.

Party (NCP) president Sharad
Pawar dismissed on Saturday the
speculation that his party was
likely to merge with the Congress.
Pawar made the announcement during a general body meeting of the party convened to discuss the Lok Sabha debacle and
review preparations for the
Maharashtra Assembly polls.
“The reports of the merger of our
party with the Congress were
shocking for us as there was not
discussion on these lines either in
Delhi or in Mumbai...I want to
clarify here that there are no such
talk or plans of any merger with
any party. We are a prime party in
the state with independent entity
and will remain to be so,” he said.
Senior party leader Ajit
Pawar, too, dismissed the reports
and assured party workers that
the party would not take any
important decision without taking the state and district level
leaders into confidence. The speculation about a possible merger
had begun after Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi met Pawar in Delhi
after the Lok Sabha results.
Analysing the LS election
debacle, the NCP chief highlighted the speeches made by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
during campaigning and how
reiterations of the February 14
Pulwama attack and the retalia-

›

There are not such
talk or plans of any
merger with any party. We
are a prime party in the
state with independent
entity and will remain so
SHARAD PAWAR, NCP president

tory air strike on Balakot struck
a chord. “His (Modi’s) entire campaign was on the non-development issues, while we kept talking about the issues that were
directly related to the common
man. Nevertheless, the Assembly
results will be different...”
About the Maharashtra polls,
which are due this year, the party
leaders have decided to finalise
alliance and seat-sharing talks
and begin campaigning. Ajit
Pawar said: “We have hardly 100
days left... We have decided to
finalise the seat sharing with the
Congress and other smaller allies
at the earliest. The party will fix
responsibility of the regions.”
“The speculative reports about
the merger of two parties were
based on the meeting between
Congress president Rahul Gandhi and NCP chief Sharad Pawar
two days ago in Delhi. Nothing is
known about the discussion
between the two leaders. Leaders
in Maharashtra are not aware of
any such development,” said
Sachin Sawant, Maharashtra
Congress general secretary.
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GUPTA
Not halting ops in Valley during SUSHEN
GETS BAIL IN
Ramzan helps rein in militancy AGUSTA CASE

Yeddy: Party brass has told us
not to destabilise K’taka govt

HT Correspondent

CRACKDOWN Forces kill 23 militants during the period leading to a drop in terror attacks
Shishir Gupta
n

shishir.gupta@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Ignoring the demand

of Valley- based political parties
to halt counterterror operations
during Ramzan has reaped dividends. Security forces have neutralised 23 local and foreign militants in Kashmir during this
period, taking the number killed
in the counterterror drive to
more than 100 in 2019. This also
resulted in largely peaceful congregations in the Valley during
Jamat-ul-Vida, the last Friday
before Eid next week.
Last year, due to the imposition of non-initiation of combat
operations (NICO) in the Valley,
only 11 militants were killed during the Ramzan month and that
too on the Line of Control (LOC)
in Kupwara and Handwara districts.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) pulled out of its coalition
government with the People’s
Democratic Party (PDP) on June
19, 2018, after the Eid-ul-Fitr festival, citing increased violence
and radicalisation in the Valley.
Although PDP leader, Mehbooba Mufti, wanted the Centre
to declare NICO during Ramzan
this year, the Narendra Modi
government ignored the call and
turned up the heat on militants

Steep fall in terror attacks
Type of attack

Number

Injured

Dead

2018

2019

2018 2019

2018

Grenade attack

18

3

31

-

-

-

IED attack

1

-

3

-

-

-

Firing on forces

13

2019

1

2

0

8

0

Attacks on civilians 5

3

5

1

4

3

Total

7

41

1

12

3

37

in the Kashmir Valley. Until Friday, 23 terrorists had been killed
by the security forces in the
Ramzan period, including Zakir
Musa of Al Qaeda affiliate Ansar

Ghazwat ul Hind. Others were
gunned down in Shopian, Pulwama, Avantipora, Sopore, Kulgam and Anantnag areas of the
Valley.

All the encounters were conducted on the basis of human
intelligence that originated from
the ground, according to senior
home ministry officials.
While the security forces
expect more encounters with
local and foreign militants in
June due to a rise in infiltration
during summer months, the situation in the Valley has
improved as militant numbers
have gone down.
With no let-up in counterterror operations, security forces
have ensured that foreign terrorists do not have a chance to
regroup and plan during the
Ramzan month.
Although Muslims largely
keep the peace during the pious
month, Pakistan-based terror
groups use a different interpretation to launch attacks against
India both in the state of Jammu
and Kashmir and the hinterland.
The interpretation being that
the crucial battle of Badr was
fought by the Holy Prophet
against the Quraish tribe of
Mecca, which led to the rise of
Islam in Saudi Arabia. Islamic
radicalisers use this analogy to
launch attacks against their enemies and hence some of the biggest terror attacks globally have
taken place during the holy
month.

n

Press Trust of India
n

BENGALURU: Allaying fears that
NEWDELHI: A Delhi court on Satur-

day granted bail to Sushen
Mohan Gupta, an alleged defence
agent in the AgustaWestland
case, and stated that Enforcement Directorate (ED) had failed
to point out a single incident
when Gupta tampered with the
evidence. Special Judge Arvind
Kumar granted bail to Gupta on a
personal bond of ₹5 lakh along
with two sureties of like amount.
The judge directed that the
accused shall join the investigation as and when he will be called
by the investigating officer (IO).
The judge also said that Gupta
would not travel abroad without
prior permission from the court.
The court noted in its order that
many co-accused having similar
and greater role than Gupta have
been enlarged on bail.
“Some of the co-accused have
not been arrested by ED et al, and
complaint has been filed against
these accused persons without
arrest.
The accused Sushen Mohan
Gupta is not the accused in CBI
case registered with predicate
offences,” the judge said in his
16-page order.
While granting the conditional
bail, the court said the accused is
a 44-year-old citizen of the United
States, even though his wife is
Indian and his three minor children are studying in Delhi.

the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) was trying to weaken the
Janata Dal (Secular)-Congress
government in Karnataka, the
party’s Karnataka president B S
Yeddyurappa said on Friday
that his party’s central leaders
have asked the state unit not to
indulge in any activity to “destabilise” the government headed
by H D Kumaraswamy.
Yeddyurappa also asked the
coalition
partners
to
concentrate on the state’s development and made it clear that
his party will not make any
attempts to engineer the government’s fall.
The JD(S)-Congress coalition
has been trying to avert a potential existential crisis after the
drubbing in the Lok Sabha polls.
“I want to tell you one thing. I’m
coming from Delhi. Our Delhi
leaders have told us not to
indulge in any activity to destabilise this government,” Yeddyurappa said.
He alleged Congress Legislature Party (CLP) leader Siddaramaiah was behind the ongoing

In 5 months, forces gun down 101 militants in Kashmir
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Security forces have
killed 101 militants in counterterror operations in the first five
months of the year, acting on
intelligences inputs provided by
their informants on the ground.
In 2018 and 2017, from January
to May, security forces had managed to kill 70 and 57 militants,
respectively.
Most counter-terror operations were executed in south
Kashmir’s four districts – Pulwama, Shopian, Kulgam and
Anantnag.
All four districts had seen a

spike in militancy and militant
recruitment after the killing of
Hizbul Mujahideen commander
Burhan Wani by security forces
in July 2016. “This year, the pace
of operations has increased, especially in the hinterland areas,
compared to previous years. The
situation has improved in the
areas which were considered hotbeds of militancy,’’ said a senior
police officer privy to details of
anti-terror operations conducted
in south Kashmir, requesting
anonymity.
A majority of the 101 militants
killed in the first five months
were locals, the police said. “An
average of 20 militants have been

killed in each month so far. This
includes 25 foreign terrorists and
76 locals, belonging to Jaish-eMohammad, Lashkar-e- Toiba,
Hizbul Mujahideen and Ansar
Ghazwat-ul-Hind,’’ a J&K police
spokesman said. On May 23,
security forces gunned down the
Valley’s most wanted militant
commander, Zakir Musa, 25, who
had formed the Ansar Ghazwatul-Hind, an Al-Qaeda affiliate, in
south Kashmir. Musa, who was
active in South Kashmir’s Tral
area, was a close associate of Burhan Wani. After the killing of
Burhan Wani, Musa parted ways
with the Hizbul Mujahideen and
formed his own group. After the

killing of Musa, only a few militants of his groups still remain,
the police said. Musa was killed in
an operation launched on specific
intelligence inputs. The killing
triggered protests and stone
throwing in the old city of Srinagar and in Pulwama, prompting
the administration to suspend
mobile internet services and
impose a curfew in parts of the
Valley for two days. In the past
five months, up to seven militant
commanders operating in various parts of south Kashmir were
killed by security forces, the
police said. One of them was Abid
Manzoor Magray alias Sajju
Tiger of the Hizb. The militant

had been active since 2016.
A senior police officer said Hizbul operational commander
Riyaz Naikoo was among the old
guard of militants active in the
south Kashmir. “Other old guard
militants or commanders have
been killed in various operations,’’ the officer said on condition of anonymity. In the first five
months, 61 troopers were killed
by militants, and they included
the 40 CRPF personnel who died
in a suicide car bombing in Pulwama on February 14, which was
followed by IAF strikes on a JeM
terror camp in Balakot. The Jaish
had claimed responsibility fort
the Pulwama attack.

›

We will remain silent for now.
Anything may happen because of
their infighting, but we will not make any
attempts to pull this government down
by making MLAs to switch sides, the
instruction is clear from Delhi
BS YEDDYURAPPA, K’taka BJP chief

“political circus” in the state for
self gains.
“We will remain silent for
now. Anything may happen
because of their infighting, but
we will not make any attempts
to pull this government down by
making Congress-JD(S) lawmakers to switch sides, this is
the clear instructions from
Delhi,” he said.
Yeddyurappa’s statement
gains significance in view of
heightened activities by the alliance partners to save the coalition amid fears of BJP intensifying its onslaught on it.
The coalition’s worries have
multiplied after the BJP’s spectacular win with 25 of the 28 Lok
Sabha seats in its pocket, leaving a mere one seat each to the

Congress and JD(S), which,
despite a joint fight, were swept
away by the Modi wave.
Also, growing unrest within
the party and threat by rebel
lawmaker Ramesh Jarkiholi to
quit Congress along with other
MLAs has worried the leadership, as it would trigger a number game in the assembly.
In a bid to placate the disgruntled MLAs, the Congress
has been mulling expansion of
the one-year old ministry or a
reshuffle.
The BJP and Yeddyurappa
had earlier predicted the collapse of the coalition after the LS
poll results, claiming 20 odd
Congress MLAs were unhappy
and may take “a decision” anytime.

YO G I C R AC K S T H E W H I P

No mobile phones in UP cabinet meets
Umesh Raghuvanshi
n

Mir Ehsan

letters@hindustantimes.com
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LUCKNOW: Uttar Pradesh chief

minister Yogi Adityanath has
directed his ministers and state
officials not to carry mobile
phones to cabinet meetings,
party leaders and government
officials familiar with the matter said.
“The chief minister has asked
that no mobile phone should be
allowed in state cabinet meetings. I have issued a circular in
this regard,” chief secretary
Anoop Chandra Pandey said.
A senior official, who did not
wish to be named, said all the
ministers would now have to
deposit their mobile phones
before attending cabinet meetings. “The decision has been
taken to check any disturbance
due to mobile phones during
meetings,” the official said.

n

Yogi Adityanath

I

People familiar with the
developments said the decision
was taken to check any unauthorised recording of meetings,
espionage or the possibility of
hacking of electronic devices.
A senior minister, however,
said that the chief minister was
annoyed when he saw some officers were busy using mobile
phones and not paying attention
to the agenda being taken up at
the official meeting. “Thereafter, the CM directed that all

those coming to cabinet meetings should leave their mobile
phones outside,” he added.
“No one has so far stopped me
from carrying my mobile phone
as yet. I will deposit it if asked to
do so,” the minister said, adding
that a circular barring visitors
from carrying their phones to
offices of ministers in the
secretariat was also being
issued.
“As of now, we are not aware
of any decision barring officials
to take mobile phones to minister’s offices. We have been carrying mobile phones even to
cabinet meetings whenever
there is any discussion on
agenda related to our department. If a new order is there it
will be applicable to ministers
and officers alike. We will not
carry our mobile phone,” said a
government official on condition of anonymity.

Cong MLA among
three booked for
‘molesting’ woman

DECLARED FOREIGNER BY TRIBUNAL

RE-CHRISTENING IN ANDHRA

Army officials reach out to veteran

Jagan starts to change
the names of schemes

PANAJI:Police have booked newly
elected Panaji Congress MLA
Atanasio Monserrate, the city
mayor and a former deputy
mayor for allegedly molesting a
woman during an anti-encroachment drive outside a casino in the
city on Friday.
Police swung into action after
the woman filed a complaint
against them. The incident took
place on Friday evening during a
drive organised by the corporation of Panaji against encroachments by casinos on the embankment of the river Mandovi that
flows through the city. During the

of an inquiry report which
labelled an ex-Indian army subedar a “foreigner”, told a local
North-eastern channel that it
was a case of mistaken identity,
Indian Army officials reached
out to the detained man, Mohammed Sanaullah’s family, offering
support. Based upon an inquiry
report conducted by the border
organisation of Assam Police in
2008, which identified Sanaullah
as a labourer and marked as a

drive, Monserrate, mayor Uday
Madkaikar, former mayor Yatin
Parekh and others confronted the
casino staff who were protesting
the drive. In her complaint, the
woman alleged that the MLA and
his associates abused her, pushed
her and made vulgar gestures.
An FIR has been filed under
sections 323 (voluntarily causing
hurt), 354 (outraging modesty),
504 (breach of the peace), 506 of
HTC
the Indian Penal Code.

Sadiq Naqvi
n

Syed.Sadiq@htlive.com

GUWAHATI: A day after the author,

n

Mohammed Sanaullah.

suspected illegal immigrant, his
case was referred to the foreigners tribunal, a quasi-judicial
body which adjudicates on cases
of illegal immigrants identified

either by Assam Police or the
Election Commission of India
(ECI).
After the tribunal in Kamrup
Rural district declared him a
‘foreigner’ on May 23, Sanaullah,
52, who has been serving as subinspector with the border organisation since retirement from
the Indian Army, was detained
last week by his own colleagues
at the border organisation and
sent to a detention centre. “I
want to see my husband before
we celebrate Eid. This is what I
told the army officers, the
ex-army men and the public who

have been reaching out to me,”
said Sanima Begum, Sanaullah’s
wife.
The hopes of the family, however, rest on the writ petition
filed in the high court on Saturday against tribunal’s order
declaring him a foreigner, which
Sanaullah’s lawyers say, may
come up for hearing this week.
Joshi Narain Dutt, director of
Assam Directorate of Sainik
Welfare, who has been following
up on developments, said family
will have to seek legal recourse
but that the DSW is “offering
broad guidance.”

Srinivasa Rao Apparasu
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

HYDERABAD:Two days after taking
charge as Andhra Pradesh chief
minister, YS Jaganmohan Reddy
has begun re-christening welfare
schemes named after TDP leaders, including party founder NT
Rama Rao and current president
N Chandrababu Naidu.
The schemes are being
renamed after Jagan’s late father
and former chief minister of combined Andhra Pradesh, YS

Rajasekhar Reddy, who was
called YSR by his loyalists. At his
oath-taking ceremony itself,
Jagan had announced that the
pension scheme for senior citizens would from now on be called
“YSR Pension Kanuka” (YSR
pension gift), not “NTR Bharosa”
(NTR support) as earlier.
He also hiked the monthly pension of ₹2,000 by ₹250.On Friday,
Jagan reviewed implementation
of the midday meal scheme and
directed that it be named YSR
HTC
Akshaya Patra.
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Jagan starts to change
members favour
the names of schemes Quad
Asean-led mechanisms
FO R I N D O - PAC I F I C

(Established by Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource Development)

www.nitttrchd.ac.in e-mail: director@ni trchd.ac.in, cpc@ni trchd.ac.in
e-tenders are invited for providing auxiliary staﬀ on contract basis as per
D.C. U.T. Rates, Chandigarh for Institute, Building / Campus Maintenance
and Security at NITTTR, Sector 26, Chandigarh. Tender documents
giving details for providing auxiliary staﬀ and other conditions are
available on institute website http://www.nitttrchd.ac.in and on
https://etenders.chd.nic.in. Last date for uploading e-tenders is
28-06-2019 upto 05:00 PM.
DIRECTOR

Kaichri Bazar, Angat Tea Company, Building Rampura Phul - 151103,
Distt. Bathinda (Punjab), Ph.: 01651-220044,
E-mail: cb3879@canarabank.com

PUBLIC NOTICE
Canara Bank, Rampura Phul Branch has sanctioned a ODCC Limit of
Rs. 10.00 Lakhs and Term Loan of Rs. 70.00 Lakhs in favor of M/s MR Rice
Mills, Prop. Shri Bharatindu Garg. For security of the loan, the borrower, has
provided the property for mortgage a Residential House measuring 200 Sq.
Yards situated at Street No. 13, Major Rajasthani Wali Gali, Janta Colony,
Rampura Phul within Municipal Committee Limits having Property Tax
Unique ID PT-318-095237, Rampura Phul, Punjab - 151103 standing in the
name of Mrs. Shakuntala Devi Garg W/o Shri Maghraj Garg vide Sale Deed
No. 2003 dated 25.07.1983, bounded as:- East: 30’ H/o Mr Subhash; West: 20’
Wide Street; North: 60’ H/o Rachna; South: 60’ H/o Vijay Kumar. SARFAESIAct
is applicable on the said property. Earlier an ODCC Limit of Rs. 17.00 Lakhs had
sanctioned by mortgaging the same property in M/s Bharat Pesticides. "Now
this property is further mortgage in M/s MR Rice Mills with Canara Bank,
Rampura Phul Branch.
Date: 01.06.2019

Place: Rampura Phul

HYDERABAD:Two days after taking
charge as Andhra Pradesh chief
minister, YS Jaganmohan Reddy
has begun re-christening welfare
schemes named after Telugu
Desam Party (TDP) leaders,
including party founder NT
Rama Rao and current president
N Chandrababu Naidu.
The schemes are being
renamed after Jagan’s late father
and former chief minister of combined Andhra Pradesh, YS
Rajasekhar Reddy, who was
called YSR by his loyalists.
At his oath-taking ceremony
itself, Jagan had announced that

AUCTION NOTICE
Lot wise Sealed Tenders are invited for the auction of given below items on "AS IS WHERE IS BASIS"Tender will open on 21.06.2019 at 3.00 P.M. Last date
of submission of tender is 21.06.2019 till 2.30 P.M. Items can be inspected on any working day from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM and Saturdays 10:00 am to 12:30
PM from 10.06.2019. Detailed tender forms including term and conditions may be obtained from Central Store on the cash payment of Rs.200/- at fee counter
in Nehru Hospital from 2.00 P.M.to 4.00 P.M. or by sending a bank draft in favour of the Director, PGI, Chandigarh payable at Chandigarh from 10.06.2019 to
20.06.2019.
Highest bidder will have to lift the Items as it is without breaking/splitting. To lift the items, the highest bidder will make the arrangement at his own cost and
risk. Other terms and conditions are mentioned in the tender form.
Detail of Items given as :
S.N.
Name Of Items
E.M.D. /F.D.R.
Remarks
Condenmed Tyres (various model ) lying at Transport area
Rs. 10,000/ -Rupees Ten thousand only Open for all (one lot )
1
Machine at site (Printing machine & Cyclostyling Machines laying at central store &
Open for all (one lot )
Rs.15,000/ -Rupees Fifteen Thousand
2
CSSD )
only
Empty plastic canes (Central Store) mixed lot of various sizes, per piece basis. Rate
Rs. 10,000/ -Rupees Ten Thousand only
Per piece basis all
3
contract for one year
sizes at same rate
Director PGI reserves the right to accept or reject any/all tenders without any prior notice or reason.

000380

HIMACHAL PRADESH
I&PH DEPARTMENT

Sealed tenders are invited on or before 18.06.2019 up to 1.00 PM for the
daily supply of articles listed below during the year 2019-20 (for nine months
1.7.2019 to 31.3.2020) in Dhauladhar Nature Park Gopalpur (12 kms from
Palampur) in District Kangra HP. For details please contact Divisional Forest
Officer, Wildlife Division Hamirpur, on any working day or telephonically on
Phone No.1972- 222319. The tender will be opened on same day at 3.30 PM
in Wildlife Division Hamirpur.

The Executive Engineer IPH Division Dharampur Bharari invites tenders on behalf of Governor of Himachal Pradesh from
approved eligible contractors for the following work (s) through offline process:-

SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Name of Item
Wheat floor
Maize floor
Ground Nuts
Gur
Haldi
Broom ( Bamboo)
Lime
Wire brush
Black Grams

Approximate Qty.
30.00 Qtls
30.00 Qtls.
0.50 Qtl.
1.50 Qtls.
0.50 Qtl.
150 Nos
10.00 Qtls.
75.00 Nos
8.00 Qtls.

The rates should be quoted separately in figures and words. The tender
should be accompanied worth an earnest of Rs. 20000/-(Rupees twenty
thousand) only
The earnest money should be in the form of Bank draft/FDR/NSS and call
deposits receipt payable at any scheduled bank at Hamirpur duly pledged
to Divisional Forest Officer, Wildlife Division, Hamirpur.
The tenderers are required to bring samples of each dry ration articles
mentioned above, contained in transparent jars with a maximum capacity
of 100 gms duly sealed with sealing wax and containing name of firm
therein. The condition of the contract and tender forms can be obtained
from the office of the Divisional Forest Officer, Wild life Division, Hamirpur
on any working day on payment of Rs.315/- in cash on or before
18.06.2019 up to 12.30 PM.
PAN issued by the Income Tax Department should be accompanied with
the tender form for the supply of above articles & the tender form without
PAN will not be entertained.
The tenders shall be received up to 1.00 PM and shall be opened on the
same day at 3.30 PM in the presence of the tenderers (In Wildlife division
Hamirpur H.P.) who may wish to be present. The quantity of the tender
articles is subject to increase and decrease.
Divisional Forest Officer,
Wildlife Division,
Hamirpur (HP) 177001.

2

3

4
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NEW DELHI: India, Australia,
Japan and the US have backed
Asean-led mechanisms in
efforts to create a rule-based
regional architecture for the
Indo-Pacific, where China is
seeking to exert its influence.
The group of four countries
known as ‘the Quad’, during a
meeting in Bangkok, Friday,
held consultations on collective
efforts to “advance a free, open
and inclusive Indo-Pacific”,
according to a US statement.
“The participants reiterated
their strong support for Aseancentrality and Asean-led mechanisms in the regional architecture for Indo-Pacific and in this
regard welcomed the initiative
of Asean towards a common
vision for Indo-Pacific,” said an

external affairs ministry statement.
India has been keeping a close
eye on efforts led by Indonesia
to fashion an Indo-Pacific outlook.
India, Australia, Japan and
the US revived the Quad in
November 2017 as part of efforts
to keep key sea routes in the
Indo-Pacific free of any influence.
The statements issued by
Japan and the US after the meet
referred to efforts to “maintain
universal respect for international law and freedom of navigation and overflight”, though
this formulation was not part of
the Indian statement.
The Indian statement also
referred to the commitment of
the four countries to a “free,
open, prosperous and inclusive
Indo-Pacific”.

Estimated Earnest Time of
Last date of Last date of sale
cost
Money completion submission of of tender from
tender
Divisional office
19-06-2019
18-06-2019
173244/- 3470/Three
Months upto 11:00 AM upto 5.00 PM
and opened on
same day at
235997/- 4720/Three
11.30 AM
Months

WSS Heun Geun Druman in Tehsil Dharampur Distt. Mandi HP
(SH:- Laying and jointing of GI parallel pipe line for village Heun
from main storage tank of Heun in GP Langehar)
WSS Heun, Geun, Druman in Tehsil Dharampur, Distt. Mandi HP
(SH:- Laying, jointing & testing of GI parallel pipe line for subvillage Druman from main storage tank of Druman in GP
Langehar)
LWSS Kandapattan to Dhawali in Tehsil Dharampur District Mandi 412807/- 8260/HP (SH: Providing jacketing to main storage tank 317700 ltr
capacity)
LWSS to PC habitation group of village of GP Kot Dhawali in 107007/- 2150/Tehsil Dharampur District Mandi HP (SH:- Laying and jointing of
GMS parallel pipe line 32mm dia to village Karoula)
LWSS Seoh Seohdhar in Tehsil Dharampur Distt. Mandi HP (SH:- 225000/- 4500/Supply and errection of induction electric motor of 100 HP)

DIRECTOR

HIMACHAL PRADESH IRRIGATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
*FOR E-TENDERING*
The Executive Engineer I&PH Division Anni District Kullu (H.P.) invites tenders on behalf of Governor of Himachal Pradesh from approved
eligible contractors for the following work through e-tendering process:Sr.
Name of Work
Estimated Cost
No
1 Providing LWSS to Sub -Village Nishani, Kuikod, Dagrech, Togi, Gharana etc. in
20,75,018/ C.V.Faranali and Dingidhar in Anni Bock, Distt. Kullu(H.P)(SH: Providing, laying, jointing
and testi ng of Rising main and supplying and erection of pumping machinery).
2 CAD work of LIS Haripur Nagan in Anni block Distt. Kullu H.P. (SH: C/O Head weir,
8,49,808/ RCC channel = 50mtrs., Outlets = 15 Nos. Providing, laying & joi nting of HDPE pipe
110 mm, 90mm & 75mm dia PN 4.0 PE 63 for distribution system).

Earnest
Money
38,625/ -

Time
Limit
1 Year

Cost of
tender
400/-

16,996/ -

6
Months

250/-

1
Last Date of filling/ uploading the tender through e-tendering:-14-06-2019 up to 05:00 P.M.
The tender forms and other detailed conditions can be downloaded from the website www.hptenders.gov.in or from office of
above Executive Engineer, up to date specified above.
Executive Engineer,
I&PH Division Anni.
0262

NOTICE INVITING E-PROCUREMENT TENDER

NOTICE INVITING TENDER

1

n

SHIMLA JAL PRABANDHAN NIGAM LIMITED

FOREST DEPARTMENT HIMACHAL PRADESH
WILD LIFE DIVISION HAMIRPUR
SHORT TERM TENDER NOTICE
Name of work

HT Correspondent

AUTHORIZED OFFICER

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
& RESEARCH CHANDIGARH

S.
No

the pension scheme for senior citizens would from now on be
called “YSR Pension Kanuka”
(YSR pension gift), not “NTR
Bharosa” (NTR support) as earlier.
He also hiked the monthly pension of ₹2,000 by ₹250. On Friday,
Jagan reviewed implementation
of the midday meal scheme and
directed that it be named YSR
Akshaya Patra.
The previous TDP government
had not given it a name. He also
raised the honorarium given to
midday meal workers to ₹3,000
HTC
from ₹1,000.

Three
Months
Three
Months
Three
Months

The tender forms and other detailed conditions can be downloaded from the website www.hpiph.org or from office above
Executive Engineer upto date specified above.
Executive Engineer,
I&PH Division Dharampur, Bharari

Online bids are invited by the Additional General Manager, Water Distribution, SJPNL, Shimla-171001 on behalf of Governor
of Himachal Pradesh, in electronic tendering system for the under mentioned work from the qualified and experienced
contractors/firms of appropriate class enlisted with HP I&PH/PWD Department.
Sr.
Description of work
No.
1 Providing, Fixing and Installation of water ATMs in each ward with
in Shimal City ( 9Nos) with 1000 litres storage tank.
2 Supplying of AMR ready water meter for Domestic and commercial
use in Shimla city, Water Distribution Division, SJPNL, Shimla

Estimated Cost
Rs. 26,53,758/ - Only
Rs.30,38,000/ -Only

Earnest
Money
Rs. 47,500/ Only
Rs.53,100/ Only

Time
Three
months
One
Months

Cost of
Form
Rs. 1,500/ only
Rs.1,500/ Only

KEY DATES WILL BE AS UNDER:
a
b
c
d
e

Date of online Publication
Downloading of e-tender documents
Date of submission of e- tender
Physical submission of EMD, cost of tender form and eligibility documents.
Date of opening of bids:Cover-1 Eligibility Criteria
Cover-2 Financial Bid
f Site Visit

From 29.05.2019 5:00 PM
From 29.05.2019 5:00 PM upto 18.06.2019 11:00 AM
From 29.05.2019 5:00 PM upto 18.06.2019 11:00 AM
upto 11:00am on 18.06.2019
18.06.2019 at 11.30 am
Shall be intimated separately
-

The tender forms and other detailed conditions can be downloaded from the website https://hptenders.gov.in
Additional General Manager,
(Water Distribution), SJPNL, Shimla-171001.

0059

0263

0269

PUNJAB INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT BOARD (PIDB)
and

Improvement Trust, Gurdaspur/ Department of Local
Government, Punjab
PUBLIC NOTICE
Development of Bus Terminal Cum Commercial Complex at
Gurdaspur under Public Private Partnership (PPP)
mode on DBOFT basis
PROJECT DETAILS
Punjab Infrastructure Development Board (PIDB) is the nodal agency of Government of
Punjab, for development of infrastructure projects on Public Private Partnership (PPP)
mode, in the state of Punjab. PIDB, Department of Transport, Improvement Trust
Gurdaspur, Department of Local Government, Punjab has decided to take up the
development of a modern Bus Terminal Cum Commercial Complex at Gurdaspur through
Public Private Partnership (PPP).
BRIEF PROJECT STRUCTURE
The Private Sector Player (hereinafter referred as the "Concessionaire") shall be required
to construct the Bus Terminal facilities (Bus bays, Bus parking, Passenger Amenities,
Parking, Essentials Shops) and Commercial Complex facilities, having a minimum
covered built-up area of 46,479 sq ft within the stipulated Construction Period. The
Concessionaire shall have a right to construct additional Commercial Complex built-up
area during the Concession Period as per building bye laws/applicable laws. Pursuant to
the completion of construction, the Concessionaire shall operate, maintain and manage
the Bus Terminal cum Commercial Complex for the pre-determined Concession Period.
The concession period is 30 years (which includes construction period). The area of the
Project Site is ~5.84 Acres. The broad scope of work of the Concessionaire shall be to
Design, Built, Finance, Operate and Maintain the Bus Terminal cum Commercial Complex
and collect Adda Fees, Parking Fees, Commercial Charges/rent etc for the pre-determined
Concession Period. The Project shall be awarded to such bidder who shall offer the
highest annual concession fee, payable as per the terms & conditions of the RFP
document.
PUBLIC NOTICE
As part of the procedure defined in the provisions of Punjab Infrastructure Development
& Regulation Act 2002, (PIDRA-2002), before the bidding for the Development of the
Project is carried out, a Public hearing is required to be conducted by the Punjab
Infrastructure Regulatory Authority (PIRA) inviting objections/suggestion/comments from
the Public.
Accordingly, Punjab Infrastructure Regulatory Authority (PIRA) has decided to conduct
the Public Hearing. The proposed Development of the said Project is hereby published for
general information. A copy of the Feasibility Report can be obtained by submitting a
Demand draft of Rs 2500/- (Rupees Two Thousand and Five Hundred only) in favour of
Punjab Infrastructure Development Board (PIDB), payable at Chandigarh, from its office
on or before 10.06.2019.
Notice is hereby given to all concerned to file suggestions/views/comments and
objections, if any, on the proposed project, to the Managing Director, PIDB, SCO: 33-3435, Sector 34-A, Chandigarh within 15 days of the publication of this notice. Besides, a
Public Hearing will also be held under the Chairperson, Punjab Infrastructure Regulatory
Authority (PIRA) which can be attended by any person including bonafide residents, NonGovernment organizations and others, located at the project sites of displacement likely
to be affected by the proposed Infrastructure Project and other members of Public. Oral
and written submission can also be made during the Public Hearing. The time schedule
for public hearing is as below:
Sr.
Projects Name
Timings
Venue
No.
1. Development of Bus Terminal Cum 14.06.2019 at Panchayat Bhawan, Near
Commercial Complex at Gurdaspur 11:00 AM District
Administrative
under Public Private Partnership(PPP)
Complex (DAC), Gurdaspur
mode on DBOFT basis
No TA/DA will be admissible for attending the Public hearing.
Managing Director
Punjab Infrastructure Development Board
SCO-33-34-35, Sector 34-A, Chandigarh.
5569
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ED summons former minister Praful Patel
AVIATION CASE The probe pertains to a case involving alleged handing over of favourable air traffic rights
Rajeev Jayaswal
n

rajeev.jayaswal@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: The Enforcement

Directorate (ED), which is probing the alleged roles of some government officials in awarding
favourable air traffic rights to
foreign airlines during the
United Progressive Alliance
(UPA) tenure, has summoned
former aviation minister Praful
Patel on June 6, persons familiar
with developments said.
The agency is also investigating the direct and indirect roles
of “some other UPA ministers
and bureaucrats” pertaining to
the case that involved lobbyist
Deepak Talwar, and these people
could be summoned in due
course, the persons said,
requesting anonymity.
“It has been revealed that
accused Deepak Talwar illegally
engaged in liaisoning/lobbying
with politicians, ministers, other

n

Praful Patel

HT FILE

public servants and officials of
Ministry of Civil Aviation for
airlines such as Emirates, Air
Arabia and Qatar Airways for
securing undue benefits for
them,” an earlier Enforcement
Directorate statement said.
According to the agency, Talwar had illegally managed to
secure favourable traffic rights
for these airlines in 2008-09 at the
cost of national carrier Air India.
The spokesperson for ED, the
government’s specialised financial investigation agency, did not

nation
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respond to phone calls and text
messages.
HT first wrote about the matter on March 31.
Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP) leader Patel, who was the
civil aviation minister in the
United Progressive Alliance government, said he would be
“happy to cooperate” with the
ED “to help them understand the
complexities of the aviation sector”.
Patel explained technical matters involved in the exchange of
flying rights and cited the Comptroller and Auditor General of
India (CAG) in his support.
“The matter pertains to bilateral agreements for exchange of
flying rights between two governments where any private
individual has no role to play.
Traffic rights to foreign airlines
is granted by their respective
countries and not by the Government of India. Flying rights or

‘seat entitlements’ are equal for
both the countries. This policy
has been in practice for the past
60 years or more till date, irrespective of any government,” he
said.
Further, he added, the issue
has been examined in great
detail by government auditor
Comptroller and Auditor General of India, which said “the liberalised policy towards bilateral
entitlements benefitted the
Indian traveller considerably in
terms of choices and lower tariffs.”“Moreover, the CAG report
does not point out any loss
incurred by the exchequer and it
has not indicted any government
functionaries or pointed out any
lacunae in the process,” Patel
said.
Enforcement Directorate had
provisionally attached the ₹120
crore Hotel Holiday Inn in
Aerocity, New Delhi, in a money
laundering case that allegedly

involved Deepak Talwar, his
family members and related
entities.
The agency had initiated
investigations in August 2017 on
the basis of an FIR registered by
the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) against officials of the
civil aviation ministry, Air India
and some unnamed private persons. “Investigation under
PMLA [Prevention of Money
Laundering Act] revealed that in
lieu of securing favourable traffic rights, these airlines made
payments to the tune of ₹ 272 crores to Deepak Talwar during
2008-09. “During investigation, it
has been revealed that Deepak
Talwar created a web of entities
owned by him and his family
members in India and international offshore havens to launder proceeds of crime of ₹272 crores received from foreign airlines,” ED said in an earlier
statement.
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KORAPUT: A 17-year-old girl was
set ablaze allegedly by a man
after she rejected his advances
at Semiliguda in Odisha’s Koraput district, police said Saturday.
The girl, a second-year engineering (diploma) student, suffered critical burn injuries, they
said.
The accused Gopi Khemundu, of Ganjana village, was
obsessed with the girl and angry
after she turned down his proposal, said Sunabeda Sub-Divisional Police Officer Niranjan
Behera.
The girl was staying at a
rented accommodation with her
friends in Semiliguda and the
accused attacked her there Friday afternoon, SDPO Niranjan
Behera said.

Chhattisgarh ex-AG
Amid TMC-BJP tussle,
GST
collection
fell
by
12%
in
a
month
targets state govt
Left looks to regain
over his removal
GST sees a drop in collection
Bengal ground

A
A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A
A

F R O M A P R I L T O M AY

HT Correspondent
n

Ritesh Mishra
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

RAIPUR: A day after the Chhattisgarh government appointed Satish Chandra Verma as the new
advocate general, his predecessor Kanak Tiwari alleged that he
had been unceremoniously
removed from the post because
of his opposition to the functioning of the government, “which
was not working as per law and
constitution”.
Chief minister Bhupesh
Baghel said on Friday that
Tiwari had resigned from the
post and his resignation had
been accepted. Tiwari maintained that he had not offered his
resignation. Tiwari was
appointed AG after Jugal Kishore Gilda resigned from the
post following the formation of a
Congress government in the
state in December.
“I challenge the government
to show the resignation letter.
The government is frustrated
and hence they are taking this
decision,” Tiwari said. The BJP
termed the situation a “constitutional crisis” that reflected the
failure of Congress government.
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NEW DELHI: Goods and Services
Tax (GST) collection in May 2019
dropped by about 12% to ₹1,00,289
crore compared to ₹1,13,865 crore
in the previous month, according
to an official statement.
Although the GST collection
figure crossed the ₹ 1 lakh crore
mark for three consecutive
months, the gross collection in
May was also lower compared to
₹ 1,06,577 crore collected in March
this year.
The finance ministry statement said GST collection in May
saw a growth of 6.67% compared
to ₹ 94,016 crore in the same
month the previous year. “The
revenue in May 2019 is 2.21%
higher than the monthly average
of GST revenue in FY 2018-19 (₹
98,114 crore),” it said.
The revenue collection
dropped despite an increase in
the total number of tax returns
filed.
“Though the GST collections
in May 2019 exceeded ₹ 1 lakh
crore, yet it is lower than revenue
collected in April 2019. It is noteworthy that 72.45 lakhs GSTR-3B

Gross collection in May was lower compared to March this year
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returns were filed in May, which
is slightly higher than 72.13 lakh
returns filed in April. Despite the
increase in number of returns
filed, there is a decline in the revenue figures in May.
“This could be the result of
additional taxes paid by the taxpayers in April for the differences
found in the reconciliation done
for FY 2018-19,” said Vishal
Raheja, DGM, Taxmann.
MS Mani, partner, Deloitte
India, said, “The trend in collections indicates revenue stabilisation. However, since this is short
of the target, more focus on compliance and anti-evasion can be
expected by businesses.”
According to the statement,

out of the gross GST revenue collected in May 2019, the share of
central GST (CGST) is ₹ 17,811
crore, state GST (SGST) ₹ 24,462
crore and integrated GST (IGST)
₹ 49,891 crore (including ₹ 24,875
crore collected on imports). The
collection through cess is ₹ 8,125
crore (including ₹ 953 crore collected on imports).
“The government has settled
₹18,098 crore to CGST and ₹14,438
crore to SGST from IGST as regular settlement. The total revenue
earned by Central Government
and the State Governments after
regular settlement in the month
of May, 2019 is ₹ 35,909 crore for
CGST and ₹ 38,900 crore for the
SGST,” it said.

the Trinamool Congress (TMC)
and the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) takes centre stage in Bengal, the Communist Party of
India (Marxist), or CPI(M), is trying to recapture lost ground by
re-opening or re-occupying old
offices that were shut down or
forcefully taken over by the TMC
after 2011.
The CPI(M) has around 1,000
offices across Bengal. Combined
with those of frontal organisations, the number is more than
3,000. Many of these stopped
functioning after 2011. Recently,
however, the CPI(M) has

re-opened around 70 party offices across Bengal.
This has not gone down well
with Bengal’s ruling party. TMC
workers have started a campaign alleging that the BJP is
repaying the Marxists for helping it win 18 of the state’s 42 seats.
“The BJP and CPI(M) are
helping each other in every district,” said Jyoti Priyo Mallick,
minister and TMC’s North
24-Parganas district unit president.
The BJP won seven of eight
Lok Sabha seats in north Bengal
and made substantial inroads in
the western districts.
But 39 of 40 Left candidates,
most from the CPI(M), lost their
deposits.

SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND
ARCHITECTURE, VIJAYAWADA
(An institution of National Importance under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)
Sy.No.4/4, ITI Road, Vijayawada – 520 008, Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, Ph:0866-2469446 email: registrar@spav.ac.in

No.F-07/SPAV/Estt/Ad-Hoc/Faculty/2019-20

Date: 31.05.2019

Walk-in Interviews
SPA Vijayawada invites candidates for walk-in interviews to the
faculty positions purely on ad-hoc basis. Interested candidates may
appear for the interview on June 28th, 2019, 9.00AM onwards. For
further details visit our website www.spav.ac.in Sd/- Registrar I/c

Yeejle ÒeefleYetefle cegêCeeue³e : veeefMekeÀ jes[
(Yeejle ÒeefleYetefle cegêCe leLee cegêe efvecee&Ce efveiece efueefceìs[ keÀer FkeÀeF&)
Yeejle mejkeÀej kesÀ HetCe& mJeeefcelJeeOeerve CIN: U22213DL2006GOI144763
peeieleerkeÀ efveefJeoe (GLOBAL TENDER)
1) meHuee³e, FvmìesuesMeve, ìsefmìbie keÀefceefMeefvebie DeB[ ì^seEveie Dee@HeÀ Meerì HesÀ[ SueskeÌì^esefvekeÀ meskeÀeEJeefMe³eue/
vee@ve meskeÀeEJeefMe³eue (RANDOM) vebyeefjbie ceMeerve: 01 veie (efveefJeoe veb.600001288)
2) keÀe@ìve HewÀefye´keÀ yesm[ HeemeHeesì& keÀJej ceìsefj³eue: 7,50,000 Meerìdme (efveefJeoe veb. 6000013170
Kegueer efveefJeoe (GLOBAL TENDER)
ceneÒeyebOekeÀ YeeÒeceg efvecveefueefKele efveefJeoe kesÀ efueS Kegueer efveefJeoe (Svemeeryeer) Deecebef$ele
keÀjles nQ: 1) Òeer-keÌJee@efueefHeÀkesÀMeve efye[ veesefìme HeÀe@j Òee@keÌ³etjceWì Dee@HeÀ yeer Deej peekesÀìdme DeB[
yeer Deej nsuceìsme (Heer.keÌ³et.yeer. veb.35) 2) Òee@keÌ³etjceWì Dee@HeÀ ÒeesHeÀeFue keÀefìbie efkeÀme keÀì Huesì
(33 SkeÌme 5 DeHme) (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000013207) 3) Òee@keÌ³etjceWì Dee@HeÀ Deej Sme meer
ìeFHe-I DeB[ ìeFHe-II keÀes©iesìs[ HeÀeFyej yees[& yeeskeÌmesme (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012869)
4) ceuìerkeÀuej Deuì^e yee³eesuesì Le´sæ[ : 6800 jerume (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000013212)
efJemle=le peevekeÀejer kesÀ efueS ke=ÀHe³ee nceejer JesyemeeFì http://ispnAsik.spmCil.Com

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
& RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
Advertisement No. PGI/RC/2019/005/2277 Dated: 01.06.2019

RECRUITMENT NOTICE FOR AIIMS, RAE BARELI, UTTAR PRADESH
The Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh
invites applications on prescribed form from Indian citizens for the 26 posts of
Professors, Additional Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors in
different specialties for All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Rae Bareli,
Uttar Pradesh as per schedule below:Start date for generation of Challan form for fee deposit and online 03.06.2019
payment of fees

osKeW. keÀesF& mebMeesOeve / Megef×He$ekeÀ kesÀJeue JesyemeeFì Hej ner ÒekeÀeefMele keÀer peeSieer.

nmlee/- GHeÒeyebOekeÀ (lekeÀveerkeÀer Òe®eeueve) ¬eÀ³e ÒeYeejer

Closing date for challan generation

24.06.2019

GOVT. HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, SECTOR-10, CHANDIGARH

Last date of deposit of application fee in the Bank

27.06.2019

(Premier Professional Educational Institution of North India Since, 1961)

Last date for receipt of hard copy of application in the office of the 03.07.2019
Administrative Officer (Recruitment Cell), PGIMER, Sector-12,
Till 04:00
P.M.
Chandigarh 160012
The interested candidates may Log on to the Institute website i.e.
www.pgimer.edu.in (recruitment link at home page) for detailed information viz.
application form, fee, age, pay-scale, eligibility, qualification and experience etc. The
number of posts are subject to variation at the discretion of Competent Authority.

DIRECTOR

000382

INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN
(Established by Govt. of NCT of Delhi)
Kashmere Gate, Delhi - 110006

ADMISSION ANNOUNCEMENT 2019
Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women a premier
technical University established by Govt. of NCT of Delhi
exclusively for women invites applications for admission to
various Ph.D., M.Tech, M.PIan (Urban Planning), B.Tech,
BBA, M.C.A. and B.Arch. Programs for the academic year
2019-20. Interested candidates are advised to visit the
University website https://www.igdtuw.ac.in for details and
apply as per the schedule given below:
Important Dates
Program Name Last Date for Submission of Application
BBA

20.06.2019

Ph.D. and MCA 20.06.2019
M.Tech. and
M. Planning

20.06.2019

B.Tech. and
B.Arch.

Pl. Visit http://www.jacdelhi.nic.in

NAAC GRADE-A
Phone: 0172-2740387, Email: homescience-chd@nic.in

ADMISSION NOTICE 2019-20
GHSC-10 encourage women empowerment through varied skill development courses. Online Applications are
invited for the admission to the following courses on Chandigarh Administration's Website: http://dhe.chd.gov.in. from
05-06-2019 to 02-07-2019 for Under Graduate and 05-06-2019 to 02-07-2019 for Post Graduate (Outside Quota).
Note:- For M.Sc./P.G.Diploma admissions (Chandigarh Quota) dates will be displayed on college website:
www.homescience10.org

COURSES OFFERED
Under-Graduate Courses
(3 Year Degree Course)
• B.Sc. Home Science with five specializations:Dietetics, Composite,
Apparel and Textile Design,
Interior Design and Resource Management
Human Development and Family Relations·
• B.Sc. Fashion Designing
Post-Graduate Diploma Courses
(1 year Diploma course)
• Child Guidance and Family Counselling
• Fashion Designing
• Nutrition & Dietetics

Registrar, IGDTUW

Ph.D. in Home Science
Panjab University, Chandigarh, Approved
Research Centre

ATTRACTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

DIP/Shabdarth/0133/19-20

Post-Graduate Courses
M.Sc. Home Science
(2 Year Degree Course)
• Foods and Nutrition
• Clothing and Textiles
• Human Development and Family Relations

Prime Location
Sprawling 17 acre campus
Interactive Teaching Methodology
Transparent Merit-based admissions
Professional and personal grooming
State of Art Department Laboratories
Reasonable Fee Structure
Exclusive Girls Hostel facility
Highly qualified faculty
Stat Up initiatives
Besides in teaching & research, high
placements as counsellors, dieticians,
fashion designers, event managers,
interior designers & decorators and
many more

•

Apply online at
http://dhe.chd.gov.in.

•

Download Prospectus at
www.homescience10.org

•

Help Desk for admission
Mon to Fri
(10 a.m.to 12 noon)

Prof. Sudha Katyal
Principal
Tel :0172-2740387

GOVT. POLYTECHNIC FOR WOMEN, CHANDIGARH
Sector -10-D, Chandigarh (Phone No. 0172-2740476)

ADMISSION NOTICE- 2019
The Institute is one of the Oldest premier Institute of North India with Excellent Placement records, latest Infrastructure, State of the Arts Laboratories and
highly qualified faculty. The Institution offers Six Diploma courses for GIRL/ WOMEN Candidates in the following Streams. All Admission are through online
registration and counselling.
Sr.
Name of the Course
Duration
Eligibility
Seats
No.
1 Diploma in Electronics & Communication Engineering 3 Years On the Basis of Merit of Matric or Equivalent examination with Maths, Science 40
(E.C.E.)
(Physics, Chemistry & Biology) & English through online counseling as per the
3 Years guidelines of the Punjab State Board of Technical Education & Industrial Training 30
2 Diploma in Architectural Assistantship (A.A)
30
3 Years Visit: www.psbte.gov.in
3 Diploma in Library & Information Science (L.I.sc.)
3 Years On the Basis of Merit of (10+2) Examination With Science or Without Science or 30
4 Diploma in Modern Office Practice (MOP)
Arts or Commerce through online counseling as per the guidelines of the Punjab
State Board of Technical Education & Industrial Training Visit: www.psbte.gov.in
2 Years On the Basis of Merit of (10+2) Examination Medical/ Non- Medical through 40
5 Diploma in Pharmacy
online counseling as per the guidelines of the Punjab State Board of Technical
Education & Industrial Training Visit: www.psbte.gov.in
3 Years On the Basis of Merit of Matric of Equivalent Exam with Maths, Science and 30
6 Diploma in Interior Design & Decoration (IDD)
English through online counseling as per the guidelines of the Punjab State Board
of Technical Education & industrial Training Visit: www.psbte.gov.in
For Admission to Courses from Sr. No. 1 to 6 above for online registration w.e.f. 10th May, 2019 to 10th June, 2019 and Ist Counseling Schedule w.e.f. 12th
June, 2019 to 18th June, 2019. All details are available on the website i.e. www.psbte.gov.in and www.punjabteched.com
Note: Hostel Facility Available only for Girls/ Women.
Please Contact the following faculty members for Admission in different Courses.
1.
Mr. Gagandeep Singh Overall Co-ordinator for Admission (2019-20)
2.
Mrs. Navneet Kaur and Mrs. Jasvir Kaur for Diploma in AA.
3.
Mr. Gagandeep Singh and Mrs. Pritibha Kaushik for Diploma in ECE.
4.
Mrs. Gurleen Kaur & Mrs. Rati Sharma for Diploma in IDD.
5.
Ms. Poonam & Mrs. Charanjeet Kaur for Diploma in LIS.
6.
Dr. S.P. Chauhan & Mrs. Sonika Saini for Diploma in MOP.
7.
Mrs. Pushpinder Kaur & Mrs. Suman Verma for Diploma in Pharmacy.
Sd/8.
Mr. Ranjeet Singh Boparai at Help Dek GPW, Sector-10-D, Chandigarh
Principal
Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Chandigarh

GOVERNMENT OF HIMACHAL PRADESH
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH, KASUMPTI, SHIMLA -171009
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR FILLING UP THE POST OF VICE CHANCELLOR IN ATAL MEDICAL &
RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, NER CHOWK, HIMACHAL PRADESH.

******
The Department of Medical Education and Research, Government of Himachal Pradesh has established the Atal Medical
& Research University, Himachal Pradesh with headquarter at ShriLalBahadurShastri Government Medical College, Mandi at
Nerchowk, Distt. Mandi. The University shall have the jurisdiction within the State of Himachal Pradesh. The mission of the
University shall be to create an intellectual academic and physical environment which shall be conducive to free flow of ideas
and exchange of information between various faculties of the University, between this University and other Universities of
Health Sciences in the Country and abroad, thereby opening a window to the health professionals, health planners, health
managers, bio medical and social scientists and educators in health science of the country.
Applications are invited for the post of Vice Chancellor in Atal Medical & Research University, NerChowk. The desirable
professionals fulfilling the following criteria may apply alongwith relevant documents:1. Experience in the field of Medical Education as Professor or equivalent at least for 10 years.(The decision of Search
Committee regarding what is equivalent would be final).
2. Administrative experience in the field of Medical Education not below the rank of Head of Department in Medical College
at least for 5 years.
3. The applicant should not be more than 70 years of age on the date of his appointment as Vice-Chancellor.
Note:1. The selected candidate shall be engaged in the Pay Scale ofRs. 75000/- fixed (UGC Scale) per month.
2. The Vice-Chancellor shall hold office for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re appointment on the advice of
the Government but not beyond the age of 70 years.
3. The interview date will be intimated lateron.
4. No TA/DA shall be paid to the candidate appearing for the interview.
The applications must reach on or before 21.06.2019 upto 5:00 P.M. at the address given below and the covering
envelope containing the applications should be inscribed Application for the post of Vice-Chancellor. For any
clarifications/details contact: Director Medical Education and Research( 0177-2620733).
Sd/Director
Medical Education & Research,
Block No.18-B, SDA Complex, Kasumpti, Shimla-171009
0266
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sundaycomment
GODSE WORSHIP GOES MAINSTREAM IN INDIA
THE RSS MIGHT EQUIVOCATE, BUT FOR
THE HARDLINE HINDUTVAWADI
THE POSITION IS CLEAR: GANDHI WAS
THE ORIGINAL ANTI-NATIONAL —
BECAUSE HE DID NOT STOP
PARTITION, BECAUSE HE LOVED
MUSLIMS (AND CHRISTIANS) AS
MUCH AS HE LOVED HINDUS

past&present
RAMACHANDRA GUHA

I

n the early 1990s, the veteran Gandhian,
Sushila Nayar, was in the temple town of
Ayodhya on a mission to promote communal harmony. At an inter-faith prayer
meeting, she led the singing of a hymn
much beloved of the Mahatma, Raghupati
Raghav Raja Ram. When she came to the line
Ishwar Allah Tero Naam, a group of protesters marched to the stage and stopped the singing. The elderly Nayar, seeking to placate
them, said: “Hum Gandhiji ki taraf sé aaye
hain (We have come on behalf of the memory
and legacy of Gandhi)”. The protesters
answered: “Aur ham Godse ké taraf sé (We
have come on behalf of Godse)”.
Back then, and for many years afterwards,
commentators considered those who worshipped Nathuram Godse marginal and
irrelevant. Things may be changing. A member of Parliament (MP) in the last House,
Sakshi Maharaj, praised Godse, and was yet
renominated by the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP). In this election, the BJP candidate from
Bhopal, Pragya Thakur, praised Godse.
Although the prime minister later distanced
himself from her remarks, her sentiments
were spontaneously endorsed by several other
BJP candidates across the country. Notably,
all these Godse bhakts won their seats, and by
very large margins.
The cult of Nathuram Godse is no more
marginal; but mainstream. Its members
include not only BJP MPs but also prominent
Sangh ideologues. In a recent television
debate, the well-known Gujarati writer,
Vishnu Pandya, called Pragya Thakur “a
saint”, no less. Of her praise of the Mahatma’s

murderer, he commented: “Godse was a patriot, and so was Gandhi.” Pandya is no ordinary
Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS) worker;
he is a Padma Shri awardee and the current
president of the Gujarat Sahitya Akademi.
In the Mahatma’s lifetime, the Hindutva
hatred towards him had two prongs; they
thought his non-violence weak and effeminate,
and they opposed his asking for equal rights
for Muslims. More recently, this animosity
has acquired a third dimension; namely, his
anointing Jawaharlal Nehru rather than
Vallabhbhai Patel as his political successor.
While Nehru lived, right-wing Hindus
principally disliked him because, like
Gandhi, he resolutely opposed India becoming
a Hindu theocratic State, the mirror image
of Pakistan; after his death, they disliked
Nehru because of the dynasty which
(illegitimately) claims his mantle.
That no one man could have stopped Partition; that Gandhi did more than anyone else to
stem the wounds of Partition; that Patel and
Nehru were comrades, not rivals; that a civilised society does not discriminate on the basis
of religion — all these facts are suppressed or
denied in the Hindu Right’s perverse, paranoid, understanding of history.
Especially in the last year of the Mahatma’s
life, the RSS expressed a venomous hatred of
him in public. (This is documented in detail in
my biography of Gandhi). After he was murdered — by a former member of the RSS — they
fell silent. In the 1950s and 1960s, they rarely
referred to him. After the 1970s, they began to
praise him, albeit in muted terms. For them, he
was now a patriot, albeit one of many. They

n

Even while diminishing Gandhi’s role in the freedom struggle, the RSS was careful to distance itself
GETTYIMAGES
from Godse. This may no longer be true

could never bring themselves to call him what
Subhas Chandra Bose had memorably named
him: the father of the nation.
Even while diminishing Gandhi’s role in the
freedom struggle, the RSS was careful to distance itself from Godse. This may no longer be
true. With the hubris produced by this
resounding election victory, their real feelings
about the matter seem to be manifesting themselves. Hence Pandya’s remark: “Godse was a
patriot, and so was Gandhi.” The Mahatma is
here equated to his murderer, with the murderer’s patriotism mentioned first.
Godse was a deshbhakt; and so was Gandhi.
That is the RSS view. The view of those to the
Right of them is less equivocal; Gandhi was a
traitor, and Godse was a deshbhakt, indeed a

profound and personal. It’s also very
disturbing. This result is a verdict
against people like you and me, in
fact our whole class. It’s a verdict
against people who, because of their
birth and lineage, education or erudition, family contacts and influence,
have come to believe they own this
country and can run it as they want.
Few of us were aware that India was
seething with resentment. Modi
recognised it and tapped into it.
Today, it’s given him a two-thirds
majority in Parliament.”
I listened to Pertie in silence as
both the truth and horror of what he

was saying sank in. Till then I hadn’t
thought of the election result in these
personal terms. But now his conclusion seemed irresistible.
So, is this is the new India Modi
spoke about? A new voice, a new attitude and a new definition of Indianness has been articulated and Modi is
not just its expression but, possibly,
its personification. Meanwhile, people like Pertie and I, indeed a whole
class like us, find ourselves in a forgotten or even left-behind minority. I
was so struck by this thought, in fact
so shaken by it, that I didn’t realise
Pertie had started speaking.
“Let me put words in Modi’s
mouth, although I don’t think I’m
doing so inaccurately. He might say
the reason why people like Karan and
Pertie are so upset is because a new
India has arisen and they’re not part
of it. Instead, they’ve ended up on the
wrong side of history.”
Now I don’t know if Pertie is correct but it’s possible he could be. Certainly his view seems convincing and
hard to refute. I haven’t as yet
thought of a counter. I’m still imprisoned by the thought that Modi has
made people like me irrelevant. And,
remember, when I say me, I mean
many of you as well.
Karan Thapar is the author of
Devil’s Advocate: The Untold Story
The views expressed are personal

diately improve asset utilisation and
reduce congestion by 17%-31%, shows
a BCG study. In the medium-term, as
electric vehicles become cheaper and
the charging infrastructure improves,
we can deploy two/three/four
wheeled electric vehicles on a larger
scale as our preferred ride-sharing
choice. In the long-term, we need to
build a more robust public transport
system based on the public-private
partnership (PPP) model. One PPP
solution is designing a multimodal
system that combines shared and electric first/last mile commute with metro/bus system for the longer leg.
A study published by the United
States National Academy of Sciences
found that 43% of shared-mobility
users reported an increase in their use
of public transport, while only 28% of
individuals reported reduced use. The
study suggests that ride-sharing,
when integrated with public transport
network, can support a sustainable
“car light” lifestyle.
It takes a London commuter merely
a touch on her mobile app to access the
city’s public transport data, which
incorporates real-time information
about the city’s underground and
overground train and bus networks.
Such a technology has game-changing

potential if Indian cities could replicate the idea to integrate multimodal
transport system, such as state-funded buses, railways, metros, and two/
three/four wheeled shared services by
aggregators.
For all the private vehicles we have
put on the road in the past decade,
India still has the lowest per capita car
ownership: 22 per 1,000 inhabitants as
compared to 980 in the United States,
850 in Europe and 164 in China, according to Amitabh Kant, chairman of the
Niti Aayog, quoted in a leading financial daily. This gives us a golden
opportunity to leapfrog individual car
ownership and benefit from the new
wave of a shared, electric and multimodal transport system.
The recent dip in car sales in India is
a sign of things to come. Millennials
are making wiser choices for society’s
benefit. It is high time Indian cities
join the likes of London, Singapore
and New York to further discourage
private car ownership. Polluters must
pay. Every Indian citizen needs to
develop sustainable transportation
habits and dump car ownership as a
relic of the past.
Pradeep Parameswaran is the
president of Uber India and South Asia
The views expressed are personal
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THE POLLS ARE A VERDICT
AGAINST PEOPLE LIKE ME

H

e took a couple of days to ring
but when he did, Pertie
sounded concerned. “What
do you make of this election
result?” There was something in his
voice that suggested he had already
worked out the answer. Nonetheless,
I still chose to reply.
“What’s absolutely clear is that
this is a personal endorsement of Narendra Modi. The Indian people have
consciously voted to give him another
term as prime minister. That’s a
reflection of the incredible trust and
faith they have in one man. The Congress may deny it, but if they do, they
would be wrong.”
Pertie, however, didn’t seem
impressed. “Yes, that’s obvious
but what more does this result tell
us?” He seemed to be challenging
my thinking. I felt like a student at
school. I was being told to think

more deeply.
“Well,” I began, “it seems that
right across northern and western
India and large swathes of the east,
the result reflects an acceptance of
the Hindutva belief that India is
essentially a Hindu country and
that’s a distinct move away from
the concept at the heart of Nehruvian
secularism: that this is a land of
multiple religions, castes, ethnicities,
cultures and languages. However,
south of the Vindhyas we seem to
have a different story.”
This time I could tell I had engaged
Pertie. He didn’t disagree. Instead, he
used my answer as an opening to
reveal another dimension of the electoral verdict. This was clearly the reason why he had rung.
“Have you considered that beyond
all of this — and I don’t disagree with
any of it — is something much more

CAR OWNERSHIP MUST
BECOME A RELIC OF THE PAST
PRADEEP
PARAMESWARAN

I

n the last few years, car travel in
most metros has become a nightmare. Moving around by road in
Bengaluru, for example, is nearly
impossible with the average speed
going down from 30 kmph in 2005 to
less than 10 kmph in 2018. The city loses an estimated ~38,000 crore annually
as a social cost of traffic congestion.
A recent report by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) says that Indian
cities are 149% more congested than
their Asian counterparts. A mismatch
between the development of public
transport infrastructure and a rising
number of private vehicles is the reason. From 1951 to 2000, the country
added seven million cars, and in the
following decade, another 8.5 million.

Asset utilisation of private vehicles
is very low. They carry 1.15 passengers and their idle time is typically
96%. A study by the Centre for Science
and Environment, New Delhi, found
that 14% of the available space in
India’s capital is taken up by parking.
The space could otherwise be used for
bike lanes, affordable housing or
greener and oxygen-providing parks.
According to a 2019 Health Effects
Institute report, air pollution kills
more than one million Indians every
year. And nearly 83% of all carbon
monoxide emissions can be traced to
vehicles, making them a major source
of bad urban air. In this scenario,
what’s the alternative that can reduce
congestion, air pollution, our carbon
dependency, and help build smarter,
more sustainable cities?
In the short-term, ride-sharing —
with improved safety standard and
shortened waiting time — is a convenient and affordable way to reduce
traffic congestion. Mandating private
vehicles to pool passengers can imme-
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It’s absolutely clear that the result is
a personal endorsement of Modi
PTI
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JUNE 2: Jan Sangh

workers jump with joyy
after burning a
three-headed effigy
representing the
“new” Congress, the
Communists and the
hi
Muslim League in Delh
on Monday (June 1)

great deshbhakt because he eliminated a traitor. This view is contained in a rash of WhatsApp forwards, and in conversations among
some sections of the Right, a widely held view
(especially in North India) is not just that Godse was right in murdering Gandhi, but that he
should have murdered him earlier, before the
Mahatma’s last fast asking Indians to give
equal rights to those Muslims who chose to
express their own deshbhakti by staying
behind in our country, which was also theirs.
The RSS might dissemble and equivocate,
but for the hardline Hindutvawadi the position is clear: Gandhi was the original anti-national — because he did not stop Partition,
because he asked India to give back to Pakistan
the money that India owed, because he loved

Muslims (and Christians) as much as he loved
Hindus. The man who eliminated this anti-national thus must be a true patriot.
Some of those who venerate Godse while
simultaneously detesting Gandhi now sit in
Parliament, sent there by Indians who find
their views utterly congenial. That this is happening in the 150th anniversary of Gandhi’s
birth is a grim and cruel irony that we have to
live with.
I began this column with a few Godse worshippers in the 1990s in Ayodhya. The public
servant who told me the story about them added this prophecy: that Indians had once kicked
out the Buddha, and we would do the same to
Gandhi. Twenty-five years later, the Godse
worshippers do not any more number in the
few thousands, but in the millions. Their representatives sit in Parliament.
India turfed out the Buddha because we
found his ideas of social equality antithetical to
our love of social hierarchy. Now, many Indians wish to turf out the Mahatma because they
find his ideas of interfaith harmony antithetical to their love of majoritarian bigotry. Perhaps we should let the rest of the world own
and affirm Gandhi, just as they have owned
and affirmed the Buddha.
Ramachandra Guha is the author of
Gandhi: The Years That Changed The World
The views expressed are personal

DON’T BLAME BOEING; FLYING
HAS BECOME DANGEROUS
ANGUSWHITLEY
BLOOMBERG OPINION

F

lying has become deadlier than
it has been for years and it’s
hard to pin it solely on Boeing
infamous 737 Max. Aircraft
accidents occurred more frequently in
almost every region worldwide in 2018
as the death toll climbed to a four-year
high of 523, according to the International Air Transport Association
(IATA). The fatal crashes of Ethiopian
Airlines Flight 302 and Aeroflot Flight
1492 ensure that this year will be another bad one.
So what happened to the safest form
of travel? It’s one of the biggest questions hanging over airline and aircraft
executives as they congregate this
weekend in Seoul at IATA’s annual
meeting for the industry’s largest gathering since the two Boeing 737 Max disasters. What’s clear is that demand for
air travel is growing so fast — IATA
expects it to double in the next 20 years
— that airlines, plane makers and regulators are struggling to keep up. Meanwhile, the pressure to keep costs low
has intensified with the proliferation of
no-frills carriers catering to travellers
obsessed with ticket prices.
And the reality is that safety, whether it be the training of pilots or add-on
features in planes, costs money and
there’s a limit to how much the industry can spend safeguarding human life.
“You get what you pay for,” said Geoffrey Dell, a safety scientist at Central
Queensland University in Australia
who’s been an air-safety investigator
since 1979. “Everyone is moving back to
a minimum regulatory standard. It’s
designed to give you the best outcome
for the cheapest price.”
To be sure, flying is still relatively
safe. Some 4.3 billion travellers, the
equivalent of more than half the
world’s population, flew safely in 2018.
The chance of an accident is little more
than one in a million. And it’s been
more than a decade since fatalities
topped 1,000 in a given year, something
that would regularly happen from the
1960s until the turn of the century. Yet

sundayletters
CONGRESS MUST BUILD UP REGIONAL LEADERS
This refers to “Congress finds itself in a familiar place” (Chanakya, May 26). Rahul
Gandhi’s resignation will not solve the issue; the Gandhis act as a glue for the
Congress. But to rebuild itself, the party must allow regional leaders such as
Amarinder Singh to grow. Expecting miracles in merely a few years will not work.
BAL GOVIND, NOIDA
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JAIPUR HOLDS BIG KISAN RALLY
JUNE 5: A massive kisan rally was
organised today (June 4) by the
Jaipur District Congress
Committee (rural) in support of
14-point charter of demands,
including the establishment of a
High Court bench and the
development of Jaipur district.

WORLD

HEREDITARY UNIT OF LIFE
(GENE) FULLY SYNTHESISED
JUNE 4: Scientist Hargobind
Khorana has announced that
he has accomplished the first
successful total synthesis of
a gene-the basic hereditary
unit of life. It will help
produce gene in a test tube
using artifical chemicals

that didn’t stop IATA, whose member
airlines represent more than 80% of air
traffic worldwide, from painting an
unusually bleak picture in its safety
report for 2018. While the industry has
made huge advances, it’s been too slow
to address catastrophic events such as
the loss of control in mid-flight, according to the association.
Safety is also under pressure
because airlines are increasingly asking manufacturers for specific aircraft
to tap travel trends. The 20-hour flight
is coming. And it may have a gym and
bunks. Other pressure points have
emerged. The surging demand for
flights means that the world will need
about three-quarters of a million new
maintenance technicians and about
the same number of new pilots by 2037
just to keep pace, according to Boeing’s
projections.
In the twin Boeing Max tragedies,
preliminary probes exposed some of
the risks associated with the complexities of modern aircraft. In both the
October crash in Indonesia and the
March disaster in Ethiopia, which
killed 346 people, evidence emerged
that an on-board system known as
MCAS took control of the aircraft from
the pilots and repeatedly forced both
planes to dive. The model — Boeing’s
fastest-selling jet ever — has been
grounded globally since the second
crash. Then there’s the issue of pilot
training. Flight-handling errors, such
as incorrect power or flap settings, contributed to about one third of the 339
fatal and non-fatal accidents between
2013 and 2017, according to IATA.
Reversing the deadly trend of accidents is likely to require progress on
multiple fronts, beyond recreating
unusual scenarios in simulators. Regulators around the world also need
enough resources to do their jobs, isolated from unnecessary influence from
plane makers, said Richard Aboulafia,
an aerospace analyst with Fairfax, Virginia-based Teal Group.
There’s one tragic indicator when
safety margins get too thin. “You’ve got
a pile of wreckage that tells you you
went too far,” said Dell.
The views expressed are personal

The opposition needed a face

Stop normalising sexism

With reference to Chanakya (May 26),
not projecting an alternative to Modi
is the reason why the opposition lost
miserably. The Congress had defeated
the BJP in my state recently. But
within no time, the BJP reversed its
fortunes, and returned victorious in
the Lok Sabha. This was made possible thanks to a weak opposition

It refers to Lalita Panicker’s ‘Gender
agenda before the Parliament’
(Engender, May 26). Political parties,
in many ways, help advance age-old
sexism. They must stop persisiting
with gendered roles for women.
SANIA SIDDIQUI, ALIGARH

SR GUPTA, RAIPUR
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FROM NEHRU TO
MODI: THE FIRST
AND THE LATEST
SWEARING-IN
While Narendra Modi was
sworn in for his second term
on May 30, 2019 in the
presence of 6,000 guests;
back in 1947, at the stroke of
midnight on August 14,
Jawaharlal Nehru delivered
his historic ‘Tryst With
Destiny’ speech and
in the Durbar Hall of the
Rashtrapati Bhavan, he
was sworn in as independent India’s first Prime
Minister, with Lord
Mountbatten by his side.
HT ARCHIVE

AJAY AGARWAL /HTPHOTO

Farm policy’s 3 dilemmas
AGRARIAN DISTRESS New govt should focus on resolving the
problems in farm economy with a longer-term vision as opposed
to the fire-fighting it might have had to do before the elections
Roshan Kishore
n

roshan.k@htlive.com

A

grarian distress had emerged
as a big narrative, and a possible spoiler in the re-election bid of the Narendra Modi
government. With an overwhelming victory in the 2019 elections,
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has
conquered all possible headwinds the
farm sector might have generated. However, this electoral victory should not be
inferred as an indication that all is well
in Indian agriculture. It will be better if
the new government, with a much
higher political confidence than its previous avatar, works towards resolving
the problems in India’s farm economy
with a longer-term vision as opposed to
the fire-fighting it might have had to do
before the elections. Doing this is not
going to be easy. One school of thought is
that the key to increasing farm incomes
is technocratic reforms in input and output markets in the farm sector. Another
emphasizes the political economy aspect
of addressing the crisis in the agriculture sector. Here are three key areas
where attempts to favour farm incomes
can trigger contradictions, political or
economic, for the government .
Terms of trade between farm and nonfarm sectors: If there is one thing that
distinguishes the agricultural performance of the first Narendra Modi government, it is the collapse of nominal growth
of the gross value added (GVA) component of agriculture. This is in contrast to
the non-agricultural GVA, where the
nominal component of growth has actually gone up in the last four years.
See Chart 1: Real and nominal growth
break-up in agriculture and non-agriculture GVA
Why should nominal growth matter
for agrarian distress? After all, economic
growth comparisons are made in constant prices, as this factors out the effect
of price changes
over time on the
value of output.
However, constant
price
growth rates
might not be the
best measure of
the well-being of
people employed
in different sectors of the economy. Here’s
why.
In any modern
economy, people
employed in a
given sector use their incomes (based on
sale of their output) to purchase goods
and services produced in other sectors.
This also means that their ability to pay
for such purchases depends on the relative price of the output in their own sector vis-à-vis other goods and services in
the rest of the economy. This is what
economists refer to as terms of trade
between two sectors. For example, if
apples and linen shirts were the only two
commodities in the world, a sudden fall
in price of linen shirts would make the
apple growers better off without there
being any change in the production of
apples, as they can get more shirts by
selling the same amount of apples. The
reverse will hold true if the price of linen
shirts went up. One of the biggest reasons for the recent crisis in the farm sector is that food prices have been growing
at a much slower rate than non-food prices in the Indian economy. It is this difference in food and non-food inflation
which has led to a collapse in nominal
growth in agriculture.
See Chart 2: Food and Non-Food CPI
This means that farmers have to
(grow and) sell more and more to be able
to afford the same bundle of non-agricultural goods they want to purchase.
Unless there is a change in the current
movement of food and non-food prices, it
will take much higher growth rates in
agriculture to even maintain the current
purchasing power of farmers.
To be sure, the terms of trade problem

ONE OF THE BIGGEST
REASONS FOR THE
RECENT CRISIS IN THE
FARM SECTOR IS THAT
FOOD PRICES HAVE BEEN
GROWING AT A MUCH
SLOWER RATE THAN
NON-FOOD PRICES IN
THE INDIAN ECONOMY

in agriculture is easier to diagnose than
solve. First of all, there is a debate on
what is causing the decline in agricultural prices. There is a view which
argues that India has a problem of excess
in agriculture, and a glut in food markets
has led to a reduction in food inflation.
This view, if true, would warrant that
agricultural policy is tailored towards
either reducing agricultural production,
and hence growth, or attaining a more
aggressive push towards exports to prevent domestic food inflation from falling
like it has been in the recent period. This
author argued in an earlier piece that a
squeeze on mass demand, rather than
excess supply is to blame for the worsening of terms of trade for agriculture in
the recent period (https://
bit.ly/2XjFc8O). The government
should, sooner rather than later, try and
resolve this debate and decide on the
required policy intervention.
What also needs to be kept in mind is
that the worsening of terms of trade for
agriculture might actually have been
politically beneficial for the current government. Food prices have a 46% weight
in the Consumer Price Index basket,
which is India’s benchmark inflation
measure. While farmers might feel the
pinch of low food prices, the rests of the
population will actually find it to be a
boon. Any policy intervention which
tries to improve terms of trade for agriculture risks a political backlash due to
higher inflation.
Reinventing Minimum Support Price
(MSP) politics: MSP is often perceived as
the best mechanism to guarantee remunerative prices to farmers in India. The
government normally declares MSPs at
the beginning of the sowing season, and,
in principle, farmers can decide on how
much of the MSP covered crop they want
to grow. However, reality is far more
complicated.
One of the biggest debates between
farmers’ organisations and the government has been on the question of which
cost concept should be used as the base
while deciding on MSPs, which, the government now claims, guarantees a 50%
return over the cost of cultivation. The
previous government used the A2+FL
measure to calculate MSPs while farmers wanted the base to be C2 instead of
A2. The crucial difference between the
two is that the latter includes the
imputed rent of owned land. With growing urbanisation and farm-land becoming scarce, this is expected to grow at a
faster rate in the future. However, the
MSP policy has much bigger issues than
the A2 versus C2 debate. At no point of
time has the value of rice and wheat procured under MSP been more than 6% of
the total GDP/GVA generated in agriculture.
See Chart 3: Share of MSP Procurement in Agricultural GDP
Even this limited relief is heavily
skewed, with traditional Green Revolution states such as Punjab and Haryana
accounting for almost half of the total
procurement. With an increasing push
towards direct cash transfers in the Public Distribution System, it is likely that
government’s procurement requirements will come down drastically in the
future. The current government will
probably have to take a call on not just
the quantum of MSP hikes but also the
amount of grain procurement.
Here too, there are associated costs
and benefits. A cash transfer approach is
favoured on the grounds of lower leakages (read corruption), something which
this government has repeatedly cited as
one of its biggest achievements. However, any significant dilution of the MSP
net could trigger unrest in areas which
have enjoyed its benefits. This could also
trigger abrupt changes in cropping patterns if farmers are unsure about
returns without the assurance of MSPbased procurement.
The question of unproductive cattle:
Most Hindus, except in states such as
Kerala, are against beef-eating on religious grounds. Their religious outlook,
however, is not accounted for in their
cattle rearing practices, where main-

5thingsyou
didn’tknow

Marshals,
art, tea shop
and more in
Parliament
are the marshals of
Parliament?
1 Who

n

n

Thousands of farmers clashed with the police and paramilitary forces at the Delhi-Ghaziabad border, prompting police to use tear
gas, water cannons to stop them from entering the city, on October 2, 2018.
BURHAAN KINU/HT ARCHIVES

The big picture in agriculture
CHART 1 Nominal growth component in

gross value added

CHART 3 Rice and wheat procurement value
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taining unproductive cattle – cows
which do not yield milk and male cattle
which are increasingly becoming redundant for working on farms – is considered to be an economic burden.
This contradiction was historically
resolved by India’s unorganised cattle
market where Hindu farmers used to sell
their unproductive cattle to traders, who
without the former having to do it themselves, took them to slaughter houses.
With cow slaughter becoming a big poll
plank for the BJP to consolidate Hindu
votes, both legal and extra-legal factors
have created a major disruption in this
market. Slaughter houses have been
shut down in many places.
Also, cattle traders, including even

Next time you watch the Lok Sabha or Rajya Sabha
proceedings, notice the two tall, well-built men
who flank the Lok Sabha Speaker and Rajya Sabha
chairman’s chair. The man on the Speaker’s left is
the marshal. The other one is the deputy marshal.
People believe they are the ones who escort unruly
members out of the House if the Chair orders so
and prohibit anyone from reaching the Chair
during a commotion. But in reality, they play a key
role in helping the Speaker run the House and are
thus recruited after a rigorous process that tests
their knowledge of Parliament’s rules and procedures. Their dress is a remnant of the Constituent
Assembly days but during Speaker Meira Kumar’s
time, the attire underwent a design change. So
who actually escorts the MPs out? This task is not
up to the marshals but the watch and ward
officers.

2 The treasure trove of art

Don’t be surprised if you see a replica of
Nandalal Bose painting tucked away in a corner
near an elevator. For, Parliament complex boasts of
a rich collection of art work—and nearly all of them
are originals. Late Rajiv Gandhi’s portrait is by
Bikash Bhattacharya while Chintamani Kar has
sketched the portrait of Sarojini Naidu. A portrait
of Mahatma Gandhi in the grand Central Hall is by
Sir Oswald Birley, a friend of Winston Churchill. The
complex also has Ram V Sutar’s famous statue of
Mahatma Gandhi. There’s a symbolic bronze statue
of Chandragupta Maurya and a mural of 54 panels
along the outer corridor on the ground floor. This
valued treasure is handled with great care.

PM’s office is reduced
3 When
to three small rooms

1

5.7%

Food and beverage

The man standing guard on the
Speaker’s left side is called the Marshal.

those who do not indulge in trade for
slaughter have been targeted with physical violence by vigilantes. These developments have been accompanied by
anecdotal accounts of large-scale
increase in stray cattle menace causing
crop-destruction, in many parts of the
country.
It is extremely unlikely that a BJP
government will endorse the hidden
market mechanism which was in place
to dispose of unproductive cattle, lest it
be seen as deviating from Hindu values.
However, not doing this will have a
direct material cost for the farmers.
Farmers are being forced to increase vigilance on their fields to prevent stray cattle from destroying crops. This entails

either hiring extra labour or putting in
the time oneself. Labour costs, whether
hired or imputed, have a significantly
higher share in A2+FL measure of costs,
which has been used by the government
to justify MSP mark-ups, and also have
a significantly higher share than animal
costs in the cost of cultivation. They have
been increasing over time. With an
increase in the stray cattle menace, they
can rise at an even faster pace. Unless a
policy is put in place, which will require
significant resources to take care of
unproductive cattle, farmers are likely
to face increasing difficulties in the near
future.
See Chart 4: Share of animal and
human cost in rice and wheat cultivation

This is the mini version of the sprawling Prime
Minister’s Office in the South Block atop Raisina
Hills. There are just three rooms—one for the PM
and the other two packed with his senior officers
(We will not reveal the location of the PMO in
Parliament due to security reasons). But PM is not
alone, all his cabinet ministers too, have makeshift
offices in the Parliament compound. These rooms
are spread over different floors but senior ministers generally get rooms on the ground floor. The
senior-most generally gets an additional room in
the first basement. When Pranab Mukherjee was
the finance minister of the UPA government, he
was allotted room number 13—a lucky number for
him. Once, amid hectic parleys over some legislation, Mukherjee climbed down to the basement
(where his officers sat) to speak to Mayawati as his
office was packed.

4 One of Capital’s best libraries

Access to the Parliament library is limited to
the MPs, journalists, officials and research
fellows, but if you can get in, the library — spread
over a few floors in a separate building inside the
complex — will leave you awestruck. It has record
of all parliamentary debates since the Constituent
Assembly, a huge collection of books on public
policy, politics and other subjects, journals from
different states and countries, and an efficient
digital system to access them quickly. The building
also has an auditorium named after late Speaker
GMC Balayogi, playroom for kids and a few
meeting halls and a canteen. In the run up to the
poll, Congress strategist Jairam Ramesh was often
seen there with his laptop, scripting the party
manifesto.

to buy tea, coffee or
5 Want
butter? Head to Parliament

The British Parliament has its famous tea room and
tea terrace but Indian Parliament has moved a step
ahead. At a quiet corner, insiders make a queue
almost every day to buy good tea packets at a
cheaper price than outside. On the third floor, the
Coffee Board of India manages a tiny shop with
premium coffee on sale. But the biggest rush
perhaps is at the shop between the Central Hall
and the old library hall. People flock to it when the
house is not in session to buy packets of white
butter, milk and paneer.
SAUBHADRA CHATTERJI
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“I had no
work in mainstream
movies for ten years;
then came the success of
Badhaai Ho.”

“I moved
from radio to TV to
social media to... every time
I asked myself, will I be able
to do this?“

Actress NEENA GUPTA’s Instagram
post renewed her Bollywood career

Word of the Week
SHASHI THAROOR

No easy
answers
here

JOSE COVACO is a video-based social media
comic in Mumbai. He has changed course
many times

The acquisition of
knowledge is a national
preoccupation but it’s just
about memorising
obscure facts

“My dogs
are my prime focus
now. I don’t feel I gave
up anything.”
Dog specialist TEJSHREE SAVARA of Delhi is
no longer a full-time lawyer

Epistemophilia,
noun:
an excessive love of knowledge
USAGE:
“He was constantly nose-deep in general knowledge textbooks to a
point where his epistemophilia was positively anti-social.”

“My relationships
with women made me
eventually realise I wasn’t
even bisexual, but gay.”
NOOR ENAYAT is a partner with a
PR and marketing firm in Delhi

“Ankit is
not with us
anymore, we had to
reconcile to his loss and
find new people to
perform with on stage.”
VEDANT BHARADWAJ is a musician
from Chennai

SAILING AGAINST
THE WIND

New beginnings, new adventures, new experiences, new
partnerships.... We raise a toast to a bunch of plucky men
and women who weren’t shy of riding out the storm
or navigating uncharted waters

Paramita Ghosh
n

paramitaghosh@htlive.com

oes life keep to a script? The
short answer is no. In the 14th
century, Christopher Columbus, an Italian explorer, sets his
compass for India. He lands in
the Americas. A century later, a
ship helmed by another man,
shows the world another way,
other than the Silk Road, to enter India;
Vasco da Gama docks his vessel in Calicut. In the late 19th century, Raja Ravi
Varma, an artist in the kingdom of Travancore, enters court to do portraits of his
patron, the king. Also patronised by the
British, he picks up the Western style of
composition using perspective and realism, and re-emerges as the painter of
mythical and epic figures. Ardeshir
Vakil, Bombay cinematographer of the
silent era of the Hindi film industry, puts
his faith in sound and directs Alam Ara
(1931), India’s first talkie. In the ’50s,
French critics gather around a journal,
the Cahiers du Cinema, call out the
French canon and start making their
own films, ushering in the New Wave. At
around the same time, a junior visualiser with a British advertising firm, Satyajit Ray, ditches advertising and starts
looking into a film camera....
In short: people all over the world
push their toes into all sorts of shoes so
as to run in new directions. In life, there
are no false starts, only new beginnings.
Every jolt, break, or change, is the
opportunity to try something fresh as
there is always a world beyond the one
we know. We profile five people who
started over and greeted their new life
with spirit, resolve and a sense of adventure.
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NOOR ENAYAT
She thought she was bisexual till
her relationship with a person of
the same gender changed her life
ve been lucky to belong to an openminded family where heterosexual
relationships may have been the
norm and the ‘normal’ way to be, but
I was aware of homosexual relationships being lived. One was aware of fam-
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ily friends who had an alternative sexuality, but that fact was considered irrelevant.
Till I entered college, I dated boys. We
pecked each other’s cheeks, held hands,
and maybe exchanged a kiss or two.
Must say I found it the most boring thing
under the sun. All the men I dated, I was
attracted to them as individuals, but sexually, I felt nothing.
In college, I became friends with a
classmate. It was a deep friendship, and
one day, the underlying attraction
played itself out. It was not the first time
we had been alone, but there was that
moment, a time and a sense of comfort,
and we went ahead with what we were
feeling. It just felt right emotionally and
physically.
With my experience with her, I began
to realise things about myself. That I
had, and continued to, notice women
more than men, that I didn’t remember
the boys from school, yet I remembered
all the girls. I had grown accustomed to
the norms of a certain world, which was
open – in that it had not suppressed the
expression of the desire of one woman
for another. But it had not acknowledged that either. We were together for
two years. I saw no reason to lie anymore about who I was.
I have had relationships exclusively
with women since then. But for the first
few years, I thought if not straight, I’m
certainly bisexual, because I was still
trying to fit in and be socially acceptable.
Some of my closest friends are
straight men and women, as are, of
course, queer people. I’m as assimilated
in both worlds. My sexuality does not
define who I am, it’s merely a part of me.

VEDANT BHARADWAJ
An artiste, he had to rethink his
act after his partner died
first met Ankit Chadha when we were
both performing at the Kabir Festival
in Mumbai. We were introduced by its
organiser Falguni Desai, a lawyer.
Ankit was by then quite well-known in
dastangoi circles. He was at the time,
planning a dastan on Amir Khusrau, the
great Persian poet whose contribution
to the qaawali and ghazal was immense.
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Ankit felt his dastan would be incomplete without music, even though dastangoi, which is dramatised storytelling, does not traditionally include
music. So I came into the picture and our
collaboration began.
Praarthanaa, which explored the idea
of death in the Collected Works of
Mahatma Gandhi, was Ankit’s last dastan. Last April, we had recorded the
Praarthanaa show – his narration, my
songs. Ankit died in an accident a month
later. In July, when I did Praarthanaa at
the Sabarmati ashram to commemorate
its 100 years, I played Ankit’s recorded
voice on stage. I found it difficult to keep
my emotions under control because just
soon after Ankit speaks out, as it were, I
had to begin my song. Himanshu Bajpayi, a long-time collaborator of Ankit’s,
now does Ankit’s part as well when he
does Khusrau. This year, I did Praarthanaa with Falguni, who had never performed on stage. So all of us had to begin
afresh and we did that by keeping Ankit
in the middle. The important thing is
when we perform this work, Ankit lives.
When we are on stage and do a performance in which Ankit was such an important part, we don’t just hear his voice, we
also imagine him being there.

TEJSHREE SAVARA
Quit her job to chase a vocation
come from a family of lawyers and I
practised law for over a decade. I
started off in oil and gas, which wasn’t
my cup of tea, and then moved to art
and antiquities law. I’ve always had
dogs around me. One day I went out to
feed a pack of strays when someone
chucked a stone at them. And the
thought crossed my mind – the dogs
should scream and say ‘we exist’. When
I started my NGO, that’s what I named it,
The We Exist Foundation, a year ago. I
do consultancy off and on but law has
stopped being my prime focus. I structured the two companies – the NGO and
the for-profit company through which
we sell dog products – such that one
would support the other. The fund raising I do is to look after my strays and
indies. I didn’t do this because I just find
them cute or cuddly.
There were times when people said,
‘You have studied so much and spent so
much on your studies and now to give it
all up to do something so niche....” I don’t
feel like I ‘gave up’ anything. When
someone adopts a dog of mine that seems
worth more to me than any cheque I
would get at the end of the month. But
being an entrepreneur isn’t easy. There
were days when I felt I wanted to shut it
down. And then one little pup would
walk up to me or jump into my arms and
I would think they are not going to stop
loving me no matter what, how can I stop
doing this for them?
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NEENA GUPTA
The veteran actress discusses her
new innings
or a long time after my wedding in
2008, people who saw me in Mumbai
were surprised. There was an
impression that I had moved to
Delhi, because that’s where my husband’s family was based. It wasn’t true.
I wasn’t working because I wasn’t get-
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ting any meaningful roles.
I did not like the television roles I got
as they were unrealistic, and I hardly got
any film offers. I was not yet 50. But after
working continuously for over 20 years,
I suddenly realised I had nothing. I busied myself helping my daughter [Masaba Gupta] with her fashion design business and kept up with my other interests
like dance and music. But my primary
profession is acting and without it, I felt
empty. I would go on vacation, but there
was this restlessness even then. Holidays never feel as good when you’re not
actually taking a break from work.
And then I did the short film Khujli [in
a web short released in 2017 that quickly
went viral, Gupta and Jackie Shroff play
a middle-aged couple beginning to
experiment in the bedroom]. People
seemed surprised that I was working
‘again’. I wanted to change that impression. So in July 2017, I put up a post on
Instagram chiefly to clarify [the post
stated simply ‘I live in Mumbai and am
a good actor looking for good parts to
play’.] The first person who approached
me was director Anubhav Sinha with
the film Mulk (2018). Then came Badhaai
Ho (2018). Ayushmann Khurrana said I
was too hot to play his mother but I
asserted that I am an actor and I can pull
off any look. I was doing my first big role
in a mainstream film in 10 years, but
once in the studio, it felt like I’d never
been away. They say if you learn to
swim, you never forget it. The same can
be said about acting.
JOSE COVACO
Radio personality-turned MTV
VJ-turned Vine video makerturned YouTuber-turned videobased social media comic
worked in radio for 10 years, and I’d
have stayed there had not TV knocked.
I was pretty content – you never have
to dress up for a radio job. I was at MTV
for a whole five years before it hit me
that I couldn’t do it any more. I was
already making videos on my phone
when the world moved on to social
media. So I chucked my contract, the
job, the salary and moved to comedy videos.
I’ve been more productive in this
phase of my life. I don’t even have to
leave my home for some of the videos.
TV has many cooks. Here, I’m the ideator, creator and executor – and everything is quick. Radio teaches you to create content from nothing, no budget, no
cast, just an idea. And to keep it as simple as possible, like misheard lyrics, or
the video gag that the new ~2,000 notes
were so advanced, they were embedded
with microchips.
We did one very popular video about
Bandra stereotypes, in five or six minutes, but that’s because we’d been preparing for it our whole lives. I know the
work I do now is hard to classify. It’s not
stand-up, it’s not satire. But I’m not worried about that. I just wonder if it’s
funny.
From radio to TV, I asked myself,
“Will I enjoy this?” From TV to social
media, I said, “Will I be able to do this?”

I

(Interviews by Paramita Ghosh,
Dipanjan Sinha and Rachel Lopez)

e all know kids like that in India,
mugging useless trivia to ace
quizzes, to enter GK competitions and — who knows? — perhaps one day to score those extra marks
in a vital competitive examination.
The acquisition of knowledge is a
national preoccupation in India, but
unlike in most countries, it is rarely
about acquiring true mastery of a difficult subject or deepening one’s understanding of the world and its mysteries.
It is rather a test of memory that
involves remembering an obscure fact
for its own sake and recalling it just
when it matters, at the key moment
when the question is asked to which
that particular fact or detail is the
answer.
This pursuit, a harmless enough
hobby in my student days — I
founded the Quiz Club at St Stephen’s College in 1974, well before
quizzing acquired its current monstrous proportions — has made epistemophilia a rampant disease in our
schools and colleges.
It is unhealthy because it divorces
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knowledge from its true purpose, and
because it gives its victims the mistaken
impression that they are knowledgeable, when all they have done is memorised information of no earthly use outside the rarefied environs of a quiz competition. Here’s one more campaign for
our slogan-shouting campuses: “Down
With Epistemophilia!”

ILLUSTRATION: SUDHIR SHETTY
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A rainbow summer in NYC

New York to host the
biggest Pride
celebration in the
world. Be there!
Kruti Kothari
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

ummer is one of the best times to
explore New York, and this year is
going to be even more memorable.
It marks the 50th anniversary of
the Stonewall Inn Uprising and
the city will celebrate it on a mega
scale. In June 1969, there were spontaneous protests by members of the gay
community following a police raid at
the Stonewall Inn in Greenwich Village.
The bar was then a refuge for young
gay and transgender people. The uprising was the birth of an international gay
rights movement.
This June, you have a chance to join
the legacy of this iconic gay bar through
a month-long celebration. Visit the
photo exhibit Stonewall50 at the New
York Public Library. The New York
Historical Society features two art exhi-
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(Clockwise from the top) A June Pride
gathering at the historic Stonewall Inn
in 2016. The Empire State Building lit
up in rainbow colours for Pride Day,
2017. A still from the 2018 Pride
Parade.
PHOTOS: KRUTI KOTHARI AND GETTY

bitions and installations on LGBTQ
Night life and Lesbian HerStory
Archives that are a must-see.
Dance away at music festivals, parties
and performances by Grace Jones, Cyndi
Lauper, Chaka Khan, Melissa Etheridge
and many more on the piers of the Hudson River. Relax with your children during outdoor Family Movie Nights on Pier
45, West Village. Make memories on the
rainbow crossing on Christopher Street
outside Stonewall Inn, now a national
monument. Explore New York’s gay history through a tour with a gay professor
of the Oscar Wilde Tours, or Brooklyn’s
dark side with drag queen Mrs Sinister Strawberry. That’s 30
days of events, parties
and rallies with
about four million
celebrating the Gay
Liberation Movement.
Kruti Kothari is a
New York-based
photographer and writer
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I REGRET THAT THIS IS WEAKENING THE UK’S ROLE
IN THE WORLD.

> FEDERICA MOGHERINI, EU’s foreign affairs representative, on Brexit

MassshootinginVirginialeavesUSinshock
‘DEVASTATING DAY’ Attacker who killed 12 people identified as DeWayne Craddock, a civil engineer

TRAIL OF DESTRUCTION
Deadliest shooting incidents in the US over the last two years
Bowers opened fire at the
Tree of Life synagogue in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
killing 11 people and leaving
many injured

February 15: Gary Martin
killed five co-workers at a
manufacturing plant in
Aurora, Illinois, during a
disciplinary meeting where
he was fired

Police cars (left) arrive on the crime scene at the Virginia Beach public works building on Friday; cops evacuate people from a nearby building.
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WASHINGTON:

A municipal
employee opened fired at his
workplace in a civic body building in Virginia Beach on Friday,
killingatleast12peopleandleaving four injured.
The gunman was eventually
killed in an exchange of fire with
policeofficers.Authoritiesinthe
state of Virginia later identified
him as DeWayne Craddock, 40,
whohadworkedforthecityfor15
years.
He was a civil engineer who
hadbeenprojectmanagerforseveral utility works and was on the

rolls at the time of the shooting.
Craddock had entered the
building using his employee
badge.Authoritieshavedeclined
to discuss his motives.
Thevictimswereemployeesof
the departments of public works
andpublic utilities, except one, a
contractor.
Laquita Brown, Mary Louise
Gayle and Alexander Mikhail
Gusev were right of way agents;
Christopher Kelly Rapp, Tara
Welch Gallagher, Katherine
Nixon, Richard Nettleton and
Joshua Hardy were engineers;
Ryan Keith Cox was an account
clerk; Michelle Langer was an
administrativeassistant;Robert

photooftheday

whatever they may need. God
bless the families and all!”
This was the 150th instance of
mass shooting in the US in 2019,
according to Gun Violence
Archive. A total of 5,778 people
have died in gun violence so far 1,332ofthemwerebelow16years
of age.
OnFriday,theattackeropened
fireataround4pmlocaltime,just
as the employees at the public
worksandutilitiesdepartments,
housed in a building inside a
sprawlingmunicipalcentrecomplex,werewindingupfortheday.
Authorities said close to 400
people work in that building,
whichis alsovisited byresidents

US CRITICISES
CHINESE TECH,
MILITARY
AMBITIONS

TA L K S A M I D U S - I R A N T E N S I O N S
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n
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SINGAPORE/BEIJING: US acting
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Protesters set fire to a pile of tyres placed at the front door of
the US embassy in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. The incident took
place during protests over government plans to privatise health
and education sectors that could result in massive layoffs. AFP

shortstories
AT PUBLIC READING OF MUELLER REPORT,
MUSICIANS TO PLAY DURING EDITED PARTS
NEWYORK:Theatre and media companies in New York have come together
to host a 24-hour public reading of Robert Mueller’s report this weekend,
The New York Times reported. Starting on Saturday and running through
Sunday, the show Filibustered and Unfiltered: America Reads the Mueller
Report, brainchild of director Jackson Gay, intends to bring together “American citizens of all ages, backgrounds, and political persuasions” to read aloud
and listen to the entirety of the Mueller report on the investigation into
Russian interference in the 2016 US presidential election. Musicians will play
HTC
during the redacted parts of the 488-page report.

Taliban leader indicates no
ceasefire anytime soon

British tycoon charged for
spanking instructor in US

KABUL:The Taliban are unlikely to
call a ceasefire any time soon, a
rare message from the group’s
leader Haibatullah Akhundzada
indicated on Saturday, though he
said the “doors of dialogue” with
the US remain open. This comes
after a sixth round of US-led talks
ended last month in Qatar with
little sign of progress and amid
continued bloodshed across
AFP
Afghanistan.

ARIZONA:The British retail tycoon
Philip Green has been charged
with four counts of misdemeanour assault in the US for spanking
and inappropriately grabbing his
pilates instructor at the Canyon
Ranch resort in Tucson in 2016 and
REUTERS
2018.

Blast at Russian explosives
plant leaves 79 injured
MOSCOW:Two people have been
reported missing and at least 79
injured after an explosion at
Kristall factory, a TNT manufacturing plant in Dzerzhinsk, Russia
AFP
on Saturday

Iran briefly detains two
diplomats at coed party
TEHRAN:Police in the Tehran
briefly detained a British and a
Dutch diplomat at a mixed-gender party. They were let go after
their identities were verified.
Iranian law bans mixed parties of
Muslim men and women who are
AP
not related.

Man who impersonated
Saudi prince gets 18 years
MIAMI:A man who repeatedly
impersonates Saudi royals to con
investors and live a lavish lifestyle
has been sentenced to 18 years in
prison for a ruse that fell apart
when a victim saw him eating
pork, which is prohibited in Islam.
Anthony Gignac, 48, received the
sentence Friday in Miami for
stealing at least $8mn while
impersonating Sultan al-Saud. AP

Pak soldier killed in militant
attack in North Waziristan
ISLAMABAD:A Pakistan Army
soldier was killed on Saturday
when a military patrol vehicle was
targeted by an IED blast and
followed by firing from unidentified militants in the North
PTI
Waziristan tribal district.

inthenews

defencesecretaryPatrickShanahan on Saturday denounced
China’s efforts to steal technology from other nations and militarise man-made outposts in the
South China Sea as a “toolkit of
coercion”, saying Beijing’s
behaviour must change.
Inhisfirstmajorspeechonthe
international stage, Shanahan
mixed sharp criticism of China
and warnings of North Korea’s
“extraordinary” threat with
vows that the US will remain
strongly committed to the IndoPacific region and is ready to
investbillionsofdollarsinsecuring its stability.
While he didn’t specifically
name China in early parts of his
speech, he made clear who his
targetwas,makingpointedreferencestoBeijing’scampaigntoput
advanced weapons systems on
disputed islands in the region.
“Ifthesetrendsinthesebehaviourscontinue,artificialfeatures
in the global commons could
become tollbooths. Sovereignty
could become the purview of the
powerful,” Shanahan said.
His remarks underscore
America’s frayed relations with
China,astheTrumpadministration wages a trade war with Beijing, imposes sanctions on Chinese tech giant Huawei and
approves a weapons sale to Taiwan, the self-ruled island the
Communist mainland claims as
itsownterritory.Andtheyreflect
America’s new national defence
strategy that declared great
power competition with China
and Russia as top priorities.
CHINA RAISES TARIFFS
ON AMERICAN GOODS
China increased tariffs on billions worth of US goods as it prepares to unveil a blacklist of
“unreliable” foreigncompanies.
Beijing’s move hits $60 billion
worthofUSgoodswithnewpunitive tariffs ranging from 5% to
25%, and comes in retaliation for
Washingtonraisingpunitivetariffs on $200 billion in Chinese
goods to 25%.

US congresswoman returned to her restaurant
roots in a push to raise the minimum wage

1
2
3

The 29-year-old was seen promoting the One
Fair Wage campaign, which is calling for a raise
to the hourly minimum wage to $15 for service workers
She relied heavily on her non-privileged background to defeat
10-term incumbent Democrat Joe Crowley in the NYC primary
She worked as a bartender and waitress in a restaurant in her home
town before entering Congress last year.

in the area for bill payments and
for obtaining building permits.
Craddock went about his
shootingspreefromfloortofloor.
Police chief James Cervera told
reportersthatvictimswerefound
onallthreefloorsofthebuilding,
while one of themwas found outside.
He said the suspect used a
.45-calibresemi-automatichandgunwithasoundsuppressorand
an enhanced magazine that
allowedhimtofiremanyrounds,
engaging four police officers in a
“long-term gun battle”. Police
found multiple weapons at the
scene of the crime and at the suspect’s home.

n

February 14: Nikolas Cruz
shot and killed 17 students
and staff members at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Florida

Mourners pray for the
victims in Virginia
AFP
Beach.

Mecca summit backs Saudis, not Iran
Agencies
n

leadersoftheIOCcountriesgathered at the summit, “The Palestiniancauseisthecornerstoneof
the works of the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation, and is the
focus of our attention until the
brotherly Palestinian people get
all their legitimate rights.”
“Wereaffirmourunequivocal
rejection of any measures that
would prejudice the historical
and legal status of Quds (Jerusalem).”

letters@hindustantimes.com

MECCA, SAUDI ARABIA: A Saudi-

hostedIslamic summitonSaturdaythrewitssupportbehindPalestiniansaheadofaUS-ledpeace
plan suspected to be skewed in
favour of Israel, as Muslim
nationsralliedaroundSaudiArabia over tensions with Iran.
The Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation(OIC)talks,thethird
andfinalIran-focusedsummitin
the holy city of Mecca this week,
denounced the controversial US
move to transfer its embassy to
JerusalemandrecogniseIsrael’s
sovereignty over the Golan
Heights.
The summit of the 57-member
statebody,markedbythenotable
absence of Iran and Turkey’s
leaders, also called for a “boycott” of countries that have
opened diplomatic missions in
the city.
US President Donald Trump
brokewith decades ofbipartisan
policy to recognise Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel in December
2017.

n

Pakistan's PM Imran Khan (right) listens to Iraq's President
Barham Salih ahead of the OIC summit in Mecca, Saudi Arabia.

The OIC’s statement comes as
Trump’sson-in-law Jared Kushnerpreparestorollouteconomic
aspects of his long-awaited West
Asiapeaceplanataconferencein
Bahrain later this month.
Theplan,dubbedbyTrumpas
the “deal of the century”, has
already been rejected by the Palestinians,who say Trump’s policies have shown him to be bla-

October 1: Stephen
Paddock opened fire on a
music festival on the Las
Vegas Strip from a hotel
casino, killing 58. SWAT teams
stormed his room and found
he had killed himself

AP

tantly biased in favour of Israel.
The Palestinians see the easternpartofthedisputedcityasthe
capital of their future state.
Kushner, who was in JerusalemonFridayonthelatestlegofa
regionaltour to sell theplan, had
looked to an alliance with Saudi
Arabia against Iran as a way to
gain Arab support.
But Saudi King Salman told

SAUDI KING SLAMS
IRAN’S ‘TERRORIST ACTS’
Saudi Arabia’s King Salman
slammedIranoverrecentattacks
targeting the kingdom, describingtheincidentsonSaturdayina
speech before Muslim leaders
gathered in Mecca as “terrorist
acts”thatthreatenglobalenergy
supplies.
Itwasthemonarch’sstrongest
wordsyetsincetensionsspikedin
recent weeks between the two
regional heavyweights.
Iran had a representative
present at the 57-nation summit,
but its top leadership did not
attend.

Search on for 8
climbers missing
in Himalayas
Press Trust of India
n
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PITHORAGARH, UTTARAKHAND: An

eight-member mountaineering
team,includingsevenforeigners,
hasgonemissingonitswaytothe
7,434-metrehighNandaDeviEast
peak, prompting a massive
search and rescue operation
amid bad weather.
TheteamledbyBritishmountaineer Martin Moran includes
threeotherclimbersfromtheUK,
two from the US and one from
Australia,besidesanofficerfrom
the Indian Mountaineering
Foundation, New Delhi.
The team had left Munsiyari
near Pithoragarh on May 13 to
scale the peak but did not return
to the base camp on May 25 as
scheduled.
ThemissingclimbersareMartin Moran, John McLaren, RichardPayneandRupertHavelfrom
the UK, Anthony Sudecam and
RachelBimmelfromtheUS,Ruth
Macrain from Australia and
IMF’s Chetan Pandey.

Trump says Meghan is ‘nasty’, Guests at Indian HC
backs Johnson ahead of UK trip iftar face harassment
E Y E O N PA K I S TA N

Bloomberg
n
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WASHINGTON:USPresidentDonald

Trump,daysbeforehisstatevisit
to the UK, courted controversy,
saying Boris Johnson “would do
a very good job” as British prime
minister. He also referred to
Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex,
as “nasty”.
Trump said Johnson, the proBrexit front-runner vying to
replace Prime Minister Theresa
May, “would be excellent” as the
nextleaderoftherulingConservative arty.
“I like him,” Trump said in an
interview with The Sun. “I have
always liked him. I don’t know
thatheisgoingtobechosen,butI
thinkheisaverygoodguy,avery
talented person.”
Trump’scommentscomedays
before he is to arrive in the UK,
andtheyrepresentanotherbreak
withcustomnottooffercommen-

n

Meghan, the Duchess of
Sussex, in Tonga.

AP/FILE

tary on allies’ internal political
contests. Trump also created a
stir last July when he said Johnson would make a great prime
minister,shortlyaftertheformer
London mayor quit as foreign
secretary in protest against
May’s proposed Brexit deal.
The president is expected to
meet with Queen Elizabeth II at
Buckingham Palace as well as

PrinceWilliam,theDukeofCambridge,hiswife,Kate,theduchess
ofCambridge,andPrinceHarry,
the Duke of Sussex. Yet the
upcoming royal reception didn’t
stop the president from criticising Harry’s wife, Meghan - for
calling him “misogynistic” and
“divisive” during the 2016 presidential campaign.
“WhatcanI say?I didn’t know
thatshe wasnasty,”Trumpsaid.
MeghanMarkle,anAmerican
actress,andHarryweremarried
last year, and she became the
Duchess of Sussex. She recently
gave birth to their son. She is not
expected to meet Trump during
his visit.
Trump, inthe interviewin the
Sun, predicted “she will be very
good” as a member of the royal
family.
The US president said that
whilehelikedJohnson,hiswords
shouldn’t be construed as a full
endorsement.

Imtiaz Ahmad
n
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistani agencies on
Saturday stopped and harassed
guests who had arrived at a hotel
in Islamabad to attend an iftar
hosted by the Indian high commission, an apparent retaliation
of a similar episode in New Delhi.
The iftar was hosted on Saturday evening at Serena Hotel in
Islamabad.
Shortly after the incident,
journalist Mehreen Zahra Malik
tweeted, “Unprecedented level
of
harassment
at
@serena_hotels Islamabad.
#India embassy iftaar happening & police & anti terrorism
force misbehaving with anyone
trying into get in the hotel. Got
screamed at, my driver abused
.... this was genuine harassment.”
Senior politician Farhat Ullah

Babar said, “Managed to come to
Sheesh Mahal for Indian HCiftar
despite efforts to stop invitees on
one pretext or other. It is nearing
iftar time. Only foreign diplomats have come so far. Not more
than half a dozen Pakistani
guests able to come. Sad manifestation of tit for tat, pettiness.”
Later, Indian high commissioner Ajay Bisaria apologised
on behalf of the high commission. In a video clip, he is seen
apologising to guests who were
present at the iftar.
“I would apologise to all our
friends who were subject to some
extra scrutiny outside,” he said.
Journalist Baqir Syed tweeted
that former military spokesman
Ather Abbas was stopped by
security personnel from attending the iftar.
He had a heated argument
with security guards before
returning.

1989 TIANANMEN PROTESTS

‘Tank man’ photographer recalls iconic shot that became a timeless classic
Associated Press
n

ALEXANDRIA
OCASIO-CORTEZ

November 7: Ian David
Long killed 12 people at a bar
in Thousand Oaks, California,
before killing himself. Long
was a Marine combat veteran
of the war in Afghanistan

AGENCIES

Williams was a special projects
coordinator; and Herbert Snelling was a contractor.
“This is the most devastating
day in the history of Virginia
Beach,” mayor Bobby Dyer told
reporters.
TheWhiteHousesaidUSPresident Donald Trumpwas briefed
aboutthedeadlyshootingandhe
wascloselymonitoringthesituation. “Spoke to Virginia Governor @RalphNortham last night,
andtheMayorandViceMayorof
Virginia Beach this morning, to
offer condolences to that great
community,” Trump tweeted on
Saturday.“The Federal Government is there, and will be, for

November 5: Devin
Patrick Kelley, discharged
from the Air Force after a
conviction for domestic
violence, fired at a
congregation in a church in
Sutherland Springs, Texas,
killing over two dozen people

June 28: Jarrod Ramos shot
through the windows of the
Capital Gazette offices in
Annapolis, Maryland, before
killing five employees at the
newspaper
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ALHAMBRA,US:The American
photographer who shot the
iconic image of a man standing
in front of tanks at the 1989
Tiananmen protests says it’s
time for the Chinese government to come clean about the
bloody events.
Jeff Widener was an AP
photo editor based in Bangkok
when he was asked to cover a
movement centred on Beijing’s
Tiananmen Square. The day
after the military crushed the
protests on June 3-4, Widener

took the shot of an unknown
man holding shopping bags,
facing a column of tanks. The
photo of the ‘tank man’ went on
to become an iconic image.
Widener now says he
doesn’t understand why
China’s leaders won’t admit to
errors made and reveal the
truth behind the crackdown.
“The US and European
countries have made mistakes
throughout history and
they’ve reconciled those problems,” Widener said.
The 62-year-old joined AP as
Southeast Asia picture editor.
He flew to Hong Kong,

where he got a tourist visa
through a travel agency, and
made it through customs in
Beijing.
With the protests in full
swing, he developed a daily
routine of riding a bicycle early
in the morning to Tiananmen
Square.
Asked to get a shot of military forces occupying the
square, Widener headed to the
Beijing Hotel, which had vantage points close to the action.
There, he met an American
college exchange student, Kirk
Martsen, who would play a key
role in the tank man tale. Mart-

sen acted as if he and Widener
were old friends, allowing him
to enter the hotel.
Early on June 5, he rushed
to the balcony upon hearing
the sound of approaching
tanks. “A guy walks out with
shopping bags... So I just
watched him and waited. And
they didn’t shoot him,” he said.
The man tried to block the
tanks and climbed on the turret of one to converse with a
crew member. Finally, he was
whisked from the scene by two
men in blue, whose identities,
like that of the man himself,
have never been known.

n

Tourists walk past an inflatable ‘tank man’ at Liberty Square of
Chiang Kai Shek Memorial Hall in Taipei, Taiwan. An artist erected
the display to mark the Tiananmen Square protests in Beijing. AP
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GROOMS

KHATRI
SEEKS QUALIFIED well-educated
match for S.Delhi based B'ful Khatri
girl. B.A. LLB, LLM-Berkeley Univ.
(USA),13-11-91/ 5'11''. Cont / Email :
9818817633/ kapurrpk@gmail.com

PROFESSIONALLY
QUALIFIED match for Beautiful/
June 1981/ 5'-0" MCA Hr. Govt.
Employee. monicakaura@gmail.com

PQM4 HINDU Khatri girl 5'4" slim
Clinical psychologist working at
Jalandhar 10 Lpa 22-06-86, 5:37 pm
Jalandhar. Parents doctors. Status
family. 9815606336
rkmahindru@hotmail.com

MATCH FOR Khatri Girl, Never
Married, MBA(Finance), Senior
Manager, HDFC Bank, Chandigarh,
5'-4", 11 Oct. 1980, 6.55 PM, Meerut.
satisharora48@yahoo.com
9814586407.

MATCH FOR Hindu Khatri fair
complexion girl, 5'7", October 1993,
Post Graduate, Director Wedding
Photography Businesswomen, 6-8
Lakhs p.a., Reputed Chandigarh
Family, Own house, Chandigarh
Family Only, Contact- 9815243717.

BANIYA 27/5'2.5" smart, b'ful,
Masters from USA, working in a
known organisation. Well reputed
b'ness fmly. Seeking educated
b'ness fmly boy. Caste no bar.
gargmilan2019@gmail.com

/ 5'5" B.Tech PGDBM (Finance) Job
In Gurgaon Salary 11.5LPA. Mob.
9729040278

SUITABLE SARSWAT Brahmin

match for beautiful convent educated
honours graduate girl sep 1970
height 163 cm unmarried delhi based.
respectable family. No widowers or
divorcee or engaged .Mail vijaysharma@outlook.com

Girl 5'1", Nov. 78 M.A.(Eng.), B.Ed
Teacher Status Family. Seeks Well
Settled Boy in Delhi/NCR Only
#7042845902, 011-45143375

PB KH Sethi looking new ggn bsd

VERY SIMPLE talented homely fair

w/k graphic designer girl 12/Oct/1990
@ 5:12AM / 54kg /5'4'' looking simple
boy well settled Delhi job/business.
WApp: 7503769569, 9999086100

fmly B'ful girl,Fmly values,Sense of
humour 5'4"/4.3.91/8.45pm Wrkg in
MNC ggn.Graduate in mass comm &
Eco Father(retd)ITC ltd.Mother(retd)
Lecturer. # 9810128243,9891823413
Email : tilaksethi12514@yahoo.in

PRETTY HINDU girl 28 5'2", Eco (H)

DU, MBA reputed inst working MNC.
Cultured family. Pref Private Sec/
Civil Serv/ NRI / Punjabi/ Sikh/ Jat. C:
9810109841, jitc500@gmail.com

BISA AGARWAL
HINDU PARENTS SM4 US-citizen

DELHI BASED
HIGHLY EDUCATED

BRAHMIN
UK BASED Brahmin Family Invites
Alliance for their good looking and
well-educated daughter, 28/165cm.
Contact: 9992027879 / 8222888313

S.M 4 K.K. Girl/Dy Manager (Law) SBI,
8/85 born, 5'3", Adhi, Father Ex. CBI
Officer. All Delhi bsd Pandit are
invited for marriage. Send full detail
on WHP- 8383869816, 9868233093

(EC) Fair Girl 26/5'2" Native of
Allahabad, Now settled in Delhi/
NCR, Working. With Delhi Metro,
Salary 8.50 Lpa, Father Govt.
Officer. Contact. 8130491909

5'4''/25.08.87/ 8:25 PM /Delhi, Wkg
Noida, Pkg-12 LPA. Seeks edu, well
stld boy. Call/Whatsapp: 9811680456
Email: akbhardwajmatri@gmail.com

SM4 BEAUTIFUL Fair Slim
Sandilya Brahmin (Garhwali)
(Unmarried) Girl 40/ 5'3" PhD.
Part Time Lecturer in DU College.
Contact:- 8802483077

MBA, Wkg TCS, sober, good looking,
smart, west UP family settled in
Vadodara.
richagupta.101986@gmail.com

GARHWALI/KUMAUNI
SM FOR B'ful, Fair, Well educated

36yrs, 5'2" (MBA) Working girl, Family
based at Faridabad. Mob: 9582520116
Email : dprawat25@gmail.com

DOCTOR
MEDICO MATCH unmarried

in Chandigarh Administration Aided
College UGC Clear 5'-3"/93 Brahmin/
Khatri Manglik. 9417483129.

SM4 PUNJABI Sarswati Brahmin
fair unmarried,slim,Girl,BA Diploma
in Software Technology General
track 157cm/21.06.76 working. in
Public School Teacher #7972196052.

CHRISTIAN

Brahmin girl (13/9/91/8.35 am/
Lucknow), 5'3'' Company Secretary,
CA (Inter) working with father
having own CA firm. Preference
Delhi NCR. # 9625997974, Email:
matrilko0991@gmail.com

PQ SM 4 Sr. Brahmin Medico Girl
pursuing MD (Path) final yrs 22-9-91
/7:37 AM/Varanasi Mglk 5'6" smart+
Gd luking. fmly stld in Delhi. Medico/
non-medico PQ boy from well established & well Edu. fmly Reqd. W.App
9810290687,Em: sse76n@gmail.com

Fair/ Slim/ 25/ 5'1"/ MSW/ Mumbai
from cultured believer family seeks
alliance from born again professionals from believer family, Email:
jcjm2019@gmail.com or Mobile:
9867226059

JAIN
PQSM 4 Ggn bsd CA girl, Sep 93/5'6"
MNC wkg. Seeks pure veg./ TT, upto
30 yrs Jain or Aggarwal Professional
match from status family. Contact:
9899804966/ gursid67@yahoo.com

PQM4 B'FUL Delhi based CA, LLB,
Jain Girl Aug. 81 Born, 5'2", Wkg
Seeks Del/NCR Veg., CA, Doctor,
MBA, Indst, IAS, IRS, LLB, MCA.
# 9811012512, vkjca76@gmail.com

SINDHI

03.05.1993/6:22pm Del, Garg Gotra,
Homely, Fthr CA, Seeks Prof/Buss
Fmly, Del/NCR # 8076942639 W'Ap:
9810230022, akg4596@gmail.com

Beautiful Hindu Punjabi Khatri Girl
5'5" 1992 Born MBBS, MD (3rd Year)
Gynae Obs. from Reputed family.
Call or whatsapp 6005757263,
7780920986

SM4 JAN 89/5'4" Fair, Slim, Post

Grad, Govt.empd Kaushalya Br gl in
Delhi, pref: Nangal, Una(HP)
#9818830995, 9968020350, E:
59rajinderpal@gmail.com

PQM 4 Mglk. Pb. Sarswat Br. B'ful,

slim 5'6" / 27-09-86 / 9:40am Delhi /
MBA Wkg. MNC GGN 6.50LPA, Parents
Retd. Govt. officers. Cont: 9711925548
Email: sharmaveena558@gmail.com

fair girl looking for a groom, well
settled in Govt. / Pvt. services with
Handsome package. Contact7007344074, 9415746764

educated (MBA) garg working girl
family based at FBD Email ID:
alkag.1411@gmail.com Contact No:
9654909403

MATCH FOR Brahmin girl very

beautiful very Fair smart 5'7" hight
Highly educated belongs to avery well
settled business family from Delhi for
60 years 9810014045, 9654649620

Nov-1989, Colour Fair, LL.M, NLU
Dwarka, Practicing Lawyer, Delhi
based, GO/DJS/ Lawyer/ Lecturers.
Contact: 9212025714.

78 BORN 5'1" Punjabi Brahmin Girl,

B.Ed. Graduate, Fair Complexion, Non
Working. Preferred Brahmin Family.
Contact : 9212337397

PG Eye Doctor Goel Girl ,Fbd Based
Educated Family, Wkg Central govt.
UCNB # 9971026367, Email:
gupta.manisha20884@gmail.com

pretty Punjabi Hindu Khatri girl MDS
(Endo) June 88, 5' 3'' Doctors family.
Whatsapp 9646624870

MATCH FOR MD (Dermatology)

Punjabi Khatri b'ful, 5'3"/ 35,Issueless
Div., Owns Well-Established Clinic in
South Delhi. Cont.: 9811149584,
Email: IAFL@USA.NET

man / H.Paid Professional boy
Req for Fair, Convented MBA 31/5'4"
wrkg Sikh girl of affluent H.Status
Businessclass family. # 9313186091

GURSIKH SUITABLE Match for
Sikh Doctor Girl, 154 /Sept; 1989.
MBBS, MS, Pursuing M.Ch.-GI
Surgery in Delhi. M-9811033702
Email: drgurdeepsingh@gmail.com

90/5'3" MCA/Job in Delhi seeks
h'some Delhi Based Gursikh kh /
Arora boy wkg MNC / govt.
Cont: 9711925576, 7290979651

Msc(Chemistry), B.ed., Working as
teacher in pvt school, d.o.b:
01/10/1989; 10:42 am; delhi /5'4"/
#Mob: 9868900018

SM 4 Never married Punjabi Khatri
Girl 27 Feb 1976, 22:50 Mumbai,
165cm PhD AIIMS/ Masters from
Top USA University wrkg USA NCR
based fmly. Seeks boy from USA
Never married, W.stld, Age around
45 years. Send Bio Latest Pic.
# 7838992269

6/12/89, 13:08, 5'4" MBA UGC NET
Prfd Qlfd. GGN NCR Mglk Boy. Email:
satnam.choudhary1959@gmail.com
(M) 9810400101

Girl 5'6" /7-4-98 / 18:44 Delhi.
Convnt-gold medalist ,DU-grad. caste
no bar.# 8368933364 , 9654431966
gurujisadasahay4ds@gmail.com

SM4 B.TECH MBA 5'4"/32 Fair,
divorced, i'less Brahmin girl, Seeks
Edu W'stld, i'less boy, Delhi/NCR
prfd,upper cast no bar,#9871413311,
Email: nks9680@gmail.com

slim Divorced i'less Br wkg/mglk
girl. father retd def officer seek edu
w'stld boy Delhi/NCR based. #9212620035,E: ravinderks@rediffmail.com

VERY FAIR, Charming, Convented
MBA 23/5'6" Punjabi Arora girl of
Industrialist H.Status Fmly Req
Qualified Well settled Businessman
boy of affluent Fmly. #9810286091

Girl 28, 5', B.Tech, Wkg in
Microsoft in Bangalore 15Lpa.
Caste no bar. 9810205909
Em: nishasharmaito@gmail.com

SM FOR Pb Arora Girl 5'2"/ 04.12.83/
04:05 AM/ Saharanpur. B.Tech
wrkg. in IT Co, B'lore Pkg. 25+ LPA.
Mob: 9457229692. Caste no bar.
Email: vinodchawla19@gmail.com

AGGARWAL 25/5'2" Beautiful
issueless Divorcee short marriage
Delhi girl. Decent marriage.
Please send Biodata Email deepikasisterca@gmail.com

MANGLIK
M/NM QM from status fmly 4 Noida

bsd B'ful,Pb.Kh.girl 155cm/28.10.84/
11:15AM /Mathura.B.com (H) FD(NIFT)
Fashion designer Erly marriage.9910718577,E: rajeshk.channa@gmail.com

wear Store in Gurgaon had Epilepsy
attack 14 Years Back currently on
Mild Medication Father CA Boy Gurgaon Resident Preferred 9873997894

Div.girl,V.Sht Mrg,23/03/79/3:45am
Fbd/5'3"/Looks M.yngr,B.Com&MBA
both Reg. wkg as HR Mngr in FBD,
8448029129,dhanguruji@gmail.com

OTHER
PQM 4 fair beautiful Arora Girl,

25.03.1980,5'3, M.Com, MBA,LLB
WKNG as DIR. COMM. IN A REPTD
ComE-shri_ganesh@yahoo.com,
09910502618 NCR,South delhi prfd.

PQM 4 PB Br 19-09-88, 4:10pm

Del/5'7",Wkg Mrkt Div. MNC, Post
Grad, Applied PR Canada, Pref.
Canada/US bsd boy. SH : 90405097.
# 9278896009, anu6148@yahoo.in

HIGHLY BUSINESSMAN Khatri

fmly seeks alliance for their Fair Girl
2.8.89 / 5'3" BA, Diploma in NPTT.
Looking for highly Businessman fmly.
SPooja : 9899138356, 9212516926.
email : spooja1909@gmail.com

SM4 NON Manglik Slim, Fair
Girl, 30/ 5'6" Caste - SC, Qualification BA pass , Private job 3LPA,
preparing for govt job, Caste no
bar. Contact: 8447992925

SUITABLE MATCH for 87 born,
5'-3", slim, fair, working in
chandigarh, family in Chandigarh
9216889060. (hindu/ sikh caste preferred).

5'5"/06.10.88, 07.03 PM, Delhi MBA
wrkg with MNC as HR Mgr. Caste No
Bar. WhatsApp/ Call : 8383932678,
Em: sonam.kaushal06@gmail.com

REMARRIAGE
PQM FOR 89 born/ 5'5", very fair
Punjabi Girl, Issueless divorce, 4
months marriage, wrkg in top MNC
in Ggn. Well placed businessman/
professional pref. # 9997032308

SAHU−TELI

ARORA GIRL 90 born/ 5'3'', Canada

resident, wrkg in Toronto, Looking for
suitable match. Caste no bar. Contact:
8368874033, 9818743535 (Whatsapp)
Email: mnd.autociates@gmail.com

PQM4 BEAUTIFUL V fair Girl, 5'6",
M Arch U dsgn, Ast Prof Amity Jaipur
Hindu Teli DOB 05.06.92, Mob: 8 PM
9406963634 (F) NCL Native
Madhubani

NRI PARENTS long time sett.
SM 4 PB Arora NM girl 28.5.83/12:53
pm/Dli/5'1" MA B.Ed Teacher Pvt School,W.Dli 7.5Lpa Delhi/NCR b'sd serv. Cls pref#9968316006 W.App 9868510300, rajpal28583@gmail.com

London seeks for our, 32, slim
built profnl Lawyer. Boy should
be profn/ b'sman settled
abroad-prefer. settled in UK.,
Email: bssood50@gmail.com

SM 4 B'ful Slim Aggarwal Girl 30/5'3"
PQM FOR B'ful, Fair, Slim, NM, PB.Kh.
girl Oct 83/ 5'5"/ M.C.A. & MBA, Wkg
MNC Ggn as Associate Mngr 17 Lpa,
educated fmly, Brother CA, Settled in
Canada.Email: matriggn4@gmail.com

DLI/NCR M4 Pbi Khatri never

Working in MNC (Sr. Post) Dubai
Seeks prof Qlfd Boy Pref Dubai
settled boy Contact: 8287555078,
email: agarwalam4@gmail.com

VISHWAKARMA
SMF 30YRS, Panchal girl,5'5"

(Exclude Dhalwal and Patlera gotra)
MCA B.ed, Wkg KVS Faridabad,NCR
Preferred . #9873644369.
Em:mohinder1.1.1957@gmail.com

BRIDES W A N T E D

married girl March 78/165 (looks 30)
NET Qualified Asstt Visiting Prof.
DU Upper mid class. BHP Must
mail : sachin_anand8@hotmail.com

KHATRI

fair, pretty daughter, 31 yrs ,5'4.5"
,(MHA from USA),Self Prof, Ph:[CAN]:
2898010123 Plz send Bio & latest pics
on Email: skvmedia@outlook.com

Slim, Good Lkng, B.Tech, M.S.,
Sikh Arora Girl, Wrkg US from
well Edu. Family. 9990095561,
ipsinghdelhi51@gmail.com

SEEKING ALLIANCE for Anshik
Manglik, Advertising Prof. Wkg. with
MNC 28/5'3"(3.10.90)PB Post Graduate Girl Prefd. Boy with similar field
from Delhi/NCR.#9810226900/9968180776, chopra.shaily@gmail.com

porate Manager ICICI Mumbai seeks
gori, slim, 22 to 25yrs excellent career / willing to work. 9708080377
sanjoyshrivastava4@gmail.com

CHOPRA BOY, 28/168 cms, MNC
Bangalore, working girl preferred.
Parents Retd. Gazetted Officers.
Contact: 79884-48638.

PQM4 N/M PB Kh Boy from B'ness

family June 91 born/6'Fair, B.Tech
wkg as Sr. Engineer. in MNC. 44Lpa.
prefer Delhi NCR fmly. #9871172530
Em: poonam14anand@gmail.com

SM FOR B'ful Pb. Girl 5', 14.8.91,
10:30am, Delhi, B.Ed, M.A
(Eng.), Working Teacher Pvt.
School 6Lpa. Cont - 9313864556,
Em: ahujasanjay24@gmail.com

SM4 PBI. Hindu Saini Fair Beautiful

5'3" B.Com Hons D.U. Doing B.Ed
2.7.80 1:42pm Ludhiana Never
Married Veg Teetotaller Wkg Delhi
Caste No Bar Seek Non-Smoker only
geets_saini@yahoo.com

CASTE NO Bar Solicit Slim B’ful
Well Edtd 155/163 Upto 38 Years
Prefer Non Wkg Match 4 Fair
Slim Never Married, Er. 172/44/94
Lacs Of Mahajan Family.
human.first@yahoo.com

SUITABLE WORKING match for
Sikh Khatri Engg. boy pursuing MBA,
5'-10", Nov. 1990, Earning Good
Salary. 98882-51305, 83600-64152.

5'-10" B.Tech (CSE) MS Italy Working
in Germany Euro 36K P.A, Mob.
9729040278

SUITABLE MATCH for M.Tech
5'-11", 16/10/1987, 02:10PM,
Chandigarh born, well settled
business Decent Income Email:
swalia2008@yahoo.com

AGARWAL
PQM 4 NM B'ful Agrwal CA girl, 36/

5'3" working Gurgaon.Seeks status
Family & Edu Settled boy. Contact:
9810140122 Email:
nikhil1806@gmail.com

SM FOR NM girl DOB 2/Mar/1988
(5:35pm,Agra) 5`1" MBA, 12Lpa,
Manager in MNC Gurgaon,
vkgoyal321@gmail.com
#9461695053, 9413114007

WELL SETTLED PQM 4 B'ful Fair
SINGHAL GOTRA Feb 94/ 5'4"
V.fair V.b'ful Convt. edu. B.Com
Hons (DU) S.Delhi family Seeks tall
h'some well qlfd.boy from Aff/ Inds.
family from Delhi/NCR, Caste no bar.
Send BHP W'app: 9868868784.

SM 4 B'ful, Slim, Fair, Jan'87, CA girl.

Well settled family in Delhi, Seeks
Professionally Qualified Delhi based
match. Contact: 9811884090, Email:
mrkmatri@gmail.com

SM 4 Rastogi Manglik girl, 19.11.89,

4:39 PM, Delhi, 5ft., MBA (Finance)
Working 6 LPA, Pref Delhi/NCR.
Contact: 9818244300, 9582378030
Email: rastogisk@hotmail.com

Slim Girl 2/4/87 Del 10:40am DPS
RK Puram Ms Finace Uk CA wrkg in
BIG 4 Co Pkg 15LPA Whatsapp 9654114577, Em: indprop17@gmail.com

B'FUL, FAIR Slim Goyal girl 27/5'3"
MA Publishing from U.K. Wkg Oxford
Univ. Pres Noida, seek well qlfd
match wkg in U.K. Germany, Dli,
Mum. 9818632832, W: 9312632832

B'FUL, FAIR, Bansal, Sep' 95/
5'4", BBA (IP Uni.), doing online
Baking Business seeks tall,h'some
well qua. boy from Delhi Email :
sanjaygupta31968@gmail.com

WELL SETTLED PQ wkg boy from

Respectable family for delhi based
Bisa Aggarwal girl only daughter
29/5'9"/ wheatish ,B-tech/PGD father
Class-I Officer. Cast no bar Decent
marriage. Contact :- 9910167757

SM4 ANSHIK Manglik Saxena Girl,
Fair Slim 5'1", Oct-91, MBA, Caste
No Bar. Mobile : 8860038402.
Email: vipinsaxena11@yahoo.com

RAJPUT
MATCH FOR Rajput Girl Jan,1990,

5'7" Fair, Slim, PHD (Animal Biotech)
NET qualified working as Junior
scientist at Hisar. Cont: 9991000602,
Email: rsrawatpnb@gmail.com

ALLIANCE FOR Punjabi girl 5'2"
Jan 95, slim, b'ful, B.Sc., B.Ed, high
class business family (Delhi), from
well settled boy in business-Delhi
NCR. Hema Narula: 9871331691

MATCH4 ARORA girl slim, 5'-3'',
14.01.1979, 12:05PM, Bijnor (U.P),
M.C.A, Working, Mob-9811555737,
Email- matchmatch601@gmail.com

PROF. QUALIFIED fair slim

GUJJAR
MD/ CIVIL Service/ IIT/ IIM match
for 1989/ 5'-7", MD Paediatrics final
year. 98760-22007, 9501822477.

VAISH
VAISH KASHYAP, 26/5'9", Smart,
Fair, MBA(Banglore), Wkrg Delhi,
Well Reputed Business Family Seeks
Tall Well Settled Boy 9431015952,
rjkumar4471@gmail.com

beautiful Punjabi girl 5'2"/ 17-12-91 /
4:30am Delhi / BCA / MCA/ Teacher
in Reputed school. South Delhi based
family. # 9599232552.

d'k"5hoD 1pmTD..km,5o H
h'.k,D.. BDoo .D""oDA N5"-i
1pDTDp5hoC k, edV Tmp
W'pg5m, h5.DA ai'nip5k,
&',l5hk h'.k,D.. T5NkoC Tmp
"iDkp hD5'"kT'o DA'-5"DA
A5'gi"Dp hmp, MSGSGLSSMF
PbRc Bmpnk,g k, edV
fk"i 5 15-n5gD mT
ELKKa 5,,'5ooC

Never Married,Fthr retd Sr. ofcr,
Decent mrg. Seeks boy frm srvc/
b'ness fmly. 9871073839, 9868841800(W),abhisheksaluja98@yahoo.com

PB KH South Delhi Business Family
seeks match, for 78 born V.fair
Girl 5'6" LLB/ MBA Wkg as advocate
in law firm. looking for high status
business family or highly placed
professional. E-mail Biodata/
Photo at khanna5100@gmail.com
Ph: 9811060629.

SUITABLE U/M Delhi / NCR Match
for Pb Slim girl Company Secretary
38/5'4'' Whats App 9811675529

SM4 PB Arora Girl 25.3.85/
10.50AM/ 5’3”/ Veg/ MBA/
Wkg.-GGN/ 17LPA/ DELHI-NCR
Based # 9811068263 (w.app)
Email: findmatch9@gmail.com

5'11", Feb. 1990, Punjabi Hindu
Educated Family settled in
Faridabad. WhatApp 9311178555.

SM4 PUNJABI Manglik Girl/ April79
/ Gurgaon/ 5'3"/ MBA working MNC
bank as Chief Manager. Early
marriage. Contact : 8447884465,
Email : gurujis0479@gmail.com.

PROF. QLFD MBA Wrkg Girl
26/06/1985, 8.45AM (Delhi) Seeks
Alliance of Professionally & Academically Strong Boy 9312483064, 01242581354, Em: matrirum@gmail.com

BRAHMIN
SM4 H'SOME 5'10"/ 34yrs,
Non Manglik Gaur Brahmin
Boy, Delhi based Working
as CS in MNC at Gurgaon
Em: is102006@yahoo.co.in

PQM FOR Saraswat Brahmin
(Jaitley) Boy,5'11"/16.1.88,
Master of Science from Dublin,
Ireland working with Dell at
Ireland. Contact : 9450375748

HANDSOME PUNJABI Brahmin
PQM FOR B'ful, Khatri girl, Defence

background 10.10.1986/ 06:21 AM/
Delhi /5'3", B.Sc., MBA, Working MNC
at Bangalore. Contact: 9815424696
Email: ambikamaggu@gmail.com

SM 4 B'ful fair slim Girl 34/ 5'4"

SM 4 NM, Homely Arora Girl 42yrs,

9818775253
HANDSOME , Tall,Graduate 29/5'10"
Businessman Sikh boy of Businessclass status family Required Tall,
Charming, Slim girl of Businessclass
family. Contact : 9310086091

Years 6 Fig Per Month, Decent
Residence in Delhi, Living alone,
Seeks Companion, Good Looking, Well
Educated Lady, may be Widow/
Divorcee. Meet Personally after 11
am. to Dr. Kochar : AC-31/B, Shalimar
Bagh, Delhi - 88 # 9811329793

QUALIFIED MATCH for Kamboj
Sikh boy Jan 1991, 5'-8", B.Tech,
working in TCS, Gurgaon.
9646142929.

GURSIKH EDUCATED family seeks

qualified girl for their turbaned nontrimmer Son, 178/1985, BTech, MBA,
Short lived innocent Divorcee with no
legal issues, settled in professional
business in Gurgaon. Please contact
9811083286 whatsapp, Email :
paularora@hotmail.com

JAT SIKH
USA BASED Sikh parents invite
alliance for their cleanshaven, son
33/ 5'-7", Software Engineer.
Required well qualified, medical
professional only. Contact:
9888053009.

PUNJABI
SM 4 handsome Punjabi 30 yrs / 5'6"
Type I Diabetic boy, leading
absolutely normal life, working
MNC 7LPA Whatsapp 9871511670 /
9818867722.

WELL SETTLED H'some Pbi
boy 6'/ studied MBBS own business,
property in ncr, only child seeks
b'ful edu homely girl # 9811608213

NCR BASED, affluent, well
connected, sophisticated Punjabi
family invites alliance for their
smart, fair, Extremely handsome
only son 28½ / 6'-2" Springdalian,
BBA, MBA. Slightly manglik.
Family business, income touching
8 figures p.a. Looking for beautiful, educated, tall girl of similar
background. send bio-data/photo
on what's app 9811063388
SM4 (MANGLIK) Punjabi Aggarwal

boy October 89/ 5'8" working in Rep.
MNC 8Lpa, Delhi settled. Own House.
Caste No Bar. Contact : 9899127431,
9811393665

SUITABLE MATCH for Edu. Arora
boy independent business 5'-5"
d.o.b 28/8/90 Delhi 22:32 living
north west Delhi M: 7065483300
whtsapp:9811583300.

MCA/MBA-IIM(B), S/w Engg.
MNC Gurgaon 20 LPA. Father CA,
Em-aarora0927@gmail.com

Boy. B.E.,M.B.A., U.S. Multinational
Manager. Well-settled, modern family
in Australia. 6'2"/23-7-92/ 3:54pm,
New Delhi. Alliance sought from
professionally qualified North Indian
Girls. Multinational employed
preferred. Call 98100 64850. Email
CV + photo rajeshprashar@gmail.com

BRAHMIN HANDSOME boy 28

years, Asst. Mngr of pvt. Bank.
seeking a well-educated B'ful bride.
E-rbrishi2013@gmail.com.
9193987774

JAT
WANTED MATCH for Panchkula
based Jaat girl 32/ 5'-5", pursuing
Ph.D from PU (5th year). JRF & NET
qualified. 96464-04899.

SM4 PUNJABI Saraswat Brahmin
NM Veg. TT H'some Dli Born Boy
5'9", 3.18 PM/ 9.3.90, MBA wkg in
MNC/ Ggn 5 LPA pref. wkg Girl
# 011-27152228/ 9810984996.

only son 70 KG 5'6" 20.3.91 well
qualified successful business man
status reputed family #9891194001
lilymalhotra@live.com

PQM FOR Non Manglik Pb Khatri
Boy CA, 25.08.88/ 03:30 AM/ Delhi/
5'8", working with CA Firm (Delhi)
5 LPA. Seeks working girl. Caste no
bar. WhatsApp: 8527043999

SUITABLE MD/MS Match for
Punjabi Arora Boy,MS(ENT), January
1988/ 5'7", Sr. Resident in reputed
hospital in Delhi. Call: 9810326780
vermahansraj998@rediffmail.com

HANDSOME , Very Fair, Graduate
Sep 87/5'10" Businessman Punjabi
Arora boy of Educated status family
Req Slim, Charming, Educated girl of
Delhi / NCR . Contact: 9818693151

PQM 4 Handsome Punjabi Boy 5'4" /

MATCH FOR H'some Arora boy,

05.07.81/03:05pm/ Delhi/27+Lpa,
BIT, MCA, working as an AVP in MNC.
Contact: 9958467587, 9868831623
Email: matri2820@gmail.com

PGDM (Retails), 24.06.86, 7.20AM,
5'6" Karnal, Manager MNC Chd, Pckg
10 LPA Prfrd B'ful, Wkng/ Edu
Girl_9813156460.

PQM FOR Punjabi Khatri boy Mar'87

SM4 PUNJABI Khatri A.Manglik, 31

born, 5'11" handsome, B.Sc, working
in Air India as Senior Pilot, Divorcee
(short marriage) South Delhi based
family. Call /Whatsapp - 9818230044

5'6",Sr. Legal Counsel in reputed Co.
27 LPA. Seeks working compatible
match. Caste no bar. # 9873182324
Email: vikraammehra@gmail.com

DECENT GUY MBA from the US. 41yr, PQM 4 Punjabi Khatri, B.Tech (IIT) +
never marid.Wkg in multinational w
great sal. Lking for B'ful & spiritual
girl 35yr or older. Whatsapp: 9599699322; Em: panchjanya18@gmail.com

MBA(IIM),Aug 1990/5'10",wrkg MNC,
30 LPA, Father-Govt. Ofcr, Delhi Stld
fmly. # 9971381695, 9205760208
Em: avinash23.krs@gmail.com

AGARWAL
HSME JAIN/GOEL boy 21.5.74
/4pm/Panipat 5'7" BE (E&C) /
60Lpa. Wkg as Engg. Manager
for a large US MNC in Noida.
Email: jain1974s@gmail.com

never married h'some veg TT Aug 75
5'10"/ 27 LPA, BE (NIT), MBA (IIM),
DGM Top PSU, Father Retd. Class-1
Officer. Em: umaeka27@gmail.com

SEEKS EDU Girl for "Punjabi Sarswat

Brahmin Boy" 90 born,/ 5.7" & Fair.
BSC IT,Wrkng as Sr.Technical Engnr.
@Bengaluru, 18 LPA. Fmly belongs to
Punjab/UNA.E: shvinay77@gmail.com

WELL SETTLED Gupta family based
in U.S.A, seeks beautiful bride for
their 31, fair and handsome, 5'8, M.S
Engineering son, working in
aerospace. Caste No Bar, contact
+1562-676-7645 or
vishalgup@msn.com.

TALL, FAIR, B'ful Dentist / Medico/

PQ girl from edu. cultured family, for
30 yrs,5'10",Aggarwal Dental surgeon
boy MDS (Endo), Delhi based, both
parents Doctors, girl & family profile
is the only criteria. Send BHP to
Whatsapp : 9811078054

B.TECH CS 5'9"/ 29 H’some NM Agg.
boy, wkg. MNC GGN, 27Lpa, Sch.
DPS Delhi. Edu. Engg. Fmly, Kothi
South Delhi, father own bussi. #
8920868138, h34b@yahoo.com

PQM FROM status family for Gr Br

PQM4 PUNJABI Brahmin Vats Boy

29.10.1988/ 08.20PM, Najibabad, UP,
5'7", B.tech, wkg MNC Bangalore 20
LPA, 9927209991 , 9456211228

26.4.88 2.58 AM Delhi 6'2" Wkg PSU
Bank Asstt Manager 7Lpa father Retd
Class-1 Officer Seeks Qlfd Girl Contact / Wsp 9818911178, 9968650696

SM4 PUNJABI Khatri V.Handsome

PQM4 ARMY Officer B.Tech

QUALIFIED MATCH for well
educated Arora Khatri girl, (Anshik
Manglik) 163 / 04.01.1988/ 1.46pm/
Muzaffarnagar, Working in reputed
corporate in Delhi. M: 9045623635
Email: arjunkumararora@gmail.com

GURSIKH, HANDSOME,
Non-trimmer, Teetotaller,
Khatri Boy, 33/5'-10",
MBA, Vice President in a
top MNC, Rs. 30 Lakh pa,
own house in a reputed
locality of Delhi, belongs
to a Well Settled &
Highly Educated Family
seeks Delhi / NCR based
Tall, Beautiful & Educated
Working / Non-working
Gursikh Girl. Cast no bar.
Contact / WhatsApp :

PB MANGLIK H'some B.Tech Boy

SM 4 Khatri Pbi,Canadian citizen, B'ful

PQM FOR 30 Yrs, 160cm,

Single Child MBA S.Delhi, 14.09.1991/
5'5"/ own shop (Silver), own house
(200yds), 24LPA. # 9810556698,
Email: jogindersheen@gmail.com

GURSIKH SR. Citizen Widower 68

SM4 SLIM Mglk Vaish Girl

MATCH 4 Khatri Boy 29/05/89,

SRIV. BOY BE, MBA, 28/ 5'3'' Cor-

divorcee boy working n settled in IT
in London. Fair smart 5'6" British
citizen. 9868744326

SM4 B’FUL Fair Slim PB Kh I’less
SM4 V Fair 25/5'8" BBA Own Kids

Delhi/ NCR for B'ful Punjabi girl
17.2.92/ 18.57/ 5'5" MBA job MNC. 10
LPA # Whatsapp: 9968069683,
7710915805.

5'4, March 90, Lawyer, working with
a reputed Law firm in Delhi. Whatsapp 9814050174

BRIDE FOR 39yr Gursikh Arora

SM FOR B'ful Pb. Bhardwaj

SM 4 B.Tech MBA 5'3"/03-12-81 fair

PQM FROM Working/ Business from

17.07.90, 13:55, Del, 5'3", MBA, Wkg
Del, 11.8 LPA, M: 8800958784,
9650992326, matrin1707@gmail.com

SIKH

SM FOR Clean Shaven Sikh Pb. NM

COSMOPOLITAN

B'FUL Pnjabi.Br Mnglk Slim Wheatish

PQM4 SIKH Arora Convent
Educated Beautiful girl, Oct 91, 5'2",
Divorcee Issueless M.Tech working
in Digital Marketing, Educated
officer's Family. 9915050032

Khatri Girl, Feb 92/ 5'3" Dual M.A frm
U.K working as Sr. Lecturer in Delhi.
Girl is Canada PR applicant. Canada
based boy preferred. Caste no bar.
#8287005180 E-gogi1958@gmail.com

PQM4 PUNJABI khatri Girl,

KAYASHTHA
PQ SLIM fair kh / Sikh girl June

B'ful veg 5'7"/38, Issueless Div. Girl
MCA working TOP IT MNC Delhi NCR
good family values.Can be working /
non working post marriage
wtsup/cont.9654078784

WELL SETTLED PQM4 B'ful, Never SUITABLE MATCH for Fair Punjabi

SUITABLE MATCH for Arora Girl
EDUCATED, SETTLED Business-

divorcee, wkg in MNC H.position
seeks I'less W. stld profl. Boy.
Caste no bar. Contact: 9312405877
Email: sanjayrastogiin@yahoo.co.in

SM4 DELHI based PB Arora NM fair

H SOME MDS/MD/IIT/IIM M4 slim, v.

PUNJABI
Married Sikh Kamboj Girl, Oct-1977/
5'7", BE, Mba, Wrkg as SDO.(Pensionable/Transferable)15LPA. Upper
caste Welcome. (Wapp)9417001155

NRI

PQM FOR girl 5'9" / 82 i'less

NRI

SM4 FAIR, Pb Arora Mglk Girl,

SIKH

Mglk Khatri MBA 07.09.86/ 3:07 PM
Delhi, 5'4" wkg MNC Ggn (UK shift).
3.60 LPA + Cab. Father CA retd. GM
PSU, mail to aph321@gmail.com

SM4 B'FUL July 84/5'7" V.Fair MBBS

Officer Chandigarh, 11-LPA,
1982/5'5", Caste No Bar. WhatsApp8728985920

ARORA
PB ARORA Wkg MNC GGN Manglik

SM4 GAUR Brahmin Girl 5'4"

nov88/157/NM MBA IIM. wkg Google
40 lac pa. parents doctors. contact
9415041313 mail
drbhaskargupta@yahoo.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW

MD (OBG), S.R Pvt. Hosp, Only child
Seeks Medico/Civil Uttrakhandi/ Pb.
Delhi bsd Rajput Boy. # 9818640974
Email: ds.gusain@eil.co.in

Aggarwal girl 5'2" Dec'1978 work
Junior Radiographer Govt Hosp.
(Contract) Email : kplgupta6@
gmail.com #9599832439

Tayal, Dec 88, 155 Wkg Noida reputed
company. smart, sober, good looking,
South Delhi based professional family
vanraj1958@gmail.com

SM4 B’FUL fair 165 cm, 28 well

28-7-86 Anshik Manglik M.A. B.Ed
Teacher in Delhi. Contact 9971578512
Email:- sadhanadewan@gmail.com

20.8.87/5:00 AM/ Delhi, 5'5" girl,

SUITABLE MATCH unmarried

DEL/NCR BASED PQM for NM,

BRAHMIN 28/5'3" B.Tech, MBA

PUNJABI BEAUTIFUL Fair Girl 5'6" WANTED IIT IIM match for gupta girl

for Hindu Brahmin girl 27 years,
5'-5", MD (Pathology). Whatsapp:
94632-43006. E-mail:
dr.rajesh.astro.28@gmail.com

SM4 SC Girl ME, BE (PEC), Class-1

fair / slim / MBA Short Mrg / want
Issueless Well Settled Boy Frm
Uppr Middle Class Baniya Fmly.
#9899613105, 9899514336

MBA/PROFESSIONALS

PROF EMPLOYD match for PB fair
MEDICO MATCH for Jammu Based

GOVERNMENT SERVICE

B.Com, MCA. Looks Younger. Contact :
9868089997, 9013802228, Email
:ashok.gup8@gmail.com

AGGARWAL DELHI 30 / 5'1"/

doin PGDMCH,fair,5'6",m in6fg,
jsid ztwv7835, 3.25pm,
8/8/90 delhi, 8178968292,
dhawanpkd@gmail.com

A BEAUTIFUL born again NIPC girl

SM FOR Slim Singhal Girl, July'78/ 5ft,
PQM4 FAIR, b'ful, slim Manglik

NCR SM4 dli pun khatri, MBBS,

Aggarwal girl 5'3" Nov'1970
M.D.Physician (Former USSR)
work rept. Hosp. Email: rgupta103@
rediffmail.com # 9599832439

SM4 B'FUL, Very Fair, MBA 5'3"/
NON TRANSFERABLE Lecturer

PUNJABI

MD/ MS/ DM/ IAS/ IPS/ PCS match

EMAIL ID-

gunjan.0867@gmail.com
PQM FOR Tayal, Oct' 86, 160, NM,

SM FOR Gaur Brahmin, B'ful girl MCA

5’3”/1974 well edu., good-looking
and never-married daughter.
Email bio/recent photo at:
flva10@hotmail.com

BANSAL FAMILY
INVITES ALLIANCE FOR
THEIR SLIM FAIR &
SOBER DAUGHTER,
DOB : 7-12-1991,
HEIGHT5’3” PURSUING
MD IN DERMOTOLOGY
FINAL YEAR. LOOKING
FOR A MD/MS DOCTOR
OR PURSUING FINAL
YEAR. ONLY IN DELHI,
NCR, CAST BAR,
AGE BELOW 31YEARS

9599669239

SM4 PQ Saryuparin Brahmin B.Tech

Readers are advised to make appropriate thorough enquiries
before acting upon any advertisement. This newspaper does
not vouch or subscribe to the claims and representations made
by advertisers regarding particulars of status, age
income of the bride/bridgegroom

HINDU

SUITABLE MATCH for beautiful

MATCH 4 Khatri B'full Girl 10-05-84

ADVICE

AGARWAL

NEVER MARRIED Fair, B'ful

5"-1" B.Tech, MBA Sood (Khatri) Girl,
working as project manager in
Chandigarh, 22.11.1985 11.10AM,
Shimla (HP). Call or Whatsapp:
9736114992, 7807821092.

WANTED

SM4 GARG 5'9"/ 4.12.90/10:32pm/
Delhi H'some boy, B.Tech (CS), Wkg
MNC Wipro, 11.55Lpa, pref B'ful Wkg
Girl, Cast no bar # 9582038182,
samygarg4@gmail.com

PQM4 H'SOM Bansal Boy. B.Arch.
Born 28-07-1983/5'6½" NM, working Package 21 LPA Preference Delhi
/NCR well settled family 9810220752
Email: ankitb83@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for 25 years
Smart, Handsome, Mittal Boy,
B.Tech Mechanical, DOB 28.04.1994,
7.50 PM, Chandigarh. Excellent
Independent Business at
Chandigarh. Send Girl Details to
anilmittal011@gmail.com. Contact:
9872572121.

SM FOR 28/5'-11" Slim/H.some
Jain (Garg) boy. B-Tech (DCE)
MBA (MDI) wkg City Bank Pune @
20L, DL based fmly. 9717788444.
Email: sanjayritu1960@gmail.com

BTECH, MS (Top BSchl) Goyal hdsm
boy Veg. 30/5'.6". 7yrs exp MNCs
India & abroad. Working in Dublin,
good package. Well settled family.
9412568215.

SINGHAL GOTRA Jan'90/5'11" fair
handsome B.Tech boy own business
S.Delhi.Seeks fair b'ful edu. girl with
family values.Caste no bar pref. Del/
NCR. Send BHP W'app: 9868868784.

AGRAWAL, 29/5'8", BE, MBA
(York Uni. Canada), Job in Toronto.
seek well Qlfd. Wkg girl from decent
family. Pref. IT prof. # 7827540902,
Email: a.rakeshsharan@gmail.com
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BRIDES W A N T E D
AGARWAL
SUITABLE MATCH for Graduate
Bansal Gotra Smart boy 30.08.1988/
5'-8", 1:40 PM, Shimla own Business.
8219893820.

AGARWAL
QUALIFIED MATCH for Aggarwal
Handsome boy 02-09-1991, 6:45 PM,
5'-9", B.Tech, Well settled as
Application Manager in Germany.
Earning 44000 Euros annually. Now
boy in India till 9th June. Reputed
business family. 93151-96041.

SM FOR Garg boy Non Manglik
30/5'-6" B.Tech/MBA, MNC 11 LPA,
Seeks working girl. 9466721978.

PQM 4 H'Some Garg Boy B.Tech,
Born 1990/ 5'11", NM Working
Gurgaon Package 20 LPA. Pref.
Delhi/NCR. Mobile - 8130911007,
Email: kamalgarg1610@gmail.com

WANTED NON Wkg/ Tchr homely
Girl 4 MCA Garg Boy 2-7-83/ 7:45 AM
Saharanpur 5'9", 16 LPA MNC Noida
garg4d@gmail.com Prof. Agarwal
(D.U) 9810245135.

SUITABLE MATCH for
Aggarwal boy, 1986 born, B.Tech NSIT + MBA, wrkg MNC, 30 LPA,
Father retired, Settled NCR,
Caste no bar. Contact: 9971446491

BISA AGARWAL
LOOKING FOR a suitable match
for Goel Gotra handsome boy
(BE (Information Science) 5'7",
3/11/87 time 3:23 PM Delhi).
Involved in family business
(Export). Whatsapp BHP
at 9811039418 or mail
ashokgoila@hotmail.com

BISA AGARWAL
ALLIANCE INVITED for Jain,
B.Tech., fair, gud lkng, manglik, 28/
5'8'' boy managing hotels, infra &
construction business with 8 fig
income at Delhi & Uttkhnd from well
edu., gud lkng, prof qulfd girl from
respectable jain/ bania family.
Mobile no: 9412052259 Email Id:
arpitjn1010@gmail.com

ARORA
SM4 FAIR NM 5'9"/ 23-5-82 B.Tech,
MNC Noida, 21.5 LPA, 9818889965
caste no bar kalraa123@yahoo.com

PQM4 PUNJABI Arora H'some Boy

M.Tech,Wkg. as Soft. Engr, US based
MNC Ggn.12 Lpa, 5'8",16.01.90, family
settled in Noida Contact:9560068589
Email: ssidana6055@gmail.com

SM4 N.M. Hindu Arora Boy 5'6" Born

KAYASHTHA
MBA boy working with USA Company
on H1B Visa. Looking for qualified
beautiful girl working in USA. Caste
no bar. Contact: 9871395282, Email:
ykumar55@hotmail.com

AGGARWAL I’ESS Div NM H’some
boy 39/5’10” B.Tech 30 Lpa wrkg
MNC Gurgaon own house Faridabad.
Unmrrd, div wrkg, Edu. NCR Girl.
#9818478274, shrd1955@gmail.com

KAYASTH SMART boy 03.09.91,
5' 2.5", 10th Class own shop, caste
no bar seeks working/non working
girl Contact: 9818587984,
7838420828

76, M.Com, MBA 9 LPA, Delhi7838534953 goodme2799@gmail.com
pref Delhi/NCR

PQ WKG Girl 4 South Delhi Ramgarhia MBBS/MD MATCH 4 Doctor boy
Clean Shaven Sikh boy 27.1.88, 5’10”,
MCA, MBA Wkg Gurgaon @ 22 LPA,
caste no bar. Contact. 9873078070
Email: mandeep8801@gmail.com

HINDU
UPPER MID cl. family looking for

bride for younger son, 32. Legal Mgr
with reputed Co. in Del NCR. Dob
20.3.1987, POB New Delhi, Time 12.30
PM, Non manglik. Caste no bar.
Contact Dr.Chadha on whatsup
9717528833.

SM FOR Manglik Nai boy fair
30.4.84 / 5'6", M.Sc Physics DU, PhD
(Final year) CSIR, Reg. for Lecturer
in DU. Ph.: 9711475799, Email:
matri2015abc@gmail.com

JAIN
SAINI
WANTED SUITABLE bride (all

HINDU ARORA Boy 27-10-1989,
10:35 am, Patiala, 5'11", Working TCS
Gurgaon, Package 7.50 PA. 9041592346

ENGINEERS

Gupta/Roniyaar, 5'7"/31Yrs. Doing
MS(Orthopedics), Family Settled at
Chandigarh.Contact-8329489244,
8847499147,9878739889(Wapp)

promising Agrawal Dr. Boy 5'/7.5",
30 yrs. M.S. (Ophthalmology), doing
IOL fellowship. Soon joining VR
fellowship. Dr.'s family Delhi NCR.
Em: Suryansh.dr.gupta@gmail.com

HIMACHALI
HIMACHALI BHARDWAJ Delhi

NCR BASED reputed Goel family

looking for an alliance for our
handsome 28/5'11" BTech MBA IIT
Son working in MNC. Bride should be
beautiful, highly educated and a
reputed family girl. Call/whatsapp
9871769444

DOCTOR

SUITABLE MATCH Unmarried
boy 5'5" May 1968 M.Tech
(former US SR) work Pvt.
Company. # 9599832439.
Email: kplgupta6@gmail.com

MATCH FOR Hindu Saini boy 5'-10",
04.04.88, B.Tech Civil, Working in
Chandigarh. 9988160316,
9988748722.

Jains) for Jaipur based Digamber Jain
boy, 28, 5'8", B Tech Mech in
Chemical Engg from IIT Kharagpur,
working in Gurugram. Email id :
rosapra1954@gmail.com

based handsome, fair, family
oriented boy B.Tech 26 yrs/ 5'8"
working with Father in reputed
Family Business. Mother- C.Govt.
employee. Seek beautiful, homely/
working Himachali girl. Contact: +918826420238

GARHWALI/
KUMAUNI
SUITABLE MATCH for Garhwali
Brahmin boy, 13.03.89/ 6:55 PM/
Delhi/ 5'11" MBA from IMT Gzb.,
B.Tech, working MNC. Father Govt.
Empl. # 9968605455/ 9599118227.

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER
MNC PB arora I'less div. boy
39/5'5"/15 Lpa, Veg., Decent
family Seeks I'less Govt. Job/
Teacher Ph-9810920104,
J.Sathi :-YZRW3555 No Broker plz

LIFE COMPANION for Engr, MBA
W.stld widower, Fair, 56 yrs/ 5'10"
South Delhi bsd seeks a lliance from
cltrd & edu. lady of Del/NCR only.
# 8375811951.

SOUTH DELHI based Punjabi
Khatri Widower Boy 49 CA MBA
Own Company income in crores.
seeks good life partner cast no bar
Contact: 9891135709

PQM FOR Punjabi Khatri Doctor
34/ 5'9" Present COO and Director
of a Medical College 36 LPA +
Incentive. Em: apt3029@gmail.com
(M) 8766305233.

htclassifieds
TO BOOK YOUR AD SIMPLY CALL

ALL SIZES 112, 130, 150, 200, 250,

4O YRS excellent running retail
business for sale with good
clientage in Sector-18, Chandigarh.
7 fig profit final non-negotiable
demand 13 Cr for 100% sale with
business and 9.5 Cr for only
showroom. Party with Ready
payment May only send proposal at
ashwanimehta7777@gmail.com.
95011-31177.

MOHALI

PANCHKULA
Sector-4, Single old Sector-7, 1
Kanal single/ duplex prime Sector's,
10 Marla duplex extra ordinary in
Sector-15. Contact: 9878639991.

Marla, Freehold, Corner, Facing
Park, Backside Park, Ample Parking,
Unique location. Ground/ basement,
first, second floor. Pre-launch
prices, easy payments. Owner:
9216003333.

CORNER 3 side Open 21x66 feet 3
floors fully builtup Showroom for
sale. Already rented for Rs. One Lac
Per month at Sector-126, Mohali,
Kharar near 200 ft Airport road
near NH-21. Contact: 9888290637.

BEST LOCATION 3 Storey
Showroom for Sale in Motor Market,
Sector-48, Chandigarh with 45 years
old Running spare Parts Business.
Owner going abroad. Contact:9988383050.

CHANDIGARH 1 Kanal liveable
Sector 35 also 10 marla Ground with
basement @2.25 cr. Negotiable.
9815186915.

FOR SALE / 8 marla / second floor /
B road / prime location. 3326/23D,
chandigarh. Direct buyers preferred.
9779420008

2 KANAL Corner House in Sector21A, B Road, Contact only genuine
buyer: 70871-92398

14 MARLA 2nd floor, Beautifully
built facing park, Sector-34, Contact:
8427271313.

MOHALI
SHOWROOM FOR sale Located at
Industrial-Area, Phase-7, Mohali,
Best-Location, Going-Cheaper,
Immediate-sale. Contact6284360926
INDEPENDENT NEW House for
sale in Sector 71, the location is
facing park. The house is semi
furnished. Call: 8872000081

SHOWROOM PLOT 13.9' x 130' in
Zirakpur maps approved by Punjab
Government adjoining hotel dream
(Patiala road) owner 99880-99090

INDEPENDENT KOTHI 5 BHK (2
floors) area 250 sq. yard with parking & 100 meters distance from kharar highway (opposite old sunny enclave) 9779972447, 8283822741.

FLATS FOR SALE
LUXURY 3BHK + Servant room

CHANDIGARH SECTOR-28, 12

300 above plots, kothies, villas,
flats, SCF, sites available genuine
rates sunny enclave, kharar. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista hotel,
new sunny enclave. Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

FREEHOLD RENTED Property for PANCHKULA:- 14 Marla triplex
sale at Industrial area Phase-8B,
Mohali Genuine return 8.5%
(approx.) of total investment
9779411000.

AVAILABLE 200, 250, 500 Yard
Plots & Brand New Houses in Sector
94 & 91 Mohali. Wealth Creator9888777241.

SECTOR 63, 2 BHK MIG Flat 1st
Floor Allotee Deal 2 Car Parking
Loan available call Multigains Real
Estate 9041019948.

FLOORS AVAILABLE Just 30.50
Lacs onwards Sector 125 Sunny
Enclave Kharar further details
9023666444.

independent Apartment with lift and
covered car parking in heart of
Mohali. Price starting 70 Lac Call
98150-29454

48 LAC second floor with terrace
3BHK modular kitchen four AC in
WAVE ESTATE, Sector-85, Mohali
(9810010320).

5 BHK, 3893 sqft. , Nirmal Chhaya,
VIP Road, Zirakpur, Immediate sale,
best price, Whatsapp call: Owner9855459466.

KHARAR, SHIWALIK city, independent villa, 142 square yards, four
bedrooms, four bathrooms east facing. 9815922330

SIX MARLA Duplex fully marbled,
Tastefully built house, Shivalik Vihar
nayagoan for immediate sale.
98158-35790.

3 BHK Flat 1880 Sqft area possession
ready for sale North East and park
facing at SRD Western Towers
Sector-126, Mohali Kharar near 200
ft Airport Road and NH-21 selling
very less then the company price.
9888290637.

SHIVALIK CITY, Sector 127,
Kothies and Plots of all sizes
available for sale. Contact:
9872241199.

PLOTS AVAILABLE just 12.25
Lacs Onwards Sector 124 Sunny
Enclave Kharar Further details:9023666444.

2 KANAL (100x90) corner side
Broad Plot Phase-8 B, Mohali
suitbale for IT/Hotel/ Hospital etc.
9779411000.

ONE KANAL Kothi, 3 Kanal Plot,
Back side PGI 6 KM from Sector-17,
Chandigarh. Contact: 70871-92398

224 SQUARE yard Single Storey
Corner East facing, adjoining mall,
Sector 118, TDI, Mohali. 7696061235.

NRI

COSMOPOLITAN

LOOKING FOR preferably issueless HIGHLY EDU Sikh Khatri boy 28/
widow in mid thirties for Jat Sikh
boy, MBA 40/ 5'-7", Cleanshaven.
Call: 09988784398.

SM4 BRAHMIN Boy 1979 Born. Pr
Of US. Working Senior Management
Position In Uk. Father Retd Army
Officer. E-Mail: hareshtiwari@
yahoo.com, kd241937@gmail.com

SEEKING EDU NRI Girl for Punjabi
Khatri H'some Fair boy (Willing to
settle abroad), 28 yrs/5'7", B.Tech
(having tourist visa), M: 9899113691,
Email: kaura_udit@yahoo.com

AFFLUENT EDU. South Delhi
Business Family seeks alliance for
Smart, Pb. Khatri Boy 26.01.85/1:40
Am/Chandigarh, 5’6”, B.Sc (UK),
MBA (USA)wkg as Investment
Banker (NewYork). Boy visiting Delhi
(1st-8th June). # Email CV & photo:
matrimonio2685@gmail.com

5'7", US Citizen, IT Professional,
wkg in Fortune 100 Company, seeks
Professional/ Doctor Bride pref.
wkg in USA. W/A: +19493501346
Email: Jaskars28@gmail.com

PQM 4 H'som BHATNAGAR, US
MNC@Chennai, B.Tech, 14LPA /
5'7"/27,NCR fmly, Father commodore
(R). WA 9946684551, Caste No Bar
bhatnagar1191@gmail.com

MANGLIK

OTHER

NEED A tall slim girl with fmly values SM FOR H'some Punjabi Boy 21.11.90
& interest in sports for a NZ citizen
Pbi Khatri boy 29, 6’1” civil engr
originally frm DL & part of strong
extended fmly settled in S Dli, caste
no bar Em: amanpopli@hotmail.com

/5'8" H'status edu. buss. family, Own
Sr. Sec. School. seeking B'ful well
edu.,Tchr Girl, H'status family, Cont.
Co-ordinator Sanjay 9873602399

REMARRIAGE

COSMOPOLITAN
KASHMIRI BRAHMIN 11.10.85/
4.24pm/Delhi/5'8", MBA working in
Gurgaon 5LPA, own flat, Educ & Fin.
Sound Family. Only Son. No Dowry.
9971004279, jltickoo@hotmail.com

DEL. BASED Pb. Khatri Div. Issue
less Boy 34 / 5'6"/10 LPA wrkg
in TCS Delhi. seeks I'Less match.
Call/ W'Aap: 9871054193 Send
BHP: marriage1828@gmail.com

H'SOME FAIR 42/5'-7" Dr. MBBS.
MRCP U.K Ctzn. Wkg Canada
Divorce Khatri Boy Dr./ Fmly.
Seeks Well Edu. Culturd. Girl
Aged 30-35 From Decent Fmly.
09416378082 deepak.hansraj@
gmail.com

ON SUNDAY

>>0172-5050683

PLOT FOR SALE

CHANDIGARH

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER

NRI

MEDICO M4 smart handsome &

SAXENA 6'/33, Handsome, BE &

ARORA

RAMGARHIA

2+1 BHK sky gardens sector 66A,
mohali airport road. Call
9888368883.

2 BHK Flat for sale Ground Floor,
1165 Sq. Ft. Opposite bus stand
Kharar. Owner: 98155-85558.

CHANDIGARH SOCIETY flat in
Pushpuk, IAS, Shivalik, Good will
registry case Contact: 8427271313.

3 BHK Flat 6th floor, Wellington
Heights, TDI, Sector-74A, Mohali.
98729-29326, 98155-95496.

PLOT NO 187, Phase-1X, Industrial
Area, Mohali. 98724-52081, 9888249858.

GILLCO IND. Park Opp. IT Industry
Mohali Best Investment Plot size
500 sqyds 9779411000.

Renovated Very Good Location Sector
70 Mohali. 9888409607, 9888079607.

PLOT FOR SALE
PLOT FOR sale size 200 sqyds 30ft
x 60ft near 200 ft. Airport road in
Shivalik Avenue, Sector-125, Mohali,
Kharar facing East. Contact:
9888290637.

PANCHKULA:- ONE kanal prime
plot Sector-6, MDC corner. Sector 4
MDC, 6, 8 another 7 Marla facing
park in Sector-21, Contact:
9878639991.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Including Renovation & Turnkey
Jobs with Most Competitive Rates
for Residential, Commercial &
Industrial Buildings with Material
Including Architectural Designing,
Drawings and Approvals in Tricity.
Contact: Alfatotalz. Contact:
7778000000.

A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

PROPERTY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY WANTED all

LAND FOR SALE
2000 SQ yards Prime commercial
land on Chandigarh Ambala highway
near Derabassi. Call: 9216003333,
9501509991.

sizes plots, kothies villas, flats, SCF
in sector 123, 124, 125 sunny enclave, kharar. Buyers ready. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista Hotel,
new sunny enclave, Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

OTHERS
FULLY FURNISHED, East Faced,
Beautifully designed and well
maintained Second Floor lease hold
office for sale in Phase 2, Mohali
near Bassi Theater. Suitable for
Corporate Offices, Immigration
Consultants, Property Consultants
and Ticketing Agencies. Contact
9815158355.

DERABASSI NEAR Chandigarh
Govt. approved Industrial plot and
Residential/ Commercial factory/
Godown (Bank Loan facility). RP
Properties Derabassi. 9779682888,
9217791871.

Chester Hills, Solan, 15 lac paid, 30
lac balance, 5 lac premium required,
Possession Offered. Call me at
9779316945.

PROPERTY
ZIRAKPUR
SPANGLE CONDOS Housing
Society Zirakpur 3 BHK, 1720 sq. feet
flat. Power backup, piped gas, club
house, swimming pool, play area
9850344273.

SHOWROOM 680. 29 Sq. ft. Shop
No. 8, 3rd floor in Motia Royal
business park, Zirakpur. Contact:
7696103134.

MOHALI

TO-LET
CHANDIGARH

NEWLY RENOVATED Two

CHANDIGARH

SPACIOUS FOUR Bedrooms, 2500 FULLY FURNISHED, Independent
Square Feet, First Floor, Sector 36A, Semi Furnished, Three Bath,
Designer Kitchen. only Bank /
Company Employee. Call owner
98728-00570.

FULLY FURNISHED two room set
with drawing room, First Floor, Rent
30,000/-, Security 30,000/-, #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091.

FULLY FURNISHED two room
set, second floor, Rent 16000/-, Security 16000/-, Court Agreement. #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091

GROUND FLOOR, Fully Furnished,
Park facing, 10 Marla, 2 bedroom, 2
bathrooms, spacious drawing,
Dinning, Living, Sector 42, for
families. Contact 9915521092.

FIRST FLOOR one room attached

FACTORY

2BHK EXCLUSIVE flat for sale in
MIG SUPER Second Floor Fully

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR

bath kitchen AC, TV, Fridge, Gas.
Executives only. 2001/ 44C.
9814008448.

AVAILABLE ON rent semi-furnished 2400 sq. ft. 1st floor, SCO802, NAC Manimajra. Contact:
9356302311.

INDEPENDENT ROOM- Kitchen,
fridge, cooler, furniture, washroom.
First floor, for Boys. Sector-20A,
Chandigarh. 9855157452.

INDEPENDENT 2ND floor facing
Park 2 Rooms, Kitchen Bath verandah Balcony Sec-43 Small Family
Service. 9855101044.

TWO ROOM set. Independent
kitchen/ bath, first floor, for boys/
working professionals. 309,
Sector-15A, Chandigarh.

FURNISHED AC Room Bath
Kitchen Varanda kanal House 1542/
33-D GF Allen, Helix/ Executive:
9996119202.

ONE/ TWO Rooms Attached bath,
Kitchen, Semi Furnished, Beds,
Fridge, Aircondition. Contact:
2172/21-C, Chandigarh.

NEWLY BUILT semi furnished 3
bedroom/ DD set al II floor of
#215/40A, Chandigarh. Contact:
9888015215.

TWO/ THREE rooms sets 21-D for
Girls/ live-in Couple/ Ideal for
running PG 9876480628,
9815465194.

AC Two Rooms, Kitchen, Bathroom
First Floor, Sector 27-D, Chandigarh.
Contact: 98720-34056.

ONE BEDROOM Set Second Floor
independent Chandigarh
Semifurnished for Girl/ Boys only
Contact: 6284732595.

8 MARLA, first floor, two rooms,
kitchen, toilet. B-road. small family
preferred. 3326/23D/ chandigarh.
9779420008

ONLY FOR Males working with
reputed MNC's fully Furnished Kanal
GF Annexe one room kitchen 21-A,
Chd Call 9876555111.

PORTION AVAILABLE for rent in
sec 38. Who take care of our
property in Nayagoan. 7388986688.

AC FURNISHED 2 BHK, White flat
25500/- Sector-51 (94174-50050)
Bank/ Company/ Trainees/ boys.

AC TWO rooms set for working girls/
Family, 37-B, One room set-35-D
(7000/-). 98143-57262.

MOHALI
10-MARLA FIRST-FLOOR
(Phase-4) Drawing, Dinning, OneBedroom attached Bathroom, Store,
Kitchen Lobby set. Contact9815953240

BOLLYWOOD GREENCITY,
near Landran Chowk (Mohali)
Sector-113/ Flat 115-A, F/F, for PG
boys/ girls/ family. 0172-4643661,
9417382629.

INDEPENDENT FULLY Furnished Two Room Set with AC, Boys/
Girls/ couple 976/70. 9417200976,
0172-2216565.

ROOMS AVAILABLE for Girls
fully furnished attached Kitchen and
Bath. 1156 Sector 69 Mohali
9988561156.

FF TWO bedroom, kitchen, bath attached, terrace, facing park, parking, 318/71, Mohali. Contact:
9988743344

FURNISHED INDEPENDENT
one room set GF kanal house 3B1,
Single male, company executive preferred. 9915004731

8 MARLA House, Facing Park, Phase
7, 3 Bedrooms, Drawing Dining on
each Ground & First Floor, full /
Floor wise. call 8591444488.

Bedrooms Set H.No. 2182, Sector 66,
Small Family preferred. Contact
9915576987.

3B2, INDEPENDENT One Room
attach bath kitchen ground floor in
Kanal House boy Contact
7837418020.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
2 BHK Ground Floor Modern Flat,
Housefed Complex, New Amritsar
with Lawn. Bright LED Lighting,
Exquisite Tile work. Suitable for
central Govt. Servant, Bank
Employee or Company Lease.
Contact: 97695-03818, 9819084343, px11lalitmohans@
iimidr.ac.in

FOR RENT 2nd and third floor SCF35, Phase-2, Mohali. Contact:
9872903100.

INDEPENDENT TWO rooms set,
2nd floor Good location, 2132 Sec
69. Contact: 9876072132.

TWO ROOM set first floor sector70, for company employee small
family preferred. 9780359089

PANCHKULA

URGENT REQUIRED Residential
Independent, Bunglow of area 25003000 Sq.ft. with 6-8 rooms & open
space in good location of Zirakpur
or Kharar. Mo. 9878073101.

COMMERCIAL SPACES measuring 600 Sqft. and 350 sqft available,
second floor in Sector 32-D, Chandigarh. 9988978456.

FULLY FURNISHED boutique
space on first floor in sector-19D,
chandigarh on franchise agreement.
78143-49938.

KANAL BIG Corner Double Fully
Furnished 5 Bedrooms Attached
Washrooms Terrace Huge Parking in
Sector 4 Rent 85000/-. Suitable for
Guest House 98760-73969 Sohal
Real Deal.

DD, 2 BHK, Terrace FF modern &
excellent location in Sector 10,
Panchkula. Working Girls/Bank/Co.
lease, IT prof. small family
preferred. Contact 98154-11770.

INDEPENDENT ROOM attached
bath without kitchen, Sector-7,
Panchkula. Contact: 09463796024/
09417063058.

SF MARBLED furnished big room
kitchen, Sector-16 for Govt. Bank,
MNC executive. 8360275157,
9646974051.

INDEPENDENT TEN marla first
floor one bedroom drawing dining
kitchen toilet store terraces,
Sector-11, Panchkula. 9356888886

CABINS AVAILABLE for rent at
Ansal Sampark Building SCO 91-93
Sector 5, Panchkula Ground floor in
Front of Vatika Garden Contact:
9876126463.

OTHERS
3 BHK, 2300 sqft flat 18th floor, ATS

2ND FLOOR 2BHK, terrace, 2929/7,
for small family/ Govt. employee.
9646142929.

CABINS AVAILABLE

PLOT NO 168 Industrial Area,
Phase-1, Chandigarh. 98724-52081,
98882-49858.

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
Area 270 Sqft and 370 Sqft
(Approximately ) available
at prime location (Separate
Entrance). Financial
institution/ Banks/
Corporate offices and
institution with less public
dealing are welcome.

CONTACT:-

lifestyle Derabassi with essential
furnishings for rent. Contact:
8861243248.

PAYING GUEST
FURNISHED ROOMS available
for Female students/ working at
Village Khuda Lahora, near PGI
Chandigarh. 98141-64457.

BUSINESS
IF ANYONE interested in installing
the CNC Turning/ VMC Machines on
Contract Basis, Please Contact to
Manish Agnihotry 97812-00309,
99149-06228. (1) Land and un
interrupted power available. (2)
Business assured.

CONSULTANCY
FOR TECHNICAL Consultancy/
Advisory Services/ Valuation/ Arbitration Matters/ Tender Documentation/ Works Technical Audit/
Building Works Quality. Contact:
8284036666, 9803036666.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, HARVINDER Singh S/o Sukhdev

Modern welfare centre Sector64 (Phase-X) S.A.S Nagar.

Singh R/o Banbhora (Malerkotla)
have changed my name to
Harwinder Singh.

BUSINESS OFFERS

TWO ROOM store 2 bath
independent second floor 213,
Sector-8, Panchkula. Small family.
9417143553.

ONE KANAL 1st floor, 81A, Sector21, Panchkula one bed room DD New
House Parking. 9988999499.

3 BHK flat plus servant room 4th
floor, Shikhar Flats, Sector-5, MDC,
Panchkula. 9888196111.

TWO ROOM set ground floor,
Sector-11, Panchkula for couple/
small family. Mobile: 78377-75991.

INDEPENDENT ONE room set
with kitchen, toilet and terrace.
462/ 12-A, Panchkula. 94173-15224.
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ICC WORLD CUP 2019

PacersblowhotasKiwis
steamrollLankainopener
EASY DOES IT New Zealand become the first team to win three World Cup games by 10 wickets
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CARDIFF: New Zealand made a flyingstartto theirWorldCup campaign as paceman Matt Henry
struck three times in a 10-wicket
trashing of woeful Sri Lanka on
Saturday.
Henryreturnedfiguresof3-29
and combined with fellow paceman Lockie Ferguson, who also
tookthreewickets,tobowloutSri
Lanka for just 136 in 29.2 overs in
Cardiff.
Martin Guptill and Colin
Munro then hit unbeaten halfcenturies to make short work of
their modest target.
TheKiwiscruisedhomein16.1
overstoregistertheirthirdwinin
a World Cup game by 10 wickets.
Theright-leftbattingcombination of Guptill, who hit 73, and
Munro, who scored 58, had little
trouble in smashing the Sri
Lankanbowlerstoallpartsofthe
ground.
Guptill hammeredeightfours
and two sixes including one hit
that sailed out of the ground.
But it was Henry’s spell of
seven straight oversthat opened
thegatesforNewZealand’sdomination against the 1996 champions. “It’s a great start for us. You
wantabalancedattackgoinginto
any surface. It is important that
you have that to have aggressive
options for different occasions,”
NewZealandcaptainKaneWilliamson said.
“The two at the top played
beautifully. It was nice for those
guys to play a few shots. It was a
good all-round performance.”
Sri Lanka skipper Dimuth
Karunaratne added: “It was a
goodtosstowin.Inthemorningit
wasseamingandswinging.They
hadthatadvantageandtheyhave
good bowlers to do that, so they
took their chance.
“Thebattersaren’tlowonconfidence. We batted well in some
practice games and we work
really hard. We need to think
about the game.”
Henrystoodoutintheabsence
of senior paceman Tim Southee,
whomissedthegameduetoacalf
injury,withhisincisivepaceand
swing.Hestruckwiththesecond
delivery of the game to send
Lahiru Thirimanne trudging
backto thepavilion afterthelefthanded opener had hit a boundary from the first ball.
Thirimannewasinitiallyruled
notoutbytheon-fieldumpire,but
the Kiwis successfully reviewed
the lbw call in their favour after
replayssuggestedtheballpitched

on line and would have hit the
batsman’s leg stump.
Theleft-handedKarunaratne,
who has returned to the one-day
sideafteragapoffouryears,then
put on 42 runs for the second
wicket with Kusal Perera.
ButWilliamsonkeptHenryon
forthebowler’sfifthoverandthe
decision paid off as he got Perera
for 29 and Kusal Mendis without
scoringonsuccessive deliveries.

hearsay
bulb nikala
Literally, to remove a light
bulb. A firm favourite in
Mumbai cricket parlance, it
describes a stunning catch,
plucked out of nowhere, like
the one Ben Stokes took in the
opening match against South
Africa. Also used as ‘light bulb
pakadla’—caught a light bulb.

shortstories
‘ARCHER LICKING
LIPS AT PROSPECT
OF TARGETING PAK’
LONDON:England quick Jofra
Archer will be salivating at the
prospect of bowling at Pakistan’s
batsmen after witnessing the South
Asian side’s meek surrender against
the West Indies pacemen, the
team’s former captain and coach
Waqar Younis has said. A blistering
Oshane Thomas-led pace attack
swept Pakistan away for a dismal
105 at Trent Bridge on Friday as
West Indies wrapped up a sevenwicket victory in under 14 overs in
their World Cup opener. “It will be
difficult for the team to bounce
back quickly enough for Monday
against England — a team who are
on such a high,” former Pakistan
captain Younis wrote in a column
for the governing body ICC. “... you
can be sure that a certain Jofra
Archer will be licking his lips.”

Rabada terms Virat Kohli
‘immature’ ahead of clash
NEW DELHI: South Africa speedster
Kagiso Rabada has labelled India
skipper Virat Kohli as immature
ahead of the two teams’ blockbuster group stage match at the
Rose Bowl in Southampton on
Wednesday. Rabada said Kohli likes
to play aggressive on the field but
when he had some words for the
India skipper during the IPL, he
didn’t like it. “I was just thinking
about the game plan, really, but
Virat, he hit me for a boundary and

then he had a word. And then when
you give it back to him, he gets
angry. I don’t get the guy,” Rabada
told ESPNCricinfo. “Maybe he does
it because it gets him going, but
that comes across as very immature
for me. He is a phenomenal player
but he can’t take the abuse. But
those things can’t distract you.
“In fact, for me it just wakes me up,
if anything. If somebody comes at
me and says, “I’m going to hit you.
I’m going to clobber you. You are
soft”, it wakes me up.”

Russell confident to be fit for
Australia match
LONDON: West Indies all-rounder
Andre Russell says he is confident of
recovering from a knee problem in
time for his side’s second Cricket
World Cup match against Australia
on Thursday. Russell limped off at
Nottingham after a hostile spell of
fast bowling during which he took
two wickets for four runs in three
overs against Pakistan. He was not
required to bat as West Indies
cantered to victory in under 14
overs with the loss of three wickets.
“I’ve been playing for years with
these knee injuries,” Russell said.
“And sometimes it feels worse than
some days but, at the end of the
day, I’m a professional. I know what
to do to get back. I think I have five
days before the next game so that
is more than enough time to get my
knee back to normal and get it
settled. “Let’s just see what happens. I have a good physio team,
massage team, here so they’re
going to be working with me.”

todayontv
CRICKET

Bolivia, live on Sony Ten 1 & HD

WORLD CUP

TENNIS

3.00pm: South Africa v Bangladesh, live on Star Sports 1, 1HD,
2, 2HD, 1Hindi, 1Hindi HD, 1Tamil,
1Telegu, 1Kannada, 1Bangla,
Select 1 & SHD1

FRENCH OPEN

2.30pm: Round of 16, live on
Star Sports Select 1, SHD1, Select
2 & SHD2

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

FIFA U-20 WORLD CUP

NBA

9.00pm: Italy v Poland;
12.00am (Mon): France v

5.30am (Mon): Toronto v
Golden State, live on Sony Ten 1
& HD, Ten 3 & HD

Dhananjaya de Silva played
the hat-trick ball with a glorious
off drive, but soon fell to the pace
of Lockie Ferguson after being
trappedlbw.Karunaratnefought
ontoregisterhisthirdODIfiftyin
81 balls before he ran out of partners after Lasith Malinga was
bowled by Ferguson for one.
Karunaratne’s unbeaten 52
madehimonlythesecondopener
inWorldCuphistory tocarryhis
batthroughacompletedinnings.
The feat had previously been
achieved by the West Indies’
Ridley Jacobs, who made an
unbeaten 49 against Australia in
1999.
Pacemen Colin de Grandhomme, James Neesham, Trent
Boult and Mitchell Santner, the
team’s only spinner, claimed a
wicket each. New Zealand, runners-up in the 2015 edition, will
next face Bangladesh on June 5,
while Sri Lanka meet Afghanistan on June 4.

n

New Zealand celebrate the wicket of Angelo Mathews who was the
fifth wicket to fall. Sri Lanka were just 59 in 14.4 overs at the time
REUTERS
of his dismissal.

scorecard
n

n Extras (b-1, nb-2, w-8)

Sri Lanka

L Thirimanne lbw b Henry
D Karunaratne not out

4 (2)
52 (84)

K Perera c de Grandhomme b
Henry
29 (24)
K Mendis c Guptill b Henry

0 (1)

D de Silva lbw b Ferguson

4 (13)

A Mathews c Latham b de
Grandhomme

0 (9)

A Mendis c Neesham b Ferguson
1 (4)
T Perera c Boult b Santner 27 (23)
I Udana c Henry b Neesham 0 (3)
S Lakmal c Santner b Boult
L Malinga b Ferguson

7 (13)
1 (2)

11
136
n FoW: 1-4, 2-46, 3-46, 4-53, 5-59,
6-60, 7-112, 8-114, 9-130
n Bowling: M Henry 7-0-29-3, T
Boult 9-0-44-1, L Ferguson
6.2-0-22-3, C de Grandhomme
2-0-14-1, J Neesham 3-0-21-1, M
Santner 2-0-5-1
n Total (all out in 29.2 overs)

n

New Zealand

M Guptill not out
73 (51)
C Munro not out
58 (47)
n Extras (lb-3, nb-1, w-2)
6
n Total (for no loss, 16.1 overs) 137
n Bowling: L Malinga 5-0-46-0, S
Lakmal 4-0-28-0, I Udana 3-024-0, T Perera 3-0-25-0, A Mendis
1.1-0-11-0

Fasting season at Cup:
How not to run on empty
HT@
WORLDCUP
SOMSHUVRA LAHA
LONDON: Seven hours of cricket
canbedrainingonthebody,more
soifitdoesn’tgetnutritionduring
the holy month of Ramadan. It is
that time of the year when Muslims fastduringtheday,abstaining from eating, drinking, smoking and avoid any form of heavy
exercise. But with the first week
of the World Cup falling within
this period, several cricketers
have decided not to fast, like the
Bangladesh players.
The timing of the World Cup
matches too play a major role.
Since most matches have a 10.30
am start, it means a player can’t
eattilltheendofday.Usually,the
body adjusts to the demands of
fasting. But fluids need to be
replenished from time to time. If
it is hot and/or humid, dehydration, many studies show, has a
detrimental effect on performance and concentration and also
increases injury risk. This was
one the biggest issues Muslim
footballers had to grapple with
duringthe2014WorldCupinBrazil. “Fasting from food does not
have to be detrimental to performance.Infact,itcanbebeneficialtoperformanceinsomecases
in already ‘fat adapted’ or intermittently fasting athletes. It is
abstinence from fluids that may
poseagreaterperformanceissue
fortheplayer,”saidformerIndia
team physiotherapist John Gloster, who is currently associated
with Rajasthan Royals.
TakethecaseofSouthAfrica’s
Hashim Amla and Imran Tahir,
who arefastingbut not on match
days. England spinners Moeen
Ali and Adil Rashid too have
adoptedasimilarapproach.This
is in keeping with the practice of
either not fasting on match days
oratleastensuringfluidintake.If
nutritionintakeiswellregulated
during the day one doesn’t have
to keep a fast; the human body is
designed to go for long periods
withoutfoodandstillcontinueto
function well.
“A daylong fast from the food
performance aspect is not such a
bigissuebecauseofhowthebody
can function. Our most efficient
fuel source is actually fats (9cal/
gram compared to carbs which
are4cal/gram)andthetriggerfor
yourbodytostartusingyourown
fatstoresforfuelisactuallyaloweringofyourbloodinsulinlevels.
This lowering occurs when one
fasts or doesn’t consume anything that raises blood glucose.
Manyelitelevelathletes(particularly endurance athletes, and
cricketisanendurancesport)use
this method for performance,”

n

Amla likes the fasting month.AP

said Gloster.
Thebraincanalsofunctionon
two different forms of energy—
glucoseandketones.Ketonesare
produced when one uses fat as a
fuel source, and new studies say
the brain actually functions betteronketonesthanglucose.That
is why intermittent fasting is
often used as a way to stimulate
athletes’ ability to use fat stores
as a primary fuel source for performance.“Anintermittent fastingperiodofbetween15-18hours
hasprovensignificantbeneficial
effects,particularlywithrespect
toincreasinginsulinsensitivity,”
said Gloster.
Cricketers like Amla think
fastinghasotheradvantagestoo.
“It really helps with my conditioning,”thebatsmanwasquoted
assayingbyIndependentOnline.
“Fasting is something I always
look forward to. It’s the best
month of the year for me. Physically yes, you do feel thirsty and
hungry. I see it as a great mental
exercise.Butmostimportantly,it
is a great spiritual exercise as
well,” he said.
Fastingwhileplayinghowever
alsomeanstakinggreatercareof
foodintake,andthecomposition

of sehri (pre-fast meal) becomes
veryimportant.“Itwouldbebest
not to consist of simple sugars,
processedcarbohydratesoranything that quickly raises blood
sugar levels as this will only lead
toslump2-3hourspostthatmeal.
This meal should consist of
healthyfats,proteins, andifhavingcarbohydrates,thenwhatwe
call ‘slow’ carbs (ones that raise
blood glucose by only a very
small amount and very gradually, thus not triggering a strong
insulin response). Non-sugar
electrolytedrink wouldbe suitableatthistimealso,”saidGloster.
Theiftari(eveningmeal)again
needs to be monitored. Gloster
feels the tradition to break the
fast with a date or two is acceptable. But problem arises when
large amounts of high-sugar
foods are consumed after such a
longperiodoffasting. Headvises
some healthier options—slow
carbs, healthy fats, proteins. “It
would be best to avoid juices as
well and substitute with a more
appropriate low sugar/no sugar
electrolyte replacement like
nimbu pani with salt and tender
coconut water,” said Gloster.
Equally significant is sleep.
Sleep habits get compromised
mostlyinnighttournamentslike
Indian Premier League where
AfghanistanplayersMohammed
Nabi and Rashid Khan had
played while fasting. “Sleep deprivation is an injury risk predictorandaparameterthatwemonitorverycloselyinallourcricketers today. It is not necessarily
about the sleep timings but the
amount that seems to be important, 7-8 hours being the minimum.So,forthefastingcricketer
who is rising early for a pre-fast
meal, they will need to adjust
their sleep timings to accommodate,” said Gloster.
The Pakistan team refused to
comment on the issue.
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Warner takes Aussies home after Amla sits out nets
Afghans put up gritty batting show after blow to head
Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Agencies
n

LONDON: South African opener

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Hashim Amla sat out practice
on Saturday after suffering concussion in the World Cup
opener, and he is a doubt for
South Africa’s second game
against Bangladesh at the Oval
on Sunday.
The 36-year-old Amla was
forced to retire hurt after being
struck on the helmet by a short
delivery from Jofra Archer in
the fourth over of Thursday’s
opening match against hosts
England at The Oval, although
he returned to bat briefly later
as South Africa were beaten by
104 runs.
Amla had been diagnosed
with mild concussion after
being hit on the grill of his hel-

BRISTOL: Afghanistan recovered

from a disastrous start in their
WorldCupopeneragainstchampions Australia to post 207 here
on Saturday.
However, the score wasn’t
enough to test Australia who
rodeanunbeaten114-ball89from
David Warner to win by seven
wickets and set their campaign
rolling. Steve Smith, who like
Warneris makingacomebackto
the team after a year, made 18.
Gulbadin Naib, captain of the
rank outsiders, took the bold
decision to bat in warm conditionsinsouthwestEngland,hoping to amass a score his spinners
coulddefendonthesmallground.
But the decision backfired,
with both openers departing for
ducks as Afghanistan slipped to
fivefortwointhesecondoverand
looked on course for a humiliation. Mohammad Shahzad was
bowled by Mitchell Starc in the
opening over and Hazratullah
Zazai quickly followed.
Rahmat Shah (43) and Hashmatullah Shahidi ledafightback
for Afghanistan, playing in only
their second World Cup, putting
on 51 for the third wicket.
Leg-spinner Adam Zampa
broke the partnershipby having
Shahidi stumped. Steve Smith
denied Shah a World Cup fifty,
taking a catch at short cover off
Zampa. In the next over, Smith
dived to his left to stop a drive
from Mohammad Nabi, returningtheballtokeeperAlexCarey,
with the batsman stranded,
reducing Afghanistan to 77-5.
WARNER, FINCH FIFTIES
Australiacruisedinreply,reaching the target in 34.5 overs.
Warner,playinghisfirstgamefor

met and went through several
tests on Thursday before being
allowed to return to the
crease.
But the after-effects of the
blow were the likely reason
behind his absence as his teammates went to the nets on Saturday to prepare for Sunday’s
clash against Bangladesh at The
Oval on Sunday. This will be
Bangladesh’s opening tie.

STEYN MAY MISS THE
NEXT GAME TOO
Fast bowler Dale Steyn, who sat
out against England because of
injury concerns, continued to
work out in the nets but is not
likely to play against Bangladesh either, with South Africa
saving him for their third game,
against India on Southampton
on Wednesday.

YES, THAT’S ME

n

Australia's David Warner made a strong comeback to the Australian team, scoring an unbeaten halfcentury against Afghanistan in Bristol on Saturday.

his countryafterhis returnfrom
a year-long ban for tampering,
raised a 96-run opening partnership with skipper Aaron Finch
(66).
Warner was extremely cautious to start with while Finch
played fluently, hitting six fours
and four sixes. The Australia
skipper was eventually dismissed, miscuing a shot to be
caught at deep extra cover by
MujeebUrRehmanoffGulbadin
Naib.
Najibullah Zadran, ably
assisted by skipper Gulbudin
Naib, took the fight to Australia,
smashing20runsinfourballsoff

Zampa, including successive
sixes. Zadran scored 51 off 49
deliveries.
A Marcus Stoinis short ball
dismissed Zadran, with wicketkeeper Alex Carey again taking
the catch, reducing Afghanistan
to 162-7.
Rashid Khan smashed 20 in a
Stoinis over to lift the spirits of
the Afghan fans and another
driven six off Zampa brought up
the 200. As expected, Smith and
opener David Warner were both
included for their first full major
international match since they
completedthebansimposedafter
a ball-tampering scandal in

AP

South Africa.
Australiahadenduredatorrid
2018 in ODIs but appear to be
peaking at the right time as they
chase a sixth World Cup.
They rallied to a series win in
India earlier this year before
routing Pakistan 5-0 in the UAE.
Warneraddedanother60runs
forthesecondwicketwithUsman
Khawaja, who was trapped leg
before by leg spinner Rashid
Khan for 15.
Briefscores
Afghanistan207alloutin38.2overs(
RShah43,NZadran51,PCummins
3/40)losttoAustralia209/3in34.5
overs(DWarner89*,AFinch66)

n

Security personnel share a laugh with former England
captain Alec Stewart after checking his accreditation and
realising that the gate he is entering through at the Oval is
named after him.
TWITTER/COUNTYCHAMP
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Siniakova ends Osaka’s prolific run
FRENCH OPEN World No 1’s 16-match winning streak at Majors ended by No 42 Czech known more for her doubles play
Agencies
n
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PARIS:This was one deficit too big
to overcome for Naomi Osaka,
whose Grand Slam winning
streak is over.
The No 1-seeded Osaka
couldn’t muster a comeback after
falling way behind yet again at
the French Open, losing in the
third round to No 42 Katerina Siniakova 6-4, 6-2 on Saturday.
Osaka had won her past 16
matches at Major tournaments,
allowing her to lift the trophies at
the US Open last September and
Australian Open in January.
That run also included two victories at Roland Garros after trailing by a set and a break each time.
But Osaka’s mounting mistakes just kept accumulating
against Siniakova, who is better
known for her doubles success
and never had reached the fourth
round in singles in 18 previous
Slam appearances.
“I mean, it’s incredible. It’s
amazing. It’s the thing I couldn’t
believe,” Siniakova told the
crowd at Court Suzanne Lenglen
during a post-match interview.
“It was my best tennis.”
It decidedly was not Osaka’s.
She wound up with a hard-tobelieve 38 unforced errors; Siniakova made only 13.
And Osaka, so good lately at
the biggest moments on her
sport’s biggest stages, wasn’t able
to come up with the goods on the
hottest day of the tournament so
far, with the temperature
approaching 30 Celsius.
Clay has never been Osaka’s
best surface. Her power game is
served better by the speed of hard
courts, in particular. That’s why
she still has not made it to the
round of 16 at the French Open.
Ruthlessly efficient Simona
Halep marched into the fourth
round on Saturday, dropping just
three games against Lesia Tsurenko.
Halep, the defending champion from Romania, had been
forced to go the distance in the
first two rounds. Playing her best
match of the tournament, she had
no trouble against an errorstrewn Tsurenko, winning 6-2, 6-1
in just 55 minutes to extend her
winning streak against the No. 27
seed from Ukraine to 8-0.

Londero, Mayer
out to defy odds
vs Rafa, Roger
Agence France-Presse
n
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PARIS: Unheralded Argentinians

Juan Ignacio Londero and Leonardo Mayer stand in the way of
Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer
in the French Open fourth
round, after both put together
dream runs at Roland Garros.
The 25-year-old Londero is
playing in his first Grand Slam
main draw after seeing his ranking rise to 78, while it is the 68thranked Mayer’s 35th appearance in a Major.
Londero will be facing Nadal
for the first time, but he insisted
he won’t be cowed despite
almost fainting during his fiveset third-round win over home
hope Corentin Moutet.
“I felt that I was going to faint.
I don’t know if it was the nerves,
the sun, that feeling that your
legs are loosening,” he said,
after celebrating his victory by
lying flat on his back on the clay.

n

Czech Republic's Katerina Siniakova celebrates a point against Japan's Naomi Osaka during their third-round match at the French Open in Paris on Saturday.

Taking advantage of the balls
kicking up higher on the clay of
the main Court Philippe-Chatrier, Halep took the first set in 28
minutes as she dominated her
opponent from back of the court.
Top seed Novak Djokovic
barely broke sweat as he coasted
through the third round 6-3, 6-3,
6-2 against Italian qualifier Salvatore Caruso.
Djokovic has never lost a
Grand Slam match to a player
ranked as low as Caruso, and
never showed any sign of doing so
on Saturday, breezing to a two

match-point advantage in little
over two hours. He only needed
one of those to put Caruso, ranked
147 in the world, out his misery.
The Serbian is yet to drop a set
in the tournament and has rarely
had such an easy run into the
fourth round at Roland Garros.
Greek sixth seed Stefanos Tsitsipas dug deep to book his place in
the fourth round on Saturday,
completing a 7-5, 6-3, 6-7(5), 7-6(6)
victory against Serbian Filip Krajinovic after play was suspended
on Friday night.
For his second straight last-16

AFP

FIGHTING IT OUT
“I’m going to try to win (against
Nadal), I’m going to fight like a
dog, to play all the points with
the intention of winning it. I
have to go into it as if it were one
more game, from minute one to
the last.”
Londero had previously lost
eight times in qualifying for
Grand Slams, but has found the
tournament proper much more
to his liking after breaking into
the top 100 thanks to his maiden
ATP title in Cordoba in February.
He may feel confident, but he
is rated a 25/1 shot just to beat
Nadal by the bookmakers.
The Spanish 11-time French
Open champion has only lost
twice in his career at Roland
Garros— with 89 wins— against
Robin Soderling in 2009 and
Novak Djokovic in 2015.
The 32-year-old Mayer could
have a better chance of an upset
against Federer, as the 20-time
Grand Slam title winner is playing the clay-court Major for the
first time since 2015.
But the 37-year-old Swiss is
yet to drop a set at Roland Garros this year, while Mayer has

n

Leonardo Mayer.

GETTY IMAGES

battled through in four sets in
each of his last two matches.
ODDS STACKED UP
Federer leads the pair’s head-tohead 3-0, with Mayer only claiming one set against the third
seed—in Shanghai five years
ago.
“It’s nice, it’s a good match,
it’s a good match for him,” said
Mayer.
“You have to play it. I have to
relax now, play my tennis, I
want to play that match well.
“Playing with Federer is very
difficult, because of the way he
plays, his talent, his level,
everything.”
Mayer has already matched
his best-ever run at a Grand
Slam after he reached the Wimbledon fourth round in 2014
before losing to Grigor Dimitrov
in straight sets.

appearance at a Grand Slam, the
20-year-old Tsitsipas set up a
clash with 2015 Roland Garros
champion, Stan Wawrinka after
the Swiss wrapped up a 7-6(5),
7-6(4), 7-6(8) victory over Bulgarian Grigor Dimitrov.
That match was interrupted
on Friday night and Wawrinka
had the court One crowd on their
feet as he rallied back from 6-2
down in the third-set tiebreak.
It took Alexander Zverev all
five sets again as he advanced
into the fourth round with a 6-4,
6-2, 4-6, 1-6, 6-2 victory over Ser-

bian Dusan Lajovic on Saturday.
The German fifth seed, who
fought his way through a five-set
thriller in the opening round,
threw away a two-set lead against
the 30th seed on Court Simonne
Mathieu before setting up a meeting with Fabio Fognini.
It was a highly inconsistent
performance by the lanky
22-year-old Zverev, who will need
to sharpen his focus against the
Italian ninth seed. Fognini progressed with a 7-6(5), 6-4, 4-6, 6-1
victory against Spanish Roberto
Bautista Agut.

Wilder announces Fury
rematch after Ortiz bout

Konta frets as pet
Bono misses out
on Paris debut

Agence France-Presse

PARIS:Johanna Konta became the

Four decades on, ‘blessed’ Paes
says he still plays to be the best

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

first British woman in 36 years to
reach the fourth round of the
French Open on Friday and then
revealed her regrets over best
friend Bono being absent from
her side.
The 26th seed defeated Slovakia’s Viktoria Kuzmova to set-up
a clash on Sunday with 23rdseeded Donna Vekic of Croatia
for a quarter-final spot.
But it was the absence of Bono
which caused her distress even if
she was referring to her beloved
pet dog rather than the veteran
frontman of Irish rockers U2! “He
needs a puppy passport, and we
haven’t gotten him a puppy passport yet,” said the 28-year-old of
her miniature Dachshund.
“So he will need some vaccinations for that and those vaccinations need to set in, and so is quite
a procedure.
“I was under the impression
you couldn’t bring dogs here, but
then I saw everyone bringing
dogs, so now I’m, like, Why didn’t
we bring him?” “So for next year,
Bono will be making an appearance at Roland Garros, that’s for
sure.” There is little doubt that
Konta is close to her pet dog.
“I got a video of him listening to
my on-court interview, and I
swear he recognises my voice
because you can see his little ears
go up. Honestly, it’s so adorable.
AFP
He’s so cute.”

n

LOSANGELES: World Boxing Coun-

cil heavyweight world champion
Deontay Wilder said on Friday
that he has lined up a highlyanticipated rematch with Britain’s Tyson Fury, to take place
after Wilder’s September
rematch with Luis Ortiz.
“Well, as I always say I’m the
realest champion in the business
and as I’ve mentioned before I
must handle all my controversial
fights ASAP. Luis Ortiz is first,
then Tyson Fury,” Wilder said on
Twitter, announcing a fight that
fans have itched for since he and
Fury battled to a bruising split
decision draw in December in Los
Angeles.
Fury was leading on the scorecards before he was knocked
down by Wilder in the 12th round.
The big Briton beat the count, but
his second knockdown of the bout
helped cost him a victory.
Chances of a rematch seemed
slim after Fury signed with promoters Top Rank for his fights to
be televised in America on ESPN.
Wilder fights for Premier Boxing
Champions which deals with
broadcasters Showtime and Fox.
Further details—such as date,
venue and telecaster—for Wilder-Fury II have yet to be confirmed, although multiple US outlets reported it would be sched-

n

Tyson Fury (left) and Deontay Wilder.

›
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Well, as I always say I’m the realest champion in the
business and as I’ve mentioned before I must handle
all my controversial fights ASAP. Luis Ortiz is first, then
Tyson Fury.
DEONTAY WILDER, on the eagerly-awaited rematch

uled in the first quarter of 2020.
In the meantime, Wilder said
he would focus on Ortiz. Wilder
won his first encounter with the
Cuban with a 10th-round stoppage, but not before the 40-yearold had badly shaken the undefeated champion.
“By no means I’m looking past
Ortiz, He’s a dangerous fighter

but I am looking through him,”
tweeted Wilder, who is unbeaten
in 41 fights with 40 knockouts and
draw—against Fury.
Fury, 27-0 with 1 draw and 19
knockouts, is scheduled to return
to the ring against German Tom
Schwarz on June 15, fighting for
the first time in Las Vegas,
Nevada.

India junior women beat Canada in hockey
Agencies
n
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DUBLIN: India’s junior women’s
hockey team beat Canada 2-0 in
the Cantor Fitzgerald U-21 International 4-Nations tournament
here on Saturday.
In a keenly-contested game,
India produced a clinical performance to emerge victorious.
They started strongly and kept
the pressure on the Canadian
defence. Halfway through the
quarter, India won a penalty
stroke but Gagandeep’s effort
was saved by Robin Fleming in
the Canadian goal.
India kept up their attacking
play and had a penalty corner
soon enough. Fleming again was

up to the challenge, saving to
ensure the two sides ended the
first quarter goalless.
In the second quarter, it was
Canada who created the first
opportunity from their first PC
of the game. Bichu Devi in
India’s goal smartly saved from
the ensuing drag flick.
India will play Ireland on Sunday.
USA ARRIVE FOR FIH
SERIES FINAL
BHUBANESWAR:A day after Poland
and Russia arrived, USA joined
them to take part in the upcoming FIH series Finals.
US captain Ajai Dhadwal said
his team is strong and confident.
“Preparation is good, we have

been in Holland for the last couple of weeks having training and
practice matches. We had a few
practice matches against club
teams and then we went to Ireland and played two matches
against Ireland. So, everything is
pretty good and the team is looking strong and confident. We are
looking forward to this tournament,” said Dhadwal.
The FIH series will help teams
test their ability and skill. Moreover, the tournament will provide them an opportunity to
qualify for the Olympic Games
Tokyo 2020.
There are eight teams that are
divided into two pools. Pool A
consists of India, Poland, Russia
and Uzbekistan, whereas South

Africa, Japan, Mexico, and USA
form Pool B.
Dhadwal said US are in a
strong pool and he wants to take
one game at a time.
“Yes, it is important for Olympic qualifiers. So, hopefully, we
can take one game at a time and
then finish in the top two to qualify for the next round. It is a
strong group, every team is different. We have played Mexico a
few times before, and also Japan.
We have not played South Africa
in a long time, so, we just have to
do our preparations well,” he
said.
In Pool A, USA will play South
Africa whereas in Pool B, India
take on Russia and Poland play
Uzbekistan on June 6.

Last year’s runner-up
Dominic Thiem reached the last
16 for the fourth straight year
with a four-set win over Uruguayan Pablo Cuevas. The Austrian fourth seed dropped the second set to world No 47 Cuevas, but
did enough to win 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
and set up a fourth-round clash
with French favourite Gael Monfils. Argentinian eighth seed
Juan Martin del Potro eased past
Australian Jordan Thompson
with a 6-4, 6-4, 6-0 victory. Del
Potro will take on Russian 10th
seed Karen Khachanov.

›

It (the Olympics) is a
long way away. I’ve
got the world record at the
Olympics. To push it up one
more would be amazing.

Agence France-Presse
n
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PARIS :Leander Paes says he feels
“blessed” to have had such a long
career, as he closes in on his
fourth decade as a professional,
having accumulated 18 Grand
Slam doubles titles and an
impressive racquet collection.
Paes defied the years on Friday, two weeks before his 46th
birthday, winning his opening
doubles match alongside in-form
Frenchman Benoit Paire. His
search of a fifth Roland Garros
trophy ended on Saturday after
they lost to the Colombian duo of
Robert Farah and Juan Cabal in
the second round 0-6, 6-4, 3-6.
For a man who once beat a
young Roger Federer in Indian
Wells qualifying and won singles
bronze at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, it has been some road.
“I’ve been around for 30 years,
I’ve been around a long time. I’ve
seen 12 generations. I’ve seen
guys like (Pete) Sampras here,
I’ve seen guys like (Pat) Rafter,”
he said at the French Open.
“Tennis has been a beautiful
journey for me, I’ve been very
blessed to have such a long
career. Especially here, to win
this four times.”
Paes has no plans to stop any
time soon, especially with the
Tokyo Olympics coming up next
year. He has already appeared at
seven Games, more than any
other Indian and any other tennis player.
“It (the Olympics) is a long
ways away. I’ve already got the
world record at the Olympics.
Now to push it up one more
would be amazing,” he added.
“But I’ve got a lot of hard work
to do between now and then
because it’s almost 15 months
away—I’m not counting
though.”
Paes, whose father also won
an Olympic bronze medal in field
hockey in 1972, says even the best
players in the world are still
sometimes taken aback by his
longevity.
“I think in the locker room I
have this respect,” he said.
“I was just coming back and
Rafa (Nadal) and Uncle Toni
(Nadal’s former coach) were
walking in and Uncle Toni was

LEANDER PAES, On Tokyo 2020

n

Leander Paes is closing in on his fourth decade as a pro.

like, ‘Leo, you’re 46?’ I said ‘Oui’.
You played for the first time at
Roland Garros in 1989 (juniors)?
In 1989 you played?’. I said ‘Oui’.
‘I saw you won the first set, did
you win?’ ‘Oui’.
“He said ‘woah, it’s incredible.
Hey Rafa, 46 years old and he’s
still playing and winning’.
“For me, this is beautiful,
because Rafa is one of the great-

PTI

est of all time. Toni is one of the
great tennis minds of all time.
“And to have the relationship
I have with all the players, to
have the respect from all the
locker room, it takes many years
of hard work.”
PRIZED COLLECTION
Paes has played with some illustrious names down the years,

and a tradition of swapping racquets with his partners has seen
him garner an amazing collection.
“I have a collection of close to
1,000 racquets. I have Rod
Laver’s, I have a lot of the champions—Federer, Nadal, (Novak)
Djokovic, Andy (Murray), (Martina) Navratilova I played with a
lot. Serena, Venus, Hingis...
“Wooden ones going back to
Bjorn Borg’s. My first racquet, I
have.”
He will surely still have chances to add even more big names
to that list, revealing he has
added power to his serve in only
the last two years to keep up with
the young guns by stepping up
his training regime.
“The game has evolved so
much that I’ve reinvented
myself maybe 11, 12, 13, 14
times,” added Paes, who tells a
story of Australian legend Rod
Laver showing him how to get
bigger forearms when Paes was
just 12.
“I’ve just come from the gym.
I played a match, and now I’ve
just come from the gym to do my
work, because for me, if I play, I
play to be the best in the world, to
win.
“I play for fun, but I play to
win. To play against guys who
are 20 years younger than me is
not easy.”
Opponents 20 years younger
than Paes are small fry in reality— players as young as 19 were
in this year’s French Open doubles draw. It’s that kind of statistic that has current partner
Paire in awe of the Indian.
“He’s very old,” joked the
Frenchman.
“But it’s not easy to play with
a good player like this, because I
want to do my best, and sometimes when I miss, I say, Okay, if
you play with someone better
than me, he will win more.”
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S
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VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
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readers.

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

Rishabh Suri
abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.

T

“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest
to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25

years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.
“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and

female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to
film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Mr India reboot is my ode to
Sridevi, says Boney Kapoor
Boney
Kapoor
PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

DIANA PENTY
ASPIRES TO BE
‘IRREPLACEABLE’
Sangeeta Yadav
fter flaunting her sartorial
choices on the Cannes red
carpet, actor Diana Penty
is back home. Calling her debut
at Festival De Cannes a
“memorable and
unforgettable” experience, the
actor aspires to do a film that
can be screened at an
international festival like
Cannes.
“It’ll be an honour for me to
have my work showcased at
such a prestigious platform,”
says Diana. However, she is
quick to clarify that it’s not the
only goal one should work
towards. “Having said that, I
also believe this is not the only
measure for someone’s talent
and achievement. Movies are
made for the audience’s
consumption and their love
tops any other form of
appreciation.”
After making her acting
debut in Cocktail (2012)
alongside Deepika Padukone
and Saif Ali Khan, she went on
to star in films such as Happy
Bhag Jayegi (2016), Lucknow
Central (2017) or Parmanu: The
Story of Pokhran and Happy
Phirr Bhag Jayegi (both in
2018). On being a part of a
variety of genres, Diana adds,
“My work reflects that I’m
being picky and choosy about
the projects. That’s because I
aspire to be irreplaceable and
some of the choices that I’ve
made are proof enough.”
“As an actor, I always look
for roles that challenge the
artist within me. My aim is to
be able to do something unique
that gives me immense
satisfaction,” she concludes.

A

Sneha Mahadevan
his week marked the 32nd
anniversary of one of the
most iconic films in Hindi
cinema — Mr India. Produced
by Boney Kapoor, the 1987 film
starred his brother, actor Anil
Kapoor, and wife, late actor
Sridevi. The film also gave the
cine lovers one of the most
iconic Hindi film villains —
Mogambo, a character
portrayed by late actor
Amrish Puri. Boney tells us
the reboot of the original is in
the making, as he takes us
down memory lane. Excerpts:

T

REMEMBERING
SRIDEVI
The most special memory is,
of course, meeting my wife
Sridevi for the first time for the
film and the first day of
shooting with her.
In those days, Sri used to
charge ₹8.5 lakh for a film, and
her mother would give 30-35
days for the entire film. When I
went to sign Sri up for it, she
asked for ₹10 lakh thinking
after bargaining I will get it
down to ₹8.5 lakh. But, I took a
pause and said I will pay ₹11
lakh. They were shocked and

didn’t know what had
happened. They also said that
her staff must stay close to
Sri’s hotel. I said I’d make
them stay in the same hotel.
My only condition was that I
needed 60-65 days, but we
ended up shooting for 125 days
because she was passionate
about the project and knew it
needed that kind of time.

Hussain because people
thought I was just burning
through the money. People
would go to my father
(producer Surinder Kapoor) to
tell him we will ruin
everything. Some
sympathisers even went to
Anil to tell him I’d ruin his
career because he was an
invisible character in the film.

32 YEARS OF MR INDIA

MR INDIA
RELOADED

It doesn’t feel like it has been
32 years since the film released
(29 May, 1987). I remember
everything so vividly, I can
describe every day of the
shoot. I was lucky to have a
crew that was motivated and
so passionate. That crew was
driven by passion — right
from Shekhar Kapur to Javed
Akhtar to Baba Azmi to Peter
Pereira to Veeru Devgan —
everyone gave their best to the
film. It was miraculous that we
managed to pull it off.
In those days, all films
starring A-listers were made
on a budget of ₹80-90 crore,
I remember this film cost me
₹4 crore!

MONEY MATTERS
I was given the title of Saddam

We tried to think of a sequel
but nothing worked out so we
are now rebooting it.
We will make it contemporary.
It’d be my ode to Sri and to
Veeru (who died recently)
and Amrish Puri and everyone
who contributed to the film.
But the most to Sri,
because she was the sole
selling factor of the film. Of
course, Anil will be a part of
the film. In fact, I’d want
most people from the original
to be a part of this. It’d mean
a lot to me if they contributed
to the film . Whenever we
meet, we talk about Mr
India with the same passion,
so I am sure they would be
happy to be a part of the
film.

n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas

You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Family 420 Once Again Punjabi
10:00AM 05:15PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 10:35AM 03:15PM 10:35PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 08:05PM
Muklawa Punjabi 11:05AM 01:15PM
02:50PM 03:35PM 05:45PM 07:35PM
08:10PM 10:30PM
De De Pyaar De 12:20PM 09:55PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 01:05PM 05:50PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 09:20AM 05:25PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 11:55AM 02:40PM 08:10PM
Aladdin (3D) English 09:50AM 06:15PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 12:30PM 10:50PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:00AM 03:10PM
08:15PM 09:00PM 10:55PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 12:40PM 05:45PM
De De Pyaar De 03:25PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 10:00AM 01:00PM 03:30PM
08:45PM 11:15PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:00AM 12:30PM
03:00PM 05:30PM 08:00PM 10:30PM
PM Narendra Modi 10:00AM 03:30PM
09:00PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 10:10AM 12:30PM 03:20PM
06:10PM 09:00PM 11:50PM
Aladdin (3D) English 10:15AM 04:10PM
07:00PM
De De Pyaar De 11:00AM 01:55PM
04:50PM 07:45PM 10:40PM

India’s Most Wanted 11:30AM
Rocketman (A) English 12:50PM
06:20PM 10:55PM
NGK Tamil 01:05PM
John Wick: Chapter 3 – Parabellum
(A) English 02:15PM 08:10PM 11:45PM
Falaknuma Das (A) Telugu 05:00PM
Devi 2 Tamil 06:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:50PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX CHANDIGARH
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
(4DX) English 11:00AM 07:05PM
Aladdin (4DX) English 01:50PM
09:55PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu (4DX)
English 04:40PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Muklawa Punjabi 09:30AM 01:00PM
03:30PM 06:00PM 08:30PM 11:00PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 09:20AM 10:10AM 12:10PM
05:50PM 11:30PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 12:00PM 02:30PM 07:45PM
10:15PM
De De Pyaar De 10:30AM 04:20PM
10:10PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 03:00PM 08:40PM
Aladdin (3D) English 07:15PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 01:25PM
India’s Most Wanted 05:00PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM 01:45PM
07:00PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 09:45AM 05:25PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 02:45PM 10:45PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:30AM 12:15PM
01:00PM 03:30PM 05:30PM 06:00PM

BOMER’S
HAPPY GAY
ROLES
HAVE
MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW
Actor Matt Bomer
ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.
“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
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only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI

08:30PM 10:30PM 11:00PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 11:00AM 03:00PM 08:00PM
09:45PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 12:10PM
Aladdin (3D) English 08:10PM
India’s Most Wanted 04:15PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 10:00AM 03:50PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 12:55PM 06:45PM 09:40PM
De De Pyaar De 10:30AM 04:50PM
10:40PM
India’s Most Wanted 11:00AM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 01:25PM 07:15PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 01:55PM 07:45PM
Muklawa Punjabi 04:25PM 10:10PM
VR: Punjab, Mohali
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 09:00AM 11:30AM 02:00PM
04:30PM 07:00PM 09:30PM 11:00PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 09:00AM 11:50AM 05:30PM
11:10PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 02:40PM 08:20PM
John Wick: Chapter 3 – Parabellum
(A) English 09:10AM 05:30PM
Muklawa Punjabi 09:30AM 10:45AM
12:00PM 02:30PM 04:00PM 05:00PM
07:30PM 10:00PM 11:20PM
De De Pyaar De 10:30AM 01:25PM
04:20PM 07:15PM 10:10PM
PM Narendra Modi 11:00AM 04:40PM
10:20PM
India’s Most Wanted 12:00PM
Family 420 Once Again Punjabi 01:15PM
Aladdin (3D) English 01:50PM 07:30PM
Rocketman (A) English 02:45PM
08:20PM
Me And Mr. Canadian Punjabi 06:30PM
Black and White TV Punjabi 08:45PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

Punjabi 10:00AM 12:30PM 03:00PM
08:00PM
Muklawa Punjabi 11:15AM 01:45PM
04:15PM 05:30PM 06:45PM 10:30PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 09:15PM

Hindi 10:10AM 03:50PM 09:40PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 12:55PM 06:45PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 12:00PM 05:10PM
07:55PM
PM Narendra Modi 04:50PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI

INOX: DHILLON PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR

Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 09:00AM 02:30PM 08:10PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 11:40AM 05:20PM 11:00PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 09:20AM 08:10PM
Aladdin (3D) English 02:45PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:05AM 12:40PM
03:15PM 05:50PM 08:25PM 10:25PM
11:00PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 10:20AM 12:45PM 03:10PM
05:35PM 08:00PM 10:50PM
Rocketman (A) English 12:00PM
05:30PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Muklawa Punjabi 09:45AM 01:00PM
02:30PM 04:45PM 06:00PM 07:00PM
08:15PM 10:30PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 10:30AM 03:15PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 11:00AM 01:15PM 03:30PM
05:45PM 08:00PM 10:15PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
Hindi 11:00AM 01:45PM 04:30PM
07:15PM 10:00PM
De De Pyaar De 12:00PM 09:15PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Muklawa Punjabi 09:30AM 12:50PM
06:20PM 08:55PM 10:45PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 09:35AM 12:00PM 02:25PM
07:45PM
De De Pyaar De 09:55AM 03:25PM
10:10PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters

Aladdin (3D) Hindi 09:00AM 11:40AM
02:25PM 05:10PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters Hindi
09:15AM 11:50AM 02:30PM 11:00PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 08:15PM
Muklawa Punjabi 09:15AM 10:00AM
11:45AM 02:15PM 04:45PM 07:15PM
09:45PM 10:45PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 12:25PM 05:40PM 08:05PM
10:30PM
De De Pyaar De 02:50PM 07:55PM
NGK Telugu 05:15PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters Hindi
09:40AM 12:20PM 05:35PM 10:45PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:00AM 02:45PM
05:10PM 07:35PM 10:00PM
PM Narendra Modi 11:00AM 06:50PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 12:30PM 04:30PM 09:30PM
De De Pyaar De 01:45PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 03:00PM
India’s Most Wanted 08:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS: PANCHKULA
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters Hindi
10:00AM 03:00PM 10:20PM
Godzilla 2: King of the Monsters
English 07:50PM
Muklawa Punjabi 10:10AM 02:50PM
05:30PM 09:50PM
De De Pyaar De 11:00AM 05:05PM
09:15PM
PM Narendra Modi 12:20PM 04:00PM
Aladdin (3D) Hindi 12:30PM 06:45PM
Chandigarh Amritsar Chandigarh
Punjabi 01:30PM 07:40PM

Decoding Rahu and its effects

false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

A
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rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Dia Mirza

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
routine. Something said
or done on the
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the journey
is lik
likely to add to your
excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
f ancial stability meet
fin
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
f r some. Someone is
fo
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
d
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can b
be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
heir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
l kely to be received. A
like
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
realise your dreams and
d
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
ut
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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Collecting priceless petals
of life, one step at a time

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
RAVI KUMAR/HT
Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about. The book, which is
a collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The Tribune’s

L

‘IT’S VERY
IMPORTANT YOU
STAY RELEVANT’

assistant editor Harvinder
Khetal at the Chandigarh Press
Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space

in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects
of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the
Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

RICHA GETS NOSTALGIC
Pooja Sharma

his year seems promising
for actor Richa Chadha.
The actor recently
wrapped up shooting for
Section 375, co-starring
Akshaye Khanna.
Now, she is shooting for her
other project, Panga. Richa
had to go through rigorous
training to learn to play
Kabaddi from national
players, and has completed
shooting for the first schedule
in Bhopal, then in Kolkata
followed by Delhi. Richa was
excited to shoot in Delhi since

T

H

Rishabh Suri
aving been in the business
for 20 years now,
filmmaker Milan Luthria
has experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about his
journey so far. “It’s been good.
I’ve had the chance to work
with some fabulous people, so
many big actors who one would
never imagine working with,
especially at the start of their
career,” says Milan, adding
some great films came along,
others didn’t do well.
“But [I have] no regrets. It’s
not an easy job. I always
changed genres, tried to
experiment. It’s important you
stay relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says Milan.
His next will be the Hindi
remake of a Telugu film.“We
haven’t started the shoot yet,”
he says, “We are prepping. It’s
important that when you buy
rights to something, you don’t
tamper with the essence,” he
adds.

H
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doing experiments with
their work. Many designers
have designed things
according to the choice and
taste of the people of
Chandigarh. Many are also
offering fusion work such as
using Phulkari designs on
Gujarati cushions and

ardiac surgery or
cardiovascular surgery,
is surgery of heart or
great vessels performed by
cardiac surgeons. September
9, 1896 is regarded as a day on
which the first heart surgery
was performed when L Rehn
successfully closed a heart
stab wound by means of a
direct suture. Prior to this,
during the 18th Century, a
belief was that ‘whoever
touches the heart will face
the wrath of God’. More than
half a million surgeries are
done every year to correct
heart problems in children
and adults. Heart diseases
requiring surgical
intervention may be broadly
classified as:
Congenital heart
diseases such as holes in the
heart, blue babies, etc are
present since birth. These
require corrective
intracardiac repairs.

C

Hunar: An Indo-Asian exhibition
is here to please tricity residents
unar, an Indo-Asian
exhibition is being
organised at the Kisan
Bhawan, Sector 35,
Chandigarh. It is attracting
huge response from the
women in tricity.
The exhibition is every
inch what you’d associate
India with. The participants
have come from every
corner of Asia, and the list is
endless. It’s quite a, ‘you
name it and we have it’
scenario at the exhibition. It
has an endless number of
handloom and handicraft
items on display. Pick and
choose from innumerable
colours in countless designs.
Pakistani designer suits,
kurtis, ready made suits,
jewellery, fashion
accessories, home decor,
silk dress material, bed
sheets, tableware, linen, etc
available here are a real
treat to the costumers.
The exhibition in its first
day attracted the most
affluent set of consumers in
and around the city. The
designer borders from
Rajasthan, fine-cut
exquisite Rajasthani
jewellery sets in American
diamonds, the Benarasi
work of Uttar Pradesh,
Pochampally of Andhra
Pradesh and designer suits
from Pakistan is selling as
hotcakes at the exhibition
that is on till June 3.
The exhibition not only
help the customers to buy
the antique items and
apparels from various parts
of the country but it also acts
as a platform to the large
contingent of our talented
designers to promote by

at Saraswati Puri Nursery
School, in the Lady Irwin
college compound. She
was elated to have an
opportunity to shoot for the
film,” a source says.
Richa says, “Shooting here
brought back a flood of
memories. My mother used to
teach at the Lady Irwin
College. So she put me in this
preschool. Even now, when I
went back, I could identify the
sandpit and slides I would play
on. The garden was still as
beautiful as it was, and I went
to my classroom as well. It was
nostalgic and very special.”

Cardiac surgery: Good to great

Richa Chadha

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com

it’s her home town.
“Richa is originally from
Delhi, and she has always
maintained a connection with
her roots. It’s always a
pleasure for her to come back
to Delhi to shoot for her films.
However, one of the most
interesting coincidences for
Richa was when she was
pleasantly surprised to find
out that she will be shooting in
her preschool in Delhi.
Richa completed her
schooling from Sardar Patel
Vidyalaya. But before she got
herself admitted in school,
Richa went through preschool

VISIT HUNAR,
AN INDO-ASIAN
EXHIBITION, THAT
IS ON TILL JUNE 3
AT KISAN BHAWAN,
SECTOR 35A,
CHANDIGARH; FOR
MORE QUERIES
CALL RAJESH AT
09312281433

JOE JONAS’
PARENTS FOUND
OUT ABOUT HIS
MARRIAGE
THROUGH THE
INTERNET

inger Joe Jonas said his
parents found out he had
married actor Sophie
Turner, on May 1, in Las
Vegas, from the Internet. Joe
said, reports dailymail.co.uk,
“I’m still trying to make it
better!” However, Sophie’s
mother, Sally, told MailOnline
that Sophie did call up saying
she was getting married in
PTI
Vegas.

S

ACQUIRED HEART
DISEASES
Valvular heart diseases
are when the heart valves do
not open or close properly
and may require repair or
replacement.
Coronary artery
disease is one of the most
common type of heart
surgery. It uses a blood
vessel (artery or vein) taken
from another part of the
body to bypass a blocked
artery and help prevent a
heart attack.
With the advances in the
biotechnology, the outcome
and the results of cardiac
surgery have improved
significantly. In the seven
decades since the cardiac
surgery started, there have
been tremendous advances
which will go on with the
changing time.
When people think about

FOR FURTHER DETAILS:

PHOTO:
HTCS

Dr Rajan Mehra,
Senior director and head of the department of CTVS,
Max Super Speciality Hospital, Mohali

heart surgery it is usually
the idea of ‘open heart
surgery’, where the heart is
stopped and the patient is put
on heart lung machine
during the procedure. Great
advances have been made in
recent years, as the surgery
is being done on beating
heart and further with the
minimally invasive
techniques.
Many factors are
considered to determine the
type of procedure. One of the
most important deciding
factor is patient’s anatomy
and the extent of disease. I
like to think of it as doing
home renovations. You
would not want to destroy
your entire house and start
from scratch, if you could
avoid it. The same goes for
surgery. If one can do
anything easier, faster, and
better, with the same or

improved outcome of
patient, off pump or beating
heart surgery or even
minimal invasive
procedures typically have a
major advantage.
It is known since ages, an
ounce of prevention is better
than a pound of cure, but if
one develops a heart disease
which requires cardiac
surgical intervention, one
should not be scared at all
because the present day risk
is less than 1% and the
success rate is nearly 100%.
The quality of life is very
good and there is hardly any
disability or life style
restriction after the cardiac
surgery.
Disclaimer: The veracity
of any health claim made
in the above article is the
responsibility of the
hospital/doctor concerned.

Pakistani cloths such as
cotton lawn, chiffon, foot
wear , Hand made
jewellery,” said Rajesh
Kumar, organiser of the
exhibition.
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MOM, STOP CURSING MY
PHONE!
A CALMER YOU

Grey wala
shade: Ageing
on screen

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

SONAL KALRA

Dedicated to
parents who
want to set their
teenagers’
phone on fire
his week was loads of
fun on my Twitter
timeline. I’d put up a
tweet on how my mom’s
prescribed treatment for any
ailment in life is ‘thoda paani
zada piyo’ (drink more water),
even if that problem is
heartbreak. The tweet got
tonnes of responses from the
ever-so-witty Twitterati.
Many also shared what their
mom’s typical remedy to all
problems in life is. And the
one that totally stood out
among the responses that
came from Wasseypur to
Wayanad and Bathinda to
Bengaluru was everyone’s
mom saying the same thing —
iss mobile phone ko aag laga
de, sab theek ho jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season,
let me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political
references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning,
when the hand starts to look
for the phone under the pillow
even when the eyes aren’t yet
open, to the depth of the night
when the glow of the
cellphone in the dark reflects
on the sleepy face, this bond
stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded

T

by the Indian Council of
Social Science Research,
reveals that “the anxiety and
fear of missing out on
information make university
students check their mobile
devices as many as 150 times
in a day”, perhaps equal to the
average number of times
Arvind Kejriwal prays in a
day that Delhi Police should
come under his control. 63%
of the college students
surveyed for the research are
hooked to their smart phone
for 4-7 hours a day, and 23%
use their phone for more than
eight hours a day. Experts call
these figures alarming and
potentially detrimental to
health, but then the impact of
these warnings on the
addicted youngsters is like the
fate of the Mahagathbandhan
— neither here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their
honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their
hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents,
especially the moms who have
a chappal ready in their hand
as they wake up their
teenager who was on the
phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a

perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram,
there’s Twitter, there’s
WhatsApp, there’s FB,
YouTube…It’s like a social
media octopus that has firmly
grabbed your son or daughter
with all eight tentacles.
Except that your child is
enjoying the grip. Now to keep
cursing your child or the
octopus day after day would
achieve precious little. So
here’s what you should do, me
thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway
makes no sense to remind
them of how you were in your
student years. Because, you
see, you may have done

1

wonders studying under the
street lamp, but it isn’t really
your child’s fault that the
‘luxuries’ you have provided
him today did not exist in
your time. You were more
fortunate and comfortable as
compared to kids two
generations prior to yours —
they are more comfortable
today than how you were. It’s
simply how time works. Yes,
it’s absolutely important for
them to understand the value
of what they have, but riding
on sarcasm is not going to get
you there faster. Whining
only breeds whiners around
you.
Treat them like
grown-ups: People
understand respect more than
words. And it is inherently
true that our problems, at any
age that we are, seem like the
biggest monsters at that time.
So while you may not think
that pacifying a sulking
girlfriend is necessarily a
productive activity, your son
may just think of it as priority
number 1. So if you find your
child worried and constantly
on phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they
will look up to you forever.

2

Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone,
you can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things
that keep you busy. I have
seen dads scolding their
youngsters for using a
cellphone while eating, and
then get busy with watching a
heated TV news debate while
having dinner themselves.
You might think that your
spending time on your laptop,
your calls, etc. is important
for running the household,
but then in the mind of your
teenager, his/her social
activities are as critical to
their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.
Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra.
She gifted a new smartphone
to her mom and got her
addicted to satsang apps.
Now there’s Jai Shri Ram at
home. Mail your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustanti
mes.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra

3

Sumeet is all for
Dubai gets ready to get fit
with Oxizone Fitness Premium sustainable fashion
Sneha Mahadevan
umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs

S

Dr Simer,
owner,
Oxizone
Fitness
Premium

xizone , a well known
premium fitness centre
in North India, has
become the first Indian
brand to go international
and open it’s branch in
Dubai, say the owners.
Having state of art
equipment in their
gymnasium, cross fit zone,
group fitness studio, this
premium fitness centre has
all the makings of a
premium gym in Dubai.
The gym has a dedicated
and talented team of fitness
trainers, physiotherapists
and personal trainers
providing good quality,
expert advice on health and
fitness.
With a hygienic and
disciplined environment,
Oxizone is ready to
transform your body and
mind by reaching your
ultimate goal of fitness.
Oxizone fitness centre
specialises in providing
facilities such as tabata

O

Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the
importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion that’s
Indian and made by Indian
fabrics, which helps promote
even artisans and craftsmen
of our country.”
n

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

Taapsee Pannu; (inset)
in Saand Ki Aankh
PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the whole
‘old’ angle. In fact, it actually
made me look at it like a
challenge. I knew that I will
probably not get a role like this
again at this age. Nobody
would want me to play a 65year-old woman. I was pretty

gung-ho about it and looking
forward to seeing myself as an
old woman onscreen,” says
Taapsee.

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to
try different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only
going to win over the
audience,” he
shares.
juhi.chakraborty
@htlive.com

n

sneha.mahadevan

@htlive.com

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP
PHOTO:
HTCS

training, pilates, zumba,
aerobics, Bollywood dance
workout, dholi workout,
table tennis, snooker, pool,
badminton and many more
such physical activities
providing your body and
soul a perfect balance.
A special kids’ fitness
zone is made at the Oxizone
fitness centre that has many
programme for children’s
growth and development.
A detailed body
composition analysis is
provided to the members

which helps them to
understand, where their
physical fitness is leading to.
Dr Simer, owner, Oxizone
Fitness Premium, says,
“With our gyms in
Chandigarh, Zirakpur,
Mohali, Hisar and Karnal
running successfully, we are
now expanding our horizon
internationally. We are
pretty confident of helping
all those who are looking
forward to becoming fitter
for their brighter and better
tomorrow.”
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WEATHER
Sun 2
Clear
Max

Mon 3
Clear
Min

Tue 4

Sunset
Sunday at
7:20pm
Sunrise
Monday at
5:22am

Clear
Max

41°c

42°c

42°c

Min

Min

Min

28°c

28°c

29°c

Humidity
Max: 52%
Min: 14%

MEMORIAL
TOURNEY

SIMIAN MENACE ₹26L RELIEF
FOR MISHAP
VICTIM’S KIN
PUNJAB AND HARYANA HIGH COURT
ASKS CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION TO
TAKE ALL REQUISITE STEPS TO DEAL WITH
THE MONKEY MENACE PERMANENTLY AND
MAKE RESIDENTS FEEL SAFE, SEEKS
>>p3
ACTION-TAKEN REPORT BY AUGUST 19

CHANDIGARH’S SHUBHANKAR
SHARMA RALLIES HIS WAY FROM A
ROUGH FRONT NINE ON THE BACK OF
A RARE ALBATROSS TO MAKE THE
CUT ALONG WITH COMPATRIOT
ANIRBAN LAHIRI ON SECOND DAY >>p6

sundayread

Yesterday’s temp: Max 42.4°C Min 27.4°C

shortstories
ADDICT HELD WITH
STOLEN PHONES,
TWO-WHEELERS
CHANDIGARH : A drug addict
who went on a crime spree to
sustain his habit, Mohit Kumar, a
21-year-old Ram Darbar Phase 1
resident, was arrested for stealing
as many as six two-wheelers and
22 mobile phones, police said on
Saturday.
››P2

Khattar inspects land for
waste mgmt plant in P’kula
PANCHKULA : Haryana CM Manohar Lal Khattar, on Saturday,
visited Bhanoo village in Panchkula, where a solid waste management plant has been proposed to
be set up, and directed the officials
to prepare a detailed report of the
collector rate and government and
private ownership rights of the
land. Khattar said the final decision on the plant will be taken only
››P3
after getting the report.

debate of
the week
NET LOSS

HOW DO WE
WEAN CHILDREN
FROM TECH
ADDICTION?
Are you as parents worried
about the time your child is
spending on the internet?
Should parents lead the way
on drawing the line, while
encouraging kids to engage
more with the real world.
Send in your inputs to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by June 7.
››OUR TAKE P2

36-YEAR-OLD FEROZEPUR MAN HAD DIED
AS A FORTUNER CAR DRIVEN BY A JALANDHAR
>>p2
MAN HIT HIS BOLERO IN JULY 2018

>>p4

Waste segregation: MC misses
June 1 deadline committed to NGT
NO LESSON LEARNT In spite of Chandigarh embarrassingly slipping from country’s third cleanest
city to the 20th in the 2019 Swachh Survekshan survey, civic body has failed to set its house in order

Tutor held for
sexually abusing
boy denied bail
HT Correspondent
n

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

Towering trash

CHANDIGARH : Despite the munici-

Chandigarh produces 450 metric tonnes of garbage on a daily basis

pal corporation’s commitment to
the National Green Tribunal
(NGT) in March to roll out waste
segregation from June 1, it has
failed to keep its assurance.
The civic body had promised to
effect the system from June 1 and
cover the entire city by September 30. But, not only has it missed
the first deadline, chances of it
actualising its promise by September are also not so bright.
This, despite Chandigarh slipping from country’s third cleanest city to the 20th in the 2019
Swachh Survekshan rankings.
Now, MC commissioner KK
Yadav has assured that the system will be implemented in the
next few days. However, key
reforms, both in terms of infrastructure building and mass participation of residents, are not
visible on the ground.

250

100% DOOR-TO-DOOR
COLLECTION MISSING
MC has yet to ensure 100% doorto-door collection from all households and commercial areas,
which is a fundamental requirement for the segregation system
to take off. Around 40,000 households, mainly in villages and colonies, and 25,000 commercial units
still await access to daily waste
collection from the doorstep, for

metric tonnes

Dry waste

200

metric tonnes

Wet waste

5 lakh metric

Waste
segregation
Waste
status
piled up at
Dadumajra
Yet to be
dumping
started
ground

tonnes

40,000

25,000

households

commercial units

Devoid of doorstep collection service

LONG ROAD AHEAD
200 vehicles are needed to ensure 100%
door-to-door collection. Their procurement
could take over a month.
which procurement of 200 vehicles could take one month or
more.
The agenda to hire drivers and
helpers to operate these vehicles
was approved in the General
House meeting only on Friday, a
day before segregation was to officially kick off.
On this, Yadav said imposition
of the model code of conduct due
to the Lok Sabha elections
delayed the procurement of vehicles, as well as the manpower
recruitment. However, the first
batch of vehicles will start arriving next week, and will be
deployed in villages, he added.

The working of private waste collectors to
collect garbage in a segregated manner has
not been streamlined.

“There is no point starting segregation in a half-hearted manner. Overall waste management
system has to be improved. Efforts
are underway and I am hopeful of
positive results,” he said.
‘PRIVATE COLLECTORS
NEED TO GET ACT
TOGETHER’
Majority of the 2 lakh households
in urban areas have access to
door-to-door collection facility
executed by a team of 1,500 private garbage collectors. But, here
residents complain of the private
collectors’ apathy when it comes
to waste segregation.

Vinod Vashisht, convener of
City Forum of Residents Welfare
Organisations (CFORWO), said,
“We had previously made efforts
to handover dry and wet waste
separately. But people lost interest when they saw private waste
collectors mixing segregated
waste in their carts.” There was
still no change in their working
despite numerous discussions to
improve it, he added.
Sector 40 resident Pradeep
Khanna on Friday wrote to HT
how incidents of rude behaviour
and arbitrary refusal to collect
garbage were common in his sector. “Repeated complaints and

reminders on the Swachhta app
failed to yield results,” he said.
The MC General House in
December had passed a resolution that private collectors will
buy e-carts by March 31 to store
wet and dry waste separately
after picking it up from houses,
and then transport it to the MC’s
waste collection points.
MC was to also sign an agreement with them to monitor their
working. Though private collectors’ consent was taken before the
resolution, they have yet to honour their commitment.
“Mayor has already contacted
leaders representing these garbage collectors for a meeting and
I am hopeful for requisite political support to bring them on
board,” said the MC chief.
HALF-BAKED MEASURES
To sustain waste segregation, MC
had proposed a solid waste chain
whereby waste collected in segregated form would reach waste
processing facility in Dadumajra
in the same form through three
waste collection points.
Later, the dry garbage was to
be segregated into recyclable and
non-recyclable waste at a new
material recovery centre. However, work on the collection centres and recovery facility has yet
to take off. In view of absence of
segregation, the working of the
waste processing plant at Dadumajra has also failed to improve.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A local court dismissed the bail plea of a 30-yearold tutor, arrested for sexually
abusing his minor boy student,
stating that such incidents were
on the rise these days, and if bail
was granted, there was likelihood
of misuse of the concession.
In a strongly worded order, the
court of an additional district and
sessions judge said, “It is seen
that the offence in the present
case has been committed against
a child of 12 years, who was sexually abused by the accused in his
own house where the child had
gone for taking tuition classes.
The child witness is yet to give his
deposition in court, and before
that happens, grant of bail is
fraught with danger.”
“In view of these things, the bail
application is not maintainable.
Finding no merit in the bail application, the same is dismissed,” the
court held, refusing any relief to
the accused, Balwinder Singh.
The accused was arrested on
March 10 after the boy returned
home from Singh’s house, and
narrated to his parents how he
was sexually abused.
The boy revealed that after
sending all other students away,
his tutor kissed his lips and
cheeks and touched him inappropriately inside his clothes. The
boy’s parents then informed the
police, and reached Singh’s house
and beat him up. A police team

›

The child witness
is yet to give his
deposition in court,
and before that
happens, grant of bail
is fraught with danger.
THE COURT IN ITS ORDER

later reached the scene and
apprehended the accused, before
booking him under Section 8 (sexual assault) of the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POSCO) Act.
Earlier, the court of an additional sessions judge had dismissed Singh’s first bail plea.
In his second bail application,
the defence counsel argued that
the police challan had been filed,
and therefore, second bail application was maintainable. He
argued that no useful purpose
will be served by keeping the
applicant in custody anymore,
and he was entitled to concession
of regular bail.
Opposing the bail application,
the prosecution argued that there
were serious allegations against
the accused of having molested a
child, and if bail was granted,
there was every likelihood that
the applicant will indulge in
threatening the child. He could
also dissuade the parents from
appearing as witnesses in court,
the prosecution contended.

B J P D H A N YA W A D R A L LY

Photo not on hoarding, upset Kalia storms off
HT Correspondent
n

n

Woman sporting dupattas and sunglasses to shield themselves from the scorching sun in Sector 19,
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Chandigarh, on Saturday.

Winds bring mercury down,
cloudy relief round the corner
Rajanbir Singh
n

rajanbir.singh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Cool winds since

early morning helped bring the
mercury down by almost two
notches on Saturday.
Against the 44.2 degrees on Friday, the maximum temperature
came down to 42.4 degrees on Saturday, much to the relief of residents. However, the minimum
temperature rose from 26.1
degrees on Friday to 27.4 degrees
on Saturday.
Speaking about the heatwave,
India Meteorological Department (IMD) officials said the heat
warning will continue for the
next few days. However, the temperature is unlikely to go over 44
degrees again, after the 44.2
degrees experienced on June 1. At
46.5 degrees, Chandigarh
recorded its all-time hottest day
in May 1988.
Meanwhile, thunderstorms,
along with gusty winds with
speeds between 30 to 40 km per
hour, are likely in the city on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
“The maximum temperature
was on the lower side on Saturday
because of the wind pattern.
Wind at around 15km per hour
was blowing in from the southwest direction, cooling down the
city. Two systems are approach-

MAY WAS COOLEST SINCE 2016

EVEN AS THE MAYOR
RETURNED LATER AFTER
BEING CALLED BACK BY
THE SENIOR LEADERS
AND WAS PRESENT ON
THE MAIN DIAS, HE
APPEARED MIFFED AT
NOT GETTING ATTENTION

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Known to create controversies, city mayor Rajesh
Kalia is again at the centre of a
storm as, in an embarrassment
for the party, he stormed out of
the BJP’s “Dhanyawad (thank
you) rally” in Sector 34, organised
to thank voters for PM Narendra
Modi’s return to power at the
Centre.
The reason? His photograph
was not included in the hoarding
on the stage, which featured
Modi, home minister Amit Shah,
Chandigarh MP Kirron Kher and
Chandigarh BJP unit president
Sanjay Tandon.
Prabhat Jha, national
BJP vice-president and Rajya
Sabha member; Tandon, Kher,
and Dinesh Kumar, the organisation’s general secretary, attended
the event.
Even as Kalia returned later
after being called back by the senior leaders and was present on the
main dias, he appeared miffed at

n

Mayor Rajesh Kalia walking out of a BJP rally in Sector 34, Chandigarh, on Saturday.

not getting attention.
Sources said he had also conveyed to senior party leaders that
his photographs were not
included in the hoardings during

rallies by Modi and Shah.
When contacted, Kalia
brushed off the controversy and
said there was no confusion
within the party.

RAVI KUMAR/HT

‘CREDIT GOES TO PEOPLE’
Addressing the audience at the
rally, Jha said the nation had got
a non-Congress government for
the second time in a row, and its

credit went to the citizens of India
and party members.
In his address, Tandon said the
BJP victory was celebrated as a
festival across the country, adding, “I am truly thankful to the
citizens of India and consider the
win as an added responsibility.”
Tandon also congratulated the
party members and applauded
their hard work.
Kher expressed gratitude to all
the party members and the audience, saying that the BJP’s victory meant a bright future for the
country and its economically
backward class.

CHANDIGARH: Though May

saw the highest maximum
temperature since 2012, at
44.2 degrees on the 31st,
the average maximum
and minimum temperatures in the month were the
lowest over the past four
years, thanks to frequent
showers.
According to the
weather department, the
average minimum temperature for May was 23.2
degrees, while the average
maximum temperature
was 38.4 degrees.
The average maximum
temperature was highest
in 2018 at 38.9 degrees,
while the highest average
minimum temperature at
25.6 degrees was seen in
both 2016 and 2017.
“The temperature

ing the region, and thunderstorms are expected to start Tuesday onwards,” IMD officials said.
Officials said, “Although it is
not clear whether this will bring
any rain to the city, cloud cover is
definitely expected. So far, the

Hot quotient
A look at the average
temperatures in the
month since 2016.
Year
2019
2018

Max
38.4°c
38.9°c

Mini
23.2°c
24.7°c

2017
2016

38.8°c
38.8°c

25.6°c
25.6°c

FATEHGARH
Panchkula woman
Air Vistara starts
accuses father-in-law SAHIB MAN HELD two flights to Delhi
WITH 5KG OPIUM
of assaulting her
Flight plan
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

stayed on the lower side
because of frequent Western Disturbances in the
region. Although they
don’t bring in much rain in
May due to the heat, they
were shallow in nature this
year, and therefore, led to
frequent rain,” said Shivinder Singh, scientist at
IMD, Chandigarh.

absence of clouds has led to a
spike in temperature.”
The cloud cover is expected to
reduce the maximum temperature to around 41 degrees, while
the minimum temperature is
likely to stay around 29 degrees.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: A 38-year-old woman

from Sector 19 Panchkula on Friday filed a complaint against her
father-in-law for threatening
and assaulting her, and what
she termed “making obscene
gestures.”
A housewife, who does parttime work, the woman said her
68-year-old father-in-law came
into her room around 7:30pm, and
they had an argument about the
cooler there.
Her husband, who also got
involved in the quarrel, then
punched her in the stomach followed by her father-in-law, who
kicked her in the same spot, she
alleged. After she developed

unbearable pain in her stomach,
she was taken in an ambulance to
the Government Medical College
and Hospital in Sector 32, and was
discharged after treatment.
Her father-in-law, she alleged,
had also threatened to kill her
and made obscene gestures,
something he used to do routinely, police said.
A case under Sections 294
(obscene acts and songs), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt) and 506
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code has been registered at the Sector 20 police station against her father-in-law.
However, though she mentioned
her husband’s name in the FIR,
no action was taken against him.
Police said they have made no
arrest so far.

MOHALI : Police arrested a Fatehgarh Sahib man with 5kg opium
at a naka at the Lehli Chowk in
Lalru, Dera Bassi, on Friday
night.
The accused, Balwinder
Singh, alias Kala, was coming
from Ambala on a scooter, when
he spotted the police naka. In his
bid to flee, he fell from his scooter
and was nabbed on the spot.
On frisking him, the police
recovered 5kg opium in his possession. During interrogation,
Balwinder disclosed that an unidentified man from Jharkhand
used to hand over the contraband to him in Ambala for supply in the tricity.
A case under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act has been registered against him at the Lalru
police station.
HTC

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Air Vistara has

started two daily flights between
Delhi and Chandigarh.
The first flight will depart at
7:50am and the second at 11:40am.
The airline is already operating
two more flights on the same route
that take off at 3:25pm and 6pm.
With the addition of these two
flights, the total number of flights
between Chandigarh and Delhi
has gone up to 10 while the number of flights from the airport has
touched 26. It includes two international flights, Dubai and Sharjah, while the rest are in the
domestic circuit.
The closure of Jet Airways has
reduced the total number of
flights but airport spokesperson
Deepesh Joshi says the airport is
on expansion mode. “Several air-

Arrival

Departure

7:20 am
11:15 am

7:50 am
11:40 am

lines have been showing interest
in starting flights from the Chandigarh international airport ever
since night operations began
here,” he said.
Earlier in May, Air India had
extended its 7:05am DelhiChandigarh flight to seven days
a week.
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tricity

shortstories
TALK ON DAIRY
INDUSTRY HELD
CHANDIGARH : To celebrate
World Milk Day, a seminar on the
theme sustainable growth in
Indian dairy, was organised at the
National Institute of Technical
Teachers Training and Research
here. The seminar focussed on the
need of high-potential clean
energy interventions for increased efficiency along the milk
HTC
value chain.

PGIMER workshop on
biomedical instruments
CHANDIGARH : A one-day workshop on designing and development of biomedical instruments
was organised by biomedical
instruments and devices (BID)
hub at PGIMER here.The BID hub
is a centre for innovation, design
and clinical validation. The second
BID hub workshop was organisedto discuss the role of biomedical incubators in bringing innovation to healthcare system. HTC

Discussion on ill-effects
of e-cigarettes
CHANDIGARH : The Citizens
Awareness Group, UT, and
Consumer VOICE, New Delhi,
working on tobacco control issues
in Haryana, organised a seminar
at the Press Club, Sector 27, here.
The event was aimed to spread
awareness about ill effects of
tobacco and to sensitise stakeholders for demanding a ban on
HTC
e-cigarettes in the state.

ACCUSED IN
BALONGI MAN’S
MURDER GETS
3-DAY REMAND
MOHALI : A day after a 26-year-old

labourer was held for stabbing a
19-year-old man to death in
Balongi, a local court on Saturday sent the accused, Chandan
Paswan, to three-day police
remand.
Chandan, along with his four
friends, who are still at large, had
allegedly stabbed the victim,
Sunny Paswan, to death on May
28. The accused had met Sunny
to consume liquor at a vacant
plot of TDI Group near Ambedkar Colony in Balongi.
Police said it was an “objectionable comment” from Sunny
that led to an argument, following which he was stabbed with a
sharp-edged weapon twice in his
back and stomach.
His body was recovered the
HTC
next day from the plot.

hindustantimes

Tribunal awards ₹26 lakh
relief to mishap victim’s kin
JULY 2018 ACCIDENT Ferozepur man had died as speeding Fortuner hit his Bolero
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Motor Accident
Claims Tribunal (MACT)
directed two Jalandhar men and
an insurance company to pay ₹26
lakh compensation to the family
of a Ferozepur man who had died
in a road accident in July 2018.
The matter dates back to July
21, 2018, when the victim, Pritpal
Singh, 36, along with his cousin
Sukhchain Singh went to the
vegetable market in Sector 26,
Chandigarh, to load vegetables
in their Mahindra Bolero SUV,
and were joined by one Sunil
who had come there to unload
vegetables.
On their way back home the
next day, Pritpal and Sukhchain
had reached near the Sector
46/47/48/49 light point, when a
speeding Fortuner car driven by
Sahil Kumar struck their vehi-

FORTUNER DRIVER,
OWNER, JALANDHAR
INSURANCE COMPANY
TOLD TO JOINTLY PAY
COMPENSATION TO ALL
CLAIMANTS, EXCEPT
VICTIM’S FATHER
cle, which flipped multiple times
and rammed against a tree, inuring its two occupants.
A police control room (PCR)
vehicle took the two to the Government Medical College and
Hospital (GMCH), Sector 32,
where Pritpal succumbed to his
injuries.
Later an FIR was registered
against Sahil under Sections 279
(rash driving), 337 (causing hurt
by act endangering life or personal safety of others) and 304A

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A drug addict who

went on a crime spree to sustain
his habit, Mohit Kumar, a
21-year-old Ram Darbar Phase 1
resident, was arrested for stealing as many as six two wheelers
and 22 mobile phones, police said
on Saturday.
Investigating a complaint by
Vikram Kumar of Khuda Lahora
village on May 31, that his tenant
given her iPhone 6s and HTC
Desire mobile phones to him for
charging and these were stolen
from his room the next morning,
Sarangpur police station officials
led by station house officer Ram
Rattan arrested Mohit Kumar
after a tip-off. A case of theft (379)
was lodged against him.
A search of his house led to the
recovery of 22 mobile phones of
various brands, including those
belonging to Vikram Kumar’s

tenant, and later after Mohit
Kumar’s confession, six two
wheelers were recovered from
the forest areas of Mullanpur and
Sarangpur.
Three cases of mobile and twowheeler theft have been solved
with the arrest.
Police has taken possession of
the remaining 19 mobile phones
and four two wheelers under section 102 CrPC.
A drug addict, Mohit Kumar
would look for homes where the
front door was open to walk in
and steal the mobile phones, a
police official privy to the matter
said. He needed money to sustain
his habit and was planning to sell
the phones in Delhi to avoid being
traced and left the stolen scooters
in the forest areas of Sarangpur
and Mullanpur.
Mohit Kumar, who has studied
up to Class 9, was produced in
court and sent to one day police
remand.

2,000 students suffer as MC,
admn remain at loggerheads
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Over 2,000 students
of eight Government Model Primary Schools across Chandigarh
continue to suffer as the municipal corporation (MC) and education department of Chandigarh
remain at loggerheads over the
transfer of these schools.
The MC had to re-transfer the
primary schools to the UT education department, however, no
action has been taken in the matter so far.
MC commissioner KK Yadav
said, “Any decision which affects
the working of MC has to be
passed through the general body
meeting which is competent to
take such decisions.” “I am not
aware of any such process of the
handover of schools. If any such
communication comes in writing

(causing death by negligence) of
the Indian Penal Code at the Sector-49 police station.
Pritpal’s widow Jaspreet
Kaur, his minor son Dildeep
Singh, mother Sukhraj Kaur and
father Lakha Singh moved an
application to claim a compensation of ₹75 lakh, following which
notices were issued to Sukhchain, Sahil, car owner Harvinder Raman, and SBI General
Insurance Co Limited, Jalandhar, and New India Insurance
Co Limited, Chandigarh.
BLAME GAME
UP AGAINST PROOF
In their reply, Sahil and Harvinder claimed the accident took
place due to rash driving by
Sukhchain who had jumped a
red signal. They alleged that the
claimants, in connivance with
the police, had got registered a
false FIR against Sahil. Sukh-

chain, however, blamed rash
and negligent driving by Sahil
for the mishap.
On the other hand, both the
insurance companies said the
application was not maintainable as their liability could arise
only if the driver of the vehicle
was holding a valid driving
licence at the time of the accident, and the vehicle was being
driven as per the provisions of
the Motor Vehicles Act.
The court, however, observed,
“It is proved on record that Sahil
caused the accident while driving Harvinder’s car in a rash and
negligent manner, resulting into
the victim's death. Therefore,
this issue is decided in favour of
the claimants.”
The court directed Sahil,
Harvinder and SBI General
Insurance Co Limited to jointly
pay ₹26,30,000 to all the claimants, except the father.

on behalf of the education department, then only we can initiate
the process,” Yadav said.
Education secretary BL
Sharma said, “We have asked MC
to hand over the schools to us. We
have sent many communications
to them regarding this, not once
but many times.” The primary
schools in question include Government Primary School (GPS),
Sector 12; GPS, Bapudham Colony; GPS, Buterla; GPS, Mauli
Complex; GPS, Railway Colony;
GPS, Manimajra 1; GPS Manimajra 2 and GMPS, Sector 49.
SCHOOLS CAME
UNDER MC IN 2010
Last year, UT administrator VP
Singh Badnore had approved the
re-transfer of the schools. The
schools were transferred to the
MC in 2010 when primary education along with health was trans-

ferred to the civic body. After the
transfer of schools to the civic
body, maintenance of their infrastructure was solely the responsibility of the MC while the UT education department was assigned
the responsibility of overlooking
human resources along with students’ enrolment.
During a meeting of the annual
project approval board on July 7,
2018, the MHRD had directed the
education department to bring all
primary schools of the MC under
the UT education department.
PITIABLE INFRA
The condition of the eight primary schools is deplorable with
GPS, Railway Colony, and GPS,
Manimajra 2, in need of urgent
attention. Most of these schools
are being run in rented buildings.
In GPS, Buterla and Sector 41, the
enrolment rate is also very poor.

n
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debate of
the week

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:

Punjab additional
director general of police
(ADGP, STF) Gurpreet Kaur Deo
and Rupnagar range inspector
general (IG) V Neerja were
among the 117 students who
were awarded degrees during
the third annual graduation ceremony of the Indian School of
Business (ISB), Sector 81, in
Mohali on Saturday.
Deo and Neerja graduated in
Management Programme in
Public Policy (MPPP) from the
institute.
Deo said, “It was a wonderful
experience of learning from the
ISB faculty. They are well-qualified and intelligent people and
had a good hold on what they
were teaching.”
“During our stay on the campus, we got to interact with a lot
of people from various backgrounds and sectors. We used to
have long conversations with
them on various topics of public
policy,” Deo said.
“During the studies, we came
across a subject called negotiation. We were taught why the
subject was important and how it
applied to policing carried out in
our daily life as well,” she said.
Calling the experience overwhelming, Neerja said she
relearnt reading and writing at
the institute. “With our lives
revolving around policing,
somewhere we had forgotten to
go through books and write well.

FA K E G O V T S TA M P S

Court rejects bail
plea of Dhanas man
HT Correspondent

›

With our lives
revolving around
policing, we had forgotten
to go through books and
write well. However, the
course gave us a chance
to relearn those skills.

GURPREET KAUR DEO, ADGP (STF)

However, the course gave us a
chance to go through those
moments again,” Neerja said.
Of the 117 students that graduated from the four advanced
management programmes
offered by specialised centres at
the ISB , 45 were from healthcare
management, 27 from infrastructure management, 24 from
public policy and 21 from manu-

facturing.
Addressing the gathering of
students, chief guest Rajinder Gupta said, “We are proud to
have a globally ranked institute
like ISB in the state of Punjab.
With the kind of experience you
all have and the learning and
wisdom you got here, we expect
to see you as leaders who are
doing good for the society.”

ASHMAH INTERNATIONAL

Pool party for students
MOHALI : A splash pool party was
organised at Ashmah International
School, Sector 70, on Saturday. The
students dressed in colourful
swimwear and played with toys. The
activity was organised for the
relaxation of students. Director JS
Kesar said it was made sure that the
students were provided security and
were under the vigilance of teachers.

SHARDA SARVHITKARI

Summer camp
commences

n

Students participating in a craft activity at Indus Public School in Mohali on Saturday.

enjoyed in the play area with swings,
slides, merry-go-round, see-saw and
spring animals. Principal Parampreet
Kaur said picnics are a great way to
relax the minds of students and
teachers and establish strong bonds.
ST JOSEPH’S

Students take part
in plantation drive
CHANDIGARH : Students of St
Joseph’s Senior Secondary School,

HT PHOTO

Sector 44-D, on Friday celebrated the
birthday of their director Rupinder
Singh Grewal by adopting a community park and taking part in a plantation drive. The school’s philanthropy
club also arranged a drive ‘barter for
benevolence’, to donate daily use
items for the underprivileged.

nised a havan to mark the school’s
foundation day on Saturday. The
ceremony was performed by principal Vibha Ray along with the staff. It
was followed by ‘bhajan prabhat’
wherein the staff and students
recited bhajans.

DAV SECTOR 8-C

Summer camp concludes

Havan ceremony
CHANDIGARH : DAV Senior Secondary
School (Lahore) , Sector 8-C, orga-

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH : A summer camp was
organised by Delhi Public School,
Sector 40-C, from May 16 to June 1 for

›

During our stay on the
campus, we were
taught the subject of
negotiation, and were
told how it applied to
policing carried out in
our daily life as well.

V NEERJA, Rupnagar range IG

the junior group and from May 22 to
June 1 for the senior group. The
students participated in a number of
activities like I Spy game, sprinkler
fun, Bollywood day, theme parties,
grooming sessions and craft sessions.
The camp concluded with the
Father’s Day celebration for the
junior category and a drama performance for senior category.

CHANDIGARH : Students of pre-nursery to Class 5 of AKSIPS Smart
School, Sector 41- B, enjoyed their
last working day with a dance party.
Students brought delicious items
from home and shared them with
everyone. A special assembly was
also organised where the students
were encouraged to hone their skills
or learn a new one during the
summer break.

MOHALI : Indus Public School organised various activities for the
students before summer break on
Saturday. The students visited a park
where they played games like blind
fold and passing the buck. They also

T

he concerned parents of a public school student
recently took her to a counsellor when her grades fell
inexplicably. A bright and talented girl, her behaviour
had also changed in the past one year with fights breaking out at home with her sibling and mother. Worse, she had
stopped interacting with friends who had previously been a
good influence on her.
After giving the youngster and her parents a fair hearing, the
counsellor deduced that she had been spending long hours
browsing the Internet, checking out social media platforms; and
chatting online. Her parents were shocked to learn that the time
she spent on the smartphone and laptop added up to 13 hours a
day, because of which her studies and mental and physical
health were suffering. She was
not able to spend time with her
family or friends, play outdoors,
read books or pursue other productive activities.
NET LOSS
It took gentle coaxing from
her parents and the counsellor
to make the girl admit to herself
HOW DO WE
she had a problem and seek
WEAN CHILDREN that
help. However, instead of being
reprimanded, she was given the
FROM TECH
option of choosing the amount
ADDICTION?
of time she spent with her gadAre you as parents worried
gets and make a timetable dividabout the time your child is
ing time equally between sports
spending on the internet? Do
and other leisure activities, her
you think it’s healthy and
family, studies, and most imporwhat are the positive ways in
tantly, sleep.
which you can or have
Ever since internet use
weaned them off this addicbecame a part of our lives from
tion? Send in your inputs to
the ’90s psychologists have
chandigarh@hindustanopined that its excessive use
times.com by June 7.
leads to a new type of mental
health problem that’s as problematic and severe as gambling or alcoholism.
In fact Kimberly S Young of the University of Pittsburgh at
Bradford in a paper on Internet Addiction: The Emergence Of
A New Clinical Disorder in the 90s classified as “addicted” users
who said yes to five or more questions asking them if they felt
compelled to spend more time than intended on the Net and
admitted to feeling restless, moody, depressed, or irritable
when attempting to cut down or stop Internet use; and lying to
family and counsellors about the time they were spending
online. The cut off score of “five” was consistent with the number of criteria used for pathological gambling.
A study by Sachin R Gedam of the department of psychiatry,
Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College, Sawangi (Meghe), Wardha,
Maharashtra and others also showed that addiction was associated with anxiety, depression, loss of emotional/behavioural
control, emotional ties, and psychological distress.
Today the internet is one of the most useful tools of learning
worldwide, with non-dependents saying they learn and absorb
knowledge from it with structured use, not letting it interfere
with their lives, studies or career.
As the our children spend more and more time in the digital
landscape, there is a rising concern about their ‘digital addiction’. Given the pivotal place of virtual universe in the lives of
a hyper-connected generation, it is prudent to evolve a self-determined code on moderation. Time has come to promote
healthy ways on navigating the digital devices without letting
them become obsessive or addictive. As the netizens themselves, parents should lead the way on drawing the line while
encouraging the children to engage more with the real world.

losis (TB) patients have benefitted under the Nikshay Poshan
Yojna in Mohali, deputy commissioner Gurpreet Kaur Sapra said
during a meeting on Sunday.
Under the scheme, Punjab government transfers ₹500 a month
to bank accounts of TB patients
till they undergo treatment. In
meeting , it was stated that monetary help to the tune of ₹43,98,500
has been provided to 2,412
patients from October 2017. HTC

HT Correspondent

Dance party for students

INDUS PUBLIC SCHOOL

MOHALI:As many as 2,412 tubercu-

Punjab ADGP, Ropar IG among
117 graduate from Mohali ISB

schoolnotes

Visit to park

Time to tackle tech
addiction in children

Students during the annual graduation ceremony at the Indian School of Business, Sector 81, in
Mohali on Saturday; and (below) Rupnagar range IG V Neerja and Punjab ADGP (STF) Gurpreet Kaur
HT PHOTOS
Deo during the ceremony.

AKSIPS-41

CHANDIGARH : A summer camp
commenced at Sharda Sarvhitkari
Model Senior Secondary School,
Sector 40-D, on Saturday. The camp
was inaugurated by paediatric
surgeon K Babu. He advised the
students to pay attention to the
instructions of their parents.Various
activities like yoga, aerobics, classical
dance, music, painting, crafts and
spoken English were organised.

ourtake

2,412 TB patients
benefitted under
scheme in Mohali

Addict held with
22 mobile phones,
six two-wheelers

TRANSFER OF EIGHT GOVT PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Srishti Jaswal
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RYAN INTERNATIONAL

Student wins
abacus competition
MOHALI : Kavya Sharma, a Class 2
student of Ryan International School,
Sector 66, brought laurels to the
school after bagging the first prize at
a centre-level abacus and mental
arithmetic competition. The competition was based on tough mental
calculations and the challenge was
increased steadily either by reducing
the time for given tasks or by
increasing the number of tasks.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:A local court turned

down the bail application of a
20-year-old Dhanas man who was
held for making documents using
fake rubber stamps of government institutions.
The accused, Bimlesh Kumar,
was arrested on April 12 after the
police received a tip-off that two
persons were preparing fake
identity cards and residence certificate by affixing fake rubber
stamps of GMSH-16, GMCH-32,
Government Girls Model Senior
Secondary School, Sector 18, and
Registering and Licensing
Authority, Chandigarh.
Kumar was booked for cheating and forgery under Sections
420, 120-B, 467, 468, 472, 474, 475 of
the Indian Penal Code.
ARGUMENTS IN COURT
The defence counsel argued that
Kumar had been falsely impli-

20-YEAR-OLD WAS
HELD IN APRIL FOR
PREPARING IDENTITY
CARDS, RESIDENCE
CERTIFICATES USING
FAKE STAMPS OF UT
SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS
cated by the police. It was argued
that it was alleged that Kumar
had helped a bogus customer in
filing the form, which cannot, by
any stretch of imagination, be
termed as illegal. The prosecution submitted that the accused
was very clever and desperate,
and will not appear before court if
released on bail.
Considering the seriousness of
the offence, the court found no
justification to grant regular bail
to the accused. Without commenting on the merit of the case,
the bail plea was dismissed.

Overgrown weeds get under
the skin of govt college students
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Students of Mohali’s

lone government college in
Phase 6 are at their wit’s end due
to the overgrown weeds on the
college campus.
Students said the college
ground had turned into a jungle
and the authorities took
no action to prune the wild
growth. A student, requesting
anonymity, said, “The wild
growth has not been cut for a
year and has turned the campus
into an eyesore.”
He further said the bushes
were trimmed only on special
occasions, like a college event,
to create a good impression in
front of the authorities.
“The last time the bushes
were cut was in April, when an
event was held on campus,” he
said.
Another student said, “The
overgrown weeds make it
impossible to play sports in the
ground. No games are played in
the college since the ground has
turned into a forest. Sadly, the
authorities are doing little to

n

Students say they abstain from going to the ground out of fear of
snakes lurking in bushes of parthenium weed.
HT PHOTO

change that.”
Students say they also
abstain from going to the
ground out of fear of snakes
lurking in the bushes.
COLLEGE TAKE ON
ISSUE, SOLUTION
Principal Komal Broca said,
“Some outsider boys used to
come to our college and played
cricket and other games here.

So to deter them from entering
the college, we have not cut the
weeds. ”
However, college public relations officer (PRO) GS Bhullar
said the weeds will be cut
after the admissions for the
new academic session begin on
June 15.
“The authorities will get the
unwanted plants cut from a private contractor,” Bhullar said.
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HT REPORTERS’ TRACKER ON ALL THOSE MAKING, OR FAKING, NEWS
TRAFFIC COP SENT PACKING FOR
CHECKING IPS OFFICER NOT
WEARING A HELMET
A traffic wing constable in Kharar was
sent to police lines for 10 days. His
fault: Stopping a senior police official
in civvies driving a two-wheeler without helmet in Kharar. When the scooterist told him that he is an Indian
Police Service (IPS) officer, the constable insisted that he talk to his senior.
As the senior officer got talking to the
in-charge, the constable began recording the video as part of the drill. The
cops are under instructions that
whenever a commuter stopped for
traffic violations argues with the
police, the conversation that ensues
should be videographed. This angered
the senior police official, who lodged a
complaint, after which the constable
was promptly sent to the police lines.

V-C HAS NOTED IT ALL

ILLUSTRATION: BISWAJIT DEBNATH/HT

WEATHER DEPT FACES THE HEAT
As the mercury hovered around 45
degrees Celsius in the tricity over the
past two days, the meteorological
department was flooded with calls.
“While residents were concerned when
the temperature will come down, journalists were hell bent on making the
temperature rise for it made a good
story! I had to tell many journalists that
we only note the day’s maximum tem-

perature and don’t cook it up,” a department official said. Another pointed out
that just a few days ago, the department
had been getting calls about how in the
month of May there were hardly any
days when the temperature had crossed
40 degrees Celsius. “And now we are
suddenly getting calls about the heat
wave,” the official said, sounding exasperated.

There was a point to be noted at the
Panjab University senate meeting last
week. Vice-chancellor Raj Kumar was
quick to make a note of everything. “I
have noted it,” was his standard reply.
However, there were giggles when
Kumar came up with the same
response to a senator who raised the
issue of scarcity of drinking water in
the Senate Hall.

ALL FOR TRANSPARENCY
At a recent press conference, Union
Territory adviser Manoj Kumar Parida was emphasising on the importance of the presence of mediapersons
during the administrator’s advisory
council meetings for reporting accurately. When a journalist pointed out
that mediapersons get press notes of

the meeting, Parida responded with a
question, “Do you get to know who
said what?” He said it would be good if
meetings are reported in a transparent
way.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
ASK CHETAN MITTAL
The other day
assistant solicitor general
Chetan Mittal
made a special
request to the
bench, presided over by
Punjab and
Haryana high
court chief jusn Chetan Mittal,
tice Krishna
Assistant solicitor
Murari. The
general.
court was hearing a petition
represented by a young lawyer of the
same name challenging appointments
of law officers by the Punjab government. While the arguments were on,
Mittal, sitting in the back row, stood
up requesting that somehow it be clarified that lawyer in this case is a young
lawyer and not him. All burst out
laughing. Mittal narrated that when
the media carried reports about the
case in April, he started getting calls
and had a tough time clarifying that he
was not the lawyer in question. Incidentally that day, the court issued
criminal contempt notices for alleged
concealment of facts by the young lawyer and his father.

POLL DIN OVER, TRAFFIC
VIOLATORS FACE MUSIC
With the poll season over, workers of

Ensureresidentsremainsafe
frommonkeys:HighcourttoUT

political parties, who had been penalised on the spot through the traffic
violation information slip (TVIS) challans, have hit a lonely stretch. For all
the pomp they displayed in their roadshows, traffic police personnel say
they are quietly paying the challans at
the traffic lines in Sector 29, Chandigarh.

WHEN JHA WALKED OUT
TO BE WELCOMED BACK
The senate meeting at Panjab University last week had an interesting aside
when the agenda for one-year extension to the dean, university instruction, Shankarji Jha came up. Though
everyone said “approved”, Jha stood
up to walk out of the door and give
them time to decide. He was asked to
stay on but he looked in askance at
vice-chancellor Raj Kumar. “Nahi aap
bahar ho kar phir aayiye (No, you go
out and then come back),” Kumar said.
So he went out, closed the door and
entered the room again. The senators
clapped at this little moment of joy.

FIRE! FIRE! COPS IN
SECTOR 17 UNDER FIRE
When the fire was reported in the State
Bank of India office in Sector 17-C,
Chandigarh, on Tuesday, it failed to
move personnel at the sector’s police
station, who seemed to follow the ignorance is bliss approach. Despite frantic calls to the police, the personnel
were adamant that all was well. They
even suggested that the fire may have
broken out in Sector 17, Panchkula!

READ COMMITTEE
AS ‘KAMM MITTI’
When it comes to interpretations, you
can have as many as you want, a Panjab University senator said at the
recent meeting. He gave a new meaning to the terms committee and sub
committee. Pointing to the inefficiency of work by making committees,
he said, “Committee means ‘kamm
mitti’ (gone to dust) and sub committee
means ‘sara hi kamm mitti’ (everything’s reduced to dust).”

COP BOWLS A GOOGLY

EDUCATION SECY’S NOT
TAKING ANY CHANCES
The Central Board for Secondary Education may have scrapped the continuous and comprehensive evaluation
(CCE) but that hasn’t stopped UT education secretary BL Sharma from
reading on it. Asked why and he said,
“My project, Phoenix, is the true CCE.
It monitors the performance of students in a continuous and comprehensive manner. I must keep myself
updated so that I know stuff beforehand when my staff needs information.” He is leading the team for the
international assessment test.

When the reporter on Mohali’s crime
beat called up a police official in
Mohali recently to check if there was
any incident worth reporting, she said
she was busy with arrangements for
the Indian Premier League match in
town. “Let me know if your friends or
you want to watch the match in the stadium without passes, I can help.” The
reporter declined the offer politely.
COMPILED BY SURENDER
SHARMA, MUNIESHWER A SAGAR,
SHAILEE DOGRA, ARSHDEEP
ARSHI, RAJANBIR SINGH, SRISHTI
JASWAL, AND IDREES BUKHTIYAR

RED DREAD

DIRECTIVE Action-taken report has been sought from the Chandigarh administration by August 19
HT Correspondent
n

n

The menace is prevalent in northern sectors, adjoining the forest
area, and in places like Sector 26, Panjab University, PGIMER, and
HT FILE PHOTO
other places where discarded food is available.
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CANCER SURVIVORS TO WALK THE RAMP
As part of the National Cancer
Survivors Day celebrations at Max
Hospital, around 100 cancer survivors
will walk the ramp and perform
bhangra with their doctors at the
hospital. Through a special song and
dance, they will also spread the
message that the disease can be
cured with grit and determination.

CHANDIGARH:ThePunjabandHaryana high court has asked the
Chandigarh administration to
take all requisite steps to deal
withtheissueofmonkeymenace
permanentlyandmakeresidents
feel safe.
The direction was issued by
thehighcourtbenchofjusticeJitendra Chauhan after the UT
administrationtoldthecourtthat
a task force has been constituted
for the purpose. An action-taken
reporthasbeensoughtbyAugust
19. The court was hearing a 2018
petition filed by one Divyam
Dhaklawhohadsoughtdirection
to UT to take measures to deal
with the problem of monkey
menace in the city.
The minutes of a recent meetingontheissue,submittedbefore
the court, shows that now forest
andwildlifedepartmentwouldbe
the nodal agency to deal with the
simian menace and the Chandi-

65-YR-OLD’S
GOLD CHAIN
SNATCHED
IN SECTOR 40
CHANDIGARH : Two motorcycle-

Where: Dr PN Chuttani Memorial IMA
Complex, Sector 35 B
When: 11am to 1:30pm

MANAGE THE STRESS
A workshop on stress and pain management will be organised by the
Society for Divine Reiki Meditation.
Where: Law Bhawan, Sector 37,
Chandigarh
When: 4pm onwards

Simian
menace

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

borne men snatched the gold
chain of a 65-year-old woman in
Sector 40 on Friday evening.
The victim, Santosh, told the
police that she was taking a walk
near her house around 8pm,
when two men on a motorcycle
approached her and snatched
her gold chain, before fleeing.
Police have collected CCTV
camera footage in the area to
identity the accused.
A case under Sections 356 (use
of criminal force to commit a
crime) and 379 (theft) of the
Indian Penal Code has been registered against the unidentified
accused.
HTC

Year

Monkeys
captured

2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019

182
220
126
84
42*
*Till January

garhmunicipalcorporation(MC)
would help the department in its
efforts.
The document show that the
forestdepartmentwantedtheMC
to be nodal agency for the same
and had promised that it can
entrust powers to MC since the
department had limited resources.IthadalsoblamedtheMCfor
the menace, stating that unless
the civic body deals with the garbage problem, the menace can’t
be controlled. However, the MC

had pointed out that the departmentisthe controllingagencyin
all cities as per the mandate of
Wild Life Protection Act 1972. In
Delhi, the forest department is
performing a major role and the
MCs are supporting them in limitedextent.Acentralgovernment
letter of 2018 was also brought to
theknowledgeofthedepartment,
whichsaysthatmonkeysareprotectedanimalsundertheActand
managing them and their habitats are the mandate of the forest
department. However, the MC
assured that it would help the
department in dealing with the
problem and take steps so that
solid waste does not lie in open
spaces. The problem in UT is
mostlyprevalentinthenorthern
sectors,adjoiningtheforestarea,
and in places like Sector 26, Panjab University, Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER), religiousplaces,dhabasinSectors27
and 28, where discarded food is
available to monkeys.

Cong councillor
seeks increase in
Mohali MC limits
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:Ahead of Mohali munici-

pal corporation elections, due
next year, Congress councillor
Kuljit Singh Bedi has written to
local bodies department, urging
themtoincreasetheMClimitsby
includingnewdevelopedsectors
and villages.
In the letter addressed to local
bodies minister Navjot Singh
Sidhu, Mohali MLA and cabinet
minister Balbir Singh Sidhu and
mayor Kulwant Singh, the CongresscouncillorsaidtheMClimitsshouldbeincreasedtoinclude
the Balongi, Ballomajra, Lakhnaur, TDI, Sector 82, 88-89, 90-91

WANTS BALONGI,
BALLOMAJRA,
LAKHNAUR, TDI, SECTOR
82, 88-89, 90-91 AND
AERO CITY INCLUDED IN
THE CORPORATION
and Aero City in the corporation
so that basic infrastructure in
these areas can be developed
before elections and maintenanceworkcanbebroughtunder
MC. Bedi had demanded the
mayorshouldtakeuptheissuein
theupcominghousemeetingand
resolution passed by the House
shouldbesenttothegovernment.

n

Artistes staging the play ‘Chal Amarsar London Chaliye’ at the Punjab Kala Bhawan in Sector 16,
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Chandigarh, on Saturday.

D E AT H S I N M O H A L I C AT T L E P O U N D

Local bodies dept reverts MC
report, no vigilance inquiry
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:No vigilance inquiry has
been ordered into the deaths of
the 280-odd stray cattle at a
pound in Mohali that came to the
fore earlier this year.
Punjab local bodies department has reverted to the Mohali
municipal corporation (MC)’s
inquiry report in the matter and
asked the MC commissioner to
conduct a joint inquiry with the
animal husbandry department
and find out the cause of deaths.
The local bodies department
has also asked them to look into
the allegations of negligence on
the part of the non-governmental organisation (NGO) that
managed the gaushala.
On March 13, when the matter
had come to light, the deputy
commissioner had ordered a
probe.
Mohali deputy mayor Manjit
Singh Sethi had accused the cattle pound management of negligence, leading to the deaths of
the cattle. He had also demanded

›

The matter is being
delayed deliberately
so as to give a clean chit to
the NGO that managed the
cattle pound.
MANJIT SINGH SETHI,
Mohali deputy mayor

vigilance probe into the matter.
The inquiry had found negligence on the part of NGO ‘Gauri
Shanker Gau Sewa Raksha Dal’
as they did not inform the municipal corporation about the matter, thereby violating the clause
of their contract.
Three municipal corporation
officials, who were part of the
monitoring committee, were
also found negligent in their
work.
REPORT SUBMITTED
TO MC JOINT
COMMISSIONER
The report has been submitted to

MC joint commissioner Kanu
Thind who has further shot a letter to principal secretary of local
bodies, Punjab, demanding a
high-level probe into the matter
by Punjab Vigilance department.
Sources in the MC said that
during questioning, statements
of a veterinary doctor of the
pound and a man, Malkit Singh
alias Malli, responsible for disposing off dead animals, were
found contradictory.
‘DELAY IN MATTER
DELIBERATE’
Whistle-blower in the matter,
deputy mayor Manjit Singh
Sethi, said, “The matter is being
delayed deliberately to brush it
away and give a clean chit to cattle pound NGO. Vigilance probe
was demanded but the local bodies department has brushed
aside the matter. The MC itself
has so far failed to take action.”
Sethi has also written to deputy commissioner, demanding a
fair probe and legal action into
the matter.

YOGA AND MEDITATION WORKSHOP

Khattar visits Bhanoo village to inspect land for waste mgmt plant

A workshop on breath-work
yoga and meditation will be
organised at the Garden of
Silence. Participants will have to
bring their own yoga mats,
towels and a water bottle.
Where: Garden of Silence,
Sector 5, Chandigarh
When: 5:30am

HT Correspondent
n

CELEBRATING THE GANGA
Pracheen Kala Kendra will present Ganga, a philosophical perception of
the river Ganges, through the moves of Kathak. Samira Koser of the
Jaipur Gharana will perform along with her disciples.
Where: Tagore Theatre, Sector 18, Chandigarh
When: 6:30pm

APNI MANDI
CHANDIGARH: Sector 34A and
Ram Darbar

Chandigarh

MOHALI: Phases 8 and 11

Sector 34A
Phase 8
Mohali

Phase 11

Ram Darbar

To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA:Haryana chief minister (CM) Manohar Lal Khattar,
on Saturday, visited Bhanoo village in Panchkula, where a solid
waste management plant has
been proposed to be set up, and
directedthe officials to prepare a
detailed report of the collector
rateandgovernmentandprivate
ownership rights of this land.
Khattarsaidthefinaldecision
on the plant will be taken only
after getting all the information
onthesame.Thesolidwastemanagement plant is being set up to
find a solution to the problem
being faced by residents living
near the dumping ground in
Panchkula’s Sector 23. A project
has been prepared for acquiring
the land in Jhiriwala village.
MunicipalcommissionerRajesh
Jogpal informed that 13.24 acres
of land has been acquired by the

ASKS OFFICIALS TO
PREPARE A DETAILED
REPORT OF THE
COLLECTOR RATE AND
GOVT AND PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP RIGHTS
OF THE LAND
governmentfortheplantinJhiriwala at a cost of 65 crore. PanchkulaMLAGianChandGuptawas
alsopresentatthespot.Thereare
also suggestions that the plant
should be set up on the land of
Bhanoo village instead of Jhiriwala, following which the proposedplacewasalsoexaminedby
theofficials.Khattarsaidofficials
havealsobeendirectedtogather
information about the government land available in Bhanoo
village so that the possibility of
using it for the plant can be considered.

KHATTAR’S
CAVALCADE STUCK
On the way to Bhanoo village,
Khattar’scavalcadegotstuckfor
nearly 15 minutes as a dumper
driver abandoned his vehicle on
the semi-built road and fled.
Theareaisnotoriousforillegal
mining activities, leading the
cops to suspect that the dumper
was being used for the purpose.
The CM’s cavalcade was able
tomoveonlyafterassistantcommissioner of police (ACP) Om
Prakash, along with police personnel, came to the spot and
moved the dumper. Following
theincident,CMKhattarordered
Panchkuladeputycommissioner
BalkarSinghto lookintothe illegal mining activities going on in
the area.
He said that investigation
should be done to find out
whether the mining is being carriedoutonaprivatelandoronthe
forest department’s land.

n

Cops moving the abandoned dumper to make way for the chief minister Manohar Lal Khattar’s
SANT ARORA/HT
cavalcade, which was moving towards Bhanoo village in Panchkula.
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guestcolumn
AMARJIT SINGH HAYER

POTPOURRI

WHEN MEMORIES TAKE
ME HOME TO A CHILD’S
WONDERFUL WORLD

A

t 85, I find little to look forward to
but much to look back upon. Age
dulls the senses and blurs perceptions, so nothing appears fresh or
vivid but the childhood images
stored in the mind are bright and clear. To
recall these, I close my eyes, plug my ears,
block my nostrils, shut my mouth and open the
windows of the imagination to be instantly
transported to that wonderful world.
I see the hens rushing out of the coop and the
rooster chasing them; my mother churning
milk, my father milking the buffalo and asking
me to bring him my bowl of curd to him to
squirt milk from the teats into it - my favourite
drink.

SINGING ALLAMA
IQBAL’S PRAYER
The next image is that of me walking to school
with a light satchel and eager to learn new

THE FRAGRANCE OF SARSON DA
SAAG BEING COOKED IN THE
EARTHEN POT ON THE CHULHA
BROUGHT WATER TO ONE’S MOUTH.
HOME-MADE BUTTER MADE IT
TASTIER, EATEN WITH MAKKI DI ROTI
IT WAS LIKE MANNA FROM HEAVEN
things. The day began with the morning assembly where the pupils sang Allama Iqbal’s
prayer, Dua ban ke lab pe ati hai tamanna meri,
zindagi shama ki manid ho khudaya meri (The
inner desire reaches the lips as prayer, O God!
Make my life a lamp to dispel darkness).
The most enjoyable period was spending
time outdoors. It was a thrill to prod the bullocks to run and work the Persian wheel. The

n

Verdant green fields, ample sunshine and smiling faces, home is where happiness is.

thak-thak of the stopper, the tinkle of the bells
around the necks of bullocks and the splash of
water from the buckets were music to the ears.

BEATING TEACHERS IN THE
TUG OF WAR CONTEST
Eating fresh radishes, carrots and turnips satisfied hunger and left a lingering taste in the
mouth. Fun times were also had during the
games period before school closed. The students would rush to the playground, some to
play kabaddi, some to enjoy football and others
to participate in athletics. The hilarious event
which everyone enjoyed was the tug of war
between students and staff. The students’ clap-

ping could be heard miles away when their
team beat the teachers in this contest. The
teachers too took it sportingly and congratulated the students and gave them prizes.
When the final bell rang, I ran to home to relish a bowl of brown milk from the kahrni (vessel used for boiling milk), with cream floating
on it shining like stars at night. I can still taste
its delicious flavour after all these years.
The fragrance of sarson da saag being
cooked in the earthen pot on the chulha
brought water to one’s mouth. Home-made
butter made it tastier and eaten with makki di
roti it was like manna from heaven. It is a pity
the maize varieties grown today are no longer

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE A FITNESS FREAK
guest
column
NAVEEN KALA

N

o matter how old you are it’s
never too late to get started
on exercising. We think diet
and exercise are only meant
for people suffering from diseases, little realising how important it is to
make healthy lifestyle changes a part
of our life.
Each person is responsible for his
or her own health. If you are not finding time for fitness today, you are saving time for sickness tomorrow.
None of us can stop growing old,
but we can make a decision on how we
want to live our life as we age. Exercise can turn back time by reversing
many negative health effects of ageing and the best thing is it’s never too
late to start.
Anyone with health problems, no
matter which age group he or she
belongs to, can benefit from regular
exercise, but as you grow older, an
active lifestyle becomes more important than ever for your health. It can
help boost energy, maintain bone
density and manage symptoms of illness or pain as well as weight. Regular exercise is also good for the mind,
mood, and memory.
Remember, skipping meals is a bad
idea for everyone, more so for seniors
and in the long run, it will not help
you lose weight and can even slow

n

Exercise can turn back time by reversing many negative health effects of ageing
GETTY IMAGES/ ISTOCK PHOTO
and the best thing is it’s never too late to start.

down metabolism.
Older men and women who begin a
vigorous exercise programme can
improve their fitness levels drastically, and in as little time as six
months.

SO THIS IS HOW
YOU DO IT
Pick the right activities: Some
forms of exercises which are not only
beneficial for the elderly but also very
easy to perform are yoga, walking and
swimming. Senior citizens can also
join seniors’ fitness classes. People
start losing muscle mass in their middle age but without exercise this problem worsens. Resistance training can
lead to improvements in strength at
all ages, but the elderly make the big-

gest gains.
It’s important to strengthen the
gluteus muscles because the three
muscles in each buttock which move
the thigh are important for balance.
This can be done by lying on the back
on the floor, feet planted close to the
hips and lifting the hips; and by doing
squats.
The elderly, including people who
are wheelchair- or bed-bound, can do
simple stretches, which can help in
recovery from weakness and also
have a positive effect on the mind.
Those with busy lifestyles should
do at least 150 minutes per week of
moderate intensity aerobic activity
or 75 minutes per week of vigorous
and intensive activity or an equal
combination of both.

Strength training: Muscular
strength declines with age, so
strength training is key for maintaining strength and preventing muscle
injury at 50-plus. Strength training
has also been shown to help with
bone density and that decreases the
rate of bone loss, which is important
for reducing the risk of fractures later
in life.
Stretches: As our bodies age, our
tendons get thicker and less elastic.
Stretching can counter this and help
prevent injury at an older age.
Remember to stretch slowly; do not
force it by bouncing.
Core exercises: Core muscles are
located mostly in the back, abdomen
and pelvis. This group of muscles provides the foundation for movement
throughout the body. Strengthening
the core can help protect and support
the back, make the spine and body
less prone to injury, and give one
greater balance and stability. Exercise programmes such as pilates and
yoga are great for strengthening the
core muscles.
Flexibility: Muscles and joints
weaken and range of movement deteriorates as we age. Stretching benefits
include development and maintenance of strength and improving flexibility. Reduced flexibility can also
lead to poor balance. Balance also
plays a vital role in sports performance and injury prevention. Regular
flexibility exercise can reduce the
chance of injuries, prevent low back
pain and reduce muscle soreness.
(The writer is a Chandigarh-based
fitness trainer)

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS

n

Hours of fun with friends, playing games. That’s
what childhood is all about.
GETTY IMAGES

sweet. Food cooked in microwave ovens is no
match to the one prepared in the earthen pots.
Some hope to enter heaven after death, I
return to the heaven of childhood at will. Those
memories enliven our old age.
n

ajhehar@gmail.com

(The writer is a retired professor based in Ludhiana)

ENJOYING LAUGHER AND
A STROLL IN THE PARK
guest
column
PUSHPA PESHAWARIA

I

had the chance to visit Delhi
recently for a family wedding.
There used to be a time when I
looked forward to trips to the Capital. It meant lots of shopping, visiting
relatives and going out for dinners.
Before leaving town I used to plan my
itinerary meticulously and it was fun
hitting the various shopping centres of
Delhi. With age, the definition of fun
has changed altogether. I dread the
very idea of shopping or heavy, calorie-laden dinners. Now I want to just to
stay calm and enjoy every moment of
my stay with the family.
My sister stays in Punjabi Bagh in
Delhi and there’s a park right next to
her house where people come for their
morning walk and other activities.
You can imagine how big the park is as
it has 13 maalis (gardeners) to take
care of it. With gates on both sides it
has a wide rectangular path inside for
walkers. Massive green trees welcome
you with open arms.
When I went for a walk there I
observed people doing yoga in groups,
in rhythm and with precision, all in
unison. Going further I saw groups
involved in laughter therapy. It was
most amusing to see people laughing
loudly, raising, swinging and bending
their arms and jumping about here
and there. Their actions were hilarious, and laughter bubbled up from
within, very naturally, when one

looked at them. Then there were people walking around munching neem
datun (neem sticks), nature’s way to
keep gums healthy .
The best part was, everyone
seemed to know each other and
exchanged greetings with a
“Ram Ram ji.”
A children’s park has also been
carved out from the park and has all
kinds of jhoolas (swings), slides and
monkey bars or climbing frames. It
was so pleasant to hear children’s
scream of joy and gaiety (which is getting to be rarer). The badminton court
was crowded with teenagers waiting
for their turn to play and the most fascinating part was a facility with all
sorts of comforts: air conditioners, TV,
tables and chairs. Even herbal tea with
lime juice, hing (asafoetida) and herbs
was served over there!
After their daily routine, groups of
men and women sit here and chat and
gossip for a while and leave. The amazing part is you are not being charged
for anything, everything is by donation. People also get lemons, biscuits
and other foodstuff from home.
Also, every happy moment is celebrated: Birthdays, children excelling
in their field and marriage anniversaries.
For me it was a great experience, not
a single face that I saw was sulking or
griming. There was fresh air, positive
vibes and people, irrespective of social
status, caste, creed or religion, mingling happily with each other. It was a
wake-up call for me that one can have
peace and tranquillity from within
and come back rejuvenated .
(The writer is a grandmother and
a freelance contributor)

THE SPARROW GENERAL

VIKRAM JIT SINGH

A

uthor, sociologist and
Chandigarh schoolteacher Amarinder Sandhu-Gill chanced upon a
male House sparrow. She sent
across the picture with a delightful little accompaniment: “Came
across Gen Sparrow while on a
short trip to Shimla.The long forgotten chirping was like an old
melody from childhood days.The
gentleman was spotted outside
Oberoi Cecil Hotel. Though he
was accompanied by other officers (ladies and gentlemen), he
was kind enough to pose for this
humble plebeian.”
Gen Sparrow evokes the martial legend of late Maj Gen Rajinder Singh ‘Sparrow’, MVC & Bar
and a two-time Lok Sabha MP

COBRA’S
GREAT
ESCAPE

O

ne slip, just one indulgence in
broad daylight. A magnificent, muscular Spectacled
cobra of an estimated six feet
in length nearly lost his/her life to a
stone-pelting mob of caddies at the
Chandigarh Golf Club on Tuesday.
For years, it must have lived secretly
among the caddies and grown big, a
testimony to the reptile’s evolutionary prowess.
The conflict erupted when the
cobra, tempted by the prospect of having babies for lunch, stole into the
tree hole nest of Common mynas
adjacent to the caddies’ washroom
and the main gate. Mynas are pugnacious birds and fight as hard as Punjab’s soldiers defending borders
against invaders. The cobra was as
black as night and hissed with vigour
and lashed out at thin air with a ferocity to dissuade the dive-bombing,
screeching mynas. The ‘tamasha’ at
high noon was emphasised by a section of excited caddies who kept more
than a safe distance from the tree
amphitheatre, as if the cobra possessed a revolver and could take a
potshot from the hip at them!
The cobra retreated from the nest
entrance and tried to reach the washroom roof from the tree. In that
instance, the cobra displayed its glorious physicality: stretching out

GETTY IMAGES

n

from Jalandhar, who led the 7th
Cavalry up the daunting Zojila in
the 1947-’48 Kashmir War.
But the male sparrow also
enjoys a humorous analogy in
Punjab’s earthy, unwritten
humour. It goes like this. A warring wife directs her besieged husband’s attention to the doting
male of a sparrow pair necking
outside their window. The bitterbetter half wistfully seeks emulation of the avians’ seeming marital bliss. Her husband pounces
upon it and takes a potshot brimming with brutal wit and acerbic,
patriarchal wisdom: “The reason
they are so happy is because the
male is the same but his consort is
the fourth in quick succession.’’
n

vjswild1@gmail.com

The cobra at golf club, while trying to
escape, stretched from tree branch
towards caddies’ washroom.

Simple things can make one peaceful and joyous.

GETTY IMAGES/ ISTOCK PHOTO

mailbox
MC SHOULD MAINTAIN ALL PARKING LOTS
The contractor failed to maintain paid parking lots in the city, which caused a loss of ₹1
crore to the municipal corporation. Residents had suffered because the contractor had
increased the rates manifold. However, the reports that 30 new parking lots will be given
to contractors, is not a good decision. The last contract should be a lesson for the MC. All
paid parking lots should be managed by the MC to earn revenues and avoid losses.

PHOTO: WHATSAPP VIDEO GRAB

almost horizontally like a tightrope
between high buildings, the muscles
broad and taut with extreme exertion
under stress and danger. But the serpent had to abandon that manoeuvre
and recoil to the tree due to an
increasing barrage of stones and
swears.
A few caddies pleaded for the
cobra’s life, saying “Let it be”. Others,
more fearful of their own skins landing a cobra nip, overruled the mercy
lobby by arguing the cobra would kill
myna babies. Well, birdie babies are
legitimate food for cobras.
The UT forest department’s snakerescue team arrived but baulked at
the task upon learning it was a cobra
and that they would have to climb the
tree to fish out the venomous reptile
lodged in one of the numerous cavities. The seasoned rescue team

n

SK Khosla, Chandigarh

Realistic plans need of the hour

n

Male sparrow in Shimla.

resorted to guile so as to decamp from
the club with the best grace possible.
They told caddies they would not be
able to extricate the cobra as it could
spit venom at them from its bunker in
the bark. Fact is, Indian cobras can-

PHOTO: AMARINDER SANDHU-GILL

not spit venom -- that is an attribute of
African cobras, human tongues and
Twitter trolls.
Our club cobra lives on to confide
its tales of valour and verve to the
winds whispering in dark hollows.

Exactly a day after the model code of
conduct was lifted, a 100-day plan has
been announced in style, but almost all
projects mentioned belong either to the
MC or to Smart City Project, which also is
under MC commissioner. However, no
monitoring agency or committee has
been constituted for keeping a check on
the progress of the projects. The 24-hour
water supply project, the Tribune Chowk
flyover and smart schools project are
caught up in neglect or legal tangles. The
administration must not make big and
theatrical announcements and genuinely
work to make the city beautiful.
RK Garg, Chandigarh

Tricity reeling under
water scarcity
The tricity is facing acute water shortage.
The water table is coming down gradually and fresh water is getting scarce, all
because of the misuse of natural resources like glaciers and rivers in the country.
The alarmingly low level of storage in
Bhakra and other dams is a matter of
serious worry. It is the duty and responsibility of every citizen and organisation of
the country to work on water management and recycling, and save every single
drop of water. Otherwise, the generations to come will face severe water
crisis.
Sanjay Chopra, Mohali
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SPORTS ROUNDUP

Shubhankarralliestomake
cutatMemorialTournament
PGA TOUR The Chandigarh-based golfer landed an albatross on the fifth hole and followed it up
by a 21-foot birdie on the sixth to help him make the cut along with compatriot Anirban Lahiri
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

DUBLIN:Shubhankar Sharma ral-

lied his way from a rough front
nine on the back of a rare albatross to make the cut along with
compatriotAnirbanLahirionthe
second day of the Memorial Golf
Tournament on Saturday.
Shubhankar added an even
par 71 to his first round 73 and
totalled an even par to finish the
halfwaystageattied55thatMuirfield Village.
In the afternoon, Lahiri, who
started from the tenth, ran into
five boggies in a six-hole stretch
but managed to halt the steep
slide thereafter to card a fourover 76 and make the cut at oneunder 143 and tied 44th, which
was a big fall from his first round
tied 3rd place.
Two-timeMajorwinner,Martin Kaymer birdied all the Par-5s
on the way to four-under 68 and
sharedtheleadwithTroyMerritt
(66) and Kyoung-Hoon Lee (67).
Theywereat9-under135.Jordan
Spieth had a 70 and was another
shot behind.
Tiger Woods (72) was Tied-33
and could have been closer but
forhisdoubleon15th.Rory,McIlroy, Phil Mickelson and Justin
Thomas missed the cut as Justin
Rose(63)movedfromT-78toT-10.
Sharma,whosmasheda2-Iron
from 250 yards for his albatross
was stunned with the perfect
shot, which came after he
bogeyedthe11th,doublebogeyed
the 14th and then the 18th to play
his first nine in three-over 39. In
between he birdied the 15th. At
that stage he was three-over for
the day and four-over for the
tournamentandlookedindanger
of missing the weekend.
On the second nine, he first
steadied himself with four pars
and then landed the albatross on
Par-5 fifth to jump to an even par
for the day and a 21-foot birdie on
sixth brought him to even for the
tournament. He had a birdie
chance on each of the last three
holes but missed them all.
“That was a great feeling to
have the balldisappearing for an
albatross and it gave me a fresh
lease of life in the tournament. I
amhappywiththefinishasIgave
myself a lot of chances, though I
did not convert them,” said
Sharma, who had his first albatross in December 2014 at a

n

Anmolpreet Singh

IN-FORM
ANMOLPREET
HITS ANOTHER
HALF-CENTURY
Agencies/HTC
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Led by some fine
performances, India ‘A’ moved
into a commanding position
against Sri Lanka ‘A’ on the second day of the second unofficial
‘Test’ at KSCA Stadium in Hubli
on Saturday.
After bowling out Sri Lanka
‘A’ out for 212 and India ‘A’ took
a 57-run innings lead.
Batting in their second
innings, India ‘A’ innings
revolved around Punjab batsman Anmolpreet Singh (60),
K.S. Bharat (60) and Siddhesh
Lad (58). At stumps, India ‘A’
were 216/4 in 46 overs with
Shivam Dube (5 no) and Rahul
Chahar (5 no) at the crease.
India ‘A’ enters the penultimate
day with an overall lead of 273
runs. Resuming on 87/4 on Day
2, Sri Lanka ‘A’ struggled
against India bowlers.
Off-spinner Jayant Yadav
scalped three wickets for India
‘A’. For the visitors, Kamindu
Mendis (68), Niroshan Dickwella (39) and Priyamal Perera
(36) were the main scorers.
Earlier, India ‘A’ had posted
first innings total of 269 runs.
Anmolpreet had scored 65 runs
in the first innings and followed
it up with another half-centiry
in the second innings.

n

Shubhankar Sharma hits his tee shot on the 18th hole during the second round of The Memorial Tournament at Muirfield Village Golf Club in
Dublin, Ohio, on Saturday.
AFP

domestic PGTI event in Kolkata
in India. Sharma’s albatross was
the fifth of the PGA Tour season.
Lahiri started from the 10th
and bogeyed four in a row from
11th to 14th. He birdied 15th only
to drop a shot again on 16th. He
wassteadieronsecondninewith
sixpars–eightinarow-andthen
birdiedtheseventh.Hemissedan
11-footer on ninth to end at 76 for

the day.
Woods (72) could have been
closer than seven shots behind
the leaders but for the Par-5 15th
where he strayed into the left
rough and then missed a fivefooter for bogey.
Phil Mickelson started with a
triple bogey and ended the back
ninewithadoublebogeyandshot
79 to miss the cut.

›

That was a great feeling to have the ball
disappearing for an albatross and it gave me a
fresh lease of life in the tournament. I am happy with
the finish as I gave myself a lot of chances, though I
did not convert them
SHUBHANKAR SHARMA, on his albatross

BRIEF SCORES
India ‘A’ (1st Innings): 269,
(2nd Innings): 216 for six in 46
overs (Anmolpreet Singh 60,
K.S. Bharat 60, Siddhesh Lad 58)
vs Sri Lanka ‘A’ (1st
Innings): 212 in 60 overs
(Kamindu Mendis 68, Niroshan
Dickwella 39, Priyamal Perera
36, Jayant Yadav 3 for 24).

LED BY SOME FINE
PERFORMANCES, INDIA
‘A’ MOVED INTO A
COMMANDING POSITION
AGAINST SRI LANKA ‘A’

Golfer Diksha
finishes 19th
in Switzerland
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PUIDOUX (SWITZERLAND): India’s

Diksha Dagar finished Tied-19
after adding 75 and 72 in the final
two rounds of the Lavaux Ladies
Championship on the Ladies
European Tour’s Access Series,
the second rung Tour.
Dagar, who had a first round
of 70 and was Tied-sixth, finished with a total of one-over
214. Other Indian in fray, Astha
Madan finished tied-36 with
rounds of 76, 72 and 72 to be fourover 217.
Spain’s Maria Beautell (68) at
six-under 207 achieved a breakthrough LETAS win by one shot
victory over Finland’s Sanna
Nuutinen (69) and England’s
Rachael Taylor (70).
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
FROM JUNE 15
CHANDIGARH: Lawrebs tennis
open tournament for boys’ and
girls’ under-12 and under-14 singles will be held at Lawrebs tennis academy in Modern Ways
Model School, Sector 29, Chandigarh from June 15 to 16.
Players can register for the
tournament till June 14 by
5:30pm. For details players can
contact Anupam Chhetri at
8146895130.
TABLE TENNIS MEET
FROM TODAY
MOHALI: The three-day 4th
Annual Learning Paths Open
Table Tennis Tournament will
held from June 2 to 4. The tournament will be played under the
age category of under-10,
under-12, under-15 and under-18
boys’ and girls’ and will be held
at the school auditorium.
KATOCH SHIELD 3RD RD
MATCHES FROM TODAY
CHANDIGARH: In the last round of
the tournament from June 2 to 3,
2-3 Chandigarh will take on
Nawanshahr at Chandigarh,
Mohali will cross swords with
Faridkot at IS Bindra Stadium,
PCA, Mohali, while Patiala will
meet Fazilka at Dhruv Pandove
Stadium Patiala.
Jalandhar will take on Barnala at Burlton Park Jalandhar.
Ludhiana will take on Moga
at Ludhiana, while Gurdaspur
will clash with Muktsar at Gurdaspur.
Amritsar will face Sangrur at
Gandhi Grounds, Amritsar,

Hockey Chandigarh
log 5-0 win over TN

Mayank ousts Guhaan in second round tie

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH :Mayank Sethia outclassed Guhaan 6-4 in the boys
U-12 second round match on
Day 1 of the Tricity Monthly
Junior Tournament being organised by Ideal Tennis Academy
at Manav Mangal School, Sector
11, Panchkula, on Saturday.
In other boys U-12 second
round matches, Dev Pratap Sandhu blanked Arnav 6-0, Manavjeet got the better of Nimai Mittal 6-4, Aryan Mahajan routed
Aarush Sharma 6-1, Trishubh
drubbed Kabir Mehta 6-0 while
Raksh Puri thrashed Akshansh
Jain 6-1 to advance further in
the tournament. Earlier in the
first round, Aakash had beaten
Nimit Mittal 6-4, Nimai Mittal
defeated Vinay 6-5 (4), Kabir
Mehta drubbed Manvir Singh
6-2, Advit Tiwari overpowered
Gopaljee 6-3 and Akshansh Jain
whitewashed Aaryan Sabharwal 6-0.
Playing in the Boys U-14 first
round matches, Samarvir beat
Aryan Mahajan 6-2, Uday Davesar defeated Japnaam Singh 6-3,
Lavanya Goyal blanked Varnan
Dureja 6-0, Abhimanyu got the
better of Manav Malik 6-1, Hriday Panday routed Om Kaushik
6-1 and Gopaljee thrashed
Aryan Vaid 6-1 to enter the second round.
Ritika Prashar beat Ekam
Kaur 6-3, Surbhi pipped Bhavika 6-0 while Isha Rawat got a
walkover from Mehakpreet
Kaur in the girls U-12 first round
matches. Thereafter in the girls

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Hockey Chandigarh

handed a 5-0 defeat to Hockey
Unit of Tamil Nadu in a match
played on Day6 of the 9th Hockey
India Sub-Junior Women’s
National Championship (A Division) at Hisar on Saturday.
Priyanka opened the account
for Hockey Chandigarh in the
11th converting a PC. Two minutes later, Hockey Chandigarh
were awarded another PC, this
time Palak converted with inch
perfection. Rakhi scored Hockey
Chandigarh’s 3rd goal in 41st
minute followed by Suman’s
47th minute goal. Priyanka
capped her side’s win with her
second and team’s fifth in 48th
minute that sealed the deal.
In other matches, Sports
Authority of India, Hockey
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh
Hockey Academy and Hockey
Gangpur-Odisha registered
impressive wins.
Sanjana Horo and Poonam
Mundu’s seven-goal feat gave
Sports Authority of India an
impressive 19-1 win over Hockey
Coorg. Sanjana Horo scored
three (7’, 11’, 12’) of the first four
goals ofSports Authority ofIndia
in first quarter. She repeated the
feat in the 2nd quarter scoring
three more in quick succession
(17’, 22’, 24’). Poonam Mundu
also got into action in the quarter
scoring first two of her seven
goals in 21st and 29th. She scored

two (32’, 37’) more in the 3rd
while Sanjana Horo scored her
seventh (39’) as Sports Authority
of India went on a rampage.
Fourth quarter saw Poonam
Mundu scoring three (51’, 56’ 60’)
more goals as Sports Authority
of India stopped at 19-1.
Riding on two goals from Elin
Dung Dung, Hockey Jharkhand
beat Uttar Pradesh Hockey 4-0.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Hockey Jharkhand went up on
the scoreboard in 20th minute
via Elin Dung Dung’s first. The
3rd quarter didn’t see either of
the teams scoring any.
Five minutes into the last
quarter, Elin Dung Dung doubled her and teams tally. Deepika Soreng trebled the lead scoring in the 53rd minute. Two minutes later, Nikki Kullu scored
her team’s fourth putting the
game out of reach for Uttar Pradesh Hockey.
Captain Yogita Verma led
from the front in Madhya Pradesh Hockey Academy 10-0 win
over Hockey Madhya Pradesh.
Her four-goal effort (20’, 42’, 48’,
57’) was complemented by a
brace from Jyoti Singh (5’ 35) and
Hritika Singh (1’, 36’) taking the
match beyond Hockey Madhya
Pradesh.
Sunita Xaxa scored both of
Hockey Gangpur-Odisha’s goals
as they beat Assam Hockey 2-0.
The first came in the 18th minute
while the lead was doubled only
in the fourth quarter in the 50th
minute.

HT Correspondent
n
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RESULTS
U-12 boys’ (first round):
Aakash bt Nimit Mittal 6-4,
Guhaan w/o Sehaj Sharma,
Nimai Mittal bt Vinay 6-5 (4),
Kabir Mehta bt Manvir Singh
6-2, Advit Tiwari bt Gopaljee
6-3, Akshansh Jain bt Aaryan
Sabharwal 6-0;

n

A player in action during a match played on Day 1 of the Tricity Monthly Junior Tournament being
organised by Ideal Tennis Academy at Manav Mangal School, Sector 11, Panchkula, on Saturday.
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City’s Vanshika all set for
Asian youth netball meet

Jaiveer guides Sarvhitkari CA to easy win

HT Correspondent

half-centuries helped Sarvhitkari CA defeat Royal Sports
Academy, Chandigarh, by 42
runs in the inaugural match of
Summer Cup Cricket tournament for under-15 boys’ organised by Narinder Walia cricket
academy at St Soldiers School
grounds on Saturday.
Jaiveer scored 64 runs of 59
balls inclusive of 13 boundaries,
while Sumer made 62 of 53 balls
with seven boundaries and two

n
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CHANDIGARH: Vanshika Thakur of
MCM DAV College, Chandigarh,
has been picked in the national
netball women team which will
participate in the Asian Youth
Championships to be held in
Japan from June 27.
Thakur practices under coach
Rahul Yadav and her selections
comes after Chandigarh team

strong performance in the senior
national netball championship
in Bangalore in March last year.
TENNIS MEET
FROM JUNE 8
CHANDIGARH: Sunrise Tennis
Academy will host Sunrise open
tennis tournament for boys’ and
girls’ under-10, under-12,
under-14 and under-16 at Chandigarh Club, Sector 1, from
June 8.

n

Vanshika Thakur

PANCHKULA: Jaiveer and Sumer

Shivdeep takes
nine to set up
YMCA XI win
chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

superb bowling performance
from Shivdeep Singh (9 for 10),
YMCA XI beat Vivek High
School, Mohali, by a huge margin of 145 runs in a match during
the ongoing 2nd Beat the Heat
under-15 cricket tournament at
St Stephen’s School, Sector 45,
on Saturday.
Batting first, YMCA XI posted
a big total of 231 runs for the loss
of seven wickets in 30 overs.
Gurpreet Singh (35) and Himanshu (30 no) were the main-scorers for YMCA XI.
For Vivek High School, Gurtej Singh (2 for 22) and Aryaman
(2 for 45) were the main wickettakers.
In reply, Vivek High School
were bowled out for 86 runs in
18.4 overs.
Shivdeep Singh ran through
the Vivek High School batting
line-up, taking nine wickets for
10 runs.
He bowled exceptionally well
with the ball for the winning
team.
He was named man of the
match for his bowling effort.
St Joseph’s School, Sector 44,
will take on TKB Cricket Academy.

U-14 girls’ (first round):
Kashvi bt Arpit Kaur 6-4,
Akshdha Sharma bt Navya
Bhandari 6-0, Sidak Kaur bt
Ritika Prashar 6-1.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CCA HARYANA CRICKET
TRIALS TOMORROW
CHANDIGARH: The Chandigarh
Cricket Association, affiliated
to Haryana, will conduct trials
for under-19 team at GMSSS-19
on June 3 at 6am.
Due to prevailing heat wave
the trials are being held early
morning and eligibility criteria
is players born on or after September 1, 2000.
The players are requested to
come in proper white dress with
cricket kit.
The selected team will participate in the Haryana Inter-District Cricket Tournament to be
organised by Haryana Cricket
Association. No trial fee will be
charged from the players.

CHANDIGARH: Riding high on

U-12 girls’ (first round):
Ritika Prashar bt Ekam Kaur
6-3, Isha Rawat w/o Mehakpreet Kaur, Surbhi bt Bhavika
6-0;

n

DHRUV SHINES FOR
WARRIOR XI
PANCHKULA: Dhruv Lohariwala
scored unbeaten 55 in 35 balls
studded with nine boundaries to
help Warrior XI beat Challengers XI by 8 wickets in ongoing
Talent Premier League for junior boys’ at St Soldiers school
grounds on Saturday.Batting
first, Challengers XI scored 133
for the loss of six wickets in 20
overs.
Himanish Sharma with
unbeaten 61 runs was the top
scorer for the side, while
Abhishek (15) and Rajan (14)
were the other notable scorers.
For Warriors XI, Advay
Gupta took two wickets for 27,
while Shlok snared one wicket
for 10. Kanishk Vashishth
snared one wicket for 15 runs.
Chasing, Warriors XI cruised
to the target in 16 overs making
134 for the loss of two wickets.
Dhruv Lohariwala scored a
half-century and was adjudged
player of the match, while
Neerav (17) and Aditya Kumar
(11) were the other scorers.
Abhishek took one wicket for 30
runs for the losing side.

n

U-14 boys (first round):
Samarvir bt Aryan Mahajan
6-2, Uday Davesar bt Japnaam
Singh 6-3, Lavanya Goyal bt
Varnan Dureja 6-0, Abhimanyu bt Manav 6-1, Hriday
Panday bt Om Kaushik 6-1,
Gopaljee bt Aryan Vaid 6-1,

HT Correspondent

Mansa will play against
Bathinda at Bathinda and
Fatehgarh Sahib will clash with
Ropar at Ropar.

HT Correspondent

(second round): Dev Pratap
Sandhu bt Arnav 6-0, Aakash
w/o Kirtarth Singh, Mayank
Sethia bt Guhaan 6-4, Manavjeet bt Nimai Mittal 6-4, Aryan
Mahajan bt Aarush Sharma
6-1, Trishubh bt Kabir Mehta
6-0, Raksh Puri bt Akshansh
Jain 6-1;

U-14 first round, Kashvi prevailed over Arpit Kaur 6-4,
Akshdha Sharma drubbed
Navya Bhandari 6-0 and Sidak
Kaur beat Ritika Prashar 6-1 to
move into the second round.

DAGAR, WHO HAILS
FROM HARYANA, HAD A
FIRST ROUND OF 70
AND WAS TIED-SIXTH,
FINISHED WITH A TOTAL
OF ONE-OVER 214

towering sixes as Sarvhitkari
Cricket Academy scored 186 for
the loss of seven wickets in 30
overs.
Apart from Jaiveer and
Sumer, Lakshay Kukreja made
27, while Lakshay Sharma
scored 14. Akshat took four
wickets for 23 runs for Royal
Sports Academy.
Chasing, Royal Sports Academy were all out for 145 in 28
overs.
Ishaan made unbeaten 50,
while Markande scored 28.
For winners, Anoop took
three wickets for 18 runs, while

Sagiv snared two wickets for 17.
VIVEK FC-1 REGISTER
FACILE 3-0 WIN
CHANDIGARH :Vivek FC-1 defeated
St Stephen’s-1 3-0 in the under-10
category in the Chandigarh
Youth League being organised
by Minerva FC on Saturday.
In other matches, Velocity B
defeated Kids ‘R’ Kids 3-1 with
Piyush scoring two goals.
Red Devils secured a 1-0 win
over Kids ‘R’ Kids-A, while
Velocity-A beat Strawberry B
2-0. Dikshanth FA-1 played goalless draw with Vivek FC-1, while

BRIEF SCORES
YMCA X1: 231 for 7 in 30 overs
(Gurpreet Singh 35, Himanshu
30 no, Gurtej Singh 2 for 22,
Aryaman 2 for 45) beat Vivek
High School: 86 all out in 18.4
overs (Sarthak 35, Shivdeep
Singh 9 for 10) by 145 runs

Tiger defeated St Stephen’s-1 3-0.
In the open category, MPS
Seniors defeated 7 Brothers FC
2-0. Vavang and Vyas scored a
goal each for the winners.
While Soldiers FC outplayed
Red 3-0 in U-14 category.
Gold FC Juniors played a 1-1
draw with United KV in U-16 age
category.
Dikshanth International
drubbed Green 4-0. In other U-12
matches, Vivek FC-2 beat Doaba
FC 4-0, while SSFA outplayed
Doaba FC Team B 5-0.
Sirsa School secured a 3-0 win
over Vivek FC-1.
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shortstories
NEWBORN FOUND
ABANDONED
LUDHIANA : A one-and-a-halfmonth-old baby boy was found
abandoned outside a children
home on GT Road, Khanna, said a
chid development official on
Saturday. The infant, who was
crying under the sweltering heat,
was found by the caretakers of
the children home.The maximum
temperature in Ludhiana was
recorded at 44.6°Celsius on Friday.
After taking the infant into the
shelter, the child development
and protection wing of the
district was informed about the
››P3
matter.

Demolition drive:
20 structures razed
LUDHIANA: As many as 20
commercial structures, constructed within five metres (no
construction area) of a road
stretch between Jalandhar Bypass
and Jodhewal Basti in Zone A,
were demolished here on Saturday.Over 80 illegal structures
have been identified in the areas
falling under Zone A of the
municipal corporation (MC).The
drive started at around 9am. ››P3

debate of
the week
GREEN INITIATIVE

HOW TO STOP
PLASTIC
POLLUTION?
Already battling with air and
water pollution, the city of
Ludhiana has another ugly
side to it— increasing plastic
pollution. A ban on polythene
bags imposed by the Punjab
government remains on
paper even as plastic has
invaded residents’ lives while
posing a grave risk to the
environment. Plastic is not
only a threat to the life of
bovines who ingest them in
the search of food, it also
chokes the drainage system
and causes water pollution.
What steps should be taken
to control the alarming
situation?
Send your inputs in 150 to
200 words with your
contact information to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by June 2.

FROM NATURE’S
DOMAIN OF
WONDER

150 STUDENTS FROM 15 SCHOOLS ATTEND THE PROGRAMME >>p3
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22-yr-old student accuses
mother’s paramour of rape

ZOOMING PAST THE DRIZZLE

CRIME AGAINST WOMAN Mother knew of the crime, supported the accused, says victim
HT Correspondent
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

LUDHIANA: Police booked a woman

and her paramour for raping the
former’s 22-year-old daughter, in
Preet Nagar on Saturday.
In her complaint, the victim, a
resident of Preet Nagar, has
alleged that her mother, 48,
instead of rescuing her, supported the accused.
The accused has been identified as Sushil Kumar, 57, of Urban
Estate, Dugri, who works as a
sub-divisional officer (SDO) in
Punjab State Power Corporation
Limited (PSPCL).
The victim who is a BCom firstyear student has alleged that the
accused had been raping her for
over a month.
The duo had confined her in a
room so that she won’t file a
police complaint, she alleged.

ACCUSED, 57, WORKS
AS A SUB-DIVISIONAL
OFFICER WITH
PUNJAB STATE POWER
CORPORATION LIMITED
However, on Saturday, the victim
managed to escape from the room
making an excuse of
taking exams, following which
her mother allowed her to go to
college.
The victim told the police that
her mother instructed her to not
talk about the incident with anyone and return directly to home
after finishing the exam. However, she went to the police
and lodged a case against the
accused.
The victim said that she lost
her father around eight years

ago. She along with her younger
brother, 18, had been living with
their mother.
‘FREQUENT VISITOR
TO THE HOUSE’
The woman told the police that
her mother come in contact with
Sushil Kumar around five years
ago and developed illicit relations
with him, following which Sushil
became a frequent visitor to their
house.
The victim claimed that she
caught Sushil and her mother in
an objectionable position several
times .
She alleged that around a
month ago, the accused barged
into her room and raped her,
while her mother was present in
another room.
The victim said, despite
repeated cries for help, her
mother did not come to her rescue

and when she complained about
the same, her mother instead of
taking any action supported her
paramour and forced her to
remain quiet and not disclose
about the same in front of anyone.
Further, she alleged that the
accused raped her on several
occasions in the presence of her
mother.
n

DUO ON THE RUN
Inspector Parmod Kumar, station house officer (SHO) at Shimlapuri police station said that a
case under Sections 376 (punishment for rape) and 120-B (punishment of criminal conspiracy) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) has
been registered against Sushil
Kumar and mother of the victim.
The duo is on the run, said
the station house officer, adding
that they will be arrested at the
earliest.

Commuter making their way through a busy road amid rain near Bharat Nagar Chowk in
Ludhiana on Saturday. Agro-meteorologists had predicted light western disturbances on Sunday,
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
but the city got relief from the intensive heat waves a day in advance.

U N D E R VA L U E D P L O T R E G I S T R AT I O N

Submit status of inquiry into
sale deeds of 3 yrs: HC to DC
Harsimran Singh Batra

ATM fraud: 70-year-old
man duped of ₹2.37 lakh
HT Correspondent
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

LUDHIANA: Two ‘conmen’ allegedly

robbed a 70-year-old man of ₹2.37
lakh after swapping his debit card
at an ATM kiosk in Rishi Nagar,
here.
In his police complaint, the victim, Jaswant Singh, of Balloke
said that he had been saving the
money for treatment of his son,
who is suffering from a renal
problem.
The incident dates back to May
9, when Jaswant had gone to the
Punjab National Bank ATM in
Rishi Nagar to withdraw money.
Two men were already present
there. He was facing some problem while operating the debit
card following which, the
accused offered to help him.
He added that the accused

COMPLAINANT
HAD BEEN SAVING
THE MONEY FOR
TREATMENT OF HIS SON
swapped his ATM card and
returned another card to him,
which he did not notice at that
time. “On May 20, when I went to
bank to withdraw cash for my
son’s treatment, the bank officials told me that only ₹20,000 is
left in my account. I realised that
the accused had transferred the
money after swapping the debit
card,” he said.
“On inquiry, I found that the
accused transferred the money to
two bank accounts belonging to
an Iqbal Singh, of Sherpur village
in Phillaur, and a Sushil Paswan,
of Bihar,” Jaswant added.

HT Correspondent

Jaswant Singh said that he has
a saving account at the Aggar
Nagar-B block branch of State
Bank of India (SBI). “My son is
suffering from renal problem.
For his treatment, I had borrowed
₹1 lakh from one of my relatives
and deposited it in the said
account. I already had ₹1.57 lakh
in the account,” he said.
The PAU police have registered a case against the unidentified accused and initiated investigation.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Rafiq Mohammad, who is investigating the case, said that a case
has been registered under Section 420 (cheating) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) against the unidentified accused.
Police have also asked the
bank officials to provide CCTVs
footages of ATM kiosk.

FIRE BROKE OUT DUE TO
AN EXPLOSION IN THE
BATTERY KEPT IN THE
GODOWN, SAYS FIRE
DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A major fire broke out
at a godown-cum-call centre,
belonging to cable and internet
services provider — Fastway
Transmissions Private Limited
— at Gill village on Friday night.
A fire department official Saturday said that the fire broke out
at midnight due to an explosion in
the battery kept in the godown.
Material worth lakhs of rupees
including, cables, computers,
DTHs, modems and other equipment were reduced to ashes, a fire
department official said.
Station fire officer SN Sharma
said, “During the time of incident,
no one was inside the building.
However, the flames were so
strong that a portion of the building collapsed during the
mishap.”

7:25pm
5:24am

STUDENT-POLICE CADET PROJECT

Godown-cum-call centre gutted, goods
worth lakhs damaged at Gill village
n

Sunset on Sunday
Sunrise on Monday

n

Smoke billowing out of the godown after it caught fire at Gill village
HT PHOTO
in Ludhiana on Saturday.

“The fire department struggled to douse the flames as
inflammable products kept

inside the godown like plastic
remotes, TV boxes, set top boxes
caught fire quickly,” said the sta-

tion fire officer .
As many as 85 fire tenders
were pressed to service to douse
the flames, said the official.
As per the officials, the fire has
been completely brought under
control. However, smoke was
still emitting from the building as
earth movers were removing the
ruble.
Several attempts were made to
reach Fastway Transmissions
Private Limited to gather details
about the extent of loss, but the
repeated calls and messages
remained unanswered.

mustread
‘PROBLEM OF
SUPERBUG
INCREASING’
As per the recent findings of
GADVASU, the problem of
superbug is increasing not
only among humans but also
among animals, and it is the
misuse of antibiotics in
people as well as animals,
which is allowing the
bacteria to become
multi-drug resistant.
››P2

69-YEAR-OLD
TRADER FOILS
ROBBERY BID
LUDHIANA: A 69-year-old trader

and his employee foiled a robbery bid in the industrial area
here, after two masked barged
into the shop and demanded
money from them, said police on
Saturday.
In his police complaint, Sham
Sundar, of Model Town, said that
he has a shop in Industrial
Area-B. He told the police that he
and his son Rahul were present
in the shop during the time of
incident,when, two masked men
barged into the shop.
They flashed a gun and
demanded money from the shopkeeper, said police.
Sundar added that instead of
giving up, he raised an alarm following which, one of his employees rushed in with an iron
rod.
The miscreants ran away to a
Hyundai Santro car, where their
three accomplice were already
present.
The shopkeeper immediately
sounded the police.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Shokeen Singh, who is investigating the case, said that a case
has been registered under Section 393 (attempt to commit robbery) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) against the accused.
The police officials are scanning CCTVs installed in the area
HTC
to identify the accused.

n

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: In a three-year-old peti-

tion filed in the Punjab and Haryana high court (HC) by a city resident against the Punjab government claiming that land was
being undervalued for registration in the Madhopuri area, the
court recently directed deputy
commissioner (DC) Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal to submit the
status of the inquiry he had
ordered on May 24 .
The court was apprised during
the last hearing of the case on
May 29 that the DC had marked
an inquiry into all the sale deeds
registered in the area during the
past three years on May 24. The
HC then directed the DC to file an
affidavit on the progress of the
inquiry.
Petitioner Subhash alias Katty
had filed a petition in the HC in
2016 stating that the value of the
plots was being undervalued for
registration in Madhopuri by
showing the location of the plots
in Abadi Ghati Balmiki. Hence,
less stamp duty was being paid for
registration by buyers and owners, who are hand in gloves with
the revenue department officials
and the police, Katty had
alleged.He had also demanded

THE NEXT HEARING
OF THE CASE IS
SCHEDULED ON JULY 10
that the case, in which an FIR was
registered involving five undervalued registrations in July 2016,
should also be transferred to the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI). The FIR was registered
under Sections 420 (cheating), 177
(furnishing false information)
and 120-B (punishment of criminal conspiracy) of the Indian
Penal Code at Division Number 5
police station .
‘LOCAL AUTHORITIES
UNDER PRESSURE’
Katty had alleged that the local
authorities, including revenue
department officials and police,
were working under political
pressure and were trying to hush
up the case, which was a multicrore scam.
They had also not registered
an FIR against all the accused of
undervaluing land in five registrations, said Katty.
He said that the court, in its
orders, dated May 29 (a copy with
HT) stated that the DC had admitted in the court that three of the
registrations submitted by him

(Katty) have been found to be
undervalued.
Further, he alleged that hundreds of such registrations have
been undervalued by stating
wrong location of the plot.
It was further stated that, during the hearing of the case on May
29, the court had found the stand
of the DC incomprehensible
wherein the DC, through an affidavit, had asked Katty to submit
the 100 registrations which, he
suspected, had been undervalued.
The court directed the DC to
submit a personal affidavit about
the progress of the inquiry, if
marked, after senior assistant,
revenue department, Punjab,
Sharanjit Singh, apprised the
court on May 29 that the DC had
already marked an inquiry on
May 24 into all the sale deeds, registered during the past three
years. The next hearing of the
case is scheduled on July 10.
State of Punjab through secretary, home, civil secretariat, Punjab; commissioner of police, Ludhiana; senior superintendent of
police (vigilance), Ludhiana;
SHO, Division Number 5 police
station, Ludhiana, and Dalip
Bedi, SHO of Division Number 3
police station were made party in
the case by Katty.

W O R L D M I L K D AY

23% milk samples fail purity test in district
Mohit Khanna
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: On the World Milk

Day when the world is celebrating the importance of
milk being a global food, the
milk samples in district have
a different story to tell as the
rich source of protein and
calcium, people here are
feeding upon, contains adulteration.
In a survey carried out by
the Punjab Dairy Development Board (Ludhiana chapter) before the elections, out
of the 2,400 milk samples collected, 550 failed the test.
Talking about the adulteration, deputy director dairy
development board, Ludhiana, DS Hans said, “Fortunately, urea or any other
chemical adulteration was

›

Fortunately, urea or
any other chemical
adulteration was not
found in any of the 2,400
milk samples collected
from across the district.
DS HANS, deputy director, dairy
development board, Ludhiana

not found in any of the 2,400
milk samples collected from
across the district.”
‘WATER IS ONE OF THE
PRIMARY SOURCES’
However, Hans was quick to
claim that the primary
source of adulteration was
water. “Water content varied
from 10 to 40% in the 550 milk

samples which failed tests,”
he claimed.
HEALTH HAZARDS
“The water adulteration can
also prove to be injurious to
health as the consumer does
not know the type of water
being added to increase the
milk quantity. The use of polluted water can also lead to
several health issues. Further, due to dilution the residents will not receive optimum nutrition from milk,”
said Hans.
He said, the adulteration
was found only in the milk
which is being sold openly,
whereas no adulteration was
spotted in the packed milk
sold in the market.
AWARENESS DRIVE
Hans said that the depart-

ment has launched a drive to
spread awareness among
residents about the milk
adulteration.
“The awareness camps are
being held in five municipal
wards of the city and we will
be holding 60 such camps
across the city later,” said
Hans.
As per information, the
industrial town of the city is
also one of the biggest milk
producers in the state. “As
many as 36 lakh litres of milk
is collected from Ludhiana
district every day, said Hans,
adding, “The rising temperature has not made any
impact on the milk production so far.”
The standard fat content
in cow milk is 3.5% while it is
6% in buffalo milk, he
informed.

NOW, DETECT
ADULTERATION

n

Standard fat content
in cow milk is 3.5%.

Step 1: Put a drop of milk
on a smooth slanting
surface.
Step 2: A drop of diluted
milk will flow without
leaving any mark behind.
Step 3: A drop of pure
milk will leave a white
trail and also flow slowly.
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59 schools yet to submit
details for education survey

Trials for summer
coaching camp
for school athletes
on June 5, 6

DEADLINE The last date for submitting details has been extended from May 31 to June 10

HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: As many as 59 private
schools of Ludhiana are yet to
submit their details for the
session 2018-19 under the
annual Unified District
Information on School
Education Plus (UDISE+) that
has been going on across the
nation.
The last date for submitting
the details was May 31.
Under the survey, the ministry of human resource development (MHRD) asked the schools
to submit the details about the
number of teaching and
non-teaching staff, new admission, enrolment, repeaters,
incentive and facilities provided
to the children, board
examination results, safety
infrastructure placed made by
the schools.

THE ANNUAL DATA
COLLECTED LATER
BECOMES THE BASIS OF
NATIONAL-LEVEL
PROJECTS, SCHEMES
FORMULATED BY
THE GOVERNMENT
Also, other details, including
locations, pin code, details on
school management, year of the
upgrade of the school if any,
boarding facilities available for
schools, whether the school is
minority managed, medium of
teaching (language), a distance
of the school in kilometres from
the nearest government-aided
school, the average school
hours for teachers, and number
of economically weaker section
(EWS) students, were sought.

The annual data taken then
later becomes the basis of several national-level projects and
schemes formulated by the government. The survey started
across the nation on May 15.
The annual UDISE+ survey is
carried out by the MHRD for
higher secondary schools having classes from 1 to 12.
Management information
system (MIS) coordinator Vishal, who is also the UDISE+ district in-charge said, “Due to
some technical reason, the survey was not conducted last year
which is why the details are first
being sought for last year while
the data for the current financial year will be asked by the
school in year-end.”
“There are a total 2,972
schools in the district, of which
1,527 are government schools.
Our six-member team is on the
job currently, coordinating with

BE AND B ARCH ADMISSIONS

Final candidates’ list on June 30
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:The final list of candi-

dates shortlisted for bachelor of
engineering (BE) or bachelor of
architecture (B Arch) courses at
University Institute of Engineering and Technology (UIET), Panjab University, UIET Hoshiarpur,
Dr SS Bhatnagar University
Institute of Chemical Engineering and Technology (UICET),

Chandigarh College of Engineering and Technology (CCET) and
Chandigarh College of Architecture (CCA) will be displayed
online on June 30.
The online registration process for the courses which include
more than 1,524 seats will conclude on June 22, while the first
round of seat allotment will be
done on July 5. Interested candidates can check the updated
counselling schedule on the web-

site of Joint Admissions Committee 2019 – chdenggadmissions.nic.in. Reservation in the
category of PWD is 5% and no trial
will be held for candidates applying in the sports category. Their
grades and certificates will be
taken into account.
Last date for generation of
bank challan is June 20, for depositing fee is June 21 and the correction window will remain open till
June 23-24.

all the schools,” said Vishal.
Citing the yet to be compiled
data from the district, the deadline has now been extended to
June 10.
ALL ABOUT UDISE
PLUS SURVEY
Initiated in 2012-13, integrating
DISE for elementary education
and SEMIS for secondary education is one of the largest Management Information Systems
on School Education covering
more than 1.5 million schools,
8.5 million teachers and 250 million children in the country.
While the data was earlier
taken by the schools as hard
copies, it was last year updated
by the ministry that the data
will be received in soft copy format. The MIS department staff
then randomly cross-checks the
data provided by the educational institutes.

Date for filing
objection over,
candidates still
await OMR sheets
CHANDIGARH : While the results of

National
Eligibility-cum
Entrance Test (NEET) UG 2019
are expected on June 5, the
National Testing Agency (NTA)
has not uploaded the optical
mark recognition (OMR) sheets
of the candidates so far.
The last date for filling of
objections by the students was
May 31.
This is the first time that NTA
conducted the test as the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) used to conduct it
till last year. This year, the
examination was held on May 5
while the answer keys were
uploaded on May 29.
HTC

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD SIMPLY CALL >> 0161-5025898

EMPLOYMENT
INDEPENDENT YOUNG
Beautiful Girls, Personal Assistants
freshers + Unmarried + PG Residents
preferred. Salary 20,000, Whatsapp62837-04354.

TOLET
OTHERS
AVAILABLE FOR Rent, Ist Floor
2/3 Bedrooms Set with Attached
Bathrooms for Bank/ MNC
Employees in Phase-2, Dugri,
Ludhiana. 98140-27141, 8427288222.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

department will organise a summer coaching camp for the school
students of the state in Himachal
Pradesh from June 8 to 29.
The announcement was made
by director, education department (elementary) Inderjit
Singh, through a notice.
The coaching camp will be held
for nine games, including athletics, kho-kho, volleyball, netball,
hockey, basketball, football,
handball and kabaddi (national
style).
“As many as 430 players
(under-16 to 18, boys and girls)
will be selected from across the
state for the camp. The players
will be selected on the basis of
their performance in the trials,
which will be conducted in Ludhiana on June 5 and 6,” Singh said.
The trials for athletics, kho-kho,
volleyball, netball and hockey
will be conducted on June 5 at the
Guru Nanak Stadium, here,
while the trials for basketball,
football, handball and kabaddi
will be conducted on June 6 at the
same venue. The notice read that
only those players can participate in the trials who have participated in the inter-district contests in 2018. The interested players are informed to report at the
venue at 10am along with birth
certificate and certificate of
achievements (if any) in the interdistrict championships.

MEDICAL

n

Students reading instructions for the online admissions at SCD Government College in Ludhiana on
Saturday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

SCD college admissions start,
over 1,500 register on Day 1
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : More than 1,500

students registered online on the
first day of SCD Government
College admissions that started
on Saturday.
Of 1,500 registrations, the college received 1,455 new user registration. As many as 243 students registered for BA, 75 from
BA (English), 126 for BBA, 42 for
BCA, 308 for B Com and 75 for
BSc.
The college’s website
scdgovtcollege@gmail.com had
started attracting visitors soon

after midnight for registration in
both graduate and postgraduate
courses.
Varun Jain, assistant professor, computer science, said by
6am, as many as 300 students had
already registered with the college. The registered are to
remain open till June 28.
SCD College
principal
Dharam Singh Sandhu said,
“There is always a rush among
students to get admission in the
college. Our team tried to
address the queries of students
as well as parents that we
received through emails or at the
help desk.”

On the first day, the college
received 70 queries mails while
55 on the help desk set up at the
campus.
One can fill admission forms
from June 1 until June 28. The
college will display the tentative
merit list on its website by June
9. After resolving objection to the
tentative merit list, the institute
will display the final merit list by
July 4.
The eligibility criteria for
the admission in various
streams are available at the
College’s website.
One can send their query on
scdldhhelp@gmail.com.

Problem of superbug increasing LCET STUDENTS
among humans, animals: Experts SECURE TOP
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : The problem of
superbug is increasing not only
among humans but also among
animals, and it is the misuse of
antibiotics in people as well as
animals, which is allowing the
bacteria to become multi-drug
resistant,
stated
the
preliminary findings of Guru
Angad Dev Veterinary and
Animal Sciences University
(GADVASU), Ludhiana.
According the experts,
animals are main cause behind
the increasing antibiotic resistance among human beings.
GADVASU has bagged an
Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR)-sponsored
project Niche Area of Excellence programme on antibiotic
resistance.
It is a worth ₹3.34 crore
project.
The project aims to investigate risk pathways for trans-

ANIMALS ARE
MAIN CAUSE BEHIND
THE INCREASING
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE
AMONG HUMAN
BEINGS, SAY EXPERTS
mission of antimicrobial resistant organisms/genes at the animal, human and environment
interface in the region and evaluating the likely role of antibacterial treatment in food and
companion animals in terms of
antibacterial resistance in
humans.
Project in-charge Anil
Kumar Arora, professor,
department of veterinary
microbiology, who has recently
won the best researcher award,
said in a preliminary studies
they have observed wide spread
occurrence of multi-drug resistant bacterial species across dif-

ferent animal species, food
(milk, milk products, meat) and
environment.
Moreover, animals have
been projected as a source of
antibiotic resistance in humans.
“Antibiotic resistance is an
emerging problem across the
globe and resistance of antibiotics is reason that bacterial infections are turning hazardous as
medicines are not showing the
desired effect,” he said, adding
that the research project is first
of it is kind, wherein we will
take samples from environment, animals, animal products
and human beings and will find
the bacterial relation between
all.
Arora is a microbiologist well
known in the field of disease
diagnostics.
He had been the principal
investigator of the ICAR-sponsored All India Network
Programme on Haemorrhagic
Septicaemia for more than 10
years.

RANKS IN
PTU EXAM
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Students of Ludhiana

College of Engineering and Technology (LCET), Katani Kalan,
bagged the top positions in different courses at the university
level, in the exam results
declared results by IK Gujral
Punjab Technical University
(IKGPTU). Pratap Singh, a students of BSc (IT) Semester 2,
secured the first rank in university with 8.96 SGPA.
Parveen Kaur of BBA Semester 2, Babita and Navneet Kaur of
BSc (IT) Semester 6 and Baldeep
Singh of B Tech (AE) outshined
by securing the third position in
the university. LCET principal
Jatinder Gill appreciated the
efforts of the students and faculty
members.

educationnotes

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : DEEPAK KAUSHAL - 98764-48829

BUSINESS

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The Punjab education

EDUCATION
LEARN COREL Draw Adobe Photoshop Graphic Designing. Pls Call:
98725-25231.

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION ?
Hormone, Vacuum, Vibrator,
Shockwave, Sex Therapy, Old Sofat
Clinic, Ludhiana- 79737-12857, Fees55000.

DETECTIVE
STAR DETECTIVES, Whatsapp88724-38091, Secret Investigations
Solutions Matrimonial ? Court
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Surveillance ? Disputes ? Missing ?

OTHERS
2 ROOMS/ 1 room set with
Bathroom, Kitchen, Terrace,
Pakhowal Road, Brokers excuse.
Call: 9878546544.
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Students during a career counselling workshop at Drishti Dr RC Jain Innovative Public School in Ludhiana on Saturday.

DANCE WORKSHOPS
ORGANISED AT BVM
LUDHIANA: BVM, Kitchlu Nagar, is
organising workshops on various
dance forms, such as bollywood mash,
hip hop and Punjabi folk dances.
Principal Neelam Mittar said the
workshop are being organised to
ensure the all-round development of
the students and their physical
fitness.

Summer Coterie at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir enters Day 4
LUDHIANA: A variety of activities
were organised on the fourth day of
the Summer Coterie 2019 at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir, Udham Singh Nagar . A
splash pool party was organised for
the students of Nursery to Class 2.
Activities, such as pottery, public
speaking, role play and calligraphy
were organised for the students. A
seminar on ‘effective communicationneed of the hour’ was conducted by
resource persons from PCTE. Rajveer
Singh, business management
department and Manpreet K Maan
from communication skills

HT PHOTO

was the coordinator who said skill
education will enable students to
excel in their work.

disabilities and shared strategies to
effectively teach the children with
autism.

Career counselling held
at Drishti Jain school

BCM students visit Mother
Teresa Orphanage Home

LUDHIANA: A summer camp was
organised at Jesus’ Sacred Heart
School, South City, for the students of
Classes 1 to 8 which commenced on
Saturday. A wide variety of activities,
including swimming, football, cricket,
basketball, handball and skating were
conducted. The purpose of the camp
was to ensure the holistic development of the students.

LUDHIANA: Drishti Dr RC Jain Innovative Senior Secondary Public School
organised a workshop on career
counselling on Saturday. Students of
Classes 9 to 12 participated. Professionals from various walks of life were
present who told the students about
the plethora of career options
available to them. All the students’
queries about choosing a career were
well-answered by the professionals.

Orientation programme
held at BCM School

BVM Sr Sec School holds
workshop for teachers

LUDHIANA: The community club of
BCM Senior Secondary School,
Chandigarh Road, organised a trip to
the Mother Teresa Orphanage Home,
near Jalandhar bypass, on Saturday.
The aim was to help children develop
the quality of gratitude for others. For
the visit, 20 students were accompanied by two teachers. Students served
eatables and drinks, sang songs and
played games, including ludo and
chess with the orphanage residents.

LUDHIANA: An orientation programme was held at BCM School,
Basant Avenue, Dugri, for the parents
of Class 11 students on Saturday. The
aim was to inform them that the
Central Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) is offering vocational courses
at the secondary level to give
students the opportunity to explore
various career options. Anjan Kalia

LUDHIANA: A workshop on teaching
techniques for children with special
needs was organised at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir (BVM) Senior Secondary
School, Chandigarh Road, on Saturday. The aim was to enhance the
teachers’ skills to cater to the special
educational needs of students.
Niranjan Kumar from Darpan (Centre
for Autism) explained the different

management department enlightened the educators on optimal
thinking and its role in
communication.

Jesus’ Sacred Heart School
organises summer camp

Nankana Sahib Public School
organises pool party
LUDHIANA: A pool party was organised for the students of the Kindergarten section of Nankana Sahib
Public School, Gill Park. A variety of
activities were organised for the
students .Freshly cut fruits were
served to the students . The principal
thanked the members of the staff for
organising the event.
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20 unauthorised buildings along
road demolished amid protests
VIOLATION OF
NORMS Structures
were built within
five metres of the
scheduled road;
owners resist action,
but police control
the situation
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

›

The razed structures included shops and marble
warehouses. The drive was started from the
Jalandhar Bypass area. Owners tried to show
resistance, and resorted to arguments, but the
police intervened and pacified them.

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The city police initi-

ated a programme under the
Student
Police
Cadet
(SPC) project here on Saturday.
Additional deputy commissioner and district community
police officer Surendra Lamba
inaugurated the programme at
the Police Lines.
The police created awareness
among 150 students of 15 city
schools about police functioning, traffic rules, road safety and
security of women and children,

HT Correspondent

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

Amarpal Singh
n

building branch of Zone A had
also planned to conduct a simultaneous drive in their area, but
the drive was cancelled as the
police force was not available.
The MC has been conducting
regular drives to demolish the
buildings, constructed within
five metres of the scheduled
roads to save its skin before the
Punjab and Haryana high court
which, following a contempt
petition filed in the case, had
directed the MC to take action
against the illegal buildings.
Earlier, drives were also con-

ducted in the areas falling under
Zone C and D.
A contempt petition was filed
in the HC in 2018 against principal secretary of the local bodies
department A Venu Prasad and
MC commissioner Kanwalpreet
Kaur Brar for not taking action
against the illegal constructions
falling within 5 metres of the
scheduled roads.
Recently, the MC commissioner had also submitted an affidavit in the court that action was
being taken against the violations.

NODAL OFFICER
INSPECTOR SATINDER
SINGH GURAM SAID THAT
THE POLICE CADETS
WOULD WORK LIKE NCC
CADETS AND ALSO GET
UNIFORM, CERTIFICATES
community policing and social
services.
The programme’s nodal officer inspector Satinder Singh
Guram said the project was initi-

Khanna: Newborn
boy found
abandoned

HT PHOTO

ated by the Kerala police and
later, the home ministry, Government of India, implemented
it all over the country.
He added that the police
cadets would work like NCC
cadets and also get uniform and
certificates.
The number of schools and
students under the programme
would be further increased, he
added.
The cadets would create
awareness about traffic, plant
trees, maintain cleanliness and
perform other social duties,
Guram said.

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Despite ban, youngsters, particularly teenagers,
continue to bathe in the Sidhwan
canal and the Sutlej river here to
beat the heat. The city has witnessed several drowning incidents in the past, but it seems that
no lesson has been learnt from
previous tragedies.
13-year-old Raju was found
bathing and jumping into the
canal near the Pakhowal road
bridge here on Saturday afternoon along with his three friends.
Raju and his friends have
migrated from Uttar Pradesh
with their families and were
residing near the canal.
The teenagers said they were
taking bath in the canal to beat

MOHAN SINGH, assistant town planner

A police officer addressing participants during the SPC programme in Ludhiana on Saturday.

HT Correspondent
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Punjab Public School
to face Bagria Hockey
Centre in finals
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Punjab Public School

(PPS), Nabha, and Bagria
Hockey Centre will face each
other in the sub-junior category
finals of the Olympian Prithipal
Singh Hockey Festival.
The finals will be held at Mata
Sahib Kaur Hockey Stadium in
Jarkhar village.
In the semi-finals, PPS had
won over Nankana Sahib Public
High School, Amargarh, by 3-2
and Bagria Hockey Centre had
defeated Rampur Hockey Centre, Doraha, by 4-2.
In the first semi-final played
between PPS and Nankana
Sahib, PPS had managed to
score an early lead and in the
first half itself, was leading 2-0.
But in the second half, Nankana
Sahib’s Jashanpreet and
Prabhdeep added two points for
their team, equalising the score.
As the match was moving to a
draw, Harsimran Singh of PPS

scored a goal in the penultimate
minute to snatch the victory.
In the second semi-final
played between Bagria Hockey
Centre and Rampur Hockey
Centre, Doraha, both the teams
were in a draw at 1-1 till the
first half.
However, Bagria strikers
managed to score three more
points in the second half agaisnt
Rampur Hockey Centre
Harjot Singh, Karamvir
Singh, Jashanvir Singh and Satnam Singh had scored one goal
each for Bagria Hockey Centre
while Jasvinder Singh and Navjot Singh had contributed one
goal each for Rampur Hockey
Centre.
Earlier in the senior category, Akalgarh XI and Grewal
Club, Kila Raipur, had secured
their berth in the semi-finals.
Akalgarh had defeated Azad
Club, Hathur village, by 5-2
and Grewal Club had won over
Young Club, Otalan village,
by 7-5.

Youths continue to bathe
in canal, river despite ban

An illegal structure being demolished in Ludhiana on Saturday; and
(right) an owner arguing with the police during the demolition drive
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
carried out by the municipal corporation.

150 attend programme under
Student-Police Cadet project

n

H O C K E Y F E S T I VA L

LUDHIANA : Assistant town planner (ATP) Vijay Kumar was
attacked on Saturday evening
when he went to serve a notice
about a plot, which was being
used as an alleged illegal
parking lot.
The plot is owned by a police
officer.
The matter has reached the
police, who have initiated a
probe.
The incident took place when
Kumar, who is working in Zone
D, had visited a plot located
behind the District Court Complex in Model Gram to serve a
notice.
He said he was following the
order of the authorities as a private parking lot was being operated illegally.
He added that he was manhandled by the police officer,
who owns the property, and
his staff.

LUDHIANA:As many as 20 commer-

cial structures, constructed
within five metres (no construction area) of a road stretch
between Jalandhar Bypass and
Jodhewal Basti in Zone A, were
demolished here on Saturday.
Over 80 illegal structures
have been identified in the areas
falling under Zone A of the
municipal corporation (MC).
The drive, started around
9am, triggered a protest by shopkeepers and other building owners. Some local politicians, both
from the ruling Congress and
opposition the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) and the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) also joined
the protesters.
Protesters claimed the structures were razed without any
prior notice. They were also seen
showing land documents.
However, a heavy police
force, deployed on the spot,
saved the situation from taking
an ugly turn.
Mohan Singh, assistant town
planner (ATP) of Zone A said
that as many as 20 structures,
which included shops and
marbles warehouses, were
demolished.
The drive was started from the
Jalandhar Bypass area. He said
people tried to show some resistance, but the police intervened
and controlled the situation.
On Friday, eight commercial
buildings were razed while one
structure was sealed during a
drive on the Chandigarh road.
According to information, the

UNAUTHORISED
PARKING LOT:
ATP ON DUTY
ATTACKED
n

HT Correspondent
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LUDHIANA: A one-and-a-halfmonth-old baby boy was found
abandoned outside a children
home on GT Road, Khanna, said a
chid development official on Saturday. The infant, who was crying under the sweltering heat,
was found by the caretakers of
the children home.
The maximum temperature in
Ludhiana was recorded at
44.6°Celsius on Friday.
After taking the infant into the
shelter, the child development
and protection wing of the district
was informed about the matter.
“The boy’s postnatal age is
around four weeks and his weight
is 2.1kg, which is low birth weight
since normal weight is above 2.5
kg,”said senior medical officer
(SMO) Rajinder Ghulati.
“It could also be a case of premature birth but there is a big
chance that the child did not get
proper nutrition which posed as
a hindrance to his weight gain,”
said Ghulati.
“Possibility of any infection
has been ruled out for now, however, the infant will be kept under
observation as he had fever when
he was found outside the children
home,” Gulati said.
“The baby boy has now been
shifted to Dayanand Medical College for further treatment,” he
HTC
said.

the heat. “We do not know about
the ban,” they said, adding that
even their parents did not stop
them from swimming or bathing
in the canal.
Ashutosh Kumar, executive
engineer, Sidhwan canal, said
that he, along with other members of the staff, are personally
approaching these migrants and
persuading them to stop taking
bath in the canal, but it was difficult to keep a check on the long
stretch of the canal all the time.
“We will write to the police
commissionerate to seek their
help in taking action against
these youngsters or their parents
so that no untoward incident
takes place in future,” he said.
PAST INCIDENTS
In 2003, three people were electro-

cuted as a high-tension wire fell
in the canal near Dugri. Following the incident, the district
administration imposed a ban on
taking bath in the canal and the
river. The administration had
also launched a drive and
installed hoardings along the
canal for generating awareness
among residents about the danger of bathing in the canal and
patrolling was conducted along
the banks of the canal.
In 2016, four people drowned in
the Sutlej while immersing a
Ganesha idol.
The incidents of drowning in
the canal and the river didn’t
stop, but no strict measures had
been taken by the administration
so far. In April, two friends went
to take bath in the Sutlej, but
didn’t return.

‘People consuming alcohol and tobacco
have 300% more risk of cancer: Experts
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The National Inte-

grated Medical Association
(NIMA), Dayanand Medical College and Hospital (DMCH), and
the American Oncology Institute jointly organised a seminar
marking World No Tobacco Day
here on Saturday. As many as 50
doctors and several patients
participated in the seminar.
NIMA president Dr Rajesh
Thapar and Dr Ravinder Bajaj
dwelt on the significance of celebrating World No -Tobacco Day.
The day is observed to create
awareness about the health hazards of tobacco use, which is a
major risk factor for respiratory
illnesses, which in turn are one
of the leading causes of deaths
around the world. The theme of
World No Tobacco Day 2019 is
"Tobacco and Lung health".
The theme focuses on the negative impact of tobacco on people's lung health and how it can
cause a variety of diseases ranging from cancer to chronic respiratory diseases.
Patients with lung cancer are
often misdiagnosed with pneumonia, bronchitis or pulmonary
tuberculosis leading to delay in
the correct diagnosis and exposure to appropriate medication.
About five million people die

n

Staff members of the Dayanand Medical College & Hospital and the American Oncology Institute during
HT PHOTO
a seminar on effects of tobacco in Ludhiana on Saturday.

›

People who want to quit tobacco should increase the
gap of consumption. Such people should also
consume plenty of water and develop the will to quit
smoking as prevention is better than cure.
DR KUNAL JAIN , senior consultant of medical oncology

of tobacco-caused diseases, of
which almost 1.5 million are
females.
Senior consultant of medical
oncology at American Oncology
Institute Dr Kunal Jain said
people who want to quit tobacco

should increase the gap of consumption. He added that such
people should consume plenty
of water and develop the will to
quit as prevention is better than
cure.
Head of department (HOD) of

surgical oncology at DMCH Dr
G S Brar said Guru Gobind
Singh had ordered his disciples
to keep themselves away from
tobacco and other intoxicants.
He added that people consuming
alcohol and tobacco have 300 %
more risk than usual of getting
cancer.
“Passive smokers are also at
a high risk in comparison to
active smokers,” Brar said.
NIMA joint secretary Dr
Ranbir Singh said, “Tobacco has
more than 4000 chemicals which
badly effect human health.”

Karate meet: 13 fighters leave for Kathmandu
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Karate fighters from
the district were given a warm
send-off at the railway station
here on Saturday as they boarded
the train for Kathmandu to participate in the open international
karate championship.
As many as 13 players from the
district are participating in the
two-day championship to be held
on June 2 and 3.
The championship is being
organised by the Nepal Sports
Council in which a total of
600 players from India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Nepal are going to participate.
The players participating from
Ludhiana included 10 boys Sehajveer Singh, 13; Gurkirpal Singh,
13; Abhishek Gir, 10; Jaskaran
Bal, 14; Sahibpreet Singh, 11;
Amanveer Singh, 15; Bavan Preet
Singh, 7; Amarjit, 15; Vikram, 13
and Gursehaj Singh, 14; and three
girls Gurasees Kaur, 11; Anmol
Khangura, 14; and Simran, 11.

n

Karate players being given a send-off in Ludhiana on Saturday.

These players are students of
Guru Gobind Singh Public
School, Dad village, and Jatindera Greenfield School, Gurusar

Sudhar.
Manjit Kaur, principal of Guru
Gobind Singh Public School, and
Manpreet Kaur, managing

HT PHOTO

director of Jitendra Greenfield
School, wished the players best of
luck.
Ashok Chauhan, general sec-

retary, Ludhiana District Karate
Association, and team manager
Raj Kumar accompanied the
fighters to Kathmandu.
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POTPOURRI

WHEN MEMORIES TAKE
ME HOME TO A CHILD’S
WONDERFUL WORLD

A

t 85, I find little to look forward to
but much to look back upon. Age
dulls the senses and blurs perceptions, so nothing appears fresh or
vivid but the childhood images
stored in the mind are bright and clear. To
recall these, I close my eyes, plug my ears,
block my nostrils, shut my mouth and open the
windows of the imagination to be instantly
transported to that wonderful world.
I see the hens rushing out of the coop and the
rooster chasing them; my mother churning
milk, my father milking the buffalo and asking
me to bring him my bowl of curd to him to
squirt milk from the teats into it - my favourite
drink.

SINGING ALLAMA
IQBAL’S PRAYER
The next image is that of me walking to school
with a light satchel and eager to learn new

FRAGRANCE OF ‘SARSON DA SAAG’
BEING COOKED IN AN EARTHEN POT
ON THE CHULHA BROUGHT WATER TO
ONE’S MOUTH.
HOMEMADE BUTTER MADE IT
TASTIER, EATEN WITH ‘MAKKI DI ROTI’
IT WAS LIKE MANNA FROM HEAVEN
things. The day began with the morning assembly where the pupils sang Allama Iqbal’s
prayer, Dua ban ke lab pe ati hai tamanna meri,
zindagi shama ki manid ho khudaya meri (The
inner desire reaches the lips as prayer, O God!
Make my life a lamp to dispel darkness).
The most enjoyable period was spending
time outdoors. It was a thrill to prod the bullocks to run and work the Persian wheel. The

n

Verdant green fields, ample sunshine and smiling faces, home is where happiness is.

thak-thak of the stopper, the tinkle of the bells
around the necks of bullocks and the splash of
water from the buckets were music to the ears.

BEATING TEACHERS IN THE
TUG OF WAR CONTEST
Eating fresh radishes, carrots and turnips satisfied hunger and left a lingering taste in the
mouth. Fun times were also had during the
games period before school closed. The students would rush to the playground, some to
play kabaddi, some to enjoy football and others
to participate in athletics. The hilarious event
which everyone enjoyed was the tug of war
between students and staff. The students’ clap-

ping could be heard miles away when their
team beat the teachers in this contest. The
teachers too took it sportingly and congratulated the students and gave them prizes.
When the final bell rang, I ran to home to relish a bowl of brown milk from the kahrni (vessel used for boiling milk), with cream floating
on it shining like stars at night. I can still taste
its delicious flavour after all these years.
The fragrance of sarson da saag being
cooked in the earthen pot on the chulha
brought water to one’s mouth. Home-made
butter made it tastier and eaten with makki di
roti it was like manna from heaven. It is a pity
the maize varieties grown today are no longer

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE A FITNESS FREAK
guest
column
NAVEEN KALA

N

o matter how old you are it’s
never too late to get started
on exercising. We think diet
and exercise are only meant
for people suffering from diseases, little realising how important it is to
make healthy lifestyle changes a part
of our life.
Each person is responsible for his
or her own health. If you are not finding time for fitness today, you are saving time for sickness tomorrow.
None of us can stop growing old,
but we can make a decision on how we
want to live our life as we age. Exercise can turn back time by reversing
many negative health effects of ageing and the best thing is it’s never too
late to start.
Anyone with health problems, no
matter which age group he or she
belongs to, can benefit from regular
exercise, but as you grow older, an
active lifestyle becomes more important than ever for your health. It can
help boost energy, maintain bone
density and manage symptoms of illness or pain as well as weight. Regular exercise is also good for the mind,
mood, and memory.
Remember, skipping meals is a bad
idea for everyone, more so for seniors
and in the long run, it will not help
you lose weight and can even slow

n

Some forms of exercises which are not only beneficial for the elderly but also
GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
easy to perform are yoga, walking and swimming.

down metabolism.
Older men and women who begin a
vigorous exercise programme can
improve their fitness levels drastically, and in as little time as six
months. But it’s important to do it
safely. You don’t even have to do long
intense workouts every day. Small
amounts of exercise can add up to big
changes.

SO THIS IS HOW
YOU DO IT
Pick the right activities: Some
forms of exercises which are not only
beneficial for the elderly but also very
easy to perform are yoga, walking and
swimming. Senior citizens can also
join seniors’ fitness classes. People
start losing muscle mass in their middle age but without exercise this problem worsens. Resistance training can
lead to improvements in strength at

all ages, but the elderly make the biggest gains.
It’s important to strengthen the
gluteus muscles because the three
muscles in each buttock which move
the thigh are important for balance.
This can be done by lying on the back
on the floor, feet planted close to the
hips and lifting the hips; and by doing
squats.
The elderly, including people who
are wheelchair- or bed-bound, can do
simple stretches, which can help in
recovery from weakness and also
have a positive effect on the mind.
Those with busy lifestyles should
do at least 150 minutes per week of
moderate intensity aerobic activity
or 75 minutes per week of vigorous
and intensive activity or an equal
combination of both.
Strength training: Muscular
strength declines with age, so

strength training is key for maintaining strength and preventing muscle
injury at 50-plus. Strength training
has also been shown to help with bone
density and that decreases the rate of
bone loss, which is important for
reducing the risk of fractures later in
life.
Stretches: As our bodies age, our
tendons get thicker and less elastic.
Stretching can counter this and help
prevent injury at an older age.
Remember to stretch slowly; do not
force it by bouncing.
Core exercises: Core muscles are
located mostly in the back, abdomen
and pelvis. This group of muscles provides the foundation for movement
throughout the body. Strengthening
the core can help protect and support
the back, make the spine and body
less prone to injury, and give one
greater balance and stability. Exercise programmes such as pilates and
yoga are great for strengthening the
core muscles.
Flexibility: Muscles and joints
weaken and range of movement deteriorates as we age. Stretching benefits
include development and maintenance of strength and, improving
flexibility. Tight muscles can lead to
aches and pains and poor posture.
Reduced flexibility can also lead to
poor balance. Balance also plays a
vital role in sports performance and
injury prevention. Regular flexibility
exercise can reduce the chance of
injuries, prevent low back pain and
reduce muscle soreness.
(The writer is a Chandigarh-based fitness
trainer)

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS

n

Hours of fun with friends, playing games. That’s
what childhood is all about.
GETTY IMAGES

sweet. Food cooked in microwave ovens is no
match to the one prepared in the earthen pots.
Some hope to enter heaven after death, I
return to the heaven of childhood at will. Those
memories enliven our old age.
n

ajhehar@gmail.com

(The writer is a retired professor based in Ludhiana)

ENJOYING LAUGHER AND
A STROLL IN THE PARK
guest
column
PUSHPA PESHAWARIA

I

had the chance to visit Delhi
recently for a family wedding.
There used to be a time when I
looked forward to trips to the Capital. It meant lots of shopping, visiting
relatives and going out for dinners.
Before leaving town I used to plan my
itinerary meticulously and it was fun
hitting the various shopping centres of
Delhi. With age, the definition of fun
has changed altogether. I dread the
very idea of shopping or heavy, calorie-laden dinners. Now I want to just to
stay calm and enjoy every moment of
my stay with the family.
My sister stays in Punjabi Bagh in
Delhi and there’s a park right next to
her house where people come for their
morning walk and other activities.
You can imagine how big the park is as
it has 13 maalis (gardeners) to take
care of it. With gates on both sides it
has a wide rectangular path inside for
walkers. Massive green trees welcome
you with open arms.
When I went for a walk there I
observed people doing yoga in groups,
in rhythm and with precision, all in
unison. Going further I saw groups
involved in laughter therapy. It was
most amusing to see people laughing
loudly, raising, swinging and bending
their arms and jumping about here
and there. Their actions were hilarious, and laughter bubbled up from
within, very naturally, when one

looked at them. Then there were people walking around munching neem
datun (neem sticks), nature’s way to
keep gums healthy .
The best part was, everyone
seemed to know each other and
exchanged greetings with a
“Ram Ram ji.”
A children’s park has also been
carved out from the park and has all
kinds of jhoolas (swings), slides and
monkey bars or climbing frames. It
was so pleasant to hear children’s
scream of joy and gaiety (which is getting to be rarer). The badminton court
was crowded with teenagers waiting
for their turn to play and the most fascinating part was a facility with all
sorts of comforts: air conditioners, TV,
tables and chairs. Even herbal tea with
lime juice, hing (asafoetida) and herbs
was served over there!
After their daily routine, groups of
men and women sit here and chat and
gossip for a while and leave. The amazing part is you are not being charged
for anything, everything is by donation. People also get lemons, biscuits
and other foodstuff from home.
Also, every happy moment is celebrated: Birthdays, children excelling
in their field and marriage anniversaries.
For me it was a great experience, not
a single face that I saw was sulking or
griming. There was fresh air, positive
vibes and people, irrespective of social
status, caste, creed or religion, mingling happily with each other. It was a
wake-up call for me that one can have
peace and tranquillity from within
and come back rejuvenated .
(The writer is a grandmother and a freelance
contributor)

THE SPARROW GENERAL

VIKRAM JIT SINGH

A

uthor, sociologist and
Chandigarh schoolteacher Amarinder Sandhu-Gill chanced upon a
male House sparrow. She sent
across the picture with a delightful little accompaniment: “Came
across Gen Sparrow while on a
short trip to Shimla.The long forgotten chirping was like an old
melody from childhood days.The
gentleman was spotted outside
Oberoi Cecil Hotel. Though he
was accompanied by other officers (ladies and gentlemen), he
was kind enough to pose for this
humble plebeian.”
Gen Sparrow evokes the martial legend of late Maj Gen Rajinder Singh ‘Sparrow’, MVC & Bar
and a two-time Lok Sabha MP

COBRA’S
GREAT
ESCAPE

O

ne slip, just one indulgence in
broad daylight. A magnificent, muscular Spectacled
cobra of an estimated six feet
in length nearly lost his/her life to a
stone-pelting mob of caddies at the
Chandigarh Golf Club on Tuesday.
For years, it must have lived secretly
among the caddies and grown big, a
testimony to the reptile’s evolutionary prowess.
The conflict erupted when the
cobra, tempted by the prospect of having babies for lunch, stole into the
tree hole nest of Common mynas
adjacent to the caddies’ washroom
and the main gate. Mynas are pugnacious birds and fight as hard as Punjab’s soldiers defending borders
against invaders. The cobra was as
black as night and hissed with vigour
and lashed out at thin air with a ferocity to dissuade the dive-bombing,
screeching mynas. The ‘tamasha’ at
high noon was emphasised by a section of excited caddies who kept more
than a safe distance from the tree
amphitheatre, as if the cobra possessed a revolver and could take a
potshot from the hip at them!
The cobra retreated from the nest
entrance and tried to reach the washroom roof from the tree. In that
instance, the cobra displayed its glorious physicality: stretching out

GETTY IMAGES

n

from Jalandhar, who led the 7th
Cavalry up the daunting Zojila in
the 1947-’48 Kashmir War.
But the male sparrow also
enjoys a humorous analogy in
Punjab’s earthy, unwritten
humour. It goes like this. A warring wife directs her besieged husband’s attention to the doting
male of a sparrow pair necking
outside their window. The bitterbetter half wistfully seeks emulation of the avians’ seeming marital bliss. Her husband pounces
upon it and takes a potshot brimming with brutal wit and acerbic,
patriarchal wisdom: “The reason
they are so happy is because the
male is the same but his consort is
the fourth in quick succession.’’
n

vjswild1@gmail.com

The cobra at golf club, while trying to
escape, stretched from tree branch
towards caddies’ washroom.

Simple things can make one peaceful and joyous.

GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

mailbox
REGULATE CONSTRUCTION OF ILLEGAL BUILDINGS
Several notifications have been issued by the state government for stopping the
construction of illegal buildings, but to no avail. While the common man has to run from
pillar to post to get his building regularised, those who are well-off are given special
treatment by the MC officials, who need to strictly regulate the mushrooming of
unauthorised constructions.

PHOTO: WHATSAPP VIDEO GRAB

almost horizontally like a tightrope
between high buildings, the muscles
broad and taut with extreme exertion
under stress and danger. But the serpent had to abandon that manoeuvre
and recoil to the tree due to an
increasing barrage of stones and
swears.
A few caddies pleaded for the
cobra’s life, saying “Let it be”. Others,
more fearful of their own skins landing a cobra nip, overruled the mercy
lobby by arguing the cobra would kill
myna babies. Well, birdie babies are
legitimate food for cobras.
The UT forest department’s snakerescue team arrived but baulked at
the task upon learning it was a cobra
and that they would have to climb the
tree to fish out the venomous reptile
lodged in one of the numerous cavities. The seasoned rescue team

n

Jasvir Singh, BRS Nagar

Place water bowls outside home
Unlike us, birds and animals have to
travel long distances to consume water
and sometimes end up dying due to
dehydration in extreme cases. By placing
water bowls outside one’s home, we can
help quench their thirst and also give
back to society.
n

Male sparrow in Shimla.

PHOTO: AMARINDER SANDHU-GILL

Gurtej Singh, Rajguru Nagar

Use cycles to end traffic woes
resorted to guile so as to decamp from
the club with the best grace possible.
They told caddies they would not be
able to extricate the cobra as it could
spit venom at them from its bunker in
the bark. Fact is, Indian cobras can-

not spit venom -- that is an attribute of
African cobras, human tongues and
Twitter trolls.
Our club cobra lives on to confide
its tales of valour and verve to the
winds whispering in dark hollows.

Along with the non-government organisations (NGOs), government should also
take the initiative of promoting the use
of cycles among city residents. It will not
only bring respite from the traffic chaos

in the city but also bring down pollution
levels and save fuel costs. This is the
easiest way which people can adopt to
save the environment.
Amarjeet Singh,
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar

Set up sweetened water stalls
Though one cannot do anything about
the rising temperature, people should
set up at least one sweetened water stall
outside their shops or homes to help
commuters quench their thirst. The
administration, too, should organise
such stalls for residents.
Amit Singla, Gurdev Nagar
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S

PHOTO:
RAHUL
JHANGIANI

VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

Rishabh Suri
abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.

T

“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest
to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25

years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.
“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and

female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to
film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
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You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

HOWTODEALWITH A
POSSESSIVE PARTNER
here is a fine line between
being protective and
being possessive.
“Primarily possessiveness
could be attributed to a
childhood trauma, past
relationship experiences or
simply due to a misplaced
understanding of life,” says
marriage counsellor Shivani
Sadhoo.
At first, one always feels
nice that your partner wants
to know every minute detail
about your life, such as your
whereabouts, what you are
doing and who you are with.
But after a point it tends to
feel as if he or she is stalking
you. Harsheen Arora,
psychologist shares a few
pointers on how to deal when
you have a possessive
partner:

T

AT FIRST, ONE FEELS
NICE THAT A PERSON
WANTS TO KNOW
EVERY MINUTE DETAIL
ABOUT YOUR LIFE

ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.

Decoding Rahu and its effects

A

A

Actor Matt Bomer
PHOTO: MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI
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rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)
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false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Pallavi Rai Bhasin

BOMER’S HAPPY
GAY ROLES
HAVE MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW

Dia Mirza

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

DAILY HOROSCOPE

n Try to talk and understand

where their steaming
behaviour is coming
from.
n Make your partner feel
secure by expressing your
love for them and also
involve them in your life.
n Instead of giving into
irrational demands or
reacting angrily, try to be
calm at the moment.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
rou
utine. Something said
or done on the
o
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the
journey is likely to add to
jou
your excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
financial stability meet
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
for some. Someone is
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
eir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
like
ely to be received. A
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
d
realise your dreams and
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

SHOW BUZZ

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

LOOKBACK

GREYWALASHADE:
AGEING ON SCREEN

03

Taapsee
Pannu;
(inset) in
Saand Ki
Aankh
PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

Good old memory
Actor Soni Razdan shared this beautiful memory from the
set of her film Mandi that released in the 80s. She wrote,
“Memories of MANDI Women In Indian Cinema#SoniRazdan, #ShabanaAzmi and #SmitaPatil in
#ShyamBenegal’s Mandi (1983).” PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SONIRAZDAN

QUOTE HANGER
SINCE THE LAST
COUPLE OF
YEARS, I’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR
SCRIPTS THAT
WILL TAKE ME
OUT OF MY
COMFORT ZONE

I DON’T WORK
FOR MORE THAN
EIGHT HOURS
BECAUSE OF MY
SON (TAIMUR).
SOMETIMES, I
CAN MAKE AN
EXCEPTION.

JACQUELINE
FERNANDEZ,
ACTOR

KAREENA
KAPOOR KHAN,
ACTOR

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the
whole ‘old’ angle. In fact,
it actually made me
look at it like a
challenge. I knew that
I will probably not get
a role like this again
at this age. Nobody
would want me to play
a 65-year-old woman. I
was pretty gung-ho about it

Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Aishwarya shoots for Pulwama
martyrs tribute video
ragedy struck on
February 14 when a
40-member convoy of CRPF
jawans was attacked by a
suicide bomber in Pulwama.
Along with everyone else,
Bollywood also extended
their support to the families
of the martyrs. As many as
14 actors had shot for a
special four-minute video,
offering tribute to these
martyrs. Now, as per
reports, actor Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan is also a part of
the video, titled Tu Desh
Mera, which will be released
on July 27.
HTC

T

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan

FREEZE FRAME

Collectingpricelesspetals
oflife,onestepatatime

and looking forward to seeing
myself as an old woman
onscreen,” says Taapsee.

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to try
different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only going
to win over the audience,” he
shares.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about.
The book, which is a
collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The Tribune’s
assistant editor Harvinder
Khetal at the Chandigarh Press
Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space
in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects
of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away

L

A couple Sharma show
Actor-comedian Kapil Sharma and his wife Ginni Chatrath
recently met veteran actor Dharmendra. He posted the
photo on his social media account and wrote, “A million
dollar pic with our darling @aapkadharam paji. The man
with a golden heart @ginnichatrath.”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KAPILSHARMA

TWITTER TWATTER
@ShwetaPandit7:
Overthinking but i have an
idea
@swastika24: Went &
stood below my 1st ever
home in mumbai. The
guards have changed & this
city doesn’t care about on
lookers. Stared at the rusty
grills on windows only to
experience nothingness. My
stories are still etched on
those walls but I am not that
girl anymore.
@shekharkapur:
Intermediate diet, Keto Diet,
12 hour diet, overnight diet,
1 week diet. Amazing how
people all over the world are
making efforts, spending

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
RAVI KUMAR/HT
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the

Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com

‘It’s very important you stay relevant’
Rishabh Suri
aving been in the business
for 20 years now,
filmmaker Milan Luthria
has experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about his
journey so far. “It’s been good.
I’ve had the chance to work
with some fabulous people, so
many big actors who one would
never imagine working with,
especially at the start of their
career,” says Milan, adding

H
time and money to get
healthy. While 90% of the
world works really hard and
prays so they can feed their
kids and themselves the
next day.

some great films came along,
others didn’t do well.
“But [I have] no regrets. It’s
not an easy job. I always
changed genres, tried to
experiment. It’s important you
stay relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says Milan.
His next will be the Hindi
remake of a Telugu film.“We
haven’t started the shoot yet,”
he says, “We are prepping. It’s
important that when you buy

rights to something, you don’t
tamper with the essence,” he
adds.
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MOM, STOP CURSING
MY PHONE!
A CALMER YOU
SONAL£KALRA
his week was loads of fun
on my Twitter timeline.
I’d put up a tweet on how
my mom’s prescribed
treatment for any ailment in
life is ‘thoda paani zada piyo’
(drink more water), even if
that problem is heartbreak.
The tweet got tonnes of
responses from the ever-sowitty Twitterati. Many also
shared what their mom’s
typical remedy to all problems
in life is. And the one that
totally stood out among the
responses that came from
Wasseypur to Wayanad and
Bathinda to Bengaluru was
everyone’s mom saying the
same thing — iss mobile phone
ko aag laga de, sab theek ho
jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season, let
me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning, when
the hand starts to look for the
phone under the pillow even
when the eyes aren’t yet open,
to the depth of the night when
the glow of the cellphone in the

T

dark reflects on the sleepy
face, this bond stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded
by the Indian Council of Social
Science Research, reveals that
“the anxiety and fear of
missing out on information
make university students
check their mobile devices as
many as 150 times in a day”,
perhaps equal to the average
number of times Arvind
Kejriwal prays in a day that
Delhi Police should come
under his control. 63% of the
college students surveyed for
the research are hooked to
their smart phone for 4-7 hours
a day, and 23% use their phone
for more than eight hours a
day. Experts call these figures
alarming and potentially
detrimental to health, but then
the impact of these warnings
on the addicted youngsters is
like the fate of the
Mahagathbandhan — neither
here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their

honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their
hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents, especially
the moms who have a chappal
ready in their hand as they
wake up their teenager who
was on the phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a
perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram, there’s
Twitter, there’s WhatsApp,
there’s FB, YouTube…It’s like
a social media octopus that has
firmly grabbed your son or

daughter with all eight
tentacles. Except that your
child is enjoying the grip. Now
to keep cursing your child or
the octopus day after day
would achieve precious little.
So here’s what you should do,
me thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway makes
no sense to remind them of
how you were in your student
years. Because, you see, you
may have done wonders
studying under the street
lamp, but it isn’t really your
child’s fault that the ‘luxuries’
you have provided him today
did not exist in your time. You
were more fortunate and
comfortable as compared to
kids two generations prior to
yours — they are more
comfortable today than how
you were. It’s simply how time
works. Yes, it’s absolutely
important for them to
understand the value of what
they have, but riding on
sarcasm is not going to get you
there faster. Whining only
breeds whiners around you.
Treat them like grownups: People understand
respect more than words. And

1

2

Dedicated
to parents
who want
to set their
teenagers’
phone on fire
it is inherently true that our
problems, at any age that we
are, seem like the biggest
monsters at that time. So while
you may not think that
pacifying a sulking girlfriend
is necessarily a productive
activity, your son may just
think of it as priority number
1. So if you find your child
worried and constantly on
phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they will
look up to you forever.
Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone, you
can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things that
keep you busy. I have seen
dads scolding their youngsters
for using a cellphone while
eating, and then get busy with
watching a heated TV news
debate while having dinner
themselves. You might think
that your spending time on
your laptop, your calls, etc. is
important for running the
household, but then in the
mind of your teenager, his/her
social activities are as critical
to their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.
Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra. She
gifted a new smartphone to
her mom and got her addicted
to satsang apps. Now there’s
Jai Shri Ram at home. Mail
your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustantim
es.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/JACQUEMUS

Petite is the
new pretty:
Downsize your
bag ladies
Take a break from
those bulky hobos and
totes. Delicate and
feminine, mini purses
are having a moment in
the world of fashion

3

Dua Lipa
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DUALIPA

Akshay Kaushal
urses and bags are mostly
meant for a utilitarian
purpose, where you can
fit in your cards and keys
while you are on the go.
However, this piece of
accessory has now been
downsized and you can barely
fit your keys in it. Maybe your
earrings or studs can find a
corner! Seen all over
internationally this year, the
tiny handbags and purses
have now become a hit among
the fashionistas. Celebrities
like Lady Gaga, Dua Lipa,
Sonam K Ahuja and Priyanka
Chopra Jonas are flaunting it
and how. Here’s what the
style experts have to say

P

During the Paris
Fashion Week this
year, Jacquemus
presented a whole new
range of teeny tiny
purses that caught
everyone’s fancy.

Richa Chadha gets nostalgic while shooting her next
Pooja Sharma
his year seems promising
for actor Richa Chadha.
The actor recently
wrapped up shooting for
Section 375, co-starring
Akshaye Khanna. Now, she is
shooting for her other project,
Panga. Richa had to go through
rigorous training to learn to
play Kabaddi from national
players, and has completed
shooting for the first schedule
in Bhopal, then in Kolkata
followed by Delhi. Richa was
excited to shoot in Delhi since
it’s her home town.
“Richa is originally from
Delhi, and she has always
maintained a connection with
her roots. It’s always a pleasure
for her to come back to Delhi to
shoot for her films. However,
one of the most interesting
coincidences for Richa was
when she was pleasantly
surprised to find out that she
will be shooting in her
preschool in Delhi. Richa
completed her schooling from
Sardar Patel Vidyalaya. But
before she got herself admitted
in school, Richa went through
preschool at Saraswati Puri
Nursery School, in the Lady
Irwin college compound. She

T

was elated to have an
opportunity to shoot for the
film,” a source says.
Richa says, “Shooting here
brought back a flood of
memories. My mother used to
teach at the Lady Irwin College.
So she put me in this preschool.
Even now, when I went back, I
could identify the sandpit and
slides I would play on. The
garden was still as beautiful as
it was, and I went to my
classroom as well. It was
nostalgic and very special.”

Shooting here brought
back a flood of
memories. My mother
used to teach at the
Lady Irwin College. So
she put me in this
preschool. Even now,
when I went back, I
could identify the
sandpit and slides I
would play on
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

about this ‘little’ trend.
Designer Rina Dhaka says
these teeny tiny purses are
quite cute to look at. “It’s
sweet. Small bags are like
miniatures. These were
always used for this doll
effect. Glad to know that
people are fed up of big bags
and are using these cuties.
However, there is one
drawback of these bags that
they aren’t functional at all.”
she quips.
So what makes these mini
bags popular despite not
being so functional?
Designer Nachiket Barve
says, “During the Paris
Fashion Week this year,
Jacquemus presented a whole
new range of tiny purses that
caught everyone’s fancy,”
However, he thinks that this
design is a classic example of
made for social media trend.

“Unless you need a special
bag for aspirin, these bags are
pretty pointless,” he adds.
How to style these mini
handbags? “These miniature
handbags are mere
showpieces that you carry
along. This bag won’t go with
your athleisure look. They
look best with dresses. You
can spruce up your party look
like Dua Lipa or add that
element of quirk to your flirty
floral dress like Priyanka
Chopra Jonas; the mini purse
will definitely get you
noticed,” adds Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

NACHIKET BARVE
DESIGNER

Richa Chadha
had to go
through
rigorous
training to
learn to play
Kabaddi

Sonam K Ahuja
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SONAMKAPOOR

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRIYANKACHOPRA

Glad to know that
people are fed up of
big bags and are using
these cuties.
RINA DHAKA DESIGNER

Sumeet is all for sustainable fashion
Sneha Mahadevan
umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs
by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the

S

importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion
that’s Indian and made by
Indian fabrics, which helps
promote even artisans
and craftsmen of our
country.”
sneha.mahadevan
@htlive.com

n

Sumeet
Vyas
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YEARS OF
2004-2019

“I’m a fangirl
of Steffi Graf.
She is the legend!”
—Justine Henin (37),
international tennis
superstar

“Not just me, even my
parents are big fans
[of Justine Henin]!”
—Yuki Bhambri (26),
Indian tennis player

CAUSE FOR
A RACKET

WHEN A NERVOUS YOUNG INDIAN
TENNIS PLAYER MEETS AN
INTERNATIONAL LEGEND, SPARKS FLY,
AS DOES GOOD CHEER, USEFUL ADVICE
AND LOTS OF GREAT PICTURES!

+

FASHION FOCUS

TWO WAYS
TO WEAR
ONE BLOUSE

(SOMETIMES WITHOUT
A SARI AT ALL!)
PAGE 26

#HeninMeetsYuki
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BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
To read Brunch stories online, log on to hindustantimes.com/brunch. Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter and Instagram

#LOVEISLOVE ON INSTAGRAM

To celebrate Pride Month, here are five inspiring LGBTQIA+ accounts in
India that promote love and acceptance

YEARS OF
2004-2019

By Samreen Tungekar

(9.3K followers)
For LGBTQ+ rights and
issues of Muslims
The Queer Muslim Project
was started in 2017 to advocate
equal representation and
inclusiveness for queer
Muslims. It carries personal
accounts of queer Muslims across India and
South Asia about how they navigate through
culture and identity.

@YAARIYAN_LGBTQ

+

we are queer, is a café and community space
in Kolkata for interactive dialogue, exchange
of ideas, events and interactions between
people. The inclusivity of a space like this can
be heartening.

“What is this thing
with men always
being broken and in
need of a woman to
mend them?
Do I look like
Hinduja Hospital?”

@QUEERKALA
FASHION STYLIST, FILMMAKER, OUTSPOKEN FEMINIST
WHY RHEA KAPOOR IS BOLLYWOOD’S BULWARK AGAINST PATRIARCHY,
MISOGYNY AND SEXISM

#BossGirl

Priti

WATCH. TAP. FOLLOW.

@writesmudita @HTBrunch a young Brunch fan, she
took it from my hand and began reading. She called
Brunch ‘buch’ but she turned pages till the end.

@ananya1281 just read your cover story of Rhea
Kapoor in today’s Hindustan Times Brunch. I liked
the views expressed by her on various topics.
Enjoyed reading. I wish there were two pages
more to read. Thank you!
@ShailendraChari

Find Hindustan Times Brunch on Facebook,
follow @htbrunch on Instagram or tweet to
@HTBrunch or...

Aziz Ansari

FOLLOW

@azizansari

EDITORIAL: Ananya Ghosh,
Drishti Vij, Jamal Shaikh
(National Editor – Brunch and
New Media Initiatives), Lubna
Salim, Samreen Tungekar,
Veenu Singh

DESIGN: Ashutosh Sapru
(National Editor, Design),
Amit Malik, Kishore Rawat,
Shailesh Sharma,
Sunil Kumar Mallik
(Art Director – Brunch)

Shoba Narayan is marvellous. This Indian Life is so
warm and fulfilling this Sunday! Love it to bits.
@HTBrunch #BossGirl
@ddiviliciouss
@rehanamunir Wow wow wow! How... I mean...
week after week you write so fabulously.
This is exactly what I have been thinking of writing
(for my blog). Love how our thoughts are so similar.
@Eatstory

TAP
A peek into the treasure
trove of travel stories by
@cocoaandjasmine that
gives you a taste of art,
design and craft in India.

My dad and I may have
made TV history – there will
be more Indian people than
white people on CBS when
we guest on Colbert tonight.

Follow

@Dfreebirdpriti

WTF Curating the best of the Internet for your Sunday viewing beneﬁts

Cover photograph shot exclusively for
HT Brunch by SHIVAMM PAATHAK
Styling: AVNEET CHADHA; Art direction: AMIT MALIK
Make-up and hair: ARTISTRY BY ANJALI JAIN
Location courtesy: THE IMPERIAL NEW DELHI
On Yuki: T-shirt, Zara; On Justine: Bustier, Zara
pantsuit, United Colors of Benetton

2004-2019

PAGE 18

(1.9K followers)
To provide mental health
support, finance tips and
counter
hate
LBTQIA are initials that stand
@PINKLISTINDIA
Yaariyan
for Lesbian, gay, bisexual,
(4.2K followers)
is a group
transgender, queer (or
questioning), intersex, and
India’s first list of
of young,
asexual (or allies).
politicians who support
positive people
LGBTQ+ rights
who actively
The Pink List
work at organising
India is a list of
events, healthcare seminars, workshops
politicians who support
and other communitygay rights, and have
driven projects.
contested the general
@AMRA.ODBHUTH
elections this year. The
(1.2K followers)
Pink List has been an
A pop-up café for the
inspiring space to make
queer by the queer
people aware of what the country is really
Amra Odbhuth, meaning
thinking post decriminalisation of Section 377.

WATCH

YEARS OF
ART FOCUS

HOW ARTIST
SHILPA GUPTA
IS TURNING
HEADS AT THE
VENICE
BIENNALE

(675 followers)
To provide a platform
for artists from
the community
A colourful and
positive account,
QueerKala
Wondering what
promotes queer artists who have
this ever-expanding
the talent and need a platform
acronym stands for? At the
to put out their artwork. Talk
time of going to press, here’s
what Oxford Dictionary said…
about rainbow colours!

Say My Name this weekend
to groove to the
beats by David Guetta, Bebe Rexha
and J Balvin.

MAY 26, 2019
Free with your copy of Sunday Hindustan Times

@azizansari for
his unparalleled
irreverence on all his
brown-boy-in-whiteland experiences.

DROP US A LINE AT:
brunchletters@hindustantimes.
com or to 18-20 Kasturba
Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001

NOTE TO READERS:
The feature titled ‘A Brunch Focus’ is
a promotional article. We would like to
emphasise that no sponsored content
does or shall appear in any part of
Brunch without it being declared as
such to our valued readers.

Note: Some social media posts have been edited to correct spelling and grammar

@THEQUEERMUSLIMPROJECT

Stuff You Said
Last Sunday

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
National - Bhavna Darira: bhavna.d@livemint.com
North - Shaila Thakur: shaila.thakur@hindustantimes.com
West - Rekha Upreti: rekha.upreti@hindustantimes.com
South - Sharbani Ghosh: sharbani.ghosh@hindustantimes.com
Marketing/Events - Puneet Uppal: puneet.uppal@hindustantimes.com
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222 RAJPUR:
A natural haven in an urban milieu
Max Estates’ ﬁrst residential project in Dehradun
caters to the few who value a balanced life
Rahul Singh, a 40- something senior executive of an MNC in
Gurgaon, had found an unusual way to relax. Whenever he felt
overwhelmed, he would open a copy of a travel or a luxury real
estate magazine and pore over the seductive images of
picturesque locations, while romanticizing about life in a lovely
cottage atop a misty hill. “I had everything that I needed, but it
was such an unhealthy lifestyle with so much consumerism. I
found myself constantly daydreaming about escaping to a place
of peace and happiness. That’s when I decided to buy a home in
mountains to give my family an idyllic life “

DESTINATION DEHRADUN
Rahul is not alone in this desire to escape the madness of city
living. A growing tribe of people want to buy a home in a place,
where they can have a relaxed life, while still enjoying the
beneﬁts of a metropolitan city. Utopian as it may sound, one such
place is Dehradun. The capital of Uttarakhand not only oﬀers
serene beauty and year-round comfortable weather, but also
spoils for choice when it comes to nature, entertainment, and
educational options. The excellent air, rail & road connectivity to
Delhi NCR, makes Dehradun an ideal destination that opens
opportunity for a unique urban-gated community oﬀering holistic
community living.

Actual image, 222 Rajpur

“This isn’t just a house.
It’s an adventure, an opportunity
to give my children the childhood
they deserve”

Actual image, 222 Rajpur
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To cater to the need for high-design residences in a gated
community, the Max Group forayed into the real estate
business with Max Estates Limited and launched 222 Rajpur
Road in Dehradun.

222 RAJPUR- A HOME IN THE VALLEY
Spread across ﬁve acres, 222 Rajpur is a vibrant, gated
community set against the Malsi Reserve Forest, with
spectacular view of the Mussoorie Hills. The community oﬀers
only 22 units, with three types of residences- Townhouses,
Courtyard Villas and Forest Villas. All the residences are
oriented to have spectacular views of the Malsi Reserve Forest
and Mussoorie Hills from the terraces and balconies, as well as
the high-ceilinged rooms. What’s more, the super-specialty
Max Hospital is located only seven minutes away.

THE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The underlying philosophy of design stems from the core value
of Max Estates- the wellness of its patrons. To achieve this,
Max Estates engaged international award- winning
architecture ﬁrm Virmueller Architects to design 222 Rajpur.
“We were delighted when the client told us that they wanted
to communicate the authenticity of living for every single
homeowner” said Pankaj Vir Gupta, Director, Virmueller
Architects. “To achieve this, we envisioned a low-density
community in harmony with its surroundings. We played with
the idea of human beings always looking at a view, while
inhabiting a space with changing light. The design process was

this negotiation between nature space and light. The selection
of raw materials and construction methodologies were also
rooted in sustainability and environmental sensitivity.”

LET A NEW CHAPTER BEGIN
222 Rajpur already has a varied buyer proﬁle. Non-resident
Indians, MNC executives, Delhi-based industrialists, local
residents of upscale areas in Doon Valley, parents of children
studying in Dehradun schools, aﬄuent families from
Chandigarh, amongst others. Remember Rahul Singh? He
bought a Townhouse in the heart of the community. This is his
second home as he already owns an apartment in Gurgaon.
“This isn’t just a house. It’s an adventure, an opportunity to
give my children the childhood they deserve. Since Dehradun
is only a few hours drive from Delhi, or a 40-minute ﬂight, we
plan on coming here really often” beamed Rahul as he neatly
arranged his collection of real estate magazines inside a
cabinet. “I don’t need them anymore. I have got my dream
house,” he guﬀawed.

To explore living at 222 Rajpur, Dehradun
Call us at:
+91 88600 76464 | +91 9873006464 | +91 9873936464
or visit us at www.222rajpur.co.in
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Five Annoying HAbiTs
oF THe DigiTAl Age

From overindulgent parents to art-directed meals, every click is a potential landmine
By Rehana Munir
here’s much to be thankful
for in the digital age.
We can change plans
endlessly on WhatsApp, for
instance. Or drown our existential
angst in 22-minute episodes of
entertainment we won’t remember
the next day. Or in minutes hunt
down recipes for dishes that have
for centuries remained family
secrets. In all this sound and
fury, we have also, unfortunately,
cultivated annoying habits that
are a dramatic departure from
decades past. It is those peculiarly
tech-propelled traits, of which
I’m guilty too, to which my mind
travels on this day as warm as an
overheated laptop about to crash.

T

Oversharing
You know those teenage journals
you filled with meticulous detail
about such matters as the meaning
of life, high school boyfriends and
toothaches with equal vigour?
Those well-worn diaries that
preserve cringeworthy news from
your past – but only for yourself ?
Facebook Memories serves that
purpose in my life, with the added
public dimension. Maybe not about
a boyfriend, but there’s enough in
there about the human condition
and headaches to fill a Russian
novel. Reading friends’ timelines,
too, is fraught with dangers. Will
I be exposed to yet another scene
of performative love between
eternally sparring couples?

The miracle of a three-year-old
graduating from playschool? A
sensitive friend’s 1,200 kilometrelong journey describing every
passing face, leaf and dhaba and
the Proustian connections they
evoke? The days are just packed.

news Obsessing
In our shouty times, there’s the
temptation, even pressure, to be
completely up-to-date about all
world events, as they unfold. And
so we’ve got the dope on Brexit

endless
shOpping
One of my favourite fears
revolves around books. What
if I start ordering them online
someday and never stop? This not
entirely irrational fear keeps my
extravagant lusts in check. (Unless
you count all the outsourced book
shopping.) My friends are less
puritanical with their desires, and
even their whims. The sight of a
ravaged brown paper package is an
apt symbol of our times. Home-

in tOday’s times, we devOur Our
fOOd thrOugh Our cameras
befOre we even taste it. and ask
Our partners tO take flattering
pictures Of us wherever we gO
(why don’t they just drunk-dial
Europe and beg them to take them
back?), the newest low in religionfuelled terrorism worldwide, the
latest feat from the World Cup, the
exact location of the rain clouds
on the western coast and those allimportant pics of Priyanka Chopra
living her crossover life. By the
time one has caught up with these
matters and just begun to decode
the memes flooding one’s screen,
it’s time for dinner. But who had
the time to notice we have run out
of supplies? Time to google the top
five takeaway places of the month,
spurning reviews that are more
than a few days old.

delivered parcels used to
be exciting affairs, filled with
mystery and romance. These days,
they’re the culmination of prosaic
billing and tracking SMSes, ending
in a hastily scrawled signature
on a tablet. And often buyer’s
remorse, the hangover equivalent
for shopaholics.

instagram living
We’ve all been there. Devouring
our food through our cameras
before we can even taste it.
Another trend is more amusing.
That of women asking their
partners to take flattering pictures
of them wherever they go. Ladies

preening by the pool, pouting in
hallways, smiling beatifically in
the sunshine – a trusty, bulliable
lover on the other side of the lens.
The other side of this silliness
is the horror of selfie-takers
falling to their deaths. Or even
people painting ancient rocks in
lurid colours, leaving their social
media handles on the surfaces.
#PleaseDon’t

music
cOntrOlling
I never thought I’d say this, but
I miss bad music. Allow me to
qualify. I miss the days before
Bluetooth and digital music,
when memories were set to tunes,
often incongruous or downright
revolting. Like the Altaf Raja
cassettes that were replayed by
mournful cabbies over many
bumpy hours, driving up the
hills of Himachal. The parties
at friends’ homes that actually
reflected who they were, whether
Roxette lovers or jazz snobs. The
point is, no one could remotely
change the music to a preferred
playlist. We all suffered light
ghazals, or jhankaar beats or
Chemical Brothers, depending on
the driver/host who controlled the
sound system. And the suffering
became nostalgia. Never such
innocence again.
brunchletters@hindustantimes.com
Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter
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COVER STORY

YEARS OF
2004-2019

“To watch a legend
like her [Justine
Henin] play on the
court and then to
actually meet her face
to face and do a shoot
with her… I can’t tell
you how lucky I feel
right now!”

WHAT HAPP
TENNIS STA
OUT WITH S
CHAMP
THERE’S T
AND LOTS
Location courtesy:
The Imperial, New Delhi

Photos shot ex

Art direction: Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

JOIN IN THE
CONVERSATION USING
#HeninMeetsYuki
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“What he [Yuki Bhambri]
has achieved should be
an inspiration for many
aspiring tennis players in
India. I think he still has a
long career and just needs
to keep working hard, stay
fit and maintain his focus”

APPENS WHEN INDIA’S YOUNG
S STAR YUKI BHAMBRI HANGS
TH SEVEN TIMES GRAND SLAM
AMPION JUSTINE HENIN?
E’S TENNIS TALK, FANBOYING
OTS OF MUTUAL ADMIRATION
Text by Veenu Singh
shot exclusively for HT Brunch by Shivamm Paathak
Styling by Avneet Chadha

(On Yuki) T-Shirt, Zara;
jacket and chinos, Koovs;
shoes, Power
(On Justine) Bustier,
Zara; pantsuit, United
Colors of Benetton;
heels, Liberty
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COVER STORY
“I was happy
when we had
a clay season
as well as a
grass season!”

“What do you
prefer to play on:
clay or grass?”

“I am physically not that strong,
so I had to put in a lot of effort into my
physical conditioning and strength training. I have to keep the level of intensity up
as the sport is very demanding at the top
level. I’d advise people to understand their
body type and plan their workout accordingly. Some form of daily activity is
very important, whether playing a
sport, going to the gym or even
doing freehand exercises
at home.”

(On Yuki) Shirt and chinos,
Brooks Brothers; watch,
Longines; sneakers, Zara
(On Justine) Sports bra,
Koovs; bomber jacket, Rahul
Mishra; pants, United Colors
of Benetton; watch, Rolex;
heels, Zara

W

hen an international
tennis star comes to
town, setting up an
interview and photo
shoot with her is a no-brainer. When
that international tennis star is of
the calibre of Justine Henin – seven
times Grand Slam champion and a
legend in her own right – you need
to think a little harder. Couldn’t this
opportunity be made better?
It could. Which is why we
phoned tennis champion Yuki
Bhambri, former world junior
No. 1 and first Indian winner
of the Australian Open Junior
Championship in 2009, to ask if he’d
be interested in talking with Justine
and learning from her.
No surprise here, Yuki said a
resounding yes. “Justine has been
an all-time favourite player not just
for me, but for my entire family,”
Yuki told us. “My parents are also
big fans. I remember watching her

at the French Open and loved her
game. I’m so excited about meeting
her face to face and asking for tips!”
Justine would make the perfect
mentor for Yuki, I muse, as I wait
for her on the perfectly-maintained
lawns of The Imperial hotel, right
in the heart of Delhi. Though her
career spanned less than a decade
(she stopped playing professionally
while still in her 20s), she was
compared with Roger Federer for
her mastery of every facet of the
game. The legendary Billie Jean
King called her “the greatest athlete
we have seen,” while Martina
Navratilova said this about her

potent one-handed backhand:
“We’ve got the female Federer,
or maybe the guys have the male
Justine Henin.”

WINNER MEETS
WINNER
Yuki arrives, so excited that he’s
actually nervous. “To watch a
legend like her play on the court
and then to actually meet her face
to face and do a shoot with her… I
can’t tell you how lucky I feel right
now,” says the six-feet-tall player.
“The most important thing I want to
learn from Justine is how to acquire
those nerves of steel while playing

“I REMEMBER PLAYING
A MATCH AGAINST STEFFI GRAF
AND HOW I BEHAVED LIKE A FANGIRL
ALL THROUGH THE GAME”
—JUSTINE HENIN

JUSTINE’S
FITNESS
RULES

a Grand Slam, and be the number
one again and again. Believe me,
it requires massive mental and
physical strength.”
Justine arrives now, the 5-foot-6
former world No. 1 from Belgium,
a dynamo on the field when she
played professionally. Apart from
her notorious backhand, she
possessed a potent forehand that
was just as fierce and versatile.
On her maiden visit to India,
Justine is in New Delhi as a brand
ambassador for the French Open,
which she had won four times in
five years. She was the chief guest
at the Roland-Garros Junior Wild
Card Series event in the capital,
where the winners of the boys’
and girls’ events qualified for the
international finals in Paris, the
best way to get a spot in the junior
slam events.
It’s blazing hot, and the stylist
leaps into action so this outdoor
shoot can be finished quickly. As
she approves and disapproves the
clothes we’ve picked out for her,
Justine tells us how impressed she
was with the young tennis players
she’d met the day before.
“There is a lot of potential in
India,” she says. “I got a chance
to interact with some of the kids
and host a clinic for them as well.
Some of them are just exceptional
to watch and I can very confidently
say that there is no dearth of talent
in India as far as tennis goes. Some
of them might get the wild card to
play in the world finals in Paris. It
will be an experience of a lifetime;
they are not going to get that kind of
atmosphere anywhere in the world.”

SPORT OF LIFE
The photographer signals that the
shot is ready, and as we walk on
the lush green grass, Justine says
she is reminded of the time when
most matches were played on grass
rather than the clay surfaces that
are more prominent now. “Which
do you prefer?” asks Yuki. “I was
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happy when we had a clay season
as well as a grass season,” Justine
says. “Surfaces are much slower
now and we will not see serve and
volley any more in the future.”
As the photographer asks Yuki to
behave like a fanboy (he doesn’t have
to try hard to get that look), Yuki asks
Justine about life after retirement.
“I have been playing tennis
since the age of five and have given
almost 14 years to the game, but it
was time to focus on my personal
life,” says Justine. “Also, I had
injuries which were creating issues
for me. That’s something you should
definitely pay attention to.”
The youngest of four siblings,
Justine was inspired by her older
brothers who were into football and
tennis. “My brothers were my real
idols, I wanted to be like them,” she
says. “We had a tennis table at home,
and I started playing table tennis
when I was four. I used to play
football with the boys too, but my
parents found that a bit dangerous
and enrolled me at a tennis club
close to our house. So, from the age
of five I started focusing on tennis.”
Justine showed promise as
a tennis player, and her parents
supported her totally. Her mother,
a teacher with limited interest in
sport, told her to continue only if
she was willing to give 200 per cent
to the game. She took her mother’s
advice seriously and made her
professional debut at the age of
16. By the end of 2000, she ranked
among the top 50 players in the
world. In 2008, Justine stunned
everyone by announcing her
retirement. But her love for tennis
was so strong that she made a
comeback after 16 months, only to
retire once and for all after an elbow
injury in 2011.
Now aged 37, Justine runs a
tennis academy in Belgium for kids
keen on learning the game. A firm
believer in the saying that ‘sports
prepare one for life,’ Justine advises
all kids to pick some sport for sure.
“Sports build the passion to do
something well. It not only helps
you get the discipline and the will
to do things, it also helps to control
emotions and channelise your energy
in the right way,” she explains.

LOVE ALL
The photographer asks Justine to
hold her face at a certain angle,
while we start getting worried about
the increasing temperature. But
Justine doesn’t mind the sun at all.
“If you saw the freezing conditions

“The most
important thing
I want to learn
from Justine is
how to acquire
those nerves of steel
while playing a
Grand Slam!”
—Yuki Bhambri

“If you saw the
freezing conditions
I came from, you
would be happy
to have so
much sunshine!”
—Justine Henin

Top, Zara

I came from, you would be happy to
have so much sunshine,” she says.
“Thankfully I don’t sweat much,
but I guess it’s easier to play a game
of tennis than pose for shots with a
racquet and several balls!”
As Yuki trots off to the dressing
room to change, I ask Justine what
advice she would give to young
professional players like Yuki.
“I think Yuki is a great young
ambassador for the sport,” says
Justine. “What he has achieved
should be an inspiration for many
aspiring tennis players in India. It
was a good experience interacting
with him and talking tennis. I think

5 SPORT
LESSONS FROM
JUSTINE HENIN
1. Feel the passion
2. Enjoy what you are doing
3. Allow yourself to dream about
what you want to achieve
4. Respect and control your emotions, whether you are alone or
in a group, stay in control
5. Practice, practice, practice.
The only way to excel at your
game is by playing more and
more. The more you practice,
the better you get!

“I AM ENJOYING THE OPENNESS
AND FRIENDLY NATURE OF [INDIAN]
PEOPLE, AND THE LOVE FOR COLOUR,
ESPECIALLY IN INDIAN WOMEN!”
—JUSTINE HENIN
he still has a long career and just
needs to keep working hard, stay fit
and maintain his focus.”
While she doesn’t really follow
the careers of Indian players
closely, she knows both Leander
Paes and Sania Mirza, and has
nothing but praise for them.
“I played against Sania in 2011
at the Australian Open and we
played a great match that went into
three sets. She went on to become
a great player in doubles; her
partnership with Martina Hingis is
commendable,” says Justine. “And
Leander has contributed much
to popularising tennis in India.

He and Mahesh Bhupathi formed
a formidable doubles pair on the
tour and won many Slams together.
Leander, Sania and Yuki are great
ambassadors of tennis in India.”

SWITCH ON
THE FANS!
Yuki’s back now, looking dapper
in a white shirt and blue trousers.
Justine compliments him and he
blushes like a teenager. Fanboying
over Justine comes easy to him, it
seems. But now Yuki wants to know:
has Justine ever fangirled over
anyone herself ?
“I have been a big fan of Steffi

Polo T-shirt,
Brooks Brothers

Graf all my life,” reveals Justine
with a laugh. “I remember playing
an exhibition match against her and
how I just behaved like a fangirl all
through the game. She is a legend of
the game with over 20 Grand Slam
titles to her name, and will always
remain an inspiration for millions
of athletes around the world.”
The sun is almost overhead
now, and we decide to do the last
shoot in the coffee shop. Justine
looks as fresh as she did when we
began, and tells us how important
tennis is to her. “Playing tennis
at the highest level has obviously
kept me very grounded and now I
strive to give back to aspiring tennis
players in Belgium through my
academy,” she says. “Tennis has
made me what I am today and has
taught me to keep things simple. I
try to bring that bit in my personal
life too. My husband Benoit is
my biggest support system; he
takes care of our two kids as I
can’t always be around due to my
professional commitments and
academy work.”
It’s finally time to leave, but
not before I ask Justine what her
impression of India has been. “I
haven’t been able to go out much
due to a tight schedule, but two
things that have struck me are
the openness and friendly nature
of people, and the love for colour
especially in Indian women,”
laughs Justine.
veenus@htlive.com
Follow @VeenuSingh12 on Twitter
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a bRUNCH FOCUS / TOURISM AUSTRALIA

AustrAliA’s West CoAst: the trAvel
disCovery you’ve been WAiting for!
A surreAl vieW
Lake Hillier, a bubblegum pink lake is a sight to behold

Colouring the lAndsCAPe
Western Australia’s wildflower
collection is the largest on earth

POSe iN a Sea
OF FlOweRS

With some of the best landscapes, beaches,
food and wine experiences on offer, Western
Australia is just waiting to be discovered
By Anjali Varma

W

hile Australia’s East
Coast dominates every
traveller’s wish list, the
West Coast remains
relatively unknown. Scratch the
surface and you’ll be surprised at
what you’ll find here. From bright

pink lakes to yellow spires, deep
green ancient forests to multicoloured carpets of neon wildflowers,
it’s a place waiting to be discovered!
Here are some highlights from the
West Coast that will introduce you to
a whole new side of Australia.

nAMbung nAtionAl PArK
The Pinnacles stand to attention like eerie
watchmen on yellow sand dunes

SOaR abOve
bRigHt PiNk
wateR
Western Australia’s bubblegum
pink lakes are a sight to behold.
It’s most famous pink lake is
Lake Hillier, located offshore
on Middle Island, part of the
Recherche Archipelago and
close to Esperance in the state’s
Golden Outback region.
It’s a surreal sight; the
bright pink lake neighbours the
dark blue ocean, with a strip
of lush green forest acting as a
barrier. Although you can see
the lake by boat, one of the best
ways to take in the spectacle is
from the air on a scenic flight
with Goldfields Air Services.

JOURNey
tHROUgH a
deSeRt OF
yellOw SaNd
The Nambung National Park,
200 kilometres (124 miles)
north of Perth, is home to the
eerily extraordinary Pinnacles:
natural limestone formations
that push up from the yellow
sand like weathered spires.

Western Australia’s wildflower
collection is the largest on earth.
With more than 12,000 species
of wildflower, of which 60 per
cent are found nowhere else on
earth, the collection colours the
landscapes from coast to forest
and city to outback.
The season begins in the
north in June on the vast
outback plains of the Pilbara,
Goldfields and Coral Coast. By
September it reaches Perth’s
botanical gardens, nature
reserves and national parks,
and finishes with a flurry in
November in the South West.
In September, head to
Perth’s Kings Park Botanical
Gardens to see fierce shades of
yellow, pink, blue, red, green
and even black. Outside of
wildflower season the park’s
native plants – including a
750-year-old boab tree – fill the
urban bush with spectacular
views of the Swan River.

Standing to attention like eerie
watchmen on a wind-swept plain
of yellow sand dunes, these tall
limestone spires were formed
over hundreds of thousands of
years and have formed a lunarlike landscape that's perfect for
photos. Visitors can drive or walk
along a trail through
them, with views of the ocean in
the background.
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BASK IN AN
ORANGE SUNSET
Affectionately known as ‘pearl of
the north’, Broome is a tropical
oasis of striking contrasts in both
colour and culture, combining
white beaches, turquoise water,
rust red cliffs, rich Aboriginal
heritage and a melting pot of
Asian flavours.
There’s no better way to

WEST KIMBERLEY SUNSET
A camel ride on Broome’s iconic Cable Beach

experience the 22 kilometres of
Broome’s iconic Cable Beach than
on a late-afternoon camel ride
while basking in the orange glow
of a west Kimberley sunset. The
town is also home to a unique
natural wonder including dinosaur
footprints and the ‘Staircase to
the Moon’ over Roebuck Bay on
certain evenings between March
and October.

SEE KANGAROOS
ON A WHITE SAND
BEACH

A SIGHT TO EXPERIENCE
Kangaroos can be found on the beach at
Lucky Bay

It’s hard to believe that kangaroos
can be found lazing on the beach
at Lucky Bay, so its best you go
and see it for yourself. About 60
kilometres (37 miles) east of town,
these iconic animals stand out well
against the powdery white sand,
which is so pristine that it squeaks
when you walk in bare feet along it.
The backdrop of transparent blue
water only adds to the spellbinding
nature of the scene – we guarantee
you’ll be snapping as many photos
as your memory card can handle.

DIP IN TO AQUA
BLUE WATERS

WALK INTO LUXURY
Margaret River is known (and loved) for
its wine, its waves and its whales

EXPLORE THE
COLOURS OF A
BIODIVERSITY
HOTSPOT
Margaret River is known (and
loved) for its wine, its waves and
its whales, but don’t overlook
its other offerings. Take in the
impressive turquoise coastline
and scenic green bush on the
Cape to Cape Track. Choose from
various short walks or join a fun
and informative guided walking
or 4WD tour and learn more
than you’ve ever imagined about
Western Australia’s extreme
biodiversity.
Margaret River is not only
full of natural spectacles; it's also
brimming with age-old wisdom
and cultural wonder. Koomal

19

With 63 secluded white sandy
beaches and 20 bays, Rottnest
Island is every bit of an island
paradise. Blessed with an
abundance of natural assets
including some of Western
Australia’s best swimming,
snorkelling and surfing beaches.
Located a short ferry ride
from the mainland, in recent
years the island has shot to
Dreaming and Cape Cultural
Tours offer unforgettable
experiences that leave you with
a profound understanding of the
water-lapped land. Expect your
skin to prickle as the deep warble
of a didgeridoo fills the air of
the ancient Ngilgi Cave as you
look up at the feast of creamy
coloured formations made from
limestone and rainwater. Feel
the pride as you learn the art
of fire-making and savour the
flavour of kangaroo seared over
the red flames. From foraging
for exquisite bush ingredients
to interpreting ancient artefacts
within Naturaliste National Park,
visitors often describe Margaret
River's Aboriginal experiences as
'an awakening.'

international fame, largely in
part to its native inhabitant - the
quokka. A small, furry animal
with a cuddly appearance and
a permanent smile, the quokka
is affectionately known as the
world’s happiest animal. In
recent years it has become a
social media star with some
famous friends including Harsha
Bhogle, Chris Hemsworth, and
Roger Federer capturing their
very own #QuokkaSelfie.

#QUOKKASELFIE
Harsha Bhogle
photographs
the quokka

Created in partnership with
Tourism Australia
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indulge
rude drink

ir sanghvi

India’s
Bar Boom

Bartenders can be as important as chefs
to the success of today’s restaurants,
but not enough people give them the
recognition they deserve

P

eople who like beverages are, in the F&B industry at least,
divided into two broad categories. There are the wine
drinkers. And there are the spirits drinkers. (And beer is a
separate universe by itself.)
Within the spirits category, the fastest growing subgroup may
well be cocktails. Yes, Indians like such spirits as whisky. An older
demographic likes single malts, but blends are more popular.
Trendies like such white spirits as gin and vodka.
The best thing about spirits is that you can drink them at
home (rather than at restaurants) at a much lower cost, with
no great drop in the quality of the experience. A measure of
Lagavulin or Singleton will taste the same no matter whether
you drink it in a fancy bar or in your living room. Given that bars
can be pricey, many people do their drinking at home – especially
now, because premium spirits are easy to buy in retail shops or in
the duty-free sector.
So it is with the wine trade, globally. There is no difference
in the taste of say, a First Growth Bordeaux drunk at home or at a
restaurant. And it is much cheaper at home without the
huge restaurant mark-ups.
This is less of an issue for wine drinkers abroad because a) most people in the West will order a bottle of wine
– even if it is marked up – when they go out for dinner and b)
at top restaurants, sommeliers pride themselves on creating
wine lists that offer unusual or even hard-to-find bottles.
In India, with a handful of importers flogging the same
bottles to every restaurant, the wine lists have a bland sameness
with few rarities or bargains. The sommeliers don’t do much more
than open the bottles. And anyway, Indians don’t feel the need to
have wine with their meals.
The only advantage that restaurants once had was availability: wine was hard to find in the local retail sector. But
with the opening of such good wine shops
the right mix
as Madhulika Dhall’s La Cave in Delhi and
A cocktail is about
Bengaluru, you don’t need to go to a hotel to the only drinking
find good wine.
experience that
So, can you do all your drinking at home? you can’t replicate
Is there anything you need to go out for?
at home

say cheers
The stars of the show
at such restaurants
as Dragonfly will
always be cocktails

Yes. There is.
A good cocktail.
Even if you are a cocktail buff and keep mixers etc. at home,
there will be only a handful of cocktails you can make in your own
bar: say, a Bloody Mary, if you have Worcestershire sauce and
perhaps, celery salt at home. A martini if you have the right kind of
vermouth in your drinks cabinet. Even basic cocktails like an Old
Fashioned or a Cosmopolitan are rarely made well at home. People
nearly always go out to drink them.
There is a clear parallel with food. We can all make black dal
at home. But it will never be Dal Bukhara unless we go out to eat it.
We can’t really make tandoori chicken at home because few of us
have our own tandoors. It is a restaurant dish. A homemade dosa
has its own charm but if you want one of these crisp, thin paper
dosas, you have to go to a pro who knows how to make them.
So it is with drinks. It is easy enough to drink vodka or
whisky at home. But if you want a great
cocktail, you have to go out. These days, it is
about the only drinking experience that you
can’t replicate at home.
Savvy restaurateurs have realised this. I went,
a fortnight ago, to a pre-opening party for Priyank
Sukhija’s Dragonfly in Delhi’s Aerocity. Priyank is
pretty much the king of the Delhi restaurant scene
but, as he has gone more upmarket, he has decided
that the best way to do it is to predicate the
expansion on cocktails. Many of his newer places
will have ambitious food menus but the stars of the
show will always be the cocktails.
At Dragonfly, a celebrity bartender who has worked
in some of London’s best bars has created a long and

Ratatouille Parcels

Make it
today!

Sauté tomatoes, onions, zucchini, capsicum, brinjal & pepper in olive oil.
Add pasta & pizza sauce and mix well. Place mixture between wonton
sheets. Seal the pockets and fry. Enjoy with garlic mayonnaise.
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raising the bar
At restaurants like Bo-Tai, it’s the bar element
that draws the crowds

clash of the cocktails
house party special
World Class holds a cocktail competition With good wine shops like La Cave in Bengaluru and
that’s the Miss World of bartending
Delhi, you don’t need to go to a hotel for wine

inventive cocktail menu and the night I went, all anybody could talk
about were the cocktails.
It’s the same with Zorawar Kalra. After having established his
group with fun, high-quality Indian food (Masala Library, Farzi
Café etc.) Zorawar has lately focussed on cocktail-based
concepts like Bo-Tai and Tyger. There is lots of food but it is the
bar element that draws the crowds.

A

ll this makes bartenders the key to the current restaurant/
bar boom. But here’s the funny thing. Not enough people
give them the recognition they deserve. If I asked you to
name five top Indian chefs, you would have no difficulty. But if I
asked you to name five top Indian bartenders, you would struggle to
come up with even three names.
And yet, bartenders can be as important as chefs to the success
of one of today’s bar-restaurants. The people
who run the restaurants know this but
somehow, they are never particularly keen to
give their bar people a high public profile.
I realised this last week when I was one of
the judges for the World Class cocktail competition. World Class is a global Diageo property
and has a glamorous final event every year.
(Last year was Berlin. This September it will
class act
be Glasgow.) Each country sends representaMadhulika Dhall
tives who are chosen after intense scrutiny to
established the
compete with bar champions from other
wine shop La Cave
countries. (It is the Miss World of bartending.)
When Surabhi Negi of Diageo asked me to join this year’s
judging panel, I pointed out that though I knew a
bit about spirits (after years of writing about them
and making TV shows), my real interest was
wine. Was I qualified to judge cocktails?
She said not to worry and when I arrived
for the Mumbai Regional final, I was relieved to
see that the jury included two drinks experts, a
legendary Indian bar guru, a great restaurateur and
a top chef. So we had a perfect balance when it came to
judging the 50 contenders.
Unlike many other people, I judge
bartenders by the quality of their
cocktails. I don’t mind a bit of drama

a creative call
The drinks of a bartender
should show signs of
genuine innovation

One key
component of
a restaurant
experience
that no
one can
compromise
on is the bar

game changer
Priyank Sukhija
is predicating his
expansion on cocktails

on the

web
For more columns by
Vir Sanghvi, log on to
hindustantimes.com/
brunch. Follow Vir on
Twitter at twitter.com/
virsanghvi

The views expressed by
the columnist are personal

in the presentation. But I am not impressed by jugglers masquerading as barmen and if a guy wants to fill the room with flames while
making his cocktail, I treat him with scepticism until I actually
taste the cocktail. (And then, usually, I realise why I was right to be
sceptical...)
I take an old-fashioned view of bartenders. They need not
call themselves mixologists (silly, pretentious word: do chefs call
themselves ‘cookologists’?). They should have enough personality to
hold up the bar and engage with guests but they needn’t be stand-up
comedians. And their drinks must either be excellently made
versions of classics or should show signs of genuine innovation.
But even with these preconceptions, I have to say that I was
stunned by the high quality of the cocktails that the World
Class contestants produced. It wasn’t just the final taste of the
drinks. It was the imagination and the effort they demonstrated in thinking of all the things that went
into the cocktails.
One guy made his own sandalwood
bitters. You could use them as a cocktail component or you could just add them to a small
(25 ml) measure of Johnnie Walker Black (with
a cube of ice) and be startled by how they
made the whisky come alive. Another extracted an edible magenta colour from a flower.
fine focus
A third took the smokey flavour of Lagavulin
Zorawar Kalra is now
and built a brilliant cocktail around it.
focussed on cocktailI can’t name any of them because we have
based concepts
a Delhi semi-final to go (which should be over
by the time you read this) and then an All India final in the third
week of June. So all our marking is top secret.
Obviously Diageo hopes that one of these Indian
bartenders will make it to the top five at the global World Class.
And perhaps they will.
But that, for me, is not the most important part of the exercise.
Over the last couple of years I have come to the conclusion that
India has its own rules. For instance, it will never be the next China
when it come to fine wine.
As for food, there will always be space for good restaurants but
younger Indians are now going out for the experience and not the
food. Give them kebabs, sushi rolls, dim sum, pizzas or whatever,
and they will be more than happy.
There is just one key component of the experience that nobody
can compromise on: the bar.
So, like it or not, by accident or by design, we are headed to
a situation where India’s top bartenders will be as important as
India’s top chefs.
So let’s give these guys the recognition they deserve.

#MakeitwithVeeba
With over 50 delicious varieties of
mayonnaise, sauces, spreads, dressings
and dips, cook up anything, anytime.
Buy any of these 3 Everyday Favourites,
and get a Kellogg’s Chocos pack (26gm)

FREE!
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indulge
spectator

seema goswami

Page-turners
What better way to spend your summer
break than with some cracking good reads?

L

ike most dedicated Game of Thrones (GOT) fans, I must
confess that I felt completely let down by the finale of the
series. I mean, seriously, what was up with that?
Daenerys, the ‘Breaker of Chains’ transforms into a
‘Destroyer of Cities’ quicker than you can say ‘Dracarys’? The big
reveal that Jon Snow is actually Aegon Targaryen, the true heir to
the Iron Throne, is all for nothing as the poor man is again shunted
off to the Wall (maybe he really did ‘know nothing’). Arya Stark
is sent off on a Columbus-like quest to discover what is west of
Westeros (couldn’t she just have asked Bran to warg into a raven
and find out for all of us).
And Bran – honestly, Bran?! – is made the King of Six
Kingdoms (Sansa Stark becomes Queen in the north, after
announcing her decision to secede as if she were giving her order
for lunch) even though we were assured earlier that he couldn’t
even become Lord of Winterfell because he was now the ThreeEyed Raven. So, presumably, he was just holding out for a better
job, or maybe the Three-Eyed Raven gig became a bit tedious after
a while. You know, teenagers…
Anyhow, the TV series is done and dusted. And as you can
probably tell, I am a tad disappointed at how things turned out.
So now my hopes are pinned on George R.R. Martin giving us
a better denouement in the two final books in the series than
what we were served up on television. And while I wait – and
wait, and wait, Martin is taking his time about writing the damn
thing – I have decided to go back and reread the first five Game
of Thrones (A Song of Ice and Fire) books. I am now nearly at the
end of the first book (which came out in 1996) and am looking
forward to making my way through the next four volumes over
the next few weeks.
So, that’s my summer reading sorted out then. But if, unlike
me, you don’t fancy ploughing your way through a series of
books you have already read before, then here are some
recommendations that should take you through your summer
vacations and maybe even a month or so beyond.

BY THE BOOK
No matter what the
genre or who the
author, do be sure to
read a book or two
during the vacations

THE WINTERS BY LISA GABRIELE

If you long for
some comfort
reads to tide
you over the
holidays, then
you can’t go
wrong by
falling back on
some classics

Here, in no particular order of
preference, are my top summer reads:
THE LOST MAN BY JANE HARPER
I fell in love with Harper’s writing when I read her first book, The
Dry. Set in the Australian outback, it was ostensibly a murder
mystery, but as the layers peeled away, you realised it was so much
more. Much the same is true of Harper’s latest novel,
The Lost Man. It begins with the discovery of a dead
body in mysterious circumstances but the investigation
reveals much more than the name of the murderer. It
also lays bare the inner lives of the family at the heart
of the story and the community that surrounds it. An
atmospheric novel, it brings the landscape alive as much
as it does its characters. Clear the day in advance when
you begin reading – you won’t want to put down the book
any time soon.

Photo: iSTOCK
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This is a marvellous reworking of Daphne Du
Maurier’s novel, Rebecca, which turns the original
story on its head by the time it is finished with it.
The parallels with Du Maurier’s tale are all too clear.
Rebecca is the dead wife who haunts the life of the
new Mrs Winter. And yes, we never find out what the
second Mrs Winter is called in this book either. The
Mrs Danvers character in this book is played by the
Winter daughter, called Dani. But just when you think
this is just a re-telling of a story you are all too familiar
with, Gabriele turns things around with a flourish you
will never see coming. Don’t say you weren’t warned.

SALT FAT ACID HEAT: MASTERING
THE ELEMENTS OF GOOD COOKING
BY SAMIN NOSRAT
If you have some time off and want to experiment in the kitchen
over your summer break, look no further than this book. Most
cookbooks focus on cuisines or sell on the basis of some celebrity
chef’s reputation. Rare is the book that is cuisine neutral and concentrates on technique. The great thing about Samin Nosrat’s book
is that it has something for both accomplished chefs and beginners
because it focuses on the basis of all cooking. If you understand the
effect of heat on ingredients, for instance, you can cook pretty much
anything. When the book came out, Nosrat, an Iranian who cooks in
California, was largely unknown. But after its spectacular success
and the Netflix series of the same name, she has now become a celebrity chef in her own right. Don’t let that put you off, though. This
is really the only cookbook you need, as you potter around in your
kitchen. After all, technique is everything.
If you are anything like me, though, and long for
some comfort reads to tide you over the holidays, then
you can’t go wrong by falling back on some classics.
My own personal favourites are such Jane Austen
novels as Pride and Prejudice or even Emma, or any
of the Regency Romances of Georgette Heyer, which
I can read over and over again. Some of my friends
swear by the delights of P.G. Wodehouse. Others fall
back on such spy novelists as John Le Carré.
But no matter what the genre or who the author, do be sure
to read a book or two over the summer. I will be waiting for
your recommendations.
Journalist and author Seema Goswami has been a columnist with HT Brunch since 2004
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indulge
sunday drive

hormazd sorabjee

Silence! Cars
On The Road
The Mercedes EQC electric
vehicle is so quiet you can
actually hear yourself breathe

I

t’s the oldest car company in the world and has been
at the cutting edge of automotive innovation for most
part of its 130-year history, but in the electric car race,
Mercedes has been uncharacteristically slow and has
only just launched its first mass-produced all-electric car,
the Mercedes-Benz EQC.
Rivals like Audi, BMW, Jaguar and of course Tesla, the
poster boy of the electric car world, have all nosed ahead, a
fact most obvious on the streets of Oslo where every other
car sold is electric. I’ve never seen more Teslas in one day
than I have in my entire life, and in fact in March this year
the Tesla Model 3 was by far Norway’s bestselling car.

FACE VALUE
The only bits that spice
up the looks of this
car are the stunning
alloy wheels and the
distinctive nose

EV, EV FUEL
This Scandinavian country is the capital of the electric car world
and an eye-opener for EV skeptics (myself included). Norway has
shown us that when public and private sectors work as a team,
under a government totally committed to a future of electric
mobility, it’s possible to create an environment where people,
well, just want to buy environmentally-friendly cars.
Norway’s EV success is down to three fundamental
reasons. Electric cars are cheap to buy (they are heavily
subsidised), easy to use (almost everything like parking,
tolls, even charging is free) and
easy to charge (charging stations
are everywhere). It’s a simple
enough formula, but not many
countries have the gumption to see
it through.
It was quite fitting then that
Mercedes chose Norway to launch
the EQC where it would feel right
home. The EQC looks quite similar
to the Mercedes GLC and that’s not
a coincidence because it’s based on
the same mid-sized SUV.

UP, CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Space-wise this EV is not very large
and similar on the inside to the GLC that
is sold in India

PRETTY PLAIN
The EQC isn’t a ground-breaking design, which you would expect
from a car that represents the future of motoring and in fact, it looks
rather plain from certain angles, especially the side profile. The only
bits that spice up the looks are the stunning alloy wheels and the
distinctive nose, which has very techy looking headlights and a fibre
optic light strip running across the bonnet.
From the inside, the EQC is again very Mercedes with lots of
common bits like the switchgear, and of course, the fantastic double
screen display for the infotainment and all the car’s functions.
Adding a bit of ‘EV-ness’ to the cabin is a blue (for electric) lighting
strip and some avante garde design bits like the fluted aircon vents
and grated speaker grilles. Space-wise the EQC is not very large and
similar on the inside to the GLC that is sold in India.
I pick up the EQC from Oslo airport but find there’s only 30km
of charge left in the 80kwH battery so my first stop is the nearest
charging station. That’s quite easy to find because all the charging
stations in the country are stored in the navigation system, which
is very handy. Charging the EQC was a breeze. It’s fast (around 20
minutes to get an 80 per cent charge) and there are plenty of quick
chargers around. With the charging out of the way, it’s now time to
get down to the driving.

The EQC
isn’t a groundbreaking
design, which
you would
expect from
a car that
QUIET AND QUICK
represents
The EQC, powered by two electric motors, which produce a
combined 408hp, is no slouch. Floor the pedal and this 2.4 ton SUV
the future of
lunges forward with a strong, seamless surge of acceleration. The
motoring
way the EQC gathers speed silently and without drama can land you
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in trouble in a country known for its punitively high speeding fines.
Masking the EQC’s speed is its astonishing level of refinement.
Yes, electric cars are quiet, but this one is eerily so. The whine of the
electric motors, the roar of the tyres have been painstakingly filtered
out to create a cabin so hushed you can hear yourself breathe. On
Norway’s well-manicured roads, sparsely-trafficked but strictly
speed-regulated highways, driving something so refined as the EQC
was, well, quite a non-event. A bit boring and sterile? Maybe. But the
future of motoring is going to be just that. Better get used to it.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
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ONE BLOUSE,
TWO WAYS
TO WEAr IT

PREsEnTinG FiVE sTaTEMEnT
BloUsEs, anD hoW YoU Can sTYlE
ThEM DiFFEREnTlY EVERY TiME!
Text by Drishti Vij// Photos by Shivamm Paathak
Styling by Jahnvi Bansal

T

here is no garment that’s more adaptable or democratising than the sari. From Bollywood’s prima donna
Deepika Padukone to Bangladeshi activist Kalpona
Akter, all wear it with equal savoir faire. But, the
ubiquity of the sari blouse – that can give a new lease of life
to an old sari, add a dash of colour to a drape or be used as a
standalone piece with everything from culottes to paperbag
skirts – has gone unnoticed.
Interestingly, the sari blouse was introduced by the British
when India was a colony under the Raj. “It used to be a tightfitted garment that served the purpose of covering up,” reveals
fashion designer Payal Singhal. During the 19th century, many
women didn’t cover their torsos in the southern part of India
and Bengali women went bare-breasted under the saris, as seen
in the National Award-winning film Chokher Bali (2003).
Modesty as a virtue was borrowed from the Victorian way
of dressing, as women used to wear tight corsets under highneck gowns. As they started going to work in the West, women
started dressing differently too. Corsets were given up and highneck blouses could be worn with skirts or trousers. The blouse
was perhaps the first attempt by women wanting to fit into a
man’s world – it was revolutionary.

Sari and shirt, Badaam;
shoes, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

MoDEsTY Was a ViRTUE
BoRRoWED FRoM ThE
ViCToRian WaY oF DREssinG:
EnGlish laDiEs WoRE
CoRsETs, BEnGali WoMEn
WERE BaRE-BREasTED UnDER
ThEiR saRis
Fashion designer Anju Modi says: “Culturally, we’ve been
seeing the sari from the caves of Khajuraho to ancient paintings. But the modern woman has moved past it. The blouse has
become a statement piece and there are myriad ways to style it. It
used to be a body-hugging garment, but it has now transformed
into a relaxed silhouette. Anti-fit blouses – be it a cape or a jacket
– have become the norm.” Fashion designer Nachiket Barve
adds, “There isn’t just one type of blouse any more as the sari
is no longer for mums and grannies, which is why there are so
many ways to wear it. ”
Therefore, modern-day blouses have gone beyond the sari
– they’re not just worn to enhance it. And even though history
shows us how the sari didn’t need a blouse at one point but
we’ve now come to a point where blouses needn’t be armed with
the sari, at all!
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Sari and jacket blouse,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin

jacket and pants,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin

THE SHIRT BLOUSE

THE SHIRt USEd tO bE A
WORkWEAR StAPLE ANd tHE
SHIRt bLOUSE IS ItS mOdERN
INtERPREtAtION – RELAxEd
YEt StYLISH

Sari and shirt, Badaam;
shoes, H&M; earrings
and trousers,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

THE COAT BLOUSE

pOPULARISEd bY tHE mILItARY
dURINg tHE WORLd WAR, A LIgHt
OVERCOAt-StYLE bLOUSE CAN bE WORN
dURINg UNPREdICtAbLE WEAtHER

Pair the subtlety of the classic
white shirt with a relaxed drape

Match utilitarian outerwear
with the fluidity of the whole
nine yards

Drape your sari in: “A relaxed
way just as they would in a Raja Ravi
Varma painting. Keep it a bit casual,”
says designer Anju Modi.

Drape your sari in: “Assamese
Mekhela style or even something where
the pallu is draped towards the front,”
says Anju Modi.

alTernaTively wear iT
wiTh: “Cigarette pants or culottes,”
she adds.

alTernaTively wear iT wiTh:
“Trousers for a formal event in the
evening,” she says.

accessorise wiTh: “Belts! You
can go a little experimental with them
if the design of the blouse is simple.
Or keep it simple if it’s an embellished
look,” suggests Anju Modi.

accessorise wiTh: “A Victorian
brooch for understated elegance,” says
fashion designer Nachiket Barve.
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Fashion

Blouse and sari,
Anavila; shoes, H&M

Blouse and sari,
Bloni; shoes and
skirt, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

The sTaTemenT-sleeve BloUse

As indicated by the name, this style is one where
the exaggerated sleeve becomes the focus of the
garment (and you get to flaunt the coolest trend of
the year too!)
Make a plain sari the cynosure of attention by pairing it
with a blouse with dramatic sleeves

“wear The sTaTemenT-sleeve
BloUse wiTh wide-legged
TroUsers or a volUminoUs
skirT For a reTro viBe! ”
–rimple narUla, Fashion designer

DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN: “Fine pleating at the shoulder,
casually draping the pallu over the wrist after tying it loosely around
the waist or wrapping it around the neck,” says fashion designer
Rimple Narula.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT WITH: “A dhoti skirt or a dhoti pant.
But, keep it high-waisted. A lot of mid-riff with a blouse does not
always look good,” says Nachiket. “You can even wear it with widelegged trousers or a voluminous skirt for a retro vibe,” adds Rimple.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A haathphool or a ring. Less is more,”
says Nachiket.
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“the anti-fit blouse shouldn’t be
paired with anything pre-stitched.
Keep it comfortable with
loosely done pleats”
–anju modi, fashion designer

Blouse, Anavila; skirt,
H&M; footwear, H&M

the anti-fit blouse

Airy, breathable and loose-fitting, this
blouse doesn’t cling to your curves and
comes sans plunging necklines
Welcome new-age elegance into your
wardrobe with an anti-fit blouse
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN: “Loosely done
pleats. Keep it comfortable and avoid anything
pre-stitched,” says Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT WITH: “Relaxed
skirts or trousers. But, nothing too baggy,” says
Nachiket Barve.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “Antique silver jewellery
for a bohemian look,” says fashion designer
Payal Singhal.

Blouse and
sari, Anavila

Sari, Rimzim Dadu;
jacket, Abraham &
Thakore; shoes, Boots
and Buckles; jewellery,
Payal Khandwala
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“accEssorisE
ThE mETallic
BloUsE wiTh a coin
nEcklacE For an
EThnic look or
diamonds iF yoU’rE
going To
a wEdding!”
–nachikET BarvE,
Fashion dEsignEr

Sari and blouse,
Rimzim Dadu; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

ThE mETallic
BloUsE

A SPaCE AgE sTaPLE, THE mETaL WIRE
Is makIng sTYLIsH InROads InTO
ETHnIC fasHIOn In THE fORm Of
a bLOUsE
Bring back Parisian night clubs from
the 1960s by adding metallic texture to
the blouse
DrApe with your SAri iN: “Styles from
across the length and breadth of the country.
There are so many drapes that come from
various ethnic groups. Each part of India has
a drape of its own. There’s a lot of room for
experimentation,” says fashion designer
Payal Singhal.

Blouse, Rimzim
Dadu; trousers, H&M;
earrings, Bhaavya
Bhatnagar; shoes,
Rimzim Dadu

AlterNAtively weAr it with:
“Palazzos or even leather pants. It really
depends on the length and the fit of the
blouse,” says fashion designer Nachiket Barve.

Art direction: Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Model: Priya Jain
(Feat. Artists)

AcceSSoriSe with: “A coin necklace for
an ethnic look or diamonds if you’re going to
a wedding, depending on the occasion,” says
designer Nachiket Barve.
drishti.vij@htlive.com
Follow @VijDrishti on Twitter
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FOOD

“You can have the
freshest catch, but
how we bring it to
the shore dictates
its quality”

Fishy business
HT Brunch took Dharshan
Munidasa to Sassoon Docks
in Mumbai, where he seems
to feel at home
Make-up and hair:
Ashish Moitra

Fresh From sea
Chef Munidasa
with (right) chef
Jerry Thomas,
culinary head at
The Ministry of
Crab, Mumbai
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The Crab WiTh The
Golden ClaWs
Sri Lankan chef Dharshan Munidasa will go to any lengths to acquire the
perfect seafood for his customers
Text by Ananya Ghosh // Photos shot exclusively for HT Brunch by Aalok Soni
t is 6.30am – peak hour at one of
the busiest and largest wholesale fish markets and auction
centres in Mumbai. Overflowing
with fresh blood and steeped with a
stiff stench, it’s not a place for the
faint-hearted. But dressed in his
chef’s whites, world-famous Sri
Lankan chef and restaurateur
Dharshan Munidasa is right at
home. He wanders about, clicking
pictures, checking out the tuna and
Bombay ducks and baby sharks. It
takes us some time to catch hold of
him for the shoot.
“This is the kind of place I love!
The worst fish markets are the ones
in Hong Kong and Singapore where
you have dead fish freezing in
white-tiled AC rooms,” he smiles.
“The variety of fish here is mindboggling! But sadly, the quality is not
that good. You can have the freshest
catch, but how we bring it to the
shore dictates its quality. How you
keep it in the trawlers, transport it
to the markets, handle it, everything
has an impact,” explains Munidasa,
who is known for his no-freeze policy.

i

for the love
of nature
Born in Tokyo, Japan, to a Sri
Lankan father, Dr Milton Munidasa, and Japanese mother, Nobuko
Munidasa, Munidasa’s food ethos is
shaped by Japanese cuisine as is his
obsession with fresh ingredients.
“For me, ingredients are everything,” he says. “It’s a very Japanese
way of looking at food. And it’s not
just seafood. Even if you are making
a dish with eggs, the quality and
colour of the egg and even the height
of the yolk will dictate the quality of
the dish. We all know how important
fresh ingredients are. It’s really
simple. But simplicity is sometimes
the most difficult thing to control. My
style of cooking and eating is to bring
the core ingredients to the fore.”

up, Close, personal
Though Japanese cuisine made him
fall in love with fresh ingredients,
it was when he moved to Sri Lanka
while still a child that Munidasa’s
love turned into passion.
“Japan is known for celebrating its love for nature through art,
food, Ikebana, bonsai, everything.
And then you put such people in a
jungle country like Sri Lanka, where
nature was always within five-minute
distance. It was like living inside an
amusement park! Back in Tokyo, going fishing would be a meticulouslyplanned annual affair. But in Sri
Lanka, it was just a quick bicycle ride
away. My brother and I would often

is interesting is that Munidasa has
never attempted to merge Japanese
cuisine with Sri Lankan. “People
often ask me if I am more Japanese
or more Sinhalese. Well, I am equally
both! I even dream in two languages.
I have two different palates and that
is why one of my restaurants serves
authentic Japanese and the other
two are true to their Sri Lankan
roots. Fusion food is about 30 years
old, and it died 15 years back. I think
the restaurant industry in India
needs to wake up to this reality!

aCCidental Chef
It might come as a surprise that
Munidasa is not a trained chef. In

“this [sassoon doCKs] is the
Kind of plaCe i love. the worst
fish marKets are the ones in
hong Kong and singapore, where
You have dead fish freeZing in
white-tiled aC rooms!”
—dharshan munidasa
go fishing and then slice the fresh
catch with our Swiss knives and
eat them!”

avoiding the
melting pot
Munidasa is the founder of three
flagship restaurants: Nihonbashi, a
restaurant serving authentic Japanese food, which has the distinction
of being the first Sri Lankan restaurant to have ever made it to Asia’s 50
Best Restaurants List, The Ministry
of Crab, a restaurant that takes pride
in serving fresh export quality Sri
Lankan lagoon crabs and has been
ranked in Asia’s top 50 restaurant
list for the fifth consecutive year in
2019, and Kaema Sutra – the newest
addition that specialises in contemporary Sri Lankan cuisine. But what

fact, he planned to graduate from
Johns Hopkins University, USA,
with a double degree in computer
engineering and international
relations. But he lost his father just
before his final exams and had to
come back to be with his family. His
father had long toyed with the idea
of opening a Japanese restaurant
and Munidasa decided to give it a
go. But ask him what brought him
to this profession and he laughs,
“Hunger! I can’t eat bad food!”

if Crab be the
food of love
For Munidasa, the way food is served
is also important. His Ministry of Crab
has plates specially designed to serve
crabs. “It has nine ridges, exactly the
same as that on a crab!” he quips.

“Aesthetics play a huge role
in Japanese cuisine. If today chefs
across the world are focusing on
Instagrammable food, Japan’s
been doing it for the past 300
years!” says the chef.
At the recently-opened Ministry Of Crab in Mumbai, the crabs
weigh between half kg and two kgs.
“In other restaurants you’ll mostly
have three bodies and five claws
put in a pot and cooked. There’s no
beauty or aesthetics in that. Also, it
is a very different feeling when you
are holding a big crab. The sensation of eating one is also different,”
he says.

Clawing for
perfeCtion
He points out that in countries like
Sri Lanka and India, premium quality crabs are all exported. “What
the restaurants end up buying are
export rejects, which would have
uneven claws or may be even a claw
missing. But for me, it is important
to get hold of perfect crabs for my
dishes. So we started getting those
in Sri Lanka by paying the export
rate. And we are following the same
principle in India. Still, it’s not
easy. Given the fact that crabs are
cannibalistic in nature, it is rather
difficult to get fully-grown crabs.
The trick is to build that kind of
trust with the sources.”
Ask him why he is obsessed with
crabs with perfect claws, and he says:
“Because if you don’t care about the
ingredients and how they look on the
plate, you are not a chef but a cook.”
And it’s not just perfectly symmetrical claws he is after, but also the
pedigree. Munidasa has spent months
ensuring they source best crabs from
both coasts of India. “We are using
mud crabs which are wild-caught.
Those taste better,” he smiles.
ananya.ghosh@htlive.com
Follow @ananya1281 on Twitter
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TRAVEL

MERMAIDS IN THE MALDIVES
A mother-daughter bonding trip turns into a happy, and a rather telling travelogue
Text and photos by Kalyani Chawla

hat one sentence “I am bored”
is a constant for any parent
bringing up an only child.
The Easter holidays were
coming up, and my daughter Tahira
had a month off. I desperately
wanted her to come home, but knew
it would be a battle which had to be
won by pure manipulation. I had to
lure her with travel.
This is an inherited disease –
like mother, like daughter! We’ve
been travelling together since she
was one year old and we have loved
every second of it. Now it’s a great
way to bond with my teenage daughter while discovering new places,
exploring local sights and food, and
experiencing all the things offered by
our destination.
These Easter holidays coincided
with Holi in India, which Tahira
Tara had not experienced in many,
many years. So, coming back to India
seemed a good idea. But what about
the rest of the holidays, “so boring”?

T

I began planning a travel schedule in
a frenzy.
Holi was a fabulous experience
in Jaisalmer, and then in Jaipur for
the young Maharaja Padmanabh
‘Pacho’ Singh’s exotic tribal-themed
party this year. With three more
weeks to go, I had to top this with
something very special. Maldives
was the magic word. I had been there
many years ago and it was one of
my best memories, which I always
wanted to revisit.

GO FISH
We headed to the southern-most part
of the Maldives. The journey is a bit
tedious: we stopped in Trivandrum
after taking off at an unearthly hour
of 5am from Delhi, but a quick flight
later, we landed at Male airport
where the hotel staff assisted us in
checking into the domestic flight
to Gan Airport. As we flew into the
Shangri-La Resort, we were presented with a certificate showing that we

“FACING ONE’S FEAR OF WATER, SEEING
WHO TANS BETTER AND WAKING UP TO A
HIP-HOP ALARM… THINGS MOTHERS DO
ON HOLIDAY WITH TEENAGE DAUGHTERS!”

had crossed the equator. Then
there was a 15-minute boat ride,
and then many hours of travel
fatigue dissipated as soon
as we walked up the ramp
into the resort and our
spectacular villa.
I think I birthed a fish.
Tahira Tara Chawla loves
the water. And after almost
eight years, I was waking up
to a rap music alarm to shower and change for breakfast
with my daughter who never
wakes for breakfast at home
since she is sleep deprived, I
am told, in the torture camp
called school!
We sat on the beach, ate
fresh fruit, muesli and scrambled eggs and bacon every
morning, enjoying the lashing
waves and the swaying palm
trees. Phones were taken out
only to take pictures: every
frame is Instagram-worthy.
Tahira and I love
speed, especially on the
sea. An hour of jet skiing
and racing on the Arabian
Sea, losing the sight of the
shore while the sun set in
the horizon, being teased

“This
[travelling] is
an inherited
disease – like
mother, like
daughter!
We’ve been
travelling
together since
she was one
year old!”
–Kalyani
Chawla
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by show-off dolphins leaping out in
double somersaults and following
us for miles... this was possibly one
of the most unforgettable experiences in our lives so far.
Dinner was at one of the oldest
restaurants in the island, at a
candlelit table for two on the
beach front. We were served
delicious seafood, fresh from
the nets of the fishermen. No
carbs, only protein and the
heathiest grilled fish we have
had in the longest time!

GOING UNDER

Photo: SHUTTERSTOCK

Back at the villa, we sat on the deck
outside, listening to the waves. Then
we moved to the hammock, which
is on the water, lying side by side
and staring up at the sky to see the
stars staring down at us, so bright, so
many, so near. It was a cosmic
moment of sheer magic. I had to
thank the universe for the many
wonders that life offers me, and
looking at my daughter, I knew that
life is indeed so very beautiful.
The hip-hop alarm woke me up
from the best sleep I had had after a
long, long time, and we raced to the
beach after breakfast to swim in the
blue waters, which stretched kneedeep for miles.
Deep-sea diving came next. After
a training period with the apparatus,
we dived into the ocean. It is not
rocket science, and once you focus
and get over the fear, it’s really quite
easy. Tahira is a natural in the water.
She is a quick learner, and was the
first to earn the instructor’s praise.
I had dived the last time I visited
the Maldives, but my fear of water
surfaced again. Because I wanted to
make this a good time for Tahira, I

THE LOCAL LIFE
The writer says that exploring
local sights, like this fresh fruits
and vegetables market in Male,
is a great way to bond with
teenage children

went in with a brave face and a bit of
a quivering heart.
My daughter stretched out,
her hand holding mine while we
watched the corals and the wonders
of the sea turtles and the schools of
fish oblivious to us humans. That
world down there is a world of its
own, fascinating and breathtakingly
beautiful. Nothing you ever expect,
no matter what you may have seen
in pictures or movies or documentaries. To experience it personally
is incomparable.
All tanned now (we have
competed to see who tans better!),
we shower and change, and there’s
serious dressing up for dinner
because we’re headed for the resort’s
fine dining restaurant. Being starved
for good meats, I have the best steak
and salad while sitting on the beach
under a sky full of stars and chatting
with Tahira about everything. We
return to the villa with half a
bottle of wine which I continue to
consume, sitting on the deck and listening to Barry White while Tahira
reads. Sleep comes quickly, with
happy exhaustion like never before.

“I THINK I BIRTHED A
FISH. MY DAUGHTER
TAHIRA TARA LOVES
THE WATER”

CULTIVATING
CORALS

WATER BABIES
Harbour boats next to Male airport;
(Inset) Snorkeling is a popular
watersport in the Maldives

Photo: SHUTTERSTOCK

PARADISE REGAINED
Watching the sunset on
these spectacular islands
is a real sensory treat

The next day, we snorkelled. At the
resort, it’s a mix of fun and environmental protection: the villas are built
on stilts standing firm on the seabed;
after some learning about corals, we
dived in and planted corals beneath
the waves. We’ll be updated about
the health of these corals via the eco
centre, so we’ll be forever attached to
this particular bit of seabed.
After deep-sea diving, this was a
lark, and I found myself swimming
with a fellow who kept following me:
an odd ball with huge eyes who kept
brushing over me with funny big
lips. Who knows, maybe this was a
water prince!
Our last day we spent swimming
in the bluest of water; despite the
slight damper of rain in the morning, the sun shone on us, turning our
skins a golden tan.

OCEAN FRESH
The writer’s daughter Tahira Tara
Chawla enjoying delicious seafood
Cycling back to our villa, we
watched the last sunset on this
spectacular island before heading
off in our finest beachwear for our
last supper, which was specially set
up by the resort for us at a secret
location. We got off the buggy to a
candlelit pathway, and were greeted
by our personal server and the chef
who was preparing us a meal that we
won’t forget in a hurry. The canopied
tent with a hundred candles around
us, a full moon, music from a boom
box and my daughter and I… there
was little else I could have asked for.
I would go back to the Maldives
in a heartbeat. It’s a place spectacular for its obvious beauty and surroundings, but it’s mainly the locals
who call me back. Such kind, peaceful souls. The many Indians and Sri
Lankans who work for the various
hotel chains make it a comfort zone.
Three nights was too short a trip,
and when we returned home, it all
seemed like a dream. One of the best
mother-daughter trips we have had,
this one is certainly for the archives.
Maldives, we will be back!
brunchletters@hindustantimes.com
Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter
The writer is a fashion entrepreneur who is
passionate about art and also loves travelling with
her daughter, Tahira
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‘COZ EVERYONE’S LOOKING TO CONTAIN IT! STRESS EATING

HEALTHY HABITS FOR
5
A STRESS-FREE BODY
o lose weight and keep it off, stress
reduction is almost as important
as calorie reduction. And all those
who seem to be winning the battle of
the bulge have one thing in common:
they’ve figured out coping mechanisms
to deal with stress, both everyday and
chronic. Instead of eating they call a
friend, go for a walk or read. They also
inculcate food and non-food habits that
help them chuck stress automatically.
Here are a few of them.

T

1 Drink some tea: You sip it slowly
and calm descends! That’s because tea
contains an amino acid called theamine that has mind-relaxing properties.
And if you make the cup herbal, you
get the added advantage of a calm,
energised mind.
2 Get out in the sun: Do this so that
the brain produces more of the natural
anti-depressant serotonin. This helps
suppress the appetite, prevents mood
eating and mindless munching, and
also increases body’s metabolic rate by
stimulating the thyroid.
3 Sleep more: Shortened sleep
cycles give you more time and opportunity to graze, and can also increase
our appetites. That’s because there are

lower levels of the satiety hormone,
leptin, higher levels of the hunger hormone, ghrelin in people who are sleep
deprived. So, set the sleep cycle right if
you want the weight to budge.
4 Go bananas, and figs: The reason
why bananas rank as a happy food is
due to the great amount of tryptophan
and tyrosine it contains. They’re both
precursors to “happy” neurotransmitters – serotonin and dopamine! Figs
are a good source of vitamin B6 too,
which is responsible for producing
mood-boosting serotonin. Include both
in your diet.
5 Meditate everyday: Agreed, that
to stay thin we need to move about,
burn calories and sweat, but sitting
still can also help sculpt your body.
Meditating will make you a more relaxed and calm person. And when we
are relaxed, our stress hormones that
lead to over eating junk, high calorie
stuff, recede. So, for 10 minutes everyday, sit and reflect. It’ll keep your
waist thin and love handles away.

—Dr Kavita Devgan
Kavita Devgan is a Delhi-based, Nutritionist, Weight Management Consultant and
author of Ultimate Grandmother Hacks
and Don’t Diet! 50 Habits of thin people

WORKOUTS FOR
5
A FREE HEAD
etting to the gym can be greatly
de-stressing and helps curb stress
eating too. But in times of great
stress, do not try to out do yourself in
the gym. Just do a regular workout
and leave!

G

1 Breathing exercises: It’s a great
way to reduce stress, shift the body
from fight or flight state to rest and digest state i.e. a shift from sympathetic
to parasympathetic nervous system.
2 Chinese martial arts: Tai Chi
and movement exercises like Qi Gong
are excellent ways to reduce stress
as well as improve balance
and coordination.
3 Kickboxing: Moves where
you hit target pads, heavy

bags are a good way to reduce
stress as well as improve cardiovascular fitness.
4 Mobility: This part of the training
where you practice getting in and out
of demanding postures tends to have
a calming effect and reducing stress.
Animal flow exercise routine is a good
example of this.

5 Massage: A deep tissue massage
can help ease the stress, and stiff
neck and upper back and shoulders
that stressed people often complain
about. It’s a good idea to take one
every month!

—Kamal Singh CSCS
Kamal Singh is a Certified Strength
and Conditioning Specialist who has been
coaching for 15 years
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PERSONAL AGENDA
Photo: URVI DESALE
Styling: ANEESA GANDHI AND
ROCHELLE D’SA
Make-up: PIYU PALKAR
Hair: SHAGUFTA SAYED
Outfit, Dhruv Singh;
jewellery, Eurumme

Actress, producer & writer

Tisca Chopra
DATE OF BIRTH
November 1

SUNSIGN
Scorpio

HOME TOWN
Mumbai

PLACE OF BIRTH
Kasauli

FIRST BREAK

My movie Platform (1993)

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Apeejay School, Noida/Hindu College, Delhi

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The birth of my daughter Tara

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

When even after succeeding in getting a break so early, at 19, my
film tanked and no one was ready to touch me with a bargepole

ON MY PHONE

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
Since I’m deeply influenced
by the works of Frank Gehry,
the famous architect, I’d have
been one.

MOST USED APP: Instagram
FIRST APP YOU CHECK IN THE MORNING:
WhatsApp
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: My short film Chutney
THE LAST POST ON INSTA: The shoot I did
as a host of a TV show
PHOTO EDITING APPS: I use a Photoeditor
app, Moldiv and Photoshop Express

An actor you really admire...?
Meryl Streep.
A film genre you’d love to try...?
I’m dying to do a romantic film.
What’s the craziest thing a fan
has done for you?
A guy flew down from Oman,
slept in his car for three to four
days outside my house and all
he wanted to do was to shake
hands with me. It was crazy as
well as scary.

How do you handle trolls?
By not paying any attention to them.

One thing that no one knows
about you is...?
I will give up pretty much
anything to have frozen yogurt.
I’ll travel miles for it, fill up the
biggest tub with it and not share
with anyone!
Which is your all-time favourite
TV show?
Breaking Bad.

Your definition of love....?
It’s largely indescribable and is about
having someone’s back, knowing that
you will put them before yourself.

And what’s it like anchoring a
show on TV?
It feels great to be a part of a show
like Savdhaan India that spreads
awareness about crime.

One thing you can do better than
your mother...?
Make-up!

If you woke up as a man one day,
what would you do?
Go back to sleep!

And what’s the best thing
about marriage?
It’s like having a long sleepover
with a friend.
What’s your strategy in a crisis?
Every crisis demands a different
strategy. I’m pretty Zen though, I’m a
good mix of Punjabi nerves with a
Buddhist focus.
What do you love most
about Delhi?
The winters, the food and the roads.
Share your fitness mantra
with us.
Yoga. We massively undermine
its ability!
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

GETS SOFTER
WITH EVERY WASH.
WHAT'S YOUR TOWEL'S SUPERPOWER?

HYGROCOTTON TOWELS
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S

PHOTO:
RAHUL
JHANGIANI

VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

Rishabh Suri
abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.

T

“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest
to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25

years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.
“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and

female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to
film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

There is more to me than just Mr India reboot is my ode to Sridevi: Boney Kapoor
comedy, says Sunil Grover T
Sneha Mahadevan

Kavita Awaasthi
orking with a superstar
is not a piece of cake,
and that’s what popular
comedy actor Sunil Grover
realised while shooting for
Bharat with Salman Khan.
Although he had known
Salman professionally, he got
to know the superstar
personally while on the sets.
“I am in awe of Salman
bhai’s aura and personality. I
look up to him. People only see
the star that he is, but he is a
multi-dimensional man. He is
so dedicated to his films and
family. He meets so many
people in a day. Bhai ke darbar
mein roz bahut log aate hain.
That must take up a lot of
energy. When he connects
with someone, he stays in
touch with them. He talks with
a make-up man or a
sportsperson or an actor or
director with the same
enthusiasm,” he says.
Sunil shares it was tricky to
pull off the role of Salman’s
friend in the upcoming film
convincingly. “Salman Khan
is such a huge superstar, so I
had to ensure that our bond
looked real onscreen and not
over-friendly. Maintaining a
balance was tough, as I didn’t
want to look unnatural and
didn’t want his fans to think so
at all,” says Sunil, who
debuted in films with Pyaar
Toh Hona Hi Tha (1998).
Having proved his comic
talent on television in various
shows including the Comedy
Nights With Kapil, Sunil has
made his place in the sun.
Though comedy is his forte,
the actor wants to attempt
roles away that genre. He says,
“If the role demands comedy
then I am all for it. Comedy is
difficult, and thankfully,
people get me and my jokes.
Mera sur laga hua hai
audiences ke saath. I feel
blessed. But I would like to
explore other kinds of roles
too. I feel I have shown only
one aspect of my talent to
people, there is more to me.”
Sunil admits working in big
films like Vishal Bhardwaj’s
directorial Pataakha (2018)
and director Ali Abbas Zaffar’s

Sunil Grover
(left) says he is
in awe of
Salman Khan’s
(below) aura
and personality

W

his week marked the 32nd
anniversary of one of the
most iconic films in Hindi
cinema — Mr India. Produced
by Boney Kapoor, the 1987 film
starred his brother, actor Anil
Kapoor, and wife, late actor
Sridevi. The film also gave the
cine lovers one of the most
iconic Hindi film villains —
Mogambo, a character
portrayed by late actor
Amrish Puri. Boney tells us
the reboot of the original is in
the making, as he takes us
down memory lane. Excerpts:

Boney
Kapoor

PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

Sridevi
HT PHOTO

REMEMBERING
SRIDEVI
The most special memory is,
of course, meeting my wife
Sridevi for the first time for the
film and the first day of
shooting with her.
In those days, Sri used to
charge ₹8.5 lakh for a film, and
her mother would give 30-35
days for the entire film. When I
went to sign Sri up for it, she
asked for ₹10 lakh thinking
after bargaining I will get it
down to ₹8.5 lakh. But, I took a
pause and said I will pay ₹11
lakh. They were shocked and
didn’t know what had
happened. They also said that
her staff must stay close to
Sri’s hotel. I said I’d make
them stay in the same hotel.
My only condition was that I
needed 60-65 days, but we
ended up shooting for 125 days
because she was passionate
about the project and knew it
needed that kind of time.

‘NOT JOINING KAPIL
SHARMA’S SHOW’
The speculations that
Sunil will join Kapil
Sharma’s show keep
surfacing. The latest buzz
was that Salman tried to
patch up the two artistes
and Sunil will be on the
show. But Sunil refutes it,
saying: “People make
assumptions and take it
from there. There is no
such development.” Kapil
and Sunil had a fallout in
May, 2017.

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

MR INDIA RELOADED

32 YEARS OF MR INDIA
It doesn’t feel like it has been
32 years since the film released
(29 May, 1987). I remember
everything so vividly, I can
describe every day of the
shoot. I was lucky to have a
crew that was motivated and
so passionate. That crew was
driven by passion — right

from Shekhar Kapur to Javed
Akhtar to Baba Azmi to Peter
Pereira to Veeru Devgan —
everyone gave their best to the
film. It was miraculous that we
managed to pull it off.
In those days, all films
starring A-listers were made
on a budget of ₹80-90 crore,
I remember this film cost me
₹4 crore!

MONEY MATTERS
I was given the title of Saddam
Hussain because people
thought I was just burning
through the money. People
would go to my father
(producer Surinder Kapoor) to
tell him we will ruin
everything. Some
sympathisers even went to
Anil to tell him I’d ruin his

We tried to think of a sequel
but nothing worked out so we
are now rebooting it. We will
make it contemporary. It’d be
my ode to Sri and to Veeru
(who died recently) and
Amrish Puri and everyone
who contributed to the film.
But the most to Sri, because
she was the sole selling factor
of the film. Of course, Anil will
be a part of the film. In fact, I’d
want most people from the
original to be a part of this. It’d
mean a lot to me if they
contributed to the film .
Whenever we meet, we talk
about Mr India with the same
passion, so I am sure they
would be happy to be a part of
the film.

Diana Penty aspires to be an ‘irreplaceable’ actor
Sangeeta Yadav
fter flaunting her sartorial
choices on the Cannes red
carpet, actor Diana Penty
is back home. Calling her debut
at Festival De Cannes a
“memorable and
unforgettable” experience, the
actor aspires to do a film that
can be screened at an
international festival like
Cannes.
“It’ll be an honour for me to
have my work showcased at
such a prestigious platform,”
says Diana. However, she is

A

Bharat has been interesting.
While the former was a dream
come true, the latter, has him
in an interesting role. He says,
“I am glad to have got the
chance to work in an industry
I have always wanted to be a
part of. It’s a huge deal.”
n

career because he was an
invisible character in the film.

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

.

quick to clarify that it’s not the
only goal one should work
towards. “Having said that, I
also believe this is not the only
measure for someone’s talent
and achievement. Movies are
made for the audience’s
consumption and their love
tops any other form of
appreciation.”
After making her acting
debut in Cocktail (2012)
alongside Deepika Padukone
and Saif Ali Khan, she went on
to star in films such as Happy
Bhag Jayegi (2016), Lucknow
Central (2017) or Parmanu: The

Story of Pokhran and Happy
Phirr Bhag Jayegi (both in
2018). On being a part of a
variety of genres, Diana adds,
“My work reflects that I’m
being picky and choosy about
the projects. That’s because I
aspire to be irreplaceable and
some of the choices that I’ve
made are proof enough.”
“As an actor, I always look
for roles that challenge the
artist within me. My aim is to
be able to do something unique
that gives me immense
satisfaction,” she concludes.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
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You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

HOWTODEALWITH A
POSSESSIVE PARTNER
here is a fine line between
being protective and
being possessive.
“Primarily possessiveness
could be attributed to a
childhood trauma, past
relationship experiences or
simply due to a misplaced
understanding of life,” says
marriage counsellor Shivani
Sadhoo.
At first, one always feels
nice that your partner wants
to know every minute detail
about your life, such as your
whereabouts, what you are
doing and who you are with.
But after a point it tends to
feel as if he or she is stalking
you. Harsheen Arora,
psychologist shares a few
pointers on how to deal when
you have a possessive
partner:

T

AT FIRST, ONE FEELS
NICE THAT A PERSON
WANTS TO KNOW
EVERY MINUTE DETAIL
ABOUT YOUR LIFE

ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.

Decoding Rahu and its effects

A

A

Actor Matt Bomer
PHOTO: MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI

PHOTO: HTCS

rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

PHOTO:
ISTOCK

false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Pallavi Rai Bhasin

BOMER’S HAPPY
GAY ROLES
HAVE MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW

Dia Mirza

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

DAILY HOROSCOPE

n Try to talk and understand

where their steaming
behaviour is coming
from.
n Make your partner feel
secure by expressing your
love for them and also
involve them in your life.
n Instead of giving into
irrational demands or
reacting angrily, try to be
calm at the moment.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
rou
utine. Something said
or done on the
o
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the
journey is likely to add to
jou
your excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
financial stability meet
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
for some. Someone is
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
eir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
like
ely to be received. A
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
d
realise your dreams and
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

SHOW BUZZ

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

LOOKBACK

GREYWALASHADE:
AGEING ON SCREEN

03

Taapsee
Pannu;
(inset) in
Saand Ki
Aankh
PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

Good old memory
Actor Soni Razdan shared this beautiful memory from the
set of her film Mandi that released in the 80s. She wrote,
“Memories of MANDI Women In Indian Cinema#SoniRazdan, #ShabanaAzmi and #SmitaPatil in
#ShyamBenegal’s Mandi (1983).” PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SONIRAZDAN

QUOTE HANGER
SINCE THE LAST
COUPLE OF
YEARS, I’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR
SCRIPTS THAT
WILL TAKE ME
OUT OF MY
COMFORT ZONE

I DON’T WORK
FOR MORE THAN
EIGHT HOURS
BECAUSE OF MY
SON (TAIMUR).
SOMETIMES, I
CAN MAKE AN
EXCEPTION.

JACQUELINE
FERNANDEZ,
ACTOR

KAREENA
KAPOOR KHAN,
ACTOR

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the
whole ‘old’ angle. In fact,
it actually made me
look at it like a
challenge. I knew that
I will probably not get
a role like this again
at this age. Nobody
would want me to play
a 65-year-old woman. I
was pretty gung-ho about it

Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Aishwarya shoots for Pulwama
martyrs tribute video
ragedy struck on
February 14 when a
40-member convoy of CRPF
jawans was attacked by a
suicide bomber in Pulwama.
Along with everyone else,
Bollywood also extended
their support to the families
of the martyrs. As many as
14 actors had shot for a
special four-minute video,
offering tribute to these
martyrs. Now, as per
reports, actor Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan is also a part of
the video, titled Tu Desh
Mera, which will be released
on July 27.
HTC

T

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan

FREEZE FRAME

Collectingpricelesspetals
oflife,onestepatatime

and looking forward to seeing
myself as an old woman
onscreen,” says Taapsee.

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to try
different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only going
to win over the audience,” he
shares.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about.
The book, which is a
collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The Tribune’s
assistant editor Harvinder
Khetal at the Chandigarh Press
Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space
in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects
of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away

L

A couple Sharma show
Actor-comedian Kapil Sharma and his wife Ginni Chatrath
recently met veteran actor Dharmendra. He posted the
photo on his social media account and wrote, “A million
dollar pic with our darling @aapkadharam paji. The man
with a golden heart @ginnichatrath.”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KAPILSHARMA

TWITTER TWATTER
@ShwetaPandit7:
Overthinking but i have an
idea
@swastika24: Went &
stood below my 1st ever
home in mumbai. The
guards have changed & this
city doesn’t care about on
lookers. Stared at the rusty
grills on windows only to
experience nothingness. My
stories are still etched on
those walls but I am not that
girl anymore.
@shekharkapur:
Intermediate diet, Keto Diet,
12 hour diet, overnight diet,
1 week diet. Amazing how
people all over the world are
making efforts, spending

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
RAVI KUMAR/HT
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the

Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com

‘It’s very important you stay relevant’
Rishabh Suri
aving been in the business
for 20 years now,
filmmaker Milan Luthria
has experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about his
journey so far. “It’s been good.
I’ve had the chance to work
with some fabulous people, so
many big actors who one would
never imagine working with,
especially at the start of their
career,” says Milan, adding

H
time and money to get
healthy. While 90% of the
world works really hard and
prays so they can feed their
kids and themselves the
next day.

some great films came along,
others didn’t do well.
“But [I have] no regrets. It’s
not an easy job. I always
changed genres, tried to
experiment. It’s important you
stay relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says Milan.
His next will be the Hindi
remake of a Telugu film.“We
haven’t started the shoot yet,”
he says, “We are prepping. It’s
important that when you buy

rights to something, you don’t
tamper with the essence,” he
adds.
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■

ONÇSUNDAY

SAY CHEERS
The stars of the show
at such restaurants as
Dragonfly will always
be cocktails

■

HOUSE PARTY SPECIAL
With good wine shops like La
Cave in Bengaluru and Delhi,
you don’t need to go to a hotel
for wine

■

RAISING THE BAR
At restaurants like Bo-Tai, it’s the
bar element that draws the crowds

India’s Bar Boom

■

FINE FOCUS
Zorawar Kalra is
now focussed on
cocktail-based
concepts

BARTENDERS CAN be as important as chefs to the success of today’s restaurants, but not
enough people give them the recognition they deserve

■

RUDE DRINK

Vir Sanghvi

P

eople who like beverages
are, in the F&B industry at
least, divided into two broad
categories. There are the
wine drinkers. And there are the
spirits drinkers. (And beer is a separate universe by itself.)
Within the spirits category, the
fastest growing subgroup may well
be cocktails. Yes, Indians like such
spirits as whisky. An older demographic likes single malts, but
blends are more popular. Trendies
like such white spirits as gin and
vodka.
The best thing
about spirits is that you
can drink them at home
(rather than at restaurants)
at a much lower cost, with no
great drop in the quality of
the experience. A measure of
Lagavulin or Singleton will
taste the same no matter
whether you drink it in a fancy
bar or in your living room. Given
that bars can be pricey, many people
do their drinking at home – especially now, because premium
spirits are easy to buy in retail
shops or in the duty-free sector.
So it is with the wine
trade, globally. There is no
difference in the taste of say,
a First Growth Bordeaux
drunk at home or at a restaurant. And it is much cheaper at
home without the huge restaurant
mark-ups.
This is less of an issue for wine

drinkers abroad because a) most
people in the West will order a bottle
of wine – even if it is marked up –
when they go out for dinner and b) at
top restaurants, sommeliers pride
themselves on creating wine lists
that offer unusual or even hard-tofind bottles.
In India, with a handful of
importers flogging the same bottles
to every restaurant, the wine lists
have a bland sameness with few rarities or bargains. The sommeliers
don’t do much more than open the
bottles. And anyway, Indians don’t
feel the need to have wine with their
meals.
The only advantage that restaurants once had was availability:
wine was hard to find in the local
retail sector. But with the opening of
such good wine shops as Madhulika
Dhall’s La Cave in Delhi and
Bengaluru, you don’t need to go to a
hotel to find good wine.
So, can you do all your drinking
at home? Is there anything you need
to go out for?
Yes. There is.
A good cocktail.
Even if you are a cocktail buff

and keep mixers etc. at home, there
will be only a handful of cocktails
you can make in your own bar:
say, a Bloody Mary, if you have
Worcestershire sauce and perhaps, celery salt at home. A martini
if you have the right kind of vermouth in your drinks cabinet. Even
basic cocktails like an Old Fashioned
or a Cosmopolitan are rarely made
well at home. People nearly always
go out to drink them.
There is a clear parallel with
food. We can all make black dal at
home. But it will never be Dal
Bukhara unless we go out to eat
it. We can’t really make tandoori
chicken at home because few of
us have our own tandoors. It is a
restaurant dish. A homemade dosa
has its own charm but if you want
one of these crisp, thin paper dosas,
you have to go to a pro who knows
how to make them.
So it is with drinks. It is easy
enough to drink vodka or whisky at
home. But if you want a great
cocktail, you have to go out. These
days, it is about the only drinking
experience that you can’t replicate
at home.
Savvy
restaurateurs
have
realised this. I went, a fortnight ago,
to a pre-opening party for Priyank
Sukhija’s Dragonfly in Delhi’s
Aerocity. Priyank is pretty much the
king of the Delhi restaurant scene
but, as he has gone more upmarket,
he has decided that the best way to
do it is to predicate the expansion on
cocktails. Many of his newer
places will have ambitious
food menus but the stars of
the show will always be the
cocktails.
At Dragonfly, a celebrity bartender who has worked in some of
London’s best bars has created a
long and inventive cocktail menu
and the night I went, all anybody
could talk about were the cocktails.
It’s the same with Zorawar
Kalra. After having established his
group with fun,
■ THE RIGHT MIX
A cocktail is about h i g h - q u a l i t y
Indian
food
the only drinking
( M a s a l a
experience that
Library,
Farzi
you can’t replicate
Café
etc.)
at home

■

■

A CREATIVE CALL
The drinks of a bartender should show
signs of genuine innovation

Zorawar has lately focussed on cocktail-based concepts like Bo-Tai and
Tyger. There is lots of food but it is
the bar element that draws the
crowds.
All this makes bartenders the
key to the current restaurant/bar
boom. But here’s the funny thing.
Not enough people give them the
recognition they deserve. If I asked
you to name five top Indian chefs,
you would have no difficulty. But if I
asked you to name five top Indian
bartenders, you would struggle to
come up with even three names.
And yet, bartenders can be as
important as chefs to the success of
one of today’s bar-restaurants. The
people who run the restaurants
know this but somehow, they are
never particularly keen to give their
bar people a high public profile.
I realised this last week when I
was one of the judges for the World
Class cocktail competition. World
Class is a global Diageo property
and has a glamorous final event
every year. (Last year was Berlin.
This September it will be Glasgow.)
Each country sends representatives
who are chosen after intense scrutiny to compete with bar champions
from other countries. (It is the Miss
World of bartending.)
When Surabhi Negi of Diageo
asked me to join this year’s judging

■

CLASH OF THE COCKTAILS
World Class holds a cocktail competition
that’s the Miss World of bartending

panel, I pointed out that though I
knew a bit about spirits (after years
of writing about them and making
TV shows), my real interest was
wine. Was I qualified to judge cocktails?
She said not to worry and when I
arrived for the Mumbai Regional
final, I was relieved to see that the
jury included two drinks experts, a
legendary Indian bar guru, a great
restaurateur and a top chef. So we
had a perfect balance when it came
to judging the 50 contenders.
Unlike many other people, I
judge bartenders by the quality of
their cocktails. I don’t mind a bit of
drama in the presentation. But I am
not impressed by jugglers masquerading as barmen and if a guy wants
to fill the room with flames while
making his cocktail, I treat him with
scepticism until I actually taste the
cocktail. (And then, usually, I realise
why I was right to be sceptical...)
I take an old-fashioned view of
bartenders. They need not call themselves mixologists (silly, pretentious
word: do chefs call themselves ‘cookologists’?). They should have
enough personality to hold up the
bar and engage with guests but they
needn’t be stand-up comedians. And
their drinks must either be excellently made versions of classics or
should show signs of genuine innovation.
But even with these preconceptions, I have to say that I was stunned
by the high quality of the cocktails
that the World Class contestants produced. It wasn’t just the final taste
of the drinks. It was the imagination
and the effort they demonstrated in
thinking of all the things that went
into the cocktails.
One guy made his own sandal-

■

GAME CHANGER
Priyank Sukhija is
predicating his
expansion on cocktails

CLASS ACT
Madhulika Dhall
established the
wine shop La Cave

wood bitters. You could use them as
a cocktail component or you could
just add them to a small (25 ml) measure of Johnnie Walker Black (with
a cube of ice) and be startled by how
they made the whisky come alive.
Another extracted an edible magenta colour from a flower. A third
took the smokey flavour of
Lagavulin and built a brilliant cocktail around it.
I can’t name any of them
because we have a Delhi semi-final
to go (which should be over by the
time you read this) and then an All
India final in the third week of June.
So all our marking is top secret.
Obviously Diageo hopes that one
of these Indian bartenders will
make it to the top five at the global
World Class. And perhaps they will.
But that, for me, is not the most
important part of the exercise. Over
the last couple of years I have come
to the conclusion that India has its
own rules. For instance, it will never
be the next China when it come to
fine wine.
As for food, there will always be
space for good restaurants but
younger Indians are now going out
for the experience and not the food.
Give them kebabs, sushi rolls, dim
sum, pizzas or whatever, and they
will be more than happy.
There is just one key component
of the experience that nobody can
compromise on: the bar.
So, like it or not, by accident or
by design, we are headed to a situation where India’s top bartenders
will be as important as India’s top
chefs.
So let’s give these guys the recognition they deserve.

Silence! Cars On The Road
THE MERCEDES EQC electric vehicle is so quiet you can actually

hear yourself breathe
EV, EV FUEL

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

I

t’s the oldest car company in
the world and has been at the
cutting edge of automotive
innovation for most part of
its 130-year history, but in the
electric car race, Mercedes has
been
uncharacteristically
slow
and has only just launched its ﬁrst
mass-produced all-electric car, the
Mercedes-Benz EQC.
Rivals like Audi, BMW, Jaguar
and of course Tesla, the poster boy
of the electric car world, have all
nosed ahead, a fact most obvious on
the streets of Oslo where every other
car sold is electric. I’ve never seen
more Teslas in one day than I have
in my entire life, and in fact in
March this year the Tesla Model 3
was by far Norway’s bestselling car.

This Scandinavian country is the capital of the electric car world and an eyeopener for EV skeptics (myself included). Norway has shown us that when
public and private sectors work as a
team, under a government totally committed to a future of electric mobility,
it’s possible to create an environment
where people, well, just want to buy
environmentally-friendly cars.
Norway’s EV success is down to
three fundamental reasons. Electric
cars are cheap to buy (they are heavily subsidised), easy to use (almost

everything like parking, tolls, even
charging is free) and easy to charge
(charging stations are everywhere).
It’s a simple enough formula, but not
many countries have the gumption
to see it through.
It was quite fitting then that
Mercedes chose Norway to launch the
EQC where it would feel right home.
The EQC looks quite similar to the
Mercedes GLC and that’s not a coincidence because it’s based on the same
mid-sized SUV.

PRETTY PLAIN
The EQC isn’t a ground-breaking design,
which you would expect from a car that
represents the future of motoring and in
fact, it looks rather plain from certain
angles, especially the side profile. The
only bits that spice up the looks are the
stunning alloy wheels and the distinctive
nose, which has very techy looking headlights and a fibre optic light strip running
across the bonnet.
From the inside, the EQC is again
very Mercedes with lots of common bits
like the switchgear, and of course, the
fantastic double screen display for the
infotainment and all the car’s functions.
■

UP, CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Space-wise this EV is not very large
and similar on the inside to the GLC that
is sold in India

Adding a bit of ‘EV-ness’ to the cabin is a
blue (for electric) lighting strip and some
avante garde design bits like the fluted
aircon vents and grated speaker grilles.
Space-wise the EQC is not very large and
similar on the inside to the GLC that is
sold in India.
I pick up the EQC from Oslo airport
but find there’s only 30km of charge left
in the 80kwH battery so my first stop is
the nearest charging station. That’s quite
easy to find because all the charging stations in the country are stored in the
navigation system, which is very handy.
Charging the EQC was a breeze. It’s fast
(around 20 minutes to get an 80 per cent
charge) and there are plenty of quick
chargers around. With the charging out
of the way, it’s now time to get down to
the driving.

QUIET AND QUICK
The EQC, powered by two electric
motors, which produce a combined
408hp, is no slouch. Floor the pedal
and this 2.4 ton SUV lunges forward
with a strong, seamless surge of
acceleration. The way the EQC gathers speed silently and without drama
can land you in trouble in a country
known for its punitively high speeding fines.
Masking the EQC’s speed is its
astonishing level of refinement. Yes,
electric cars are quiet, but this one is
eerily so. The whine of the electric
motors, the roar of the tyres have been
painstakingly filtered out to create a
cabin so hushed you can hear yourself
breathe. On Norway’s well-manicured

■

FACE VALUE
The only bits that spice up the looks of
this car are the stunning alloy wheels
and the distinctive nose

roads, sparsely-trafficked but strictly
speed-regulated highways, driving
something so refined as the EQC was,
well, quite a non-event. A bit boring and
sterile? Maybe. But the future of motoring is going to be just that. Better get
used to it.

Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the
most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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One Blouse, Two Ways To Wear It
PRESENTING FIVE statement blouses, And how you can style them differently

every time! Text by Drishti Vij. Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling
by Jahnvi Bansal

T

here is no garment that’s more
adaptable or democratising
than the sari. From Bollywood’s
prima donna Deepika Padukone
to Bangladeshi activist Kalpona Akter,
all wear it with equal savoir faire. But,
the ubiquity of the sari blouse – that can
give a new lease of life to an old sari, add
a dash of colour to a drape or be used as
a standalone piece with everything from
culottes to paperbag skirts – has gone unnoticed.
Interestingly, the sari blouse was
introduced by the British when India
was a colony under the Raj. “It used to
be a tight-ﬁtted garment that served the
purpose of covering up,” reveals fashion
designer Payal Singhal. During the 19th
century, many women didn’t cover their
torsos in the southern part of India and
Bengali women went bare-breasted under the saris, as seen in the National
Award-winning ﬁlm Chokher Bali (2003).
Modesty as a virtue was borrowed
from the Victorian way of dressing, as
women used to wear tight corsets under
high-neck gowns. As they started going to work in the West, women started

dressing differently too. Corsets were
given up and high-neck blouses could be
worn with skirts or trousers. The blouse
was perhaps the ﬁrst attempt by women
wanting to ﬁt into a man’s world – it was
revolutionary.
Fashion designer Anju Modi says:
“Culturally, we’ve been seeing the sari
from the caves of Khajuraho to ancient
paintings. But the modern woman has
moved past it. The blouse has become
a statement piece and there are myriad
ways to style it. It used to be a body-hugging garment, but it has now transformed
into a relaxed silhouette. Anti-ﬁt blouses –
be it a cape or a jacket – have become the
norm.” Fashion designer Nachiket Barve
adds, “There isn’t just one type of blouse
any more as the sari is no longer for mums
and grannies, which is why there are so
many ways to wear it. ”
Therefore, modern-day blouses have
gone beyond the sari – they’re not just
worn to enhance it. And even though history shows us how the sari didn’t need a
blouse at one point but we’ve now come to
a point where blouses needn’t be armed
with the sari, at all!

THE SHIRT BLOUSE
The shirt used to be a
workwear staple and the
shirt blouse is its modern
interpretation – relaxed
yet stylish

Pair the subtlety of the classic
white shirt with a relaxed drape
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN: “A relaxed
way just as they would in a Raja Ravi
Varma painting. Keep it a bit casual,”
says designer Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Cigarette pants or culottes,”
she adds.

Sari and shirt, Badaam;
shoes, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

ACCESSORISE WITH: “Belts! You
can go a little experimental with them
if the design of the blouse is simple.
Or keep it simple if it’s an embellished
look,” suggests Anju Modi.

Blouse and sari,
Bloni; shoes and
skirt, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

Sari and jacket blouse,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin

THE COAT
BLOUSE

Popularised by the
military during the world
war, a light overcoat-style
blouse can be worn during
unpredictable weather
Match utilitarian outerwear
with the ﬂuidity of the whole
nine yards

Jacket and pants,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN:
“Assamese Mekhela style or even
something where the pallu is
draped towards the front,” says
Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Trousers for a formal
event in the evening,” she says.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
Victorian brooch for understated
elegance,” says fashion designer
Nachiket Barve.

Blouse, Rimzim Dadu;
trousers, H&M;
earrings, Bhaavya
Bhatnagar; shoes,
Rimzim Dadu
Art direction: Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Model: Priya Jain
(Feat. Artists)

Blouse, Anavila;
skirt, H&M;
footwear, H&M

THE
STATEMENTSLEEVE BLOUSE

Blouse and
sari, Anavila
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI
IN: “Loosely done pleats. Keep it
comfortable and avoid anything prestitched,” says Anju Modi.

THE ANTI-FIT
BLOUSE

Airy, breathable and looseﬁtting, this blouse doesn’t
cling to your curves and
comes sans plunging
necklines

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT WITH:
“Relaxed skirts or trousers. But,
nothing too baggy,” says Nachiket
Barve.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “Antique
silver jewellery for a bohemian look,”
says fashion designer
Payal Singhal.

Welcome new-age elegance into
your wardrobe with an anti-ﬁt
blouse

As indicated by the name,
this style is one where the
exaggerated sleeve becomes
the focus of the garment (and
you get to ﬂaunt the coolest
trend of the year too!)

Make a plain sari the cynosure
of attention by pairing it with a
blouse with dramatic sleeves
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:

Blouse and
sari, Anavila;
shoes, H&M

“Fine pleating at the shoulder,
casually draping the pallu over the
wrist after tying it loosely around the
waist or wrapping it around the neck,”
says fashion designer Rimple Narula.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “A dhoti skirt or a dhoti
pant. But, keep it high-waisted. A lot
of mid-riff with a blouse does not
always look good,” says Nachiket.
“You can even wear it with widelegged trousers or a voluminous skirt
for a retro vibe,” adds Rimple.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
haathphool or a ring. Less is more,”
says Nachiket.

Photo: URVI DESALE
Styling: ANEESA GANDHI AND
ROCHELLE D’SA
Make-up: PIYU PALKAR
Hair: SHAGUFTA SAYED

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress,ÇproducerÇ&Çwriter

Outﬁt, Dhruv Singh;
jewellery, Eurumme

Tisca Chopra
DATE OF BIRTH
November 1

SUNSIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Scorpio

HOME TOWN
Mumbai

Kasauli

FIRST BREAK

My movie Platform (1993)

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Apeejay School, Noida/Hindu College, Delhi

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The birth of my daughter Tara

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

When even after succeeding in getting a break so early, at 19, my
ﬁlm tanked and no one was ready to touch me with a bargepole

ON MY PHONE

Sari and blouse,
Rimzim Dadu; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

THE METALLIC
BLOUSE

A Space Age staple, the
metal wire is making stylish
inroads into ethnic fashion
in the form of
a blouse
Bring back Parisian night
clubs from the 1960s by adding
metallic texture to the blouse
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:
“Styles from across the length and
breadth of the country. There are so
many drapes that come from various
ethnic groups. Each part of India

has a drape of its own. There’s a lot
of room for experimentation,” says
fashion designer Payal Singhal.

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
Since I’m deeply inﬂuenced
by the works of Frank Gehry,
the famous architect, I’d have
been one.

MOST USED APP: Instagram
FIRST APP YOU CHECK IN THE MORNING:
WhatsApp
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: My short ﬁlm Chutney
THE LAST POST ON INSTA: The shoot I did
as a host of a TV show
PHOTO EDITING APPS: I use a Photoeditor
app, Moldiv and Photoshop Express

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Palazzos or even leather
pants. It really depends on the length
and the ﬁt of the blouse,” says fashion
designer Nachiket Barve.

An actor you really admire...??
Meryl Streep.
A ﬁlm genre you’d love to try...?
I’m dying to do a romantic ﬁlm.

How do you handle trolls?
By not paying any attention to them.

ACCESSORISE WITH: “A coin
necklace for an ethnic look or
diamonds if you’re going to a
wedding, depending on the occasion,”
says designer Nachiket Barve.

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has done for you?
A guy ﬂew down from Oman,
slept in his car for three to four
days outside my house and all
he wanted to do was to shake
hands with me. It was crazy as
well as scary.

Your deﬁnition of love....?
It’s largely indescribable and is about
having someone’s back, knowing that
you will put them before yourself.

drishti.vij@htlive.com
Follow @VijDrishti on Twitter

One thing that no one knows about
you is...?
I will give up pretty much anything to
have frozen yogurt. I’ll travel miles for
it, ﬁll up the biggest tub with it and not
share with anyone!
Which is your all-time favourite
TV show?
Breaking Bad.

One thing you can do better than
your mother...?
Make-up!

And what’s it like anchoring a
show on TV?
It feels great to be a part of a show
like Savdhaan India that spreads
awareness about crime.
If you woke up as a man one day,
what would you do?
Go back to sleep!

And what’s the best thing about
marriage?
It’s like having a long sleepover
with a friend.
What’s your strategy in a crisis?
Every crisis demands a different strategy. I’m pretty Zen though, I’m a good
mix of Punjabi nerves with a
Buddhist focus.
What do you love most
about Delhi?
The winters, the food and the roads.
Share your ﬁtness mantra
with us.
Yoga. We massively undermine
its ability!
Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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MOM, STOP CURSING
MY PHONE!
A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
his week was loads of fun
on my Twitter timeline.
I’d put up a tweet on how
my mom’s prescribed
treatment for any ailment in
life is ‘thoda paani zada piyo’
(drink more water), even if
that problem is heartbreak.
The tweet got tonnes of
responses from the ever-sowitty Twitterati. Many also
shared what their mom’s
typical remedy to all problems
in life is. And the one that
totally stood out among the
responses that came from
Wasseypur to Wayanad and
Bathinda to Bengaluru was
everyone’s mom saying the
same thing — iss mobile phone
ko aag laga de, sab theek ho
jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season, let
me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning, when
the hand starts to look for the
phone under the pillow even
when the eyes aren’t yet open,
to the depth of the night when
the glow of the cellphone in the
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dark reflects on the sleepy
face, this bond stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded
by the Indian Council of Social
Science Research, reveals that
“the anxiety and fear of
missing out on information
make university students
check their mobile devices as
many as 150 times in a day”,
perhaps equal to the average
number of times Arvind
Kejriwal prays in a day that
Delhi Police should come
under his control. 63% of the
college students surveyed for
the research are hooked to
their smart phone for 4-7 hours
a day, and 23% use their phone
for more than eight hours a
day. Experts call these figures
alarming and potentially
detrimental to health, but then
the impact of these warnings
on the addicted youngsters is
like the fate of the
Mahagathbandhan — neither
here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their

honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their
hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents, especially
the moms who have a chappal
ready in their hand as they
wake up their teenager who
was on the phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a
perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram, there’s
Twitter, there’s WhatsApp,
there’s FB, YouTube…It’s like
a social media octopus that has
firmly grabbed your son or

daughter with all eight
tentacles. Except that your
child is enjoying the grip. Now
to keep cursing your child or
the octopus day after day
would achieve precious little.
So here’s what you should do,
me thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway makes
no sense to remind them of
how you were in your student
years. Because, you see, you
may have done wonders
studying under the street
lamp, but it isn’t really your
child’s fault that the ‘luxuries’
you have provided him today
did not exist in your time. You
were more fortunate and
comfortable as compared to
kids two generations prior to
yours — they are more
comfortable today than how
you were. It’s simply how time
works. Yes, it’s absolutely
important for them to
understand the value of what
they have, but riding on
sarcasm is not going to get you
there faster. Whining only
breeds whiners around you.
Treat them like grownups: People understand
respect more than words. And
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Dedicated
to parents
who want
to set their
teenagers’
phone on fire
it is inherently true that our
problems, at any age that we
are, seem like the biggest
monsters at that time. So while
you may not think that
pacifying a sulking girlfriend
is necessarily a productive
activity, your son may just
think of it as priority number
1. So if you find your child
worried and constantly on
phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they will
look up to you forever.
Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone, you
can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things that
keep you busy. I have seen
dads scolding their youngsters
for using a cellphone while
eating, and then get busy with
watching a heated TV news
debate while having dinner
themselves. You might think
that your spending time on
your laptop, your calls, etc. is
important for running the
household, but then in the
mind of your teenager, his/her
social activities are as critical
to their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.
Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra. She
gifted a new smartphone to
her mom and got her addicted
to satsang apps. Now there’s
Jai Shri Ram at home. Mail
your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustantim
es.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/JACQUEMUS

Petite is the
new pretty:
Downsize your
bag ladies
Take a break from
those bulky hobos and
totes. Delicate and
feminine, mini purses
are having a moment in
the world of fashion
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Dua Lipa
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DUALIPA

Akshay Kaushal
urses and bags are mostly
meant for a utilitarian
purpose, where you can
fit in your cards and keys
while you are on the go.
However, this piece of
accessory has now been
downsized and you can barely
fit your keys in it. Maybe your
earrings or studs can find a
corner! Seen all over
internationally this year, the
tiny handbags and purses
have now become a hit among
the fashionistas. Celebrities
like Lady Gaga, Dua Lipa,
Sonam K Ahuja and Priyanka
Chopra Jonas are flaunting it
and how. Here’s what the
style experts have to say
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During the Paris
Fashion Week this
year, Jacquemus
presented a whole new
range of teeny tiny
purses that caught
everyone’s fancy.

Richa Chadha gets nostalgic while shooting her next
Pooja Sharma
his year seems promising
for actor Richa Chadha.
The actor recently
wrapped up shooting for
Section 375, co-starring
Akshaye Khanna. Now, she is
shooting for her other project,
Panga. Richa had to go through
rigorous training to learn to
play Kabaddi from national
players, and has completed
shooting for the first schedule
in Bhopal, then in Kolkata
followed by Delhi. Richa was
excited to shoot in Delhi since
it’s her home town.
“Richa is originally from
Delhi, and she has always
maintained a connection with
her roots. It’s always a pleasure
for her to come back to Delhi to
shoot for her films. However,
one of the most interesting
coincidences for Richa was
when she was pleasantly
surprised to find out that she
will be shooting in her
preschool in Delhi. Richa
completed her schooling from
Sardar Patel Vidyalaya. But
before she got herself admitted
in school, Richa went through
preschool at Saraswati Puri
Nursery School, in the Lady
Irwin college compound. She
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was elated to have an
opportunity to shoot for the
film,” a source says.
Richa says, “Shooting here
brought back a flood of
memories. My mother used to
teach at the Lady Irwin College.
So she put me in this preschool.
Even now, when I went back, I
could identify the sandpit and
slides I would play on. The
garden was still as beautiful as
it was, and I went to my
classroom as well. It was
nostalgic and very special.”

Shooting here brought
back a flood of
memories. My mother
used to teach at the
Lady Irwin College. So
she put me in this
preschool. Even now,
when I went back, I
could identify the
sandpit and slides I
would play on
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

about this ‘little’ trend.
Designer Rina Dhaka says
these teeny tiny purses are
quite cute to look at. “It’s
sweet. Small bags are like
miniatures. These were
always used for this doll
effect. Glad to know that
people are fed up of big bags
and are using these cuties.
However, there is one
drawback of these bags that
they aren’t functional at all.”
she quips.
So what makes these mini
bags popular despite not
being so functional?
Designer Nachiket Barve
says, “During the Paris
Fashion Week this year,
Jacquemus presented a whole
new range of tiny purses that
caught everyone’s fancy,”
However, he thinks that this
design is a classic example of
made for social media trend.

“Unless you need a special
bag for aspirin, these bags are
pretty pointless,” he adds.
How to style these mini
handbags? “These miniature
handbags are mere
showpieces that you carry
along. This bag won’t go with
your athleisure look. They
look best with dresses. You
can spruce up your party look
like Dua Lipa or add that
element of quirk to your flirty
floral dress like Priyanka
Chopra Jonas; the mini purse
will definitely get you
noticed,” adds Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

NACHIKET BARVE
DESIGNER

Richa Chadha
had to go
through
rigorous
training to
learn to play
Kabaddi

Sonam K Ahuja
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SONAMKAPOOR

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRIYANKACHOPRA

Glad to know that
people are fed up of
big bags and are using
these cuties.
RINA DHAKA DESIGNER

Sumeet is all for sustainable fashion
Sneha Mahadevan
umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs
by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the
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importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion
that’s Indian and made by
Indian fabrics, which helps
promote even artisans
and craftsmen of our
country.”
sneha.mahadevan
@htlive.com

n

Sumeet
Vyas
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S
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VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

Rishabh Suri
abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.
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“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest
to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25

years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.
“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and

female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to
film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

There is more to me than just Mr India reboot is my ode to Sridevi: Boney Kapoor
comedy, says Sunil Grover T
Sneha Mahadevan

Kavita Awaasthi
orking with a superstar
is not a piece of cake,
and that’s what popular
comedy actor Sunil Grover
realised while shooting for
Bharat with Salman Khan.
Although he had known
Salman professionally, he got
to know the superstar
personally while on the sets.
“I am in awe of Salman
bhai’s aura and personality. I
look up to him. People only see
the star that he is, but he is a
multi-dimensional man. He is
so dedicated to his films and
family. He meets so many
people in a day. Bhai ke darbar
mein roz bahut log aate hain.
That must take up a lot of
energy. When he connects
with someone, he stays in
touch with them. He talks with
a make-up man or a
sportsperson or an actor or
director with the same
enthusiasm,” he says.
Sunil shares it was tricky to
pull off the role of Salman’s
friend in the upcoming film
convincingly. “Salman Khan
is such a huge superstar, so I
had to ensure that our bond
looked real onscreen and not
over-friendly. Maintaining a
balance was tough, as I didn’t
want to look unnatural and
didn’t want his fans to think so
at all,” says Sunil, who
debuted in films with Pyaar
Toh Hona Hi Tha (1998).
Having proved his comic
talent on television in various
shows including the Comedy
Nights With Kapil, Sunil has
made his place in the sun.
Though comedy is his forte,
the actor wants to attempt
roles away that genre. He says,
“If the role demands comedy
then I am all for it. Comedy is
difficult, and thankfully,
people get me and my jokes.
Mera sur laga hua hai
audiences ke saath. I feel
blessed. But I would like to
explore other kinds of roles
too. I feel I have shown only
one aspect of my talent to
people, there is more to me.”
Sunil admits working in big
films like Vishal Bhardwaj’s
directorial Pataakha (2018)
and director Ali Abbas Zaffar’s

Sunil Grover
(left) says he is
in awe of
Salman Khan’s
(below) aura
and personality
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his week marked the 32nd
anniversary of one of the
most iconic films in Hindi
cinema — Mr India. Produced
by Boney Kapoor, the 1987 film
starred his brother, actor Anil
Kapoor, and wife, late actor
Sridevi. The film also gave the
cine lovers one of the most
iconic Hindi film villains —
Mogambo, a character
portrayed by late actor
Amrish Puri. Boney tells us
the reboot of the original is in
the making, as he takes us
down memory lane. Excerpts:

Boney
Kapoor

PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

Sridevi
HT PHOTO

REMEMBERING
SRIDEVI
The most special memory is,
of course, meeting my wife
Sridevi for the first time for the
film and the first day of
shooting with her.
In those days, Sri used to
charge ₹8.5 lakh for a film, and
her mother would give 30-35
days for the entire film. When I
went to sign Sri up for it, she
asked for ₹10 lakh thinking
after bargaining I will get it
down to ₹8.5 lakh. But, I took a
pause and said I will pay ₹11
lakh. They were shocked and
didn’t know what had
happened. They also said that
her staff must stay close to
Sri’s hotel. I said I’d make
them stay in the same hotel.
My only condition was that I
needed 60-65 days, but we
ended up shooting for 125 days
because she was passionate
about the project and knew it
needed that kind of time.

‘NOT JOINING KAPIL
SHARMA’S SHOW’
The speculations that
Sunil will join Kapil
Sharma’s show keep
surfacing. The latest buzz
was that Salman tried to
patch up the two artistes
and Sunil will be on the
show. But Sunil refutes it,
saying: “People make
assumptions and take it
from there. There is no
such development.” Kapil
and Sunil had a fallout in
May, 2017.

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

MR INDIA RELOADED

32 YEARS OF MR INDIA
It doesn’t feel like it has been
32 years since the film released
(29 May, 1987). I remember
everything so vividly, I can
describe every day of the
shoot. I was lucky to have a
crew that was motivated and
so passionate. That crew was
driven by passion — right

from Shekhar Kapur to Javed
Akhtar to Baba Azmi to Peter
Pereira to Veeru Devgan —
everyone gave their best to the
film. It was miraculous that we
managed to pull it off.
In those days, all films
starring A-listers were made
on a budget of ₹80-90 crore,
I remember this film cost me
₹4 crore!

MONEY MATTERS
I was given the title of Saddam
Hussain because people
thought I was just burning
through the money. People
would go to my father
(producer Surinder Kapoor) to
tell him we will ruin
everything. Some
sympathisers even went to
Anil to tell him I’d ruin his

We tried to think of a sequel
but nothing worked out so we
are now rebooting it. We will
make it contemporary. It’d be
my ode to Sri and to Veeru
(who died recently) and
Amrish Puri and everyone
who contributed to the film.
But the most to Sri, because
she was the sole selling factor
of the film. Of course, Anil will
be a part of the film. In fact, I’d
want most people from the
original to be a part of this. It’d
mean a lot to me if they
contributed to the film .
Whenever we meet, we talk
about Mr India with the same
passion, so I am sure they
would be happy to be a part of
the film.

Diana Penty aspires to be an ‘irreplaceable’ actor
Sangeeta Yadav
fter flaunting her sartorial
choices on the Cannes red
carpet, actor Diana Penty
is back home. Calling her debut
at Festival De Cannes a
“memorable and
unforgettable” experience, the
actor aspires to do a film that
can be screened at an
international festival like
Cannes.
“It’ll be an honour for me to
have my work showcased at
such a prestigious platform,”
says Diana. However, she is

A

Bharat has been interesting.
While the former was a dream
come true, the latter, has him
in an interesting role. He says,
“I am glad to have got the
chance to work in an industry
I have always wanted to be a
part of. It’s a huge deal.”
n

career because he was an
invisible character in the film.

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

.

quick to clarify that it’s not the
only goal one should work
towards. “Having said that, I
also believe this is not the only
measure for someone’s talent
and achievement. Movies are
made for the audience’s
consumption and their love
tops any other form of
appreciation.”
After making her acting
debut in Cocktail (2012)
alongside Deepika Padukone
and Saif Ali Khan, she went on
to star in films such as Happy
Bhag Jayegi (2016), Lucknow
Central (2017) or Parmanu: The

Story of Pokhran and Happy
Phirr Bhag Jayegi (both in
2018). On being a part of a
variety of genres, Diana adds,
“My work reflects that I’m
being picky and choosy about
the projects. That’s because I
aspire to be irreplaceable and
some of the choices that I’ve
made are proof enough.”
“As an actor, I always look
for roles that challenge the
artist within me. My aim is to
be able to do something unique
that gives me immense
satisfaction,” she concludes.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
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You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

HOWTODEALWITH A
POSSESSIVE PARTNER
here is a fine line between
being protective and
being possessive.
“Primarily possessiveness
could be attributed to a
childhood trauma, past
relationship experiences or
simply due to a misplaced
understanding of life,” says
marriage counsellor Shivani
Sadhoo.
At first, one always feels
nice that your partner wants
to know every minute detail
about your life, such as your
whereabouts, what you are
doing and who you are with.
But after a point it tends to
feel as if he or she is stalking
you. Harsheen Arora,
psychologist shares a few
pointers on how to deal when
you have a possessive
partner:

T

AT FIRST, ONE FEELS
NICE THAT A PERSON
WANTS TO KNOW
EVERY MINUTE DETAIL
ABOUT YOUR LIFE

ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.

Decoding Rahu and its effects

A

A

Actor Matt Bomer
PHOTO: MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI

PHOTO: HTCS

rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

PHOTO:
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false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Pallavi Rai Bhasin

BOMER’S HAPPY
GAY ROLES
HAVE MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW

Dia Mirza

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

DAILY HOROSCOPE

n Try to talk and understand

where their steaming
behaviour is coming
from.
n Make your partner feel
secure by expressing your
love for them and also
involve them in your life.
n Instead of giving into
irrational demands or
reacting angrily, try to be
calm at the moment.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
rou
utine. Something said
or done on the
o
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the
journey is likely to add to
jou
your excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
financial stability meet
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
for some. Someone is
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
eir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
like
ely to be received. A
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
d
realise your dreams and
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

SHOW BUZZ

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

LOOKBACK

GREYWALASHADE:
AGEING ON SCREEN

03

Taapsee
Pannu;
(inset) in
Saand Ki
Aankh
PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

Good old memory
Actor Soni Razdan shared this beautiful memory from the
set of her film Mandi that released in the 80s. She wrote,
“Memories of MANDI Women In Indian Cinema#SoniRazdan, #ShabanaAzmi and #SmitaPatil in
#ShyamBenegal’s Mandi (1983).” PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SONIRAZDAN

QUOTE HANGER
SINCE THE LAST
COUPLE OF
YEARS, I’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR
SCRIPTS THAT
WILL TAKE ME
OUT OF MY
COMFORT ZONE

I DON’T WORK
FOR MORE THAN
EIGHT HOURS
BECAUSE OF MY
SON (TAIMUR).
SOMETIMES, I
CAN MAKE AN
EXCEPTION.

JACQUELINE
FERNANDEZ,
ACTOR

KAREENA
KAPOOR KHAN,
ACTOR

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the
whole ‘old’ angle. In fact,
it actually made me
look at it like a
challenge. I knew that
I will probably not get
a role like this again
at this age. Nobody
would want me to play
a 65-year-old woman. I
was pretty gung-ho about it

Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Aishwarya shoots for Pulwama
martyrs tribute video
ragedy struck on
February 14 when a
40-member convoy of CRPF
jawans was attacked by a
suicide bomber in Pulwama.
Along with everyone else,
Bollywood also extended
their support to the families
of the martyrs. As many as
14 actors had shot for a
special four-minute video,
offering tribute to these
martyrs. Now, as per
reports, actor Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan is also a part of
the video, titled Tu Desh
Mera, which will be released
on July 27.
HTC

T

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan

FREEZE FRAME

Collectingpricelesspetals
oflife,onestepatatime

and looking forward to seeing
myself as an old woman
onscreen,” says Taapsee.

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to try
different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only going
to win over the audience,” he
shares.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about.
The book, which is a
collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The Tribune’s
assistant editor Harvinder
Khetal at the Chandigarh Press
Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space
in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects
of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away

L

A couple Sharma show
Actor-comedian Kapil Sharma and his wife Ginni Chatrath
recently met veteran actor Dharmendra. He posted the
photo on his social media account and wrote, “A million
dollar pic with our darling @aapkadharam paji. The man
with a golden heart @ginnichatrath.”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KAPILSHARMA

TWITTER TWATTER
@ShwetaPandit7:
Overthinking but i have an
idea
@swastika24: Went &
stood below my 1st ever
home in mumbai. The
guards have changed & this
city doesn’t care about on
lookers. Stared at the rusty
grills on windows only to
experience nothingness. My
stories are still etched on
those walls but I am not that
girl anymore.
@shekharkapur:
Intermediate diet, Keto Diet,
12 hour diet, overnight diet,
1 week diet. Amazing how
people all over the world are
making efforts, spending

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
RAVI KUMAR/HT
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the

Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com

‘It’s very important you stay relevant’
Rishabh Suri
aving been in the business
for 20 years now,
filmmaker Milan Luthria
has experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about his
journey so far. “It’s been good.
I’ve had the chance to work
with some fabulous people, so
many big actors who one would
never imagine working with,
especially at the start of their
career,” says Milan, adding

H
time and money to get
healthy. While 90% of the
world works really hard and
prays so they can feed their
kids and themselves the
next day.

some great films came along,
others didn’t do well.
“But [I have] no regrets. It’s
not an easy job. I always
changed genres, tried to
experiment. It’s important you
stay relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says Milan.
His next will be the Hindi
remake of a Telugu film.“We
haven’t started the shoot yet,”
he says, “We are prepping. It’s
important that when you buy

rights to something, you don’t
tamper with the essence,” he
adds.
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■

ONÇSUNDAY

SAY CHEERS
The stars of the show
at such restaurants as
Dragonfly will always
be cocktails

■

HOUSE PARTY SPECIAL
With good wine shops like La
Cave in Bengaluru and Delhi,
you don’t need to go to a hotel
for wine

■

RAISING THE BAR
At restaurants like Bo-Tai, it’s the
bar element that draws the crowds

India’s Bar Boom

■

FINE FOCUS
Zorawar Kalra is
now focussed on
cocktail-based
concepts

BARTENDERS CAN be as important as chefs to the success of today’s restaurants, but not
enough people give them the recognition they deserve

■

RUDE DRINK

Vir Sanghvi

P

eople who like beverages
are, in the F&B industry at
least, divided into two broad
categories. There are the
wine drinkers. And there are the
spirits drinkers. (And beer is a separate universe by itself.)
Within the spirits category, the
fastest growing subgroup may well
be cocktails. Yes, Indians like such
spirits as whisky. An older demographic likes single malts, but
blends are more popular. Trendies
like such white spirits as gin and
vodka.
The best thing
about spirits is that you
can drink them at home
(rather than at restaurants)
at a much lower cost, with no
great drop in the quality of
the experience. A measure of
Lagavulin or Singleton will
taste the same no matter
whether you drink it in a fancy
bar or in your living room. Given
that bars can be pricey, many people
do their drinking at home – especially now, because premium
spirits are easy to buy in retail
shops or in the duty-free sector.
So it is with the wine
trade, globally. There is no
difference in the taste of say,
a First Growth Bordeaux
drunk at home or at a restaurant. And it is much cheaper at
home without the huge restaurant
mark-ups.
This is less of an issue for wine

drinkers abroad because a) most
people in the West will order a bottle
of wine – even if it is marked up –
when they go out for dinner and b) at
top restaurants, sommeliers pride
themselves on creating wine lists
that offer unusual or even hard-tofind bottles.
In India, with a handful of
importers flogging the same bottles
to every restaurant, the wine lists
have a bland sameness with few rarities or bargains. The sommeliers
don’t do much more than open the
bottles. And anyway, Indians don’t
feel the need to have wine with their
meals.
The only advantage that restaurants once had was availability:
wine was hard to find in the local
retail sector. But with the opening of
such good wine shops as Madhulika
Dhall’s La Cave in Delhi and
Bengaluru, you don’t need to go to a
hotel to find good wine.
So, can you do all your drinking
at home? Is there anything you need
to go out for?
Yes. There is.
A good cocktail.
Even if you are a cocktail buff

and keep mixers etc. at home, there
will be only a handful of cocktails
you can make in your own bar:
say, a Bloody Mary, if you have
Worcestershire sauce and perhaps, celery salt at home. A martini
if you have the right kind of vermouth in your drinks cabinet. Even
basic cocktails like an Old Fashioned
or a Cosmopolitan are rarely made
well at home. People nearly always
go out to drink them.
There is a clear parallel with
food. We can all make black dal at
home. But it will never be Dal
Bukhara unless we go out to eat
it. We can’t really make tandoori
chicken at home because few of
us have our own tandoors. It is a
restaurant dish. A homemade dosa
has its own charm but if you want
one of these crisp, thin paper dosas,
you have to go to a pro who knows
how to make them.
So it is with drinks. It is easy
enough to drink vodka or whisky at
home. But if you want a great
cocktail, you have to go out. These
days, it is about the only drinking
experience that you can’t replicate
at home.
Savvy
restaurateurs
have
realised this. I went, a fortnight ago,
to a pre-opening party for Priyank
Sukhija’s Dragonfly in Delhi’s
Aerocity. Priyank is pretty much the
king of the Delhi restaurant scene
but, as he has gone more upmarket,
he has decided that the best way to
do it is to predicate the expansion on
cocktails. Many of his newer
places will have ambitious
food menus but the stars of
the show will always be the
cocktails.
At Dragonfly, a celebrity bartender who has worked in some of
London’s best bars has created a
long and inventive cocktail menu
and the night I went, all anybody
could talk about were the cocktails.
It’s the same with Zorawar
Kalra. After having established his
group with fun,
■ THE RIGHT MIX
A cocktail is about h i g h - q u a l i t y
Indian
food
the only drinking
( M a s a l a
experience that
Library,
Farzi
you can’t replicate
Café
etc.)
at home

■

■

A CREATIVE CALL
The drinks of a bartender should show
signs of genuine innovation

Zorawar has lately focussed on cocktail-based concepts like Bo-Tai and
Tyger. There is lots of food but it is
the bar element that draws the
crowds.
All this makes bartenders the
key to the current restaurant/bar
boom. But here’s the funny thing.
Not enough people give them the
recognition they deserve. If I asked
you to name five top Indian chefs,
you would have no difficulty. But if I
asked you to name five top Indian
bartenders, you would struggle to
come up with even three names.
And yet, bartenders can be as
important as chefs to the success of
one of today’s bar-restaurants. The
people who run the restaurants
know this but somehow, they are
never particularly keen to give their
bar people a high public profile.
I realised this last week when I
was one of the judges for the World
Class cocktail competition. World
Class is a global Diageo property
and has a glamorous final event
every year. (Last year was Berlin.
This September it will be Glasgow.)
Each country sends representatives
who are chosen after intense scrutiny to compete with bar champions
from other countries. (It is the Miss
World of bartending.)
When Surabhi Negi of Diageo
asked me to join this year’s judging

■

CLASH OF THE COCKTAILS
World Class holds a cocktail competition
that’s the Miss World of bartending

panel, I pointed out that though I
knew a bit about spirits (after years
of writing about them and making
TV shows), my real interest was
wine. Was I qualified to judge cocktails?
She said not to worry and when I
arrived for the Mumbai Regional
final, I was relieved to see that the
jury included two drinks experts, a
legendary Indian bar guru, a great
restaurateur and a top chef. So we
had a perfect balance when it came
to judging the 50 contenders.
Unlike many other people, I
judge bartenders by the quality of
their cocktails. I don’t mind a bit of
drama in the presentation. But I am
not impressed by jugglers masquerading as barmen and if a guy wants
to fill the room with flames while
making his cocktail, I treat him with
scepticism until I actually taste the
cocktail. (And then, usually, I realise
why I was right to be sceptical...)
I take an old-fashioned view of
bartenders. They need not call themselves mixologists (silly, pretentious
word: do chefs call themselves ‘cookologists’?). They should have
enough personality to hold up the
bar and engage with guests but they
needn’t be stand-up comedians. And
their drinks must either be excellently made versions of classics or
should show signs of genuine innovation.
But even with these preconceptions, I have to say that I was stunned
by the high quality of the cocktails
that the World Class contestants produced. It wasn’t just the final taste
of the drinks. It was the imagination
and the effort they demonstrated in
thinking of all the things that went
into the cocktails.
One guy made his own sandal-

■

GAME CHANGER
Priyank Sukhija is
predicating his
expansion on cocktails

CLASS ACT
Madhulika Dhall
established the
wine shop La Cave

wood bitters. You could use them as
a cocktail component or you could
just add them to a small (25 ml) measure of Johnnie Walker Black (with
a cube of ice) and be startled by how
they made the whisky come alive.
Another extracted an edible magenta colour from a flower. A third
took the smokey flavour of
Lagavulin and built a brilliant cocktail around it.
I can’t name any of them
because we have a Delhi semi-final
to go (which should be over by the
time you read this) and then an All
India final in the third week of June.
So all our marking is top secret.
Obviously Diageo hopes that one
of these Indian bartenders will
make it to the top five at the global
World Class. And perhaps they will.
But that, for me, is not the most
important part of the exercise. Over
the last couple of years I have come
to the conclusion that India has its
own rules. For instance, it will never
be the next China when it come to
fine wine.
As for food, there will always be
space for good restaurants but
younger Indians are now going out
for the experience and not the food.
Give them kebabs, sushi rolls, dim
sum, pizzas or whatever, and they
will be more than happy.
There is just one key component
of the experience that nobody can
compromise on: the bar.
So, like it or not, by accident or
by design, we are headed to a situation where India’s top bartenders
will be as important as India’s top
chefs.
So let’s give these guys the recognition they deserve.

Silence! Cars On The Road
THE MERCEDES EQC electric vehicle is so quiet you can actually

hear yourself breathe
EV, EV FUEL

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

I

t’s the oldest car company in
the world and has been at the
cutting edge of automotive
innovation for most part of
its 130-year history, but in the
electric car race, Mercedes has
been
uncharacteristically
slow
and has only just launched its ﬁrst
mass-produced all-electric car, the
Mercedes-Benz EQC.
Rivals like Audi, BMW, Jaguar
and of course Tesla, the poster boy
of the electric car world, have all
nosed ahead, a fact most obvious on
the streets of Oslo where every other
car sold is electric. I’ve never seen
more Teslas in one day than I have
in my entire life, and in fact in
March this year the Tesla Model 3
was by far Norway’s bestselling car.

This Scandinavian country is the capital of the electric car world and an eyeopener for EV skeptics (myself included). Norway has shown us that when
public and private sectors work as a
team, under a government totally committed to a future of electric mobility,
it’s possible to create an environment
where people, well, just want to buy
environmentally-friendly cars.
Norway’s EV success is down to
three fundamental reasons. Electric
cars are cheap to buy (they are heavily subsidised), easy to use (almost

everything like parking, tolls, even
charging is free) and easy to charge
(charging stations are everywhere).
It’s a simple enough formula, but not
many countries have the gumption
to see it through.
It was quite fitting then that
Mercedes chose Norway to launch the
EQC where it would feel right home.
The EQC looks quite similar to the
Mercedes GLC and that’s not a coincidence because it’s based on the same
mid-sized SUV.

PRETTY PLAIN
The EQC isn’t a ground-breaking design,
which you would expect from a car that
represents the future of motoring and in
fact, it looks rather plain from certain
angles, especially the side profile. The
only bits that spice up the looks are the
stunning alloy wheels and the distinctive
nose, which has very techy looking headlights and a fibre optic light strip running
across the bonnet.
From the inside, the EQC is again
very Mercedes with lots of common bits
like the switchgear, and of course, the
fantastic double screen display for the
infotainment and all the car’s functions.
■

UP, CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Space-wise this EV is not very large
and similar on the inside to the GLC that
is sold in India

Adding a bit of ‘EV-ness’ to the cabin is a
blue (for electric) lighting strip and some
avante garde design bits like the fluted
aircon vents and grated speaker grilles.
Space-wise the EQC is not very large and
similar on the inside to the GLC that is
sold in India.
I pick up the EQC from Oslo airport
but find there’s only 30km of charge left
in the 80kwH battery so my first stop is
the nearest charging station. That’s quite
easy to find because all the charging stations in the country are stored in the
navigation system, which is very handy.
Charging the EQC was a breeze. It’s fast
(around 20 minutes to get an 80 per cent
charge) and there are plenty of quick
chargers around. With the charging out
of the way, it’s now time to get down to
the driving.

QUIET AND QUICK
The EQC, powered by two electric
motors, which produce a combined
408hp, is no slouch. Floor the pedal
and this 2.4 ton SUV lunges forward
with a strong, seamless surge of
acceleration. The way the EQC gathers speed silently and without drama
can land you in trouble in a country
known for its punitively high speeding fines.
Masking the EQC’s speed is its
astonishing level of refinement. Yes,
electric cars are quiet, but this one is
eerily so. The whine of the electric
motors, the roar of the tyres have been
painstakingly filtered out to create a
cabin so hushed you can hear yourself
breathe. On Norway’s well-manicured

■

FACE VALUE
The only bits that spice up the looks of
this car are the stunning alloy wheels
and the distinctive nose

roads, sparsely-trafficked but strictly
speed-regulated highways, driving
something so refined as the EQC was,
well, quite a non-event. A bit boring and
sterile? Maybe. But the future of motoring is going to be just that. Better get
used to it.

Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the
most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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One Blouse, Two Ways To Wear It
PRESENTING FIVE statement blouses, And how you can style them differently

every time! Text by Drishti Vij. Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling
by Jahnvi Bansal

T

here is no garment that’s more
adaptable or democratising
than the sari. From Bollywood’s
prima donna Deepika Padukone
to Bangladeshi activist Kalpona Akter,
all wear it with equal savoir faire. But,
the ubiquity of the sari blouse – that can
give a new lease of life to an old sari, add
a dash of colour to a drape or be used as
a standalone piece with everything from
culottes to paperbag skirts – has gone unnoticed.
Interestingly, the sari blouse was
introduced by the British when India
was a colony under the Raj. “It used to
be a tight-ﬁtted garment that served the
purpose of covering up,” reveals fashion
designer Payal Singhal. During the 19th
century, many women didn’t cover their
torsos in the southern part of India and
Bengali women went bare-breasted under the saris, as seen in the National
Award-winning ﬁlm Chokher Bali (2003).
Modesty as a virtue was borrowed
from the Victorian way of dressing, as
women used to wear tight corsets under
high-neck gowns. As they started going to work in the West, women started

dressing differently too. Corsets were
given up and high-neck blouses could be
worn with skirts or trousers. The blouse
was perhaps the ﬁrst attempt by women
wanting to ﬁt into a man’s world – it was
revolutionary.
Fashion designer Anju Modi says:
“Culturally, we’ve been seeing the sari
from the caves of Khajuraho to ancient
paintings. But the modern woman has
moved past it. The blouse has become
a statement piece and there are myriad
ways to style it. It used to be a body-hugging garment, but it has now transformed
into a relaxed silhouette. Anti-ﬁt blouses –
be it a cape or a jacket – have become the
norm.” Fashion designer Nachiket Barve
adds, “There isn’t just one type of blouse
any more as the sari is no longer for mums
and grannies, which is why there are so
many ways to wear it. ”
Therefore, modern-day blouses have
gone beyond the sari – they’re not just
worn to enhance it. And even though history shows us how the sari didn’t need a
blouse at one point but we’ve now come to
a point where blouses needn’t be armed
with the sari, at all!

THE SHIRT BLOUSE
The shirt used to be a
workwear staple and the
shirt blouse is its modern
interpretation – relaxed
yet stylish

Pair the subtlety of the classic
white shirt with a relaxed drape
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN: “A relaxed
way just as they would in a Raja Ravi
Varma painting. Keep it a bit casual,”
says designer Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Cigarette pants or culottes,”
she adds.

Sari and shirt, Badaam;
shoes, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

ACCESSORISE WITH: “Belts! You
can go a little experimental with them
if the design of the blouse is simple.
Or keep it simple if it’s an embellished
look,” suggests Anju Modi.

Blouse and sari,
Bloni; shoes and
skirt, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

Sari and jacket blouse,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin

THE COAT
BLOUSE

Popularised by the
military during the world
war, a light overcoat-style
blouse can be worn during
unpredictable weather
Match utilitarian outerwear
with the ﬂuidity of the whole
nine yards

Jacket and pants,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN:
“Assamese Mekhela style or even
something where the pallu is
draped towards the front,” says
Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Trousers for a formal
event in the evening,” she says.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
Victorian brooch for understated
elegance,” says fashion designer
Nachiket Barve.

Blouse, Rimzim Dadu;
trousers, H&M;
earrings, Bhaavya
Bhatnagar; shoes,
Rimzim Dadu
Art direction: Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Model: Priya Jain
(Feat. Artists)

Blouse, Anavila;
skirt, H&M;
footwear, H&M

THE
STATEMENTSLEEVE BLOUSE

Blouse and
sari, Anavila
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI
IN: “Loosely done pleats. Keep it
comfortable and avoid anything prestitched,” says Anju Modi.

THE ANTI-FIT
BLOUSE

Airy, breathable and looseﬁtting, this blouse doesn’t
cling to your curves and
comes sans plunging
necklines

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT WITH:
“Relaxed skirts or trousers. But,
nothing too baggy,” says Nachiket
Barve.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “Antique
silver jewellery for a bohemian look,”
says fashion designer
Payal Singhal.

Welcome new-age elegance into
your wardrobe with an anti-ﬁt
blouse

As indicated by the name,
this style is one where the
exaggerated sleeve becomes
the focus of the garment (and
you get to ﬂaunt the coolest
trend of the year too!)

Make a plain sari the cynosure
of attention by pairing it with a
blouse with dramatic sleeves
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:

Blouse and
sari, Anavila;
shoes, H&M

“Fine pleating at the shoulder,
casually draping the pallu over the
wrist after tying it loosely around the
waist or wrapping it around the neck,”
says fashion designer Rimple Narula.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “A dhoti skirt or a dhoti
pant. But, keep it high-waisted. A lot
of mid-riff with a blouse does not
always look good,” says Nachiket.
“You can even wear it with widelegged trousers or a voluminous skirt
for a retro vibe,” adds Rimple.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
haathphool or a ring. Less is more,”
says Nachiket.

Photo: URVI DESALE
Styling: ANEESA GANDHI AND
ROCHELLE D’SA
Make-up: PIYU PALKAR
Hair: SHAGUFTA SAYED

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress,ÇproducerÇ&Çwriter

Outﬁt, Dhruv Singh;
jewellery, Eurumme

Tisca Chopra
DATE OF BIRTH
November 1

SUNSIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Scorpio

HOME TOWN
Mumbai

Kasauli

FIRST BREAK

My movie Platform (1993)

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Apeejay School, Noida/Hindu College, Delhi

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The birth of my daughter Tara

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

When even after succeeding in getting a break so early, at 19, my
ﬁlm tanked and no one was ready to touch me with a bargepole

ON MY PHONE

Sari and blouse,
Rimzim Dadu; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

THE METALLIC
BLOUSE

A Space Age staple, the
metal wire is making stylish
inroads into ethnic fashion
in the form of
a blouse
Bring back Parisian night
clubs from the 1960s by adding
metallic texture to the blouse
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:
“Styles from across the length and
breadth of the country. There are so
many drapes that come from various
ethnic groups. Each part of India

has a drape of its own. There’s a lot
of room for experimentation,” says
fashion designer Payal Singhal.

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
Since I’m deeply inﬂuenced
by the works of Frank Gehry,
the famous architect, I’d have
been one.

MOST USED APP: Instagram
FIRST APP YOU CHECK IN THE MORNING:
WhatsApp
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: My short ﬁlm Chutney
THE LAST POST ON INSTA: The shoot I did
as a host of a TV show
PHOTO EDITING APPS: I use a Photoeditor
app, Moldiv and Photoshop Express

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Palazzos or even leather
pants. It really depends on the length
and the ﬁt of the blouse,” says fashion
designer Nachiket Barve.

An actor you really admire...??
Meryl Streep.
A ﬁlm genre you’d love to try...?
I’m dying to do a romantic ﬁlm.

How do you handle trolls?
By not paying any attention to them.

ACCESSORISE WITH: “A coin
necklace for an ethnic look or
diamonds if you’re going to a
wedding, depending on the occasion,”
says designer Nachiket Barve.

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has done for you?
A guy ﬂew down from Oman,
slept in his car for three to four
days outside my house and all
he wanted to do was to shake
hands with me. It was crazy as
well as scary.

Your deﬁnition of love....?
It’s largely indescribable and is about
having someone’s back, knowing that
you will put them before yourself.

drishti.vij@htlive.com
Follow @VijDrishti on Twitter

One thing that no one knows about
you is...?
I will give up pretty much anything to
have frozen yogurt. I’ll travel miles for
it, ﬁll up the biggest tub with it and not
share with anyone!
Which is your all-time favourite
TV show?
Breaking Bad.

One thing you can do better than
your mother...?
Make-up!

And what’s it like anchoring a
show on TV?
It feels great to be a part of a show
like Savdhaan India that spreads
awareness about crime.
If you woke up as a man one day,
what would you do?
Go back to sleep!

And what’s the best thing about
marriage?
It’s like having a long sleepover
with a friend.
What’s your strategy in a crisis?
Every crisis demands a different strategy. I’m pretty Zen though, I’m a good
mix of Punjabi nerves with a
Buddhist focus.
What do you love most
about Delhi?
The winters, the food and the roads.
Share your ﬁtness mantra
with us.
Yoga. We massively undermine
its ability!
Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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MOM, STOP CURSING
MY PHONE!
A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
his week was loads of fun
on my Twitter timeline.
I’d put up a tweet on how
my mom’s prescribed
treatment for any ailment in
life is ‘thoda paani zada piyo’
(drink more water), even if
that problem is heartbreak.
The tweet got tonnes of
responses from the ever-sowitty Twitterati. Many also
shared what their mom’s
typical remedy to all problems
in life is. And the one that
totally stood out among the
responses that came from
Wasseypur to Wayanad and
Bathinda to Bengaluru was
everyone’s mom saying the
same thing — iss mobile phone
ko aag laga de, sab theek ho
jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season, let
me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning, when
the hand starts to look for the
phone under the pillow even
when the eyes aren’t yet open,
to the depth of the night when
the glow of the cellphone in the

T

dark reflects on the sleepy
face, this bond stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded
by the Indian Council of Social
Science Research, reveals that
“the anxiety and fear of
missing out on information
make university students
check their mobile devices as
many as 150 times in a day”,
perhaps equal to the average
number of times Arvind
Kejriwal prays in a day that
Delhi Police should come
under his control. 63% of the
college students surveyed for
the research are hooked to
their smart phone for 4-7 hours
a day, and 23% use their phone
for more than eight hours a
day. Experts call these figures
alarming and potentially
detrimental to health, but then
the impact of these warnings
on the addicted youngsters is
like the fate of the
Mahagathbandhan — neither
here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their

honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their
hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents, especially
the moms who have a chappal
ready in their hand as they
wake up their teenager who
was on the phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a
perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram, there’s
Twitter, there’s WhatsApp,
there’s FB, YouTube…It’s like
a social media octopus that has
firmly grabbed your son or

daughter with all eight
tentacles. Except that your
child is enjoying the grip. Now
to keep cursing your child or
the octopus day after day
would achieve precious little.
So here’s what you should do,
me thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway makes
no sense to remind them of
how you were in your student
years. Because, you see, you
may have done wonders
studying under the street
lamp, but it isn’t really your
child’s fault that the ‘luxuries’
you have provided him today
did not exist in your time. You
were more fortunate and
comfortable as compared to
kids two generations prior to
yours — they are more
comfortable today than how
you were. It’s simply how time
works. Yes, it’s absolutely
important for them to
understand the value of what
they have, but riding on
sarcasm is not going to get you
there faster. Whining only
breeds whiners around you.
Treat them like grownups: People understand
respect more than words. And

1

2

Dedicated
to parents
who want
to set their
teenagers’
phone on fire
it is inherently true that our
problems, at any age that we
are, seem like the biggest
monsters at that time. So while
you may not think that
pacifying a sulking girlfriend
is necessarily a productive
activity, your son may just
think of it as priority number
1. So if you find your child
worried and constantly on
phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they will
look up to you forever.
Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone, you
can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things that
keep you busy. I have seen
dads scolding their youngsters
for using a cellphone while
eating, and then get busy with
watching a heated TV news
debate while having dinner
themselves. You might think
that your spending time on
your laptop, your calls, etc. is
important for running the
household, but then in the
mind of your teenager, his/her
social activities are as critical
to their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.
Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra. She
gifted a new smartphone to
her mom and got her addicted
to satsang apps. Now there’s
Jai Shri Ram at home. Mail
your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustantim
es.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/JACQUEMUS

Petite is the
new pretty:
Downsize your
bag ladies
Take a break from
those bulky hobos and
totes. Delicate and
feminine, mini purses
are having a moment in
the world of fashion

3

Dua Lipa
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DUALIPA

Akshay Kaushal
urses and bags are mostly
meant for a utilitarian
purpose, where you can
fit in your cards and keys
while you are on the go.
However, this piece of
accessory has now been
downsized and you can barely
fit your keys in it. Maybe your
earrings or studs can find a
corner! Seen all over
internationally this year, the
tiny handbags and purses
have now become a hit among
the fashionistas. Celebrities
like Lady Gaga, Dua Lipa,
Sonam K Ahuja and Priyanka
Chopra Jonas are flaunting it
and how. Here’s what the
style experts have to say

P

During the Paris
Fashion Week this
year, Jacquemus
presented a whole new
range of teeny tiny
purses that caught
everyone’s fancy.

Richa Chadha gets nostalgic while shooting her next
Pooja Sharma
his year seems promising
for actor Richa Chadha.
The actor recently
wrapped up shooting for
Section 375, co-starring
Akshaye Khanna. Now, she is
shooting for her other project,
Panga. Richa had to go through
rigorous training to learn to
play Kabaddi from national
players, and has completed
shooting for the first schedule
in Bhopal, then in Kolkata
followed by Delhi. Richa was
excited to shoot in Delhi since
it’s her home town.
“Richa is originally from
Delhi, and she has always
maintained a connection with
her roots. It’s always a pleasure
for her to come back to Delhi to
shoot for her films. However,
one of the most interesting
coincidences for Richa was
when she was pleasantly
surprised to find out that she
will be shooting in her
preschool in Delhi. Richa
completed her schooling from
Sardar Patel Vidyalaya. But
before she got herself admitted
in school, Richa went through
preschool at Saraswati Puri
Nursery School, in the Lady
Irwin college compound. She

T

was elated to have an
opportunity to shoot for the
film,” a source says.
Richa says, “Shooting here
brought back a flood of
memories. My mother used to
teach at the Lady Irwin College.
So she put me in this preschool.
Even now, when I went back, I
could identify the sandpit and
slides I would play on. The
garden was still as beautiful as
it was, and I went to my
classroom as well. It was
nostalgic and very special.”

Shooting here brought
back a flood of
memories. My mother
used to teach at the
Lady Irwin College. So
she put me in this
preschool. Even now,
when I went back, I
could identify the
sandpit and slides I
would play on
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

about this ‘little’ trend.
Designer Rina Dhaka says
these teeny tiny purses are
quite cute to look at. “It’s
sweet. Small bags are like
miniatures. These were
always used for this doll
effect. Glad to know that
people are fed up of big bags
and are using these cuties.
However, there is one
drawback of these bags that
they aren’t functional at all.”
she quips.
So what makes these mini
bags popular despite not
being so functional?
Designer Nachiket Barve
says, “During the Paris
Fashion Week this year,
Jacquemus presented a whole
new range of tiny purses that
caught everyone’s fancy,”
However, he thinks that this
design is a classic example of
made for social media trend.

“Unless you need a special
bag for aspirin, these bags are
pretty pointless,” he adds.
How to style these mini
handbags? “These miniature
handbags are mere
showpieces that you carry
along. This bag won’t go with
your athleisure look. They
look best with dresses. You
can spruce up your party look
like Dua Lipa or add that
element of quirk to your flirty
floral dress like Priyanka
Chopra Jonas; the mini purse
will definitely get you
noticed,” adds Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

NACHIKET BARVE
DESIGNER

Richa Chadha
had to go
through
rigorous
training to
learn to play
Kabaddi

Sonam K Ahuja
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SONAMKAPOOR

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRIYANKACHOPRA

Glad to know that
people are fed up of
big bags and are using
these cuties.
RINA DHAKA DESIGNER

Sumeet is all for sustainable fashion
Sneha Mahadevan
umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs
by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the

S

importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion
that’s Indian and made by
Indian fabrics, which helps
promote even artisans
and craftsmen of our
country.”
sneha.mahadevan
@htlive.com

n

Sumeet
Vyas
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S

PHOTO:
RAHUL
JHANGIANI

VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

Rishabh Suri
abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.

T

“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest
to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25

years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.
“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and

female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to
film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

There is more to me than just Mr India reboot is my ode to Sridevi: Boney Kapoor
comedy, says Sunil Grover T
Sneha Mahadevan

Kavita Awaasthi
orking with a superstar
is not a piece of cake,
and that’s what popular
comedy actor Sunil Grover
realised while shooting for
Bharat with Salman Khan.
Although he had known
Salman professionally, he got
to know the superstar
personally while on the sets.
“I am in awe of Salman
bhai’s aura and personality. I
look up to him. People only see
the star that he is, but he is a
multi-dimensional man. He is
so dedicated to his films and
family. He meets so many
people in a day. Bhai ke darbar
mein roz bahut log aate hain.
That must take up a lot of
energy. When he connects
with someone, he stays in
touch with them. He talks with
a make-up man or a
sportsperson or an actor or
director with the same
enthusiasm,” he says.
Sunil shares it was tricky to
pull off the role of Salman’s
friend in the upcoming film
convincingly. “Salman Khan
is such a huge superstar, so I
had to ensure that our bond
looked real onscreen and not
over-friendly. Maintaining a
balance was tough, as I didn’t
want to look unnatural and
didn’t want his fans to think so
at all,” says Sunil, who
debuted in films with Pyaar
Toh Hona Hi Tha (1998).
Having proved his comic
talent on television in various
shows including the Comedy
Nights With Kapil, Sunil has
made his place in the sun.
Though comedy is his forte,
the actor wants to attempt
roles away that genre. He says,
“If the role demands comedy
then I am all for it. Comedy is
difficult, and thankfully,
people get me and my jokes.
Mera sur laga hua hai
audiences ke saath. I feel
blessed. But I would like to
explore other kinds of roles
too. I feel I have shown only
one aspect of my talent to
people, there is more to me.”
Sunil admits working in big
films like Vishal Bhardwaj’s
directorial Pataakha (2018)
and director Ali Abbas Zaffar’s

Sunil Grover
(left) says he is
in awe of
Salman Khan’s
(below) aura
and personality

W

‘NOT JOINING KAPIL
SHARMA’S SHOW’
The speculations that
Sunil will join Kapil
Sharma’s show keep
surfacing. The latest buzz
was that Salman tried to
patch up the two artistes
and Sunil will be on the
show. But Sunil refutes it,
saying: “People make
assumptions and take it
from there. There is no
such development.” Kapil
and Sunil had a fallout in
May, 2017.

Bharat has been interesting.
While the former was a dream
come true, the latter, has him
in an interesting role. He says,
“I am glad to have got the
chance to work in an industry
I have always wanted to be a
part of. It’s a huge deal.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com
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his week marked the 32nd
anniversary of one of the
most iconic films in Hindi
cinema — Mr India. Produced
by Boney Kapoor, the 1987 film
starred his brother, actor Anil
Kapoor, and wife, late actor
Sridevi. The film also gave the
cine lovers one of the most
iconic Hindi film villains —
Mogambo, a character
portrayed by late actor Amrish
Puri. Boney tells us the reboot
of the original is in the making,
as he takes us down memory
lane. The most special
memory is, of course, meeting
my wife Sridevi for the first
time for the film and the first
day of shooting with her.
In those days, Sri used to
charge ₹8.5 lakh for a film, and
her mother would give 30-35
days for the entire film. When I
went to sign Sri up for it, she
asked for ₹10 lakh thinking
after bargaining I will get it
down to ₹8.5 lakh. But, I took a
pause and said I will pay ₹11
lakh. They were shocked and
didn’t know what had
happened. They also said that
her staff must stay close to Sri’s
hotel. I said I’d make them stay
in the same hotel. My only
condition was that I needed 6065 days, but we ended up
shooting for 125 days because
she was passionate about the
project and knew it needed that
kind of time.
It doesn’t feel like it has been
32 years since the film released
(29 May, 1987). I remember
everything so vividly, I can
describe every day of the shoot.
I was lucky to have a crew that
was motivated and so
passionate. That crew was
driven by passion — right from
Shekhar Kapur to Javed
Akhtar to Baba Azmi to Peter
Pereira to Veeru Devgan —
everyone gave their best to the
film. It was miraculous that we
managed to pull it off.
In those days, all films
starring A-listers were made
on a budget of ₹80-90 crore,
I remember this film cost me ₹4
crore! I was given the title of
Saddam Hussain because
people thought I was just
burning through the money.
People would go to my father
(producer Surinder Kapoor) to
tell him we will ruin
everything. Some
sympathisers even went to Anil
to tell him I’d ruin his career

because he was an invisible
character in the film.
We tried to think of a sequel
but nothing worked out so we
are now rebooting it. We will
make it contemporary. It’d be
my ode to Sri and to Veeru
(who died recently) and
Amrish Puri and everyone who
contributed to the film.
But the most to Sri, because
she was the sole selling factor
of the film. Of course, Anil will
be a part of the film. In fact, I’d
want most people from the
original to be a part of this. It’d
mean a lot to me if they
contributed to the film .
Whenever we meet, we talk
about Mr India with the same
passion, so I am sure they
would be happy to be a part of
the film.

Boney
Kapoor

PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

Sridevi
HT PHOTO
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
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You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

HOWTODEALWITH A
POSSESSIVE PARTNER
here is a fine line between
being protective and
being possessive.
“Primarily possessiveness
could be attributed to a
childhood trauma, past
relationship experiences or
simply due to a misplaced
understanding of life,” says
marriage counsellor Shivani
Sadhoo.
At first, one always feels
nice that your partner wants
to know every minute detail
about your life, such as your
whereabouts, what you are
doing and who you are with.
But after a point it tends to
feel as if he or she is stalking
you. Harsheen Arora,
psychologist shares a few
pointers on how to deal when
you have a possessive
partner:

T

AT FIRST, ONE FEELS
NICE THAT A PERSON
WANTS TO KNOW
EVERY MINUTE DETAIL
ABOUT YOUR LIFE

ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.

Decoding Rahu and its effects

A

A

Actor Matt Bomer
PHOTO: MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI

PHOTO: HTCS

rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

PHOTO:
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false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Pallavi Rai Bhasin

BOMER’S HAPPY
GAY ROLES
HAVE MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW

Dia Mirza

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

DAILY HOROSCOPE

n Try to talk and understand

where their steaming
behaviour is coming
from.
n Make your partner feel
secure by expressing your
love for them and also
involve them in your life.
n Instead of giving into
irrational demands or
reacting angrily, try to be
calm at the moment.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
rou
utine. Something said
or done on the
o
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the
journey is likely to add to
jou
your excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
financial stability meet
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
for some. Someone is
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
eir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
like
ely to be received. A
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
d
realise your dreams and
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

SHOW BUZZ

PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

LOOKBACK

GREYWALASHADE:
AGEING ON SCREEN

03

Taapsee
Pannu;
(inset) in
Saand Ki
Aankh
PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

Good old memory
Actor Soni Razdan shared this beautiful memory from the
set of her film Mandi that released in the 80s. She wrote,
“Memories of MANDI Women In Indian Cinema#SoniRazdan, #ShabanaAzmi and #SmitaPatil in
#ShyamBenegal’s Mandi (1983).” PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SONIRAZDAN

QUOTE HANGER
SINCE THE LAST
COUPLE OF
YEARS, I’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR
SCRIPTS THAT
WILL TAKE ME
OUT OF MY
COMFORT ZONE

I DON’T WORK
FOR MORE THAN
EIGHT HOURS
BECAUSE OF MY
SON (TAIMUR).
SOMETIMES, I
CAN MAKE AN
EXCEPTION.

JACQUELINE
FERNANDEZ,
ACTOR

KAREENA
KAPOOR KHAN,
ACTOR

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the
whole ‘old’ angle. In fact,
it actually made me
look at it like a
challenge. I knew that
I will probably not get
a role like this again
at this age. Nobody
would want me to play
a 65-year-old woman. I
was pretty gung-ho about it

Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

Collectingpriceless
petalsoflife,one
stepatatime

and looking forward to seeing
myself as an old woman
onscreen,” says Taapsee.

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to try
different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only going
to win over the audience,” he
shares.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

‘It’s very important you stay relevant’
Rishabh Suri
aving been in the
business for 20 years
now, filmmaker
Milan Luthria has
experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about
his journey so far. “It’s
been good. I’ve had the
chance to work with some
fabulous people, so many
big actors who one would
never imagine working
with, especially at the
start of their career,” says
Milan, adding some great
films came along, others
didn’t do well.

H

“But [I have] no
regrets. It’s not an easy
job. I always changed
genres, tried to
experiment. It’s
important you stay
relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says
Milan.
His next will be the
Hindi remake of a Telugu
film.“We haven’t started
the shoot yet,” he says,
“We are prepping. It’s
important that when you
buy rights to something,
you don’t tamper with the
essence,” he adds.

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
RAVI KUMAR/HT
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about.
The book, which is a
collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The
Tribune’s assistant editor
Harvinder Khetal at the
Chandigarh Press Club, Sector
27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space
in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects

L

of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the
Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com
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■

ONÇSUNDAY

SAY CHEERS
The stars of the show
at such restaurants as
Dragonfly will always
be cocktails

■

HOUSE PARTY SPECIAL
With good wine shops like La
Cave in Bengaluru and Delhi,
you don’t need to go to a hotel
for wine

■

RAISING THE BAR
At restaurants like Bo-Tai, it’s the
bar element that draws the crowds

India’s Bar Boom

■

FINE FOCUS
Zorawar Kalra is
now focussed on
cocktail-based
concepts

BARTENDERS CAN be as important as chefs to the success of today’s restaurants, but not
enough people give them the recognition they deserve

■

RUDE DRINK

Vir Sanghvi

P

eople who like beverages
are, in the F&B industry at
least, divided into two broad
categories. There are the
wine drinkers. And there are the
spirits drinkers. (And beer is a separate universe by itself.)
Within the spirits category, the
fastest growing subgroup may well
be cocktails. Yes, Indians like such
spirits as whisky. An older demographic likes single malts, but
blends are more popular. Trendies
like such white spirits as gin and
vodka.
The best thing
about spirits is that you
can drink them at home
(rather than at restaurants)
at a much lower cost, with no
great drop in the quality of
the experience. A measure of
Lagavulin or Singleton will
taste the same no matter
whether you drink it in a fancy
bar or in your living room. Given
that bars can be pricey, many people
do their drinking at home – especially now, because premium
spirits are easy to buy in retail
shops or in the duty-free sector.
So it is with the wine
trade, globally. There is no
difference in the taste of say,
a First Growth Bordeaux
drunk at home or at a restaurant. And it is much cheaper at
home without the huge restaurant
mark-ups.
This is less of an issue for wine

drinkers abroad because a) most
people in the West will order a bottle
of wine – even if it is marked up –
when they go out for dinner and b) at
top restaurants, sommeliers pride
themselves on creating wine lists
that offer unusual or even hard-tofind bottles.
In India, with a handful of
importers flogging the same bottles
to every restaurant, the wine lists
have a bland sameness with few rarities or bargains. The sommeliers
don’t do much more than open the
bottles. And anyway, Indians don’t
feel the need to have wine with their
meals.
The only advantage that restaurants once had was availability:
wine was hard to find in the local
retail sector. But with the opening of
such good wine shops as Madhulika
Dhall’s La Cave in Delhi and
Bengaluru, you don’t need to go to a
hotel to find good wine.
So, can you do all your drinking
at home? Is there anything you need
to go out for?
Yes. There is.
A good cocktail.
Even if you are a cocktail buff

and keep mixers etc. at home, there
will be only a handful of cocktails
you can make in your own bar:
say, a Bloody Mary, if you have
Worcestershire sauce and perhaps, celery salt at home. A martini
if you have the right kind of vermouth in your drinks cabinet. Even
basic cocktails like an Old Fashioned
or a Cosmopolitan are rarely made
well at home. People nearly always
go out to drink them.
There is a clear parallel with
food. We can all make black dal at
home. But it will never be Dal
Bukhara unless we go out to eat
it. We can’t really make tandoori
chicken at home because few of
us have our own tandoors. It is a
restaurant dish. A homemade dosa
has its own charm but if you want
one of these crisp, thin paper dosas,
you have to go to a pro who knows
how to make them.
So it is with drinks. It is easy
enough to drink vodka or whisky at
home. But if you want a great
cocktail, you have to go out. These
days, it is about the only drinking
experience that you can’t replicate
at home.
Savvy
restaurateurs
have
realised this. I went, a fortnight ago,
to a pre-opening party for Priyank
Sukhija’s Dragonfly in Delhi’s
Aerocity. Priyank is pretty much the
king of the Delhi restaurant scene
but, as he has gone more upmarket,
he has decided that the best way to
do it is to predicate the expansion on
cocktails. Many of his newer
places will have ambitious
food menus but the stars of
the show will always be the
cocktails.
At Dragonfly, a celebrity bartender who has worked in some of
London’s best bars has created a
long and inventive cocktail menu
and the night I went, all anybody
could talk about were the cocktails.
It’s the same with Zorawar
Kalra. After having established his
group with fun,
■ THE RIGHT MIX
A cocktail is about h i g h - q u a l i t y
Indian
food
the only drinking
( M a s a l a
experience that
Farzi
Library,
you can’t replicate
Café
etc.)
at home

■

■

A CREATIVE CALL
The drinks of a bartender should show
signs of genuine innovation

Zorawar has lately focussed on cocktail-based concepts like Bo-Tai and
Tyger. There is lots of food but it is
the bar element that draws the
crowds.
All this makes bartenders the
key to the current restaurant/bar
boom. But here’s the funny thing.
Not enough people give them the
recognition they deserve. If I asked
you to name five top Indian chefs,
you would have no difficulty. But if I
asked you to name five top Indian
bartenders, you would struggle to
come up with even three names.
And yet, bartenders can be as
important as chefs to the success of
one of today’s bar-restaurants. The
people who run the restaurants
know this but somehow, they are
never particularly keen to give their
bar people a high public profile.
I realised this last week when I
was one of the judges for the World
Class cocktail competition. World
Class is a global Diageo property
and has a glamorous final event
every year. (Last year was Berlin.
This September it will be Glasgow.)
Each country sends representatives
who are chosen after intense scrutiny to compete with bar champions
from other countries. (It is the Miss
World of bartending.)
When Surabhi Negi of Diageo
asked me to join this year’s judging

■

CLASH OF THE COCKTAILS
World Class holds a cocktail competition
that’s the Miss World of bartending

panel, I pointed out that though I
knew a bit about spirits (after years
of writing about them and making
TV shows), my real interest was
wine. Was I qualified to judge cocktails?
She said not to worry and when I
arrived for the Mumbai Regional
final, I was relieved to see that the
jury included two drinks experts, a
legendary Indian bar guru, a great
restaurateur and a top chef. So we
had a perfect balance when it came
to judging the 50 contenders.
Unlike many other people, I
judge bartenders by the quality of
their cocktails. I don’t mind a bit of
drama in the presentation. But I am
not impressed by jugglers masquerading as barmen and if a guy wants
to fill the room with flames while
making his cocktail, I treat him with
scepticism until I actually taste the
cocktail. (And then, usually, I realise
why I was right to be sceptical...)
I take an old-fashioned view of
bartenders. They need not call themselves mixologists (silly, pretentious
word: do chefs call themselves ‘cookologists’?). They should have
enough personality to hold up the
bar and engage with guests but they
needn’t be stand-up comedians. And
their drinks must either be excellently made versions of classics or
should show signs of genuine innovation.
But even with these preconceptions, I have to say that I was stunned
by the high quality of the cocktails
that the World Class contestants produced. It wasn’t just the final taste
of the drinks. It was the imagination
and the effort they demonstrated in
thinking of all the things that went
into the cocktails.
One guy made his own sandal-

■

GAME CHANGER
Priyank Sukhija is
predicating his
expansion on cocktails

CLASS ACT
Madhulika Dhall
established the
wine shop La Cave

wood bitters. You could use them as
a cocktail component or you could
just add them to a small (25 ml) measure of Johnnie Walker Black (with
a cube of ice) and be startled by how
they made the whisky come alive.
Another extracted an edible magenta colour from a flower. A third
took the smokey flavour of
Lagavulin and built a brilliant cocktail around it.
I can’t name any of them
because we have a Delhi semi-final
to go (which should be over by the
time you read this) and then an All
India final in the third week of June.
So all our marking is top secret.
Obviously Diageo hopes that one
of these Indian bartenders will
make it to the top five at the global
World Class. And perhaps they will.
But that, for me, is not the most
important part of the exercise. Over
the last couple of years I have come
to the conclusion that India has its
own rules. For instance, it will never
be the next China when it come to
fine wine.
As for food, there will always be
space for good restaurants but
younger Indians are now going out
for the experience and not the food.
Give them kebabs, sushi rolls, dim
sum, pizzas or whatever, and they
will be more than happy.
There is just one key component
of the experience that nobody can
compromise on: the bar.
So, like it or not, by accident or
by design, we are headed to a situation where India’s top bartenders
will be as important as India’s top
chefs.
So let’s give these guys the recognition they deserve.

Silence! Cars On The Road
THE MERCEDES EQC electric vehicle is so quiet you can actually

hear yourself breathe
EV, EV FUEL

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

I

t’s the oldest car company in
the world and has been at the
cutting edge of automotive
innovation for most part of
its 130-year history, but in the
electric car race, Mercedes has
been
uncharacteristically
slow
and has only just launched its ﬁrst
mass-produced all-electric car, the
Mercedes-Benz EQC.
Rivals like Audi, BMW, Jaguar
and of course Tesla, the poster boy
of the electric car world, have all
nosed ahead, a fact most obvious on
the streets of Oslo where every other
car sold is electric. I’ve never seen
more Teslas in one day than I have
in my entire life, and in fact in
March this year the Tesla Model 3
was by far Norway’s bestselling car.

This Scandinavian country is the capital of the electric car world and an eyeopener for EV skeptics (myself included). Norway has shown us that when
public and private sectors work as a
team, under a government totally committed to a future of electric mobility,
it’s possible to create an environment
where people, well, just want to buy
environmentally-friendly cars.
Norway’s EV success is down to
three fundamental reasons. Electric
cars are cheap to buy (they are heavily subsidised), easy to use (almost

everything like parking, tolls, even
charging is free) and easy to charge
(charging stations are everywhere).
It’s a simple enough formula, but not
many countries have the gumption
to see it through.
It was quite fitting then that
Mercedes chose Norway to launch the
EQC where it would feel right home.
The EQC looks quite similar to the
Mercedes GLC and that’s not a coincidence because it’s based on the same
mid-sized SUV.

PRETTY PLAIN
The EQC isn’t a ground-breaking design,
which you would expect from a car that
represents the future of motoring and in
fact, it looks rather plain from certain
angles, especially the side profile. The
only bits that spice up the looks are the
stunning alloy wheels and the distinctive
nose, which has very techy looking headlights and a fibre optic light strip running
across the bonnet.
From the inside, the EQC is again
very Mercedes with lots of common bits
like the switchgear, and of course, the
fantastic double screen display for the
infotainment and all the car’s functions.
■

UP, CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Space-wise this EV is not very large
and similar on the inside to the GLC that
is sold in India

Adding a bit of ‘EV-ness’ to the cabin is a
blue (for electric) lighting strip and some
avante garde design bits like the fluted
aircon vents and grated speaker grilles.
Space-wise the EQC is not very large and
similar on the inside to the GLC that is
sold in India.
I pick up the EQC from Oslo airport
but find there’s only 30km of charge left
in the 80kwH battery so my first stop is
the nearest charging station. That’s quite
easy to find because all the charging stations in the country are stored in the
navigation system, which is very handy.
Charging the EQC was a breeze. It’s fast
(around 20 minutes to get an 80 per cent
charge) and there are plenty of quick
chargers around. With the charging out
of the way, it’s now time to get down to
the driving.

QUIET AND QUICK
The EQC, powered by two electric
motors, which produce a combined
408hp, is no slouch. Floor the pedal
and this 2.4 ton SUV lunges forward
with a strong, seamless surge of
acceleration. The way the EQC gathers speed silently and without drama
can land you in trouble in a country
known for its punitively high speeding fines.
Masking the EQC’s speed is its
astonishing level of refinement. Yes,
electric cars are quiet, but this one is
eerily so. The whine of the electric
motors, the roar of the tyres have been
painstakingly filtered out to create a
cabin so hushed you can hear yourself
breathe. On Norway’s well-manicured

■

FACE VALUE
The only bits that spice up the looks of
this car are the stunning alloy wheels
and the distinctive nose

roads, sparsely-trafficked but strictly
speed-regulated highways, driving
something so refined as the EQC was,
well, quite a non-event. A bit boring and
sterile? Maybe. But the future of motoring is going to be just that. Better get
used to it.

Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the
most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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One Blouse, Two Ways To Wear It
PRESENTING FIVE statement blouses, And how you can style them differently

every time! Text by Drishti Vij. Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling
by Jahnvi Bansal

T

here is no garment that’s more
adaptable or democratising
than the sari. From Bollywood’s
prima donna Deepika Padukone
to Bangladeshi activist Kalpona Akter,
all wear it with equal savoir faire. But,
the ubiquity of the sari blouse – that can
give a new lease of life to an old sari, add
a dash of colour to a drape or be used as
a standalone piece with everything from
culottes to paperbag skirts – has gone unnoticed.
Interestingly, the sari blouse was
introduced by the British when India
was a colony under the Raj. “It used to
be a tight-ﬁtted garment that served the
purpose of covering up,” reveals fashion
designer Payal Singhal. During the 19th
century, many women didn’t cover their
torsos in the southern part of India and
Bengali women went bare-breasted under the saris, as seen in the National
Award-winning ﬁlm Chokher Bali (2003).
Modesty as a virtue was borrowed
from the Victorian way of dressing, as
women used to wear tight corsets under
high-neck gowns. As they started going to work in the West, women started

dressing differently too. Corsets were
given up and high-neck blouses could be
worn with skirts or trousers. The blouse
was perhaps the ﬁrst attempt by women
wanting to ﬁt into a man’s world – it was
revolutionary.
Fashion designer Anju Modi says:
“Culturally, we’ve been seeing the sari
from the caves of Khajuraho to ancient
paintings. But the modern woman has
moved past it. The blouse has become
a statement piece and there are myriad
ways to style it. It used to be a body-hugging garment, but it has now transformed
into a relaxed silhouette. Anti-ﬁt blouses –
be it a cape or a jacket – have become the
norm.” Fashion designer Nachiket Barve
adds, “There isn’t just one type of blouse
any more as the sari is no longer for mums
and grannies, which is why there are so
many ways to wear it. ”
Therefore, modern-day blouses have
gone beyond the sari – they’re not just
worn to enhance it. And even though history shows us how the sari didn’t need a
blouse at one point but we’ve now come to
a point where blouses needn’t be armed
with the sari, at all!

THE SHIRT BLOUSE
The shirt used to be a
workwear staple and the
shirt blouse is its modern
interpretation – relaxed
yet stylish

Pair the subtlety of the classic
white shirt with a relaxed drape
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN: “A relaxed
way just as they would in a Raja Ravi
Varma painting. Keep it a bit casual,”
says designer Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Cigarette pants or culottes,”
she adds.

Sari and shirt, Badaam;
shoes, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

ACCESSORISE WITH: “Belts! You
can go a little experimental with them
if the design of the blouse is simple.
Or keep it simple if it’s an embellished
look,” suggests Anju Modi.

Blouse and sari,
Bloni; shoes and
skirt, H&M; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

Sari and jacket blouse,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin

THE COAT
BLOUSE

Popularised by the
military during the world
war, a light overcoat-style
blouse can be worn during
unpredictable weather
Match utilitarian outerwear
with the ﬂuidity of the whole
nine yards

Jacket and pants,
Torani; shoes, H&M;
earrings, Zariin
DRAPE YOUR SARI IN:
“Assamese Mekhela style or even
something where the pallu is
draped towards the front,” says
Anju Modi.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Trousers for a formal
event in the evening,” she says.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
Victorian brooch for understated
elegance,” says fashion designer
Nachiket Barve.

Blouse, Rimzim Dadu;
trousers, H&M;
earrings, Bhaavya
Bhatnagar; shoes,
Rimzim Dadu
Art direction: Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Model: Priya Jain
(Feat. Artists)

Blouse, Anavila;
skirt, H&M;
footwear, H&M

THE
STATEMENTSLEEVE BLOUSE

Blouse and
sari, Anavila
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI
IN: “Loosely done pleats. Keep it
comfortable and avoid anything prestitched,” says Anju Modi.

THE ANTI-FIT
BLOUSE

Airy, breathable and looseﬁtting, this blouse doesn’t
cling to your curves and
comes sans plunging
necklines

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT WITH:
“Relaxed skirts or trousers. But,
nothing too baggy,” says Nachiket
Barve.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “Antique
silver jewellery for a bohemian look,”
says fashion designer
Payal Singhal.

Welcome new-age elegance into
your wardrobe with an anti-ﬁt
blouse

As indicated by the name,
this style is one where the
exaggerated sleeve becomes
the focus of the garment (and
you get to ﬂaunt the coolest
trend of the year too!)

Make a plain sari the cynosure
of attention by pairing it with a
blouse with dramatic sleeves
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:

Blouse and
sari, Anavila;
shoes, H&M

“Fine pleating at the shoulder,
casually draping the pallu over the
wrist after tying it loosely around the
waist or wrapping it around the neck,”
says fashion designer Rimple Narula.
ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “A dhoti skirt or a dhoti
pant. But, keep it high-waisted. A lot
of mid-riff with a blouse does not
always look good,” says Nachiket.
“You can even wear it with widelegged trousers or a voluminous skirt
for a retro vibe,” adds Rimple.
ACCESSORISE WITH: “A
haathphool or a ring. Less is more,”
says Nachiket.

Photo: URVI DESALE
Styling: ANEESA GANDHI AND
ROCHELLE D’SA
Make-up: PIYU PALKAR
Hair: SHAGUFTA SAYED

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress,ÇproducerÇ&Çwriter

Outﬁt, Dhruv Singh;
jewellery, Eurumme

Tisca Chopra
DATE OF BIRTH
November 1

SUNSIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Scorpio

HOME TOWN
Mumbai

Kasauli

FIRST BREAK

My movie Platform (1993)

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Apeejay School, Noida/Hindu College, Delhi

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The birth of my daughter Tara

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

When even after succeeding in getting a break so early, at 19, my
ﬁlm tanked and no one was ready to touch me with a bargepole

ON MY PHONE

Sari and blouse,
Rimzim Dadu; earrings,
Bhaavya Bhatnagar

THE METALLIC
BLOUSE

A Space Age staple, the
metal wire is making stylish
inroads into ethnic fashion
in the form of
a blouse
Bring back Parisian night
clubs from the 1960s by adding
metallic texture to the blouse
DRAPE WITH YOUR SARI IN:
“Styles from across the length and
breadth of the country. There are so
many drapes that come from various
ethnic groups. Each part of India

has a drape of its own. There’s a lot
of room for experimentation,” says
fashion designer Payal Singhal.

If not an actress, what
would you have been?
Since I’m deeply inﬂuenced
by the works of Frank Gehry,
the famous architect, I’d have
been one.

MOST USED APP: Instagram
FIRST APP YOU CHECK IN THE MORNING:
WhatsApp
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: My short ﬁlm Chutney
THE LAST POST ON INSTA: The shoot I did
as a host of a TV show
PHOTO EDITING APPS: I use a Photoeditor
app, Moldiv and Photoshop Express

ALTERNATIVELY WEAR IT
WITH: “Palazzos or even leather
pants. It really depends on the length
and the ﬁt of the blouse,” says fashion
designer Nachiket Barve.

An actor you really admire...??
Meryl Streep.
A ﬁlm genre you’d love to try...?
I’m dying to do a romantic ﬁlm.

How do you handle trolls?
By not paying any attention to them.

ACCESSORISE WITH: “A coin
necklace for an ethnic look or
diamonds if you’re going to a
wedding, depending on the occasion,”
says designer Nachiket Barve.

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has done for you?
A guy ﬂew down from Oman,
slept in his car for three to four
days outside my house and all
he wanted to do was to shake
hands with me. It was crazy as
well as scary.

Your deﬁnition of love....?
It’s largely indescribable and is about
having someone’s back, knowing that
you will put them before yourself.

drishti.vij@htlive.com
Follow @VijDrishti on Twitter

One thing that no one knows about
you is...?
I will give up pretty much anything to
have frozen yogurt. I’ll travel miles for
it, ﬁll up the biggest tub with it and not
share with anyone!
Which is your all-time favourite
TV show?
Breaking Bad.

One thing you can do better than
your mother...?
Make-up!

And what’s it like anchoring a
show on TV?
It feels great to be a part of a show
like Savdhaan India that spreads
awareness about crime.
If you woke up as a man one day,
what would you do?
Go back to sleep!

And what’s the best thing about
marriage?
It’s like having a long sleepover
with a friend.
What’s your strategy in a crisis?
Every crisis demands a different strategy. I’m pretty Zen though, I’m a good
mix of Punjabi nerves with a
Buddhist focus.
What do you love most
about Delhi?
The winters, the food and the roads.
Share your ﬁtness mantra
with us.
Yoga. We massively undermine
its ability!
Interviewed by Veenu Singh
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MOM, STOP CURSING
MY PHONE!
A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
his week was loads of fun
on my Twitter timeline.
I’d put up a tweet on how
my mom’s prescribed
treatment for any ailment in
life is ‘thoda paani zada piyo’
(drink more water), even if
that problem is heartbreak.
The tweet got tonnes of
responses from the ever-sowitty Twitterati. Many also
shared what their mom’s
typical remedy to all problems
in life is. And the one that
totally stood out among the
responses that came from
Wasseypur to Wayanad and
Bathinda to Bengaluru was
everyone’s mom saying the
same thing — iss mobile phone
ko aag laga de, sab theek ho
jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season, let
me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning, when
the hand starts to look for the
phone under the pillow even
when the eyes aren’t yet open,
to the depth of the night when
the glow of the cellphone in the

T

dark reflects on the sleepy
face, this bond stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded
by the Indian Council of Social
Science Research, reveals that
“the anxiety and fear of
missing out on information
make university students
check their mobile devices as
many as 150 times in a day”,
perhaps equal to the average
number of times Arvind
Kejriwal prays in a day that
Delhi Police should come
under his control. 63% of the
college students surveyed for
the research are hooked to
their smart phone for 4-7 hours
a day, and 23% use their phone
for more than eight hours a
day. Experts call these figures
alarming and potentially
detrimental to health, but then
the impact of these warnings
on the addicted youngsters is
like the fate of the
Mahagathbandhan — neither
here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their

honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their
hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents, especially
the moms who have a chappal
ready in their hand as they
wake up their teenager who
was on the phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a
perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram, there’s
Twitter, there’s WhatsApp,
there’s FB, YouTube…It’s like
a social media octopus that has
firmly grabbed your son or

daughter with all eight
tentacles. Except that your
child is enjoying the grip. Now
to keep cursing your child or
the octopus day after day
would achieve precious little.
So here’s what you should do,
me thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway makes
no sense to remind them of
how you were in your student
years. Because, you see, you
may have done wonders
studying under the street
lamp, but it isn’t really your
child’s fault that the ‘luxuries’
you have provided him today
did not exist in your time. You
were more fortunate and
comfortable as compared to
kids two generations prior to
yours — they are more
comfortable today than how
you were. It’s simply how time
works. Yes, it’s absolutely
important for them to
understand the value of what
they have, but riding on
sarcasm is not going to get you
there faster. Whining only
breeds whiners around you.
Treat them like grownups: People understand
respect more than words. And

1

2

Dedicated
to parents
who want
to set their
teenagers’
phone on fire
it is inherently true that our
problems, at any age that we
are, seem like the biggest
monsters at that time. So while
you may not think that
pacifying a sulking girlfriend
is necessarily a productive
activity, your son may just
think of it as priority number
1. So if you find your child
worried and constantly on
phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they will
look up to you forever.
Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone, you
can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things that
keep you busy. I have seen
dads scolding their youngsters
for using a cellphone while
eating, and then get busy with
watching a heated TV news
debate while having dinner
themselves. You might think
that your spending time on
your laptop, your calls, etc. is
important for running the
household, but then in the
mind of your teenager, his/her
social activities are as critical
to their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.
Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra. She
gifted a new smartphone to
her mom and got her addicted
to satsang apps. Now there’s
Jai Shri Ram at home. Mail
your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustantim
es.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/JACQUEMUS

Petite is the
new pretty:
Downsize your
bag ladies
Take a break from
those bulky hobos and
totes. Delicate and
feminine, mini purses
are having a moment in
the world of fashion

3

Dua Lipa
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DUALIPA

Akshay Kaushal
urses and bags are mostly
meant for a utilitarian
purpose, where you can
fit in your cards and keys
while you are on the go.
However, this piece of
accessory has now been
downsized and you can barely
fit your keys in it. Maybe your
earrings or studs can find a
corner! Seen all over
internationally this year, the
tiny handbags and purses
have now become a hit among
the fashionistas. Celebrities
like Lady Gaga, Dua Lipa,
Sonam K Ahuja and Priyanka
Chopra Jonas are flaunting it
and how. Here’s what the
style experts have to say

P

During the Paris
Fashion Week this
year, Jacquemus
presented a whole new
range of teeny tiny
purses that caught
everyone’s fancy.

Richa Chadha gets nostalgic while shooting her next
Pooja Sharma
his year seems promising
for actor Richa Chadha.
The actor recently
wrapped up shooting for
Section 375, co-starring
Akshaye Khanna. Now, she is
shooting for her other project,
Panga. Richa had to go through
rigorous training to learn to
play Kabaddi from national
players, and has completed
shooting for the first schedule
in Bhopal, then in Kolkata
followed by Delhi. Richa was
excited to shoot in Delhi since
it’s her home town.
“Richa is originally from
Delhi, and she has always
maintained a connection with
her roots. It’s always a pleasure
for her to come back to Delhi to
shoot for her films. However,
one of the most interesting
coincidences for Richa was
when she was pleasantly
surprised to find out that she
will be shooting in her
preschool in Delhi. Richa
completed her schooling from
Sardar Patel Vidyalaya. But
before she got herself admitted
in school, Richa went through
preschool at Saraswati Puri
Nursery School, in the Lady
Irwin college compound. She

T

was elated to have an
opportunity to shoot for the
film,” a source says.
Richa says, “Shooting here
brought back a flood of
memories. My mother used to
teach at the Lady Irwin College.
So she put me in this preschool.
Even now, when I went back, I
could identify the sandpit and
slides I would play on. The
garden was still as beautiful as
it was, and I went to my
classroom as well. It was
nostalgic and very special.”

Shooting here brought
back a flood of
memories. My mother
used to teach at the
Lady Irwin College. So
she put me in this
preschool. Even now,
when I went back, I
could identify the
sandpit and slides I
would play on
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

about this ‘little’ trend.
Designer Rina Dhaka says
these teeny tiny purses are
quite cute to look at. “It’s
sweet. Small bags are like
miniatures. These were
always used for this doll
effect. Glad to know that
people are fed up of big bags
and are using these cuties.
However, there is one
drawback of these bags that
they aren’t functional at all.”
she quips.
So what makes these mini
bags popular despite not
being so functional?
Designer Nachiket Barve
says, “During the Paris
Fashion Week this year,
Jacquemus presented a whole
new range of tiny purses that
caught everyone’s fancy,”
However, he thinks that this
design is a classic example of
made for social media trend.

“Unless you need a special
bag for aspirin, these bags are
pretty pointless,” he adds.
How to style these mini
handbags? “These miniature
handbags are mere
showpieces that you carry
along. This bag won’t go with
your athleisure look. They
look best with dresses. You
can spruce up your party look
like Dua Lipa or add that
element of quirk to your flirty
floral dress like Priyanka
Chopra Jonas; the mini purse
will definitely get you
noticed,” adds Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

NACHIKET BARVE
DESIGNER

Richa Chadha
had to go
through
rigorous
training to
learn to play
Kabaddi

Sonam K Ahuja
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SONAMKAPOOR

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRIYANKACHOPRA

Glad to know that
people are fed up of
big bags and are using
these cuties.
RINA DHAKA DESIGNER

Sumeet is all for sustainable fashion
Sneha Mahadevan
umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs
by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the

S

importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion
that’s Indian and made by
Indian fabrics, which helps
promote even artisans
and craftsmen of our
country.”
sneha.mahadevan
@htlive.com

n

Sumeet
Vyas
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shortstories
FATEHGARH SAHIB
MAN HELD WITH
5KG OPIUM
MOHALI: Police arrested a
Fatehgarh Sahib man with 5kg
opium at a naka at the Lehli
Chowk in Lalru, Dera Bassi, on
Friday night. The accused,
Balwinder Singh, alias Kala, was
coming from Ambala on a scooter,
when he spotted the police naka.
In his bid to flee, he fell from his
scooter and was nabbed on the
spot.On frisking him, the police
recovered 5kg opium in his
possession. During interrogation,
Balwinder disclosed that an
unidentified man from Jharkhand
used to hand over the contraband
to him in Ambala for supply in the
tricity. A case under the NDPS
Act has been registered against
the accused at the Lalru police
HTC
station.

2,412 TB patients benefit
from Nikshay Poshan Yojna
MOHALI: As many as 2,412
tuberculosis (TB) patients have
benefitted under the Nikshay
Poshan Yojna in Mohali, deputy
commissioner Gurpreet Kaur
Sapra said during a meeting on
Sunday. Under the scheme,
Punjab government transfers
₹500 a month to the bank
accounts of all tuberculosis
patients till the time they are
undergoing treatment. In meeting attended by representatives
of the Revised National Tuberculosis Programme and WHO, it was
also stated that monetary help to
the tune of ₹43,98,500 was
provided to 2,412 patients from
HTC
October 2017.

Seminar on No Tobacco
Day at Press Club
CHANDIGARH: The Citizens
Awareness Group, Chandigarh,
and Consumer VOICE, New Delhi,
working on tobacco control issues
in Haryana, organised a seminar
on World No Tobacco Day at the
Press Club. The event was aimed
to spread awareness about ill
effects of tobacco and to sensitise
stakeholders for demanding a ban
on E-cigarettes in state. Consumer
Voice manager Ekta Purohit said
E-cigarettes do not reduce the ill
effects but pose significant
HTC
health risks to users.
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‘WOMEN ARE SMARTER ABOUT MONEY’

TABU SAYS WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY ARE MORE AWARE NOW >>htcity p3
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20 devotees injured as overloaded
25 cops suspended pickup overturns in Nabha village
CORRUPTION, CRIMINAL CHARGES

in past nine months

2 DEAD AS BIKE RAMS INTO
BUS ON DEVIGARH ROAD

ALARMING SITUATION SSP Mandeep Sidhu says police
officials indicted in inquiries will be dismissed from services

HT Correspondent
n

Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA:As many as 25 police per-

sonnel were caught on the wrong
foot in past nine months in
Patiala, raising questions over
the working and professionalism
of police department in the home
district of chief minister Captain
Amarinder Singh.
Four inspectors and sub-inspector level officers, 11 assistant
sub-inspectors of police
(ASIs) and 10 constables were
suspended for their alleged
corrupt practices, involvement in
criminal acts including
robberies and conniving with
anti-social elements.
A major embarrassment came
for the Patiala police after two
ASIs were arrested for their
direct involvement in a
case of missing ₹6.65 crore seized
from the house of Father
Anthony Madasserry at
Partappura village in Jalandhar
on March 29. At least seven traffic
police officers were put under
suspension for allegedly demanding money from commuters in
past three months.
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP) Mandeep Singh
Sidhu said stringent action is
being taken against such elements in the police force.
“We hold orientation and
policing courses of field staff
from time to time to improve their
public dealing skills and to
adopt fair means in their professional lives. However, such
cases still come to fore. We are
serious towards such indiscipline
and have dealt these cases with
suspensions and inquiries,” the

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Two persons were

MAJOR CASES
n May 30, 2019: The vigilance

bureau arrests two assistant
sub-inspectors of police
(ASIs)—Shamsher Singh, who
was posted at the Urban Estate
police station, and ASI Ranjit
Singh, posted at the women cell
police station—red-handed
while accepting a bribe of
₹50,000 for helping local
residents in getting bail in
cheating case.
n May 29, 2019: Four traffic
police officials, including the
Patiala traffic in-charge,
suspended for allegedly
harassing commuters and
extorting money from them.
n April 14, 2019: Two assistant
sub-inspectors (ASIs), Joginder
Singh and Rajpreet Singh
suspended in a case of missing
₹6.65 crore seized from the
house of Father Anthony
Madasserry at Partappura
village in Jalandhar on March
29. A departmental inquiry
was initiated against both
the accused.
n February 19, 2019: Three
traffic cops, including an
assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Prem Singh and head constables Satpal Singh and Balwinder
Singh were suspended for
allegedly seeking ₹100 bribe at
traffic signals. Action was taken
following a Facebook post by
Manjit Kaur Aulakh, widow of
Punjabi writer Ajmer Singh

SSP said.
The SSP said the department
inquiries are already underway
against the suspended police

Aulakh, of Mansa.
January 6, 2019: Two police officials—Samana police station SHO sub-inspector
Narayan Singh and Mavi
Kalan police station in-charge
Chhaju Singh—were suspended for allegedly working in
connivance with bootleggers
operating on the banks of
Ghaggar river in Samana
sub-division.
n November 15, 2018: Then
Nabha SHO Sukhraj Singh
was suspended for laxity in
providing key information in an
investigation into ₹50 lakh
attempted robbery in Nabha. A
bank security guard was killed
in the incident.
n September 9, 2018: Punjab
police constable Guriqbal Singh
was arrested along with three
others for allegedly committing
robbery of ₹6.5 lakh at the
residence of former senior
medical officer.
n October 31, 2018: As many as
seven police officials were
suspended for allegedly
conniving with gamblers and
helping them in running an
illegal business in Patiala.
n August 8, 2018: ASI Narinder
Singh was suspended and
was retired forcefully from
service after he was accused
of torturing and assaulting
seven youth at the Sanaur
police station.
n

personnels. “Those indicted
in inquiries will be immediately
dismissed from services,”
he added.

n

The injured being rushed to a hospital in Nabha on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

HT correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NABHA : As many as 20 devotees
including women and children
on their way to Anandpur Sahib
from Majhi village were injured
on Saturday as the Mahindra
Pick up they were travelling in
overturned on the highway near
Kaidupur village.
Eye witnesses said the vehicle
was speeding and was overloaded with devotees.
Around 25 persons including
women and children were travelling in the Pick up which lost
balance. The injured were
rushed to Nabha civil hospital.
Senior medical officer Sanjay

Goyal said most of the injured
are being treated in the hospital
while two children have been
referred to Rajendra Hospital
Patiala due to severe injuries.
Nabha deputy superintendent
of police VS Thind said the matter is being investigated.

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

and dental colleges and those
working under the Punjab Civil
Medical Services (PCMS) have
raised questions over the
promotion process adopted by
the state government under
direct as well as promotion
quota categories.
In a joint press release, president and general secretary of
Punjab State Medical and Teachers Association, Dr Mridu Gupta
and Dr DS Bhullar; and president PCMS Specialist Doctors
Association Punjab, Dr Ashok
Kumar Bohot, have rejected the
promotions being made under
the direct quota.
“The state government has
failed to timely fill up the

THE UNIONS ALSO
THREATENED TO HOLD A
PROTEST NEXT WEEK IN
CASE THEIR DEMANDS
ARE NOT MET
posts of assistant professor,
which was lying vacant
since a long time under the promotion quota, thus, giving an
opportunity to place junior doctors selected under direct quota
to become seniors in PCMS,”
they said.
The doctors said they want the
state government to abolish filling of the posts of professor and
associate professor under direct
quota and fill the same under
promotion quota.
They added that such prece-

n

Deceased Shamsher
Singh; and (below)
HT PHOTOS
Gurpreet Singh

THE BIKE RIDER TRIED TO OVERTAKE A
TRUCK BUT COLLIDED WITH A SPEEDING BUS
COMING FROM THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION

Doctors raise question over
state govt’s promotion process
PATIALA :Doctors both in medical

WHAT-A-MELON!

THEY WERE ON THEIR
WAY TO ANANDPUR
SAHIB FROM MAJHI
VILLAGE; EYEWITNESSES
SAID THE DRIVER LOST
CONTROL AS VEHICLE
WAS SPEEDING

killed in a head-on collision
of their motorcycle with a
bus on Patiala-Devigarh
road on Saturday.
The deceased were identified as Shamsher Singh, 19,
of Pippal Khedi village and
Gurpreet Singh, 25, of
Swaisingh wala village in
Patiala district.
Police said the deceased
were on their way to Patiala,
where they worked as airconditioner mechanics.
Police said the incident
took place at around 9:30am
when the duo
made an attempt to overtake
a truck but collided with a
speeding bus coming from
the opposite direction.
They were rushed to a
nearby hospital where they
were declared brought dead.
The bodies were handed
over to their families after
postmortem.
No case was registered till
the filing of this report.

dence is not being followed in
any of the Punjab government
department and is prevalent
only in medical and dental education cadre.
“Although the process of
amendment in Medical Education Rules is under active consideration of the government, the
selection committee formed by
the state government is in haste
to fill these posts under direct
quota for the reasons best known
to it,” they alleged.
The association appealed to
chief minister Amarinder
Singh and health and medical
education minister Brahm
Mohindra to intervene to
set the house in the right
direction.
The unions also threatened to
hold a protest next week in case
their demands are not met.

CLASS-10 BOY
COMMITS SUICIDE
IN SANGRUR
SANGRUR:A Class 10 student alleg-

edly committed suicide by hanging himself near his residence in
Longowal town of Sangrur district on Saturday. The boy was
reportedly missing since Friday
and the body was found lying at a
vacant plot near his residence.
The deceased was identified as
Gurpreet Singh, a resident of
Longowal.
His parents told the police that
he was under depression and had
left his house on Friday morning.
“The body was recovered
after the residents informed
about foul smell in the area. The
boy had hanged himself from a
lantern,” the SHO said. Police
have initiated inquest proceedings under Section 174 of Code of
HTC
Criminal Procedure.

FO R A C AU S E

Nabha village sarpanch leads war on drugs
Mohit Singla
n

n

A street vendor displaying watermelons to attract buyers in Patiala on Saturday.

BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT

Wife, paramour booked for killing man
PATIALA:Police on Friday booked a

35-year-old woman for allegedly
killing her husband in Naina village of Rajpura sub-division.
The woman’s paramour
Gagan and her father Gurmukh
Singh were also booked
under charges of murder and
criminal conspiracy.
The deceased was identified as
37-year-old Harwinder Singh and
the accused as Jaswinder Kaur.
Police said the couple were

having issues in their relationship over Jaswinder’s alleged
illicit relations with Gagan.
Rajpura sadar police station
SHO Vijaypal Singh said the incident took place on Thursday
night when Jaswinder attacked
her husband with a kitchen knife
while he was having dinner.
Harwinder was rushed to a
local hospital in SAS Nagar from
where he was shifted to Post
Graduate Institute of Medical

Education And Research
(PGIMER), Chandigarh. However, he succumbed to his injuries on Friday.
The deceased’s family told
police that Jaswinder had illicit
relations with Gagan and the
couple used to quarrel over the
issue frequently.
“Even on Thursday night, both
of them had heated arguments
over it, following which Jaswinder attacked him with a

glass. The deceased survived
the attack but Jaswinder went
into the kitchen and brought a
knife to slit her husband’s neck,”
the SHO said.
On a complaint by the
deceased’s mother, Kashmir
Kaur, a case under Section 302
(murder) and 120-B (criminal
conspiracy) of the Indian Penal
Code was registered against Jaswinder, her paramour Gagan and
her father Gurmukh Singh. HTC

Class-8 boy goes missing in Sangrur
SANGRUR: A 14-year-old boy went
missing on his way to the school
here on Thursday.
The incident took place when
Parvinder Singh, a Class 8 student, was on his way from Housing Board Colony to Sarvhitkari
Senior Secondary Vidya Mandir,
along with his mother. He suddenly disappeared near Gurdwara Namdev Sahib.
On a complaint by his brother

Deepinder Singh, a case was registered under Section 346 of the
IPC. As per the FIR registered on
Friday, the boy was walking with
his mother,Jasvir Kaur, who
was left behind in the street.
When his mother looked for him,
he was found missing.
Police said Parvinder and his
mother were going to attend a
parent-teacher meeting in the
school. According to initial

investigation the boy had got less
marks in the examination.
SHO Sanjeev Kapoor
said,“We have recovered the
CCTV footage in which he was
found moving on the street. A
probe has been initiated and the
search is on.”
“We have also sent different
teams to other cities and Gurdwaras in the surrounding districts,” he added.
HTC
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NABHA :Drug abuse remained a
major issue in Rohti Chhanna
village, 3km from Nabha in
Patiala district during the
panchayat elections held in
December 2018. Five days ago,
the villagers had blocked the
state highway under the leadership of their first-time
woman Congress sarpanch
Gurpreet Kaur, accusing
police of fostering drug peddlers in the village.
Coming from a non-political background, Kaur,37, is
the seventh daughter of her
parents who passed away a
few years ago. Kaur looks
after her 3 acre farm all by
herself and dedicates most of
her time discussing issues
with the villagers.
The villagers say more
than 60 residents including
women of this village are currently lodged in jail under the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act
and a number of households
are facing domestic unrest
due to drug menace.
The women of the village
claim that they are the main
victims of drug abuse and face
domestic issues arising out of
it. A panchayat member Harpal Kaur said,“When the man
on whom the entire family
depends falls in the trap of
drugs, the children look up to

n

Sarpanch Gurpreet Kaur (right) during an anti-drug campaign
at Rohti Chhanna village near Nabha.
HT PHOTO

the mother for food. They witness her becoming the victim
of domestic violence and
social exploitation which
occurs in the absence of a
strong leader in the household.” Villagers said as soon
as the panchayat resumed
office, a public meeting was
called and a resolution was
passed demanding deployment of women police personnel and a permanent check
post near the village.
Sarpanch Gurpreet Kaur
said the resolution was posted
to the Nabha SDM, Patiala
SSP and Punjab DGP. The
check post was created only
for five days and that too without any women personnel,
she added.
“There are many women
who are involved in the trade
and male police personnel

cannot frisk them,” Kaur said.
Villagers said, “After the
furore, drug peddlers
approached the panchayat
asking them not to raise the
issue and promised that they
will not sell ‘chitta’ or sulpha
but they did not keep their
word.” Kaur said,“The men of
the village allowed them to
continue selling opium and
poppy husk as they are convinced by Dr Dharamvira
Gandhi’s campaign in favour
of traditional intoxicants. The
women of the village are
against this idea and are even
objecting to liquor consumption.”
Residents of the neighbouring villages have also come
out in support of the panchayat. ‘In absence of police
action’, the village panchayat
has formed teams of youth

who keep an eye on the illicit
trade. “Last week, a youth
from the village was beaten by
the peddlers for reporting the
matter to the police after
which the dharna was
staged,” the villagers alleged.
Police had booked four residents for beating the person
but the villagers claim no
action on the issue of drugs
was taken. While the villagers
had accused a few policemen
and demanded their transfer,
SHO Shashi Kapoor had
denied any angle of drug peddling in the case.
Sarpanch Gurpreet Kaur
said they will meet cabinet
minister Brahm Mohindra,
who is the MLA from their
constituency and raise the
issue. “If the problem remains
unsolved, villagers will be
forced to take out agitations,”
Kaur added.
Nabha deputy superintendent of police (DSP) told HT
that police force will be
increased at the chowki near
the village and two women
constables will be permanently deputed there. While
lauding the villagers, he said
they will get complete cooperation to fight drug menace in
the village.
The DSP added that he will
be increasing his vigil in the
area and assured that action
will be taken against police
officials found guilty of helping drug peddlers.
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patiala&beyond
Senior labour official
among 5 held for graft
₹1.3 LAKH BRIBE Labour enforcement officer caught red-handed collecting
amount from a middleman allegedly on behalf of deputy chief labour commissioner
Tanbir Dhaliwal
n

tion. He was directed to visit
Chandigarh on May 30.

tanbir.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH :The Central Bureau

of Investigation (CBI) has
arrested five people, including a
deputy chief labour commissioner and labour enforcement
officer — both posted in Chandigarh — in an alleged ₹1.3 lakh
bribery case. The CBI court sent
all of them to three-day police
remand on Friday.
The two government officials
were caught red-handed along
with two partners of a Bathindabased human resources firm
and an employee of a private
construction company at a hotel
in Panchkula, where they had
fixed a meeting on Thursday.
A case has been registered
under Section 120B (criminal
conspiracy) of the Indian Penal
Code and Section 7 (public servant taking gratification other
than legal remuneration in
respect of an official act) read
with 12 (abetment of offence)
of the Prevention of Corruption
Act.
Those booked are deputy
chief labour commissioner
Mahesh Chand Sharma, labour
enforcement officer Vivek Naik,
Gurmeet Sidhu and Munish
Garg of Advantage HR Solutions
and Akhand Raj Singh of Nagarjuna Construction Company
Limited and “other unknown
public and private persons”.
The CBI was acting on a tipoff, said sources.

n

Deputy chief labour commissioner Mahesh Chand Sharma (in blue
shirt) being taken to court in Chandigarh on Friday.
HT PHOTO

TWO MIDDLEMEN WHO
WERE OPERATING IN
GARB OF CONSULTANCY
AND AN EMPLOYEE OF
A BATHINDA FIRM
ARRESTED AS WELL
IN LIEU OF FAVOURABLE
REPORT FROM DEPT
It was alleged Mahesh Chand
and Vivek Naik were collecting
bribe in lieu of a favourable
labour report to the construction company and for issuance
of no-objection certificates to a
few other private firms located
in Bathinda.
Garg and Sidhu were allegedly acting as middlemen in the
garb of their Bathinda-based
consultancy.
They allegedly collected
around ₹35,000 from business-

men on quarterly basis for turning a blind eye to violations of
labour laws and provisions
related to employee provident
fund.
According to the FIR, on May
8, Naik had conducted inspection at the construction company in Bathinda and detected
irregularities.
Following this, firm
employee Singh contacted
Sidhu and complained that
despite the quarterly payoff, the
inspection had been carried out
and the management had been
asked to meet the officials personally.
On May 15, Sidhu contacted
Naik and allegedly discussed
the bribe amount. On May 29,
Sidhu allegedly collected ₹1.5
lakh from a senior official of the
company and told Singh to
arrange ₹35,000 each for two
quarters and ₹35,000 for inspec-

SUB-JUNIOR BASKETBALL TOURNEY

CBI LAID TRAP AT
PANCHKULA HOTEL
Sources said Naik was supposed
to collect the bribe on behalf of
Sharma. On May 30, the CBI laid
a trap at a Panchkula hotel
where the meeting was fixed.
Around 4:10pm, the accused
moved out of the hotel and
reached the parking area,
where Sidhu allegedly handed
over the bribe to Naik in presence of Garg. The CBI arrested
them on the spot.
When confronted, Naik
reportedly admitted to have
received ₹1.3 lakh bribe, which
was to be shared with Sharma.
He was asked to make a call to
him, which proved the senior
labour official’s involvement,
said officials privy to matter.
Following this, searches were
conducted at houses and offices
of the accused and documents
were seized.
Sources said the CBI had been
tapping calls of all the accused
for the past one month after having received a tip-off. In court,
the bureau demanded their fiveday remand. Public prosecutor
KP Singh pointed to a nexus
between government officials
and private firms, which had to
be probed into along with analysis of month-long recorded telephonic conversations. However, court allowed only threeday remand.

PAU INKS PACT TO
COMMERCIALISE
BITTER GOURD
VARIETY
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

500 local firms to
face the heat for
not paying GST
Munieshwer A Sagar

LUDHIANA: Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU) signed a
non-exclusive pact with the VNR
Seeds Private Limited, Raipur,
Chhattisgarh, for the commercialisation of Punjab Karela 15, a
bitter gourd variety.
PAU research director NS
Bains and VNR regional
business manager Gurmeet
Singh Nanda signed the
memorandum of agreement
(MoA) on behalf of their
respective organisations.
Bains congratulated the
proprietors for sharing
responsibility of disseminating
the technologies developed
by university at the field
level.
Mamta
Pathak,
an
olericulturist, department of
vegetable science, who
developed this variety of bitter
gourd, said, “The fruits of this
variety are tender, dark green
with tubercles and matt
appearance. They are suitable for
cooking by stuffing and
chopping. Vines are long, pubescent bearing dark green, smooth
and serrated leaves.”
“The variety is moderately
resistant to yellow mosaic disease of bitter gourd. The
average yield of this variety is 51
quintal per acre,” Pathak
said.
Senior olericulturist Kulbir
Singh said the MoA between the
university and the private
sector seed companies will
facilitate the dissemination of
high yield and better
quality varieties among the
farmers.

n

munieshwer.sagar@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: : The Chandigarh

excise and taxation department
has initiated proceedings for cancellation of goods and
services tax (GST) registration
numbers of 506 traders and firms
in the city. As a consequence,
they will not be able to conduct
their business.
The department identified the
taxpayers who were neither filing GST returns nor paying the
dues for the past six months.
Thereafter, show-cause notices
were issued to them. After no
response was received, the
department decided to initiate
cancellation proceedings against
them. The defaulting firm will
have to approach the first appellant authority against the cancellation proceedings in case they
wish to again conduct their business.
“We are facilitating an efficient and transparent tax system.
But we are also ensuring that
strict action is taken against tax
defaulters,” said Mandip Singh
Brar, deputy commissioner-cumcommissioner, excise and taxation department. The department
collected ₹252 crore as GST in the
first two months this financial
year, as compared to ₹215 crore
during the same period (AprilMay) last year.
200 FACE ATTACHMENT
OF BANK ACCOUNTS
The department is also in the
process of attaching bank
accounts of more than 200 firms
and traders in the city for non-

IU ON THE CARDS
The administration is in the
process of formulating an
intelligence unit (IU) for
checking GST evasion in the
city. It is provided for under the
GST law to plug loopholes
and prevent revenue loss.

compliance.
Initially, the department conducted a survey and on-spot visits
of the non-compliant taxpayers.
“The firms that were found operational but not filing their returns
and paying their GST were issued
notices for compliance. After no
response was received, the
department decided to take punitive action against such firms,”
said RK Chaudhary, assistant
excise and taxation commissioner.
The department is in the process of attaching the accounts of
the defaulting firms. In the first
step, it is generating additional
demand notices to these firms
after framing best judgement
assessment (BJA). BJA is framed
by government officials on the
basis of records and data available regarding a taxpayer for estimating the tax liability, which
includes interest and penalty.
Once assessment is finalised and
additional demand created then
the department will be issuing a
demand notice on the defaulting
firm to pay the additional
demand. In case the taxpayer
fails to pay the liability, the
department will proceed to attach
its bank account for recovering
the unpaid amount.

n

Sunny Paswan, 19, was
stabbed to death by his friends
following a heated argument. HT

THREE DAYS ON,
MOHALI YOUTH’S
FRIEND HELD FOR
HIS MURDER
MOHALI : Three days after a

19-year-old youth was stabbed to
death by his friends following a
heated argument in Balongi,
police on Friday arrested Chandan Paswan, 26, of Ambedkar
Colony here in connection with
the case.
Chandan, a labourer, along
with Duleep Kumar, Amit
Tiwari, Dadu and Mass alias
Vivek, who are still at large, had
met the victim, Sunny Paswan, to
consume liquor at a vacant plot of
TDI Group near Ambedkar Colony on the night of
May 28.
Officials privy to the investigation said it was an objectionable
comment from Sunny that led to
an argument which ended in his
murder. Sunny was stabbed with
a sharp-edged weapon twice in
his back and stomach, and his
body was recovered the next day
from the plot.
A matriculate, Sunny, had
come to live with his parents in
Ambedkar Colony from Uttar
Pradesh two months ago.
The five accused were booked
under Section 302 (murder)
of IPC on the complaint of
Sunny’s father, Makkurtan
HTC
Paswan.

ILLEGAL MINING IN MOHALI

DGSG boys, Khalsa girls lift titles Checklist for inter-department coordination on the anvil
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Waking up to the lack of
coordination among the departments responsible for controlling
illegal sand mining in Mohali, the
district administration is making
a common checklist, without
compliance to which no licence
for mining will be issued or
renewed.
Apart from the checklist,

which will involve steps of checking illegal mining like electricity
consumption, use of groundwater, and identification of the
source from where the crushers
are getting raw material, the district the administration has also
decided that no licences will be
issued or renewed for the next 15
days. The move comes in view of
rampant illegal mining in the district owing to the lack of coordination between the five stake-

holder departments — district
admissions, police, mining wing,
excise and taxation, and forest.
While the police department
sources say enforcement had
been ineffective in absence of
proper documentation or revenue records, mining department
blames lack of cooperation from
the police. Mining officials say
cops fail to trace the owners of the
illegal mining site and end up
catching just the drivers of the

seized vehicles, who too get
released on bail.
Additional deputy commissioner (ADC) Sakshi Sawhney,
who is also the nodal officer for
keeping tabs on illegal mining,
said, “In a recent meeting, it came
to the fore that stone crushers get
licence to operate from the Punjab Pollution Control Board
(PPCB), but the mining department is unaware of it.”
“All the departments need to

work on the same platform to
make the drive a success. The
checklist is being prepared and
will be shared with all the departments concerned for better tandem,” Sawhney said. Sources
said a committee having representatives of forest department,
PPCB and mining department
has been constituted to inspect
stone crusher sites and issue a
report, based on which licences
will be issued or renewed.

facetoface
GURPREET SINGH SANDHU, INDIAN SENIOR MEN’S TEAM GOALKEEPER

Rogic the best goalkeeping coach I have seen, says Sandhu
HT Correspondent
n

The girls’ team of Khalsa Girls Senior Secondary School posing with their medals in Ludhiana.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: DGSG Public School
boys and Khalsa Girls
Senior Secondary School
girls lifted the title of the District
Sub-Junior
Basketball
Championship that concluded at
the Guru Nanak Stadium on
Friday.
The boys and girls of Baba
Isher Singh School came second
in their categories.

3 juveniles try to
strangulate guard
in bid to escape
CHANDIGARH : Three juveniles,

aged around 15 to 16, tried to
strangulate a security guard,
posted at the juvenile home, in
an attempt to escape from there
on Wednesday afternoon.
According to the police, the
security guard, identified as
Charan Das, had to be rushed to
Government Multi- Specialty
Hospital (GMSH), Sector 16.
However, he was later stated to
be stable.
They said that the accused
had called Das to let them go out
as they wanted to go to the toilet.
As soon as he let them out, the
three overpowered him. After
Das fell down, two unidentified
juveniles held his hands while
the three tried to strangulate
him with a towel.
The police said hearing the
guard scream, other juveniles in
the facility started creating a
hue and cry. Immediately, other
guards came to the spot and shut
the three in the barracks.
Police officials, along with
secretary social welfare BL
Sharma and director, social welfare, Navjot Kaur, came to the
spot to take stock of the situation. Police have written to the
juvenile justice board.
HTC

Gymkhana club stood third in
the boys group, while Doraha
Public School stood third among
girls.
In the semi-final match played
between DGSG Public School and
DCM Presidency School, DGSG
boys built pressure on their opponents since the beginning of the
match and emerged as winners
with 27-15.
Gurmat Singh, 5.9 feet-tall,
was pillar for DGSG team.
He was able to take successful

HT PHOTO

rebounds for the team and
became a hurdle for the DCM
players.
Vivek and Jatin from
DGSG were quick with their
passing skills and running
between both the ends which
added to the pressure on DCM
players.
In the first half, DGSG was
leading with 8-4 and by the second
half they overpowered their
opponents to book berth in the
final.

India’s global profile
has risen in last five
years: Deepak Vohra
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:

Proclaiming that
India’s global profile has
risen in last five years, Deepak
Vohra, the special adviser to the
Prime Minister of Lesotho and
Guinea-Bissau, on Friday said
India was again seated on her
ancient status of being “Vishva
Guru”.
While interacting with the
students of BCM School,Chandigarh Road, Vohra said, “At
present India is the third largest
economy, fourth biggest military
power and with a median age of
29 years, the country is exploding
knowledge being the third
most innovative country of the
world.”
The Indian diplomat was
invited by the school as the chief
guest for its ‘Achievers’ Day’
function. “The students should be
part of this new India that is rising and awakening with confidence as ‘renaissance is on the
way,’ said Vohra while giving a
Power Point presentation (PPT)
to the gathering on the Indian
economy.

Vohra anchored the quiz show
“Prashnottari’, a popular
programme of DD National at the
school’s Mahatma Satyanand
Munjal activity hall.
50 STUDENTS RECEIVE
SCHOLARSHIPS
As many as 50 students of Classes
9 and 10 were awarded scholarship of ₹3600 each for showing
consistent excellence in academics. While the toppers of Class 6 to
9 and 11 were awarded the Dr
Tripta Dutta scholarship of ₹5000
each, the achievers of Classes 10
and 12 were felicitated with certificates and trophies.
BCM School president Vijay
Munjal said, “BCM has
provided them with every
resource to facilitate the
education of international
standard.
Initiatives, such as teaching
and learning of the
latest courses of studies, soft
skills, artificial intelligence, and
robotics have prepared the students for challenges ahead. Now
wherever in the world they go,
they must carry India within
them.”

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Indian senior

men’s team goalkeeper Gurpreet Singh Sandhu lavished
high praise on current goalkeeper coach Croatia’s Tomislav Rogic on Friday.
Rogic, who has been training the Indian goalkeepers in
the preparatory camp for the
King’s Cup has worked with
clubs like Shaktar Donetsk,
Zenit Saint Petersburg, Club
Brugge in the past.
“He is the best I have ever
worked with in the National
team set-up, and even Club
Football in India,” Gurpreet
stated.
The first Indian to play in
an Europa League qualifier
spoke at length about Rogic’s
influence, his training methods, the value addition, and
much more.

What is your impression of the
new goalkeeping coach
Tomislav Rogic?
His experience, and most
importantly his ability says it
all. I can say with full confidence, especially after I was
fortunate enough to experience it in Europe that he is
someone of the highest level.
He is a class apart. I am sure
anyone who will train under
him will immensely benefit
from him in becoming a better goalkeeper.

What value addition has Rogic
been able to incorporate into the
goalkeeping department?
He comes from the level
which we all Indian goalkeepers aspire to reach. The
level of intensity in training,
the speed of his training is
right up there. For me to
match it every day, to be in
that kind of top notch training
in this camp has been an
exceptional experience
indeed. In fact, right on the
first day itself, we realised
that this camp will be going to
be far more different. We

n

Coach Tomislav Rogic with Gurpreet Singh Sandhu during the preparatory camp for upcoming King’s Cup being held at New Delhi.

sandhusays

gauged, that this man is special, and this is what we need
to get to reach to the next level
as goalkeepers.

›

How do you rate him as a coach
especially given the fact that
you have trained abroad for a
substantial period?
From my experience of having trained with the National
team, and even at the club
level, he stays right at the top.
It is so good to have someone
who finally knows how to
push you the right manner,
and show to us what more we
can do, and in which manner.
With all due respect to all
other coaches whom I have
trained under in India, or at
the national team, they have
all tried their best, contributed and made us better. But
Tomislav is of a different
level. You want to grasp as
much as you can.

n

Tomislav Rogic

What makes his training
special? Can you elaborate?
He keeps us busy, and keeps it
simple. At times it makes you
wonder, how simple top notch
coaching can be. He never
allows us to relax. As goalkeepers you don’t get much
time to think about what is
next. You just need to focus on
your aspects of goalkeeping,

It is so good to have
someone who finally
knows how to push you the
right manner, and show to
us what more we can do,
and in which manner. You
want to grasp as much as
you can
On new goalkeeping coach

and that’s most important -that’s what is needed. He
doesn’t allow you the time to
rest, and suddenly, there’s
the next move.

How are you approaching
his training sessions?
Just go and learn as much as

HT PHOTO

›

He keeps us busy,
and keeps it
simple. At times it
makes you wonder,
how simple top
notch coaching can
be. He never allows
us to relax.
On his training method

you can. I am trying to grasp
the maximum. In fact, not just
me, that’s been the philosophy of all the goalkeepers in
the camp – Amrinder (Singh),
Kamaljit (Singh), and myself;
and even Vishal (Kaith -- as
and when he was in the
camp).
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Siddhant’sfanboy
momentwith
ChrisHemsworth
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Sneha Mahadevan

iddhant Chaturvedi, also
popularly known as MC
Sher after his character’s
name in the promising debut,
Gully Boy, had his fanboy
moment, recently. The actor
was in Bali, Indonesia, when
he got a chance to meet
Hollywood star Chris
Hemsworth.
His connection with
Hemsworth is not just this
meeting though. Siddhant will
be lending his voice for Chris
Hemsworth’s character in the
Hindi version of the upcoming
installment of the Men in
Black (MIB) franchise.
While fans are swooning
over Siddhant, he was
thrilled to meet Chris. He
says, “It was quite a fan
moment for me, for two
reasons,” he adds, “I am a
huge fan of the MIB
franchise, I remember
watching it on television as
a kid; and secondly —
Chris Hemsworth! He’s my
favourite Avenger.”
Siddhant and Chris
took out time from their
schedules and were seen
chatting about their
real and voice over
characterisation, Hindi
films and more. Siddhant
shares, “He asked me
about what all went into
Chris Hemsworth and
preparing for my
met up in Bali recent Siddhant
ly
character in Gully Boy.
He was wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real life
(laughs).”
guide and mentor to Ranveer’s
Siddhant became an
character in Mumbai’s
overnight sensation after the
underground rap circuit, in
release of Gully Boy, which
the film.
starred Ranveer Singh. He
Siddhant says his favourite
played the role of MC Sher,
moment of this interaction

S
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Rishabh Suri

VIKAS BAHL GETS
CLEAN CHIT IN
#METOO PROBE,
DIRECTOR CREDIT IN
FILM SUPER 30
irector Vikas Bahl’s
name was removed
from the credits of Hrithik
Roshan’s Super 30, as an
Internal Complaints
Committee was looking into
the sexual misconduct
charges levied against him
by a former female
colleague last year. Now,
Mumbai Mirror reports his
credit as the director of the
film has been restored after
the committee exonerated
Vikas upon investigation.

D
Chris is my favourite
Avenger... He was
wondering if I am
actually a rapper in real
life (laughs).
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI
ACTOR
was, when “Chris said I did
a great job voicing him in
Hindi”. And Siddhant
ended the conversation
with his signature dialogue
“bahot hard”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
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being declared as such to our valued
readers.

abu is an honest actor
who pulls off her roles
with authenticity. Not
surprisingly, she is an
honest person, too; a rare trait
in the industry that works on
image management and hype,
but is amply found in Tabu.
Since her film De De Pyaar
De is in theatres and another
big-ticket film Bharat, starring
Salman Khan, is gearing up for
a release, we ask her if she,
someone who is selective
about projects, is suddenly
finding herself busy. She
nonchalantly spells out the
facts, saying, “It must look
busy to an outsider, there were
gaps. In Bharat, I have one
scene, a cameo. I shot for it for
a day; but of course, it’s a big
film... The experience, level
and outcome is big.”
She is reuniting with
Salman after five years; their
last film together was Jai Ho.
“I didn’t realise! I feel I’ve been
working with him ever since I
came into the film industry...
Salman and Ajay [Devgn] are
actors with whom I’ve worked
the maximum and am closest

T

Mr India reboot is my ode to Sridevi, says Boney Kapoor
Sneha Mahadevan
his week marked the 32nd
anniversary of one of the
most iconic films in Hindi
cinema — Mr India. Produced
by Boney Kapoor, the 1987 film
starred his brother, actor Anil
Kapoor, and wife, late actor
Sridevi. The film also gave the
cine lovers one of the most
iconic Hindi film villains —
Mogambo, a character
portrayed by late actor
Amrish Puri. Boney tells us
the reboot of the original is in
the making, as he takes us
down memory lane. Excerpts:

T

REMEMBERING
SRIDEVI
The most special memory is,
of course, meeting my wife
Sridevi for the first time for
the film and the first day of
shooting with her.
In those days, Sri used to
charge ₹8.5 lakh for a film, and
her mother would give 30-35
days for the entire film. When I
went to sign Sri up for it, she
asked for ₹10 lakh thinking
after bargaining I will get it
down to ₹8.5 lakh. But, I took a

Tabu says
female actors,
today, are
smarter about
their money
and worth

would go to my father
(producer Surinder Kapoor) to
tell him we will ruin
everything. Some
sympathisers even went to
Anil to tell him I’d ruin his
career because he was an
invisible character in the film.

Boney
Kapoor
PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

to. It’s an ongoing process of
spending time and working
with them. It doesn’t feel like
work,” says Tabu, whose film
Andhadhun (2018) has done
phenomenally in China,
earning ₹300 crore there.
Yet again, the honest Tabu
shows up. “Everybody owns
the success of the film... When
I am doing a film, I just think
how convinced I am to be a
part of something, whether the
journey will be enriching for
me,” says the 47-year-old, who
has been in the industry for 25
years. She observes that
women in the industry, today,
are more aware about
managing their brand value.

“We are making huge
leaps... Women are smarter
about money now. Women of
this generation are smarter
about their brand value, more
aware about what they are
bringing to the table. The shift
in consciousness, awareness is
taking place,” she says.
As for the pay cheque
disparity between male and
female actors, she says, “I
think it depends from film to

film. There is no generic rule
or cap on anything, it’s fluid. It
(pay) depends on who is the
protagonist, who gets the
bigger chunk of the profit.”
She adds, “I think we have
come a long way in getting
paid well. Having said that, we
have also had actresses in the
past who got paid equal to or
more than their male
counterparts.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Diana aspires to be ‘irreplaceable’
Sangeeta Yadav
fter flaunting her sartorial
choices on the Cannes red
carpet, actor Diana Penty
is back home. Calling her debut
at Festival De Cannes a
“memorable and
unforgettable” experience, the
actor aspires to do a film that
can be screened at an
international festival like
Cannes. “It’ll be an honour for
me to have my work showcased
at such a prestigious platform,”
says Diana. However, she is

A

quick to clarify that it’s not the
only goal one should work

towards. “Having said that, I
also believe this is not the only
measure for someone’s talent
and achievement. Movies are
made for the audience’s
consumption and their love
tops any other form of
appreciation.”
On being a part of a variety
of genres, Diana adds, “My
work reflects that I’m being
picky and choosy about the
projects. That’s because I
aspire to be irreplaceable and
some of the choices that I’ve
made are proof enough.”

MR INDIA
RELOADED

pause and said I will pay ₹11
lakh. They were shocked and
didn’t know what had
happened. They also
said that her staff must stay
close to Sri’s hotel. I said I’d
make them stay in the same
hotel. My only condition was
that I needed 60-65 days, but
we ended up shooting for 125
days because she was
passionate about the
project and knew it needed
that kind of time.

32 YEARS OF MR INDIA
It doesn’t feel like it has been
32 years since the film released
(29 May, 1987). I remember
everything so vividly, I can
describe every day of the
shoot. I was lucky to have a
crew that was motivated and
so passionate. That crew was
driven by passion — right
from Shekhar Kapur to Javed
Akhtar to Baba Azmi to Peter
Pereira to Veeru Devgan —

everyone gave their best to the
film. It was miraculous that we
managed to pull it off.
In those days, all films
starring A-listers were made
on a budget of ₹80-90 crore,
I remember this film cost me
₹4 crore!

MONEY MATTERS
I was given the title of Saddam
Hussain because people
thought I was just burning
through the money. People

We tried to think of a sequel
but nothing worked out so we
are now rebooting it.
We will make it contemporary.
It’d be my ode to Sri and to
Veeru (who died recently)
and Amrish Puri and
everyone who contributed to
the film.
But the most to Sri,
because she was the sole
selling factor of the film. Of
course, Anil will be a part of
the film. In fact, I’d want
most people from the original
to be a part of this. It’d mean
a lot to me if they contributed
to the film . Whenever we
meet, we talk about Mr
India with the same passion,
so I am sure they would be
happy to be a part of the
film.
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

JUNE 02-08, 2019

Lara Dutta Bhupathi

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
Don’t be afraid, this
existence is not your enemy.
This existence mothers you;
this existence is ready to
support you in every
possible way.
Trust and you will start
feeling a new upsurge of
energy in you; that energy is
love, says Osho, the Zen
master.

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Anushka Sharma

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Sonam K Ahuja

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Priyanka Chopra
Jonas
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You resolve difficult family problems and get past
professional hurdles this week. Stubborn strength and
endurance takes you towards important goals. You are
persistent, loving and caring in personal relationships
to finally make an impact on the one you love and
admire. You learn a lesson from a strong experience
that touches you deeply and transforms you. You
organise practical details and finances well to meet
personal requirements and business targets. Influence
from a spiritual master or teacher cannot be ruled out
this week. Your goodness of heart brings you peace
inside and friendship outside.
Lucky Number: 5. Good Colours: Earthy Browns

LEO

It’s best to let go the past, especially negative and
hurtful relationships and memories this week. A new
professional opportunity should be considered
seriously before you make plans for the future. There
is likely to be disruption and sowing of discord at work
due to delay. It’s important not to repeat old patterns
or mistakes or indulge in addictions and excesses. A
loved one helps to maintain balance in a chaotic work
situation. Money transactions go smoothly. Promises
are fulfilled and your faith in friends or family is
restored. Beware of getting isolated and handling
things by yourself.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Forest Green

VIRGO

Go around blocks and keep doing what you want
rather than encounter them directly. There may be
rules and regulations, legalities, traditional people,
traditions and your own conditioning coming in your
way. Its best to take things in your stride and lighten
up as everything starts moving at the end of the
week. A Sagittarian person is supportive. Slander, illwill and gossip should be ignored. Personal
relationships are loving and romantic. You can get
deeply engrossed in electronic media at this point. You
are likely to restructure professional outfits and
systems and redecorate the home.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

LIBRA

You are left with mixed feelings of success and failure
this week as situations change and there is a feeling of
uncertainty at work. You may abandon labour in a
project as it seems unprofitable at the moment. As the
week progresses things change in a positive direction
and financial gain can be expected. Personal
relationships are the silver lining on passing dark
clouds. There is delay but growth and success are
assured. Honorary work taken up for love or charity is
satisfying. It’s best to be total and positive in the
moment to change focus and energy. Addictions can
be kicked at this point.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Silver Gray

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Kajol

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Kareena Kapoor
Khan

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Parineeti Chopra

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Your pursuit of pleasure is crowned with perfect
success but incomplete as commitment is still not
forthcoming in a personal relationship. Business
matters and financial deals are arranged and settled
as wish but need to be followed through. You can
expect lasting success in the present venture. Your
family roots and professional foundations seem
strong and you could build further upon them. Beware
of over indulgence and habits like smoking and
drinking. Some changes are on the cards as you
expand your business. Peacemaking and generosity in
family situations endears you to them.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Saffron

SAGITTARIUS

The unpredictable is likely to happen this week when
you least expect it. It’s best to be open and receptive
in personal relationships and family situations. A
creative opportunity should not be ignored as it is
likely to bring substantial professional and
material gain. While you work on one project another
suddenly gains importance and demands attention. A
financial windfall is possible as back pay or backlog is
handed to you after a period of time. Don’t be thrown
by new developments at home or at work but
take them in your stride and watch them for a while
before getting involved.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colours: Red and Black

CAPRICORN

You experience triumph in professional ventures after
a period of strife and difficulty. Your personal
charisma and reputation takes you where angels fear
to tread in high places among important people. A
close associate is charming but not helpful in
practical terms. It’s best not to depend on people but
take control and supervise or direct others in a
creative and productive path. Your leadership
qualities are exposed and applauded. Personal
relationships need to be rejuvenated with tender,
loving care. Listen to your inner voice or intuition for
the right answers.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Golden Yellow

AQUARIUS

You abandon yourself to a pleasure trip or holiday this
week as you are in the mood for it and, moreover, the
opportunity presents itself. You may dine and wine
with friends to have the time of your life but mixed
feelings of anxiety and pleasure keep nagging at
you. A blend of success and pleasure is what you can
look forward to this week. Business projects and
professional ventures run smoothly with their own
momentum. Beware of over indulgence in food, drink
or work lest a health problem manifests.
Personal relationships are special and you share some
memorable moments with your partner.
Lucky Number: 4 Good Colour: Cherry Red

PISCES

HOWTODEALWITH A
POSSESSIVE PARTNER
here is a fine line between
being protective and
being possessive.
“Primarily possessiveness
could be attributed to a
childhood trauma, past
relationship experiences or
simply due to a misplaced
understanding of life,” says
marriage counsellor Shivani
Sadhoo.
At first, one always feels
nice that your partner wants
to know every minute detail
about your life, such as your
whereabouts, what you are
doing and who you are with.
But after a point it tends to
feel as if he or she is stalking
you. Harsheen Arora,
psychologist shares a few
pointers on how to deal when
you have a possessive
partner:

T

AT FIRST, ONE FEELS
NICE THAT A PERSON
WANTS TO KNOW
EVERY MINUTE DETAIL
ABOUT YOUR LIFE

ctor Matt Bomer has said
he is glad homosexuals are
no longer stereotyped in
films and television shows.
In an interview with Variety
for his new movie Papi Chulo,
the 41-year-old actor said the
industry is in a “great boon
time” as gay characters are
now being given different
layers to their personalities.
“People are actually writing
gay characters with three
dimensions. They’re not just
the sassy stylist or the friend
with a lot of attitude or the guys
who’s going to help the straight
guy pull it together,” he said.

Decoding Rahu and its effects

A

A

Actor Matt Bomer
PHOTO: MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

“There’s really nothing
wrong with those things but
they did become tropes over the
years and often times were the
only dimension that the
character had to bring to the
table, so I did always pass on
those opportunities,” he added.
Bomer came out as a gay in
2012 after he thanked his
partner and husband, publicist
Simon Halls, during an
acceptance speech for his Steve
Chase Humanitarian Award.
The couple have three children
conceived through surrogacy.
He said, having a husband
and kids “was never in the
realm of possibilities” when he
was growing up in Spring,
Texas. “I don’t think I really
even knew that having kids as a
gay man was a viable option
until I got to New York at 22.
None of that ever seemed like a
possibility,” he said.
PTI
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rooted desires embedded in
one’s psyche which may be
either in keeping with one’s
true path in life or otherwise,
depending upon the overall
inclination of the chart. It
can, however, cause downfall
through over expansion.
The minor periods of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and
Venus are the most suitable
for this to happen. Among
them, Rahu-Mercury and
Rahu-Venus periods are of
special importance as
Mercury and Venus are both
material benefits and close
friends of Rahu. The RahuMoon period can also give
good results if the moon is
strong and is in good
relationship with Rahu. The
position and state of Rahu’s
dispositor need to be looked
at. Rahu being a shadow

Bipasha Basu Singh
Grover

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Preity G Zinta

You are enthused with youthful energy in professional
matters and passion in personal relationships this
week. You dominate work situations as you are
intensely clever and observant. You can mentally slay
as fast as you create, so be aware. Be careful of a
fanatical and unreliable young man who can disrupt
business plans. Don’t allow your mind to dictate the
heart in emotional matters and personal relationships
or you stand to lose love and trust of people who
count. A logical but clear approach, however, is best
when resolving conflicts at work. Future plans and
financial budgets should be drafted at this point.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

There is duality and division as you need to deal with
two situations at the same time this week. It’s best to
be practical and realistic! Over analysing professional
situations and personal relationships only causes
stress. Disruption in the work area is temporary
and should be taken in your stride. Beware of idle
chatter and gossip in the work area. It’s best to be
light, playful and in touch with your sense of humour
at this point. Friends, family and loved ones are
supportive and understanding. Love, romance and
celebration at the end of the week change your mood
to a happy one.
Lucky Number: 10 Good Colour: Sky Blue

Success in a brilliant venture brings material gain and
professional stability. There is a positive and hopeful
outlook in family and traditional relationships as you
remain sensitive and loyal, however, refrain from
compromising your own truths and values. You can
expect faithful friends and loved ones to support you
through an ordeal. You are highly emotional and can
sacrifice your own priorities for others. Personal
relationships are full of fun and romance and you
decide to make a commitment. A trip with the family
can be rejuvenating. Meditation and spiritual pursuit
takes you to higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 7 Good Colour: Royal Blue

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Alia Bhatt

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)
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false sense of pride and
vanity is what Rahu is
infamous for. It is a
catalyst which increases
the rate of events without
bothering its directions i.e.,
positive or negative.
Therefore, it is advisable to
plan the period of Rahu (it
runs for 18 years) of
expansion in a positive
direction. During Rahu’s
period, lethargy sets in and
one can find it difficult to
concentrate on things that
one used to concentrate on
during the Mars period.
For the first two years,
Rahu rules both the Major
and Minor periods; thus Rahu
is entirely free to display its
energy at this time. Old
patterns break, and one finds
oneself in entirely new
situations, which can be
tough. One can lose
everything that he has earned
in the Mars period. The first
six months can be especially
hard as one tries to cope with
the rapidly changing
circumstances. In this period,
there is usually a
misunderstanding with
parents or employers,
rebellious attitudes, social
rejection, contact with the
occult and extremes of
indulgence. This period opens
up the Pandora’s box of deep-

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Pallavi Rai Bhasin

BOMER’S HAPPY
GAY ROLES
HAVE MULTIPLE
LAYERS NOW

Dia Mirza

You handle a number of aspects and situations
effectively and simultaneously. There is
material growth as you build up your foundation and
reputation. You work closely with two others and
form a triangular pattern that is gainful and
supportive. Commencement of important projects is
on the cards! Beware of a selfish and prejudiced
person seeking impossibilities and creating stress
thereby. Delegate responsibility and divide your work
for better productivity, quality and speed. Personal
relationships maybe difficult to maintain as you are
caught up in a busy schedule this week.
Lucky Number: 3 Good Colour: Cherry Red

DAILY HOROSCOPE

n Try to talk and understand

where their steaming
behaviour is coming
from.
n Make your partner feel
secure by expressing your
love for them and also
involve them in your life.
n Instead of giving into
irrational demands or
reacting angrily, try to be
calm at the moment.

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

planet, reflects the results of
the lord of the sign it is placed
in. If this planet is strongly
positioned in the chart, Rahu
will, in general, give better
results. The relationship
between Rahu and its
dispositor is of extreme
importance. If the dispositor
is in harmony with Rahu by
being placed in trine to Rahu,
good results can be expected
in this period. If it is placed
under challenging houses like
6th, 8th and 12th from Rahu,
one can expect some struggles
and upheavals in this period.
The asterism in which
Rahu is placed is also of
importance. Rahu will be
stronger when placed in its
asterisms or the asterisms of
friends like Saturn, Mercury,
and Venus. It is thus
important to tame the energy
of Rahu before losing on time
crucial for it so that it starts
working for the native in the
positive direction.
Have an astrological edge,
connect with Dr Vinay
Bajrangi, a PhD scholar.
Visit: www.vinaybajrangi.com
or call at 9278665588 or
9278555588

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You will be able to easily
blend a new exercise
regimen with your daily
rou
utine. Something said
or done on the
o
professional or
personal front today
may upset you. If
you are travelling for
a vacation, the
journey is likely to add to
jou
your excitement. Positive
developments on the
romantic front is expected.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Silver

A minor ailment is likely to
get cured through a home
remedy. Efforts to achieve
financial stability meet
rresults. IT & medical
professionals are
likely to earn well.
It’s OK if you do not
gel well with
someone on the social
front; just don’t press
fron
yourself. If you are planning
to visit another city, this is a
favourable period.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

Health remains satisfactory.
Enjoying togetherness with
family cannot be ruled out
for some. Someone is
likely to do you a
good turn today. You
may be called upon
to undertake a
journey out of town.
You will find
Y
confidence returning on
con
the academic front in facing
an impending exam or
competition.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Taking up an exercise routine
seems possible for some and
promises to lead them to
perfect health. A job
well done will earn
you a pat on the
back at work. It will
be fun doing
shopping in the
company of friends.
Your feelings for
someone may
not be reciprocated on the
love front.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

You are likely to take up
meditation or yoga to avoid
mental stress. Money may
become a problem and
needs to be
conserved
meticulously.
Meticulous efforts
are likely to establish
you ever so firmly on
t
the professional front.
Proposals for someone
eligible in the family may
start pouring in.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Good health is certain for
those who become serious
about their regular
workouts. Those
playing the stocks
can expect the day
to turn out
profitable. You may
try to overreach
yourself at work, but
won’t make much
headway. An opportunity
for a leisure trip may come
to some.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Those suffering from an
ailment will show quick
recovery. Businesspersons
maay find some lucrative
opportunities on the
o
horizon. Meticulous
efforts are likely to
establish you ever so
firmly on the
professional front. You
can be daggers drawn
with someone on the social
front, because of a
contentious family issue.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Turquoise

Those suffering from an
ailment for long will find
positive improvement in
the
eir health. You will be
aable to meet a
deadline without
much problem. You
are likely to pick up
the threads on the
professional or
p
academic front and
acad
resolve to give it your best.
Be adequately prepared for
a long journey.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Red

No problems are foreseen
regarding health. An
outstanding payment is
like
ely to be received. A
ccomplex issue at work
may be taken up by
you today, but you
may not be able to
make much headway.
Travelling out of
T
station may appear more
stat
of a hassle. Some hurdles on
the academic front are
foreseen
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

You will feel healthy and
much more energetic than
before. Someone’s guidance
may be required on the
e
academic front. You
are likely to make
your mark on the
professional front.
Family is likely to
encourage you to
realise your dreams and
d
put your ideas into practice.
Chance of inheriting some
assets is possible for some.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Cream

Don’t get careless on the
health front. You may decide
to wait for better options
for investing your
money. Your sincerity
and dedication on
the work front is
likely to get
rewarded. Travel
only if you cannot
avoid it all. It will be a
good idea to delay a
property purchase to look
for better bargains.
Lucky Number: 5
Colour: Bluish Green

Avoid excesses, if you want
to retain good health. A
difference of opinion can
crop up on the family
front and create
differences. An
enjoyable time is
foreseen for those
undertaking a long
journey. Property and
other assets may be put
up for sale by some. Your
contribution to society is
likely to get recognised.
Lucky Number: 22
Colour: Electric Grey
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SAY CHEERS
The stars of the show
at such restaurants as
Dragonfly will always
be cocktails

■

HOUSE PARTY SPECIAL
With good wine shops like La
Cave in Bengaluru and Delhi,
you don’t need to go to a hotel
for wine

■

RAISING THE BAR
At restaurants like Bo-Tai, it’s the
bar element that draws the crowds

India’s Bar Boom

■

FINE FOCUS
Zorawar Kalra is
now focussed on
cocktail-based
concepts

BARTENDERS CAN be as important as chefs to the success of today’s restaurants, but not
enough people give them the recognition they deserve

■

RUDE DRINK

Vir Sanghvi

P

eople who like beverages
are, in the F&B industry at
least, divided into two broad
categories. There are the
wine drinkers. And there are the
spirits drinkers. (And beer is a separate universe by itself.)
Within the spirits category, the
fastest growing subgroup may well
be cocktails. Yes, Indians like such
spirits as whisky. An older demographic likes single malts, but
blends are more popular. Trendies
like such white spirits as gin and
vodka.
The best thing
about spirits is that you
can drink them at home
(rather than at restaurants)
at a much lower cost, with no
great drop in the quality of
the experience. A measure of
Lagavulin or Singleton will
taste the same no matter
whether you drink it in a fancy
bar or in your living room. Given
that bars can be pricey, many people
do their drinking at home – especially now, because premium
spirits are easy to buy in retail
shops or in the duty-free sector.
So it is with the wine
trade, globally. There is no
difference in the taste of say,
a First Growth Bordeaux
drunk at home or at a restaurant. And it is much cheaper at
home without the huge restaurant
mark-ups.
This is less of an issue for wine

drinkers abroad because a) most
people in the West will order a bottle
of wine – even if it is marked up –
when they go out for dinner and b) at
top restaurants, sommeliers pride
themselves on creating wine lists
that offer unusual or even hard-tofind bottles.
In India, with a handful of
importers flogging the same bottles
to every restaurant, the wine lists
have a bland sameness with few rarities or bargains. The sommeliers
don’t do much more than open the
bottles. And anyway, Indians don’t
feel the need to have wine with their
meals.
The only advantage that restaurants once had was availability:
wine was hard to find in the local
retail sector. But with the opening of
such good wine shops as Madhulika
Dhall’s La Cave in Delhi and
Bengaluru, you don’t need to go to a
hotel to find good wine.
So, can you do all your drinking
at home? Is there anything you need
to go out for?
Yes. There is.
A good cocktail.
Even if you are a cocktail buff

and keep mixers etc. at home, there
will be only a handful of cocktails
you can make in your own bar:
say, a Bloody Mary, if you have
Worcestershire sauce and perhaps, celery salt at home. A martini
if you have the right kind of vermouth in your drinks cabinet. Even
basic cocktails like an Old Fashioned
or a Cosmopolitan are rarely made
well at home. People nearly always
go out to drink them.
There is a clear parallel with
food. We can all make black dal at
home. But it will never be Dal
Bukhara unless we go out to eat
it. We can’t really make tandoori
chicken at home because few of
us have our own tandoors. It is a
restaurant dish. A homemade dosa
has its own charm but if you want
one of these crisp, thin paper dosas,
you have to go to a pro who knows
how to make them.
So it is with drinks. It is easy
enough to drink vodka or whisky at
home. But if you want a great
cocktail, you have to go out. These
days, it is about the only drinking
experience that you can’t replicate
at home.
Savvy
restaurateurs
have
realised this. I went, a fortnight ago,
to a pre-opening party for Priyank
Sukhija’s Dragonfly in Delhi’s
Aerocity. Priyank is pretty much the
king of the Delhi restaurant scene
but, as he has gone more upmarket,
he has decided that the best way to
do it is to predicate the expansion on
cocktails. Many of his newer
places will have ambitious
food menus but the stars of
the show will always be the
cocktails.
At Dragonfly, a celebrity bartender who has worked in some of
London’s best bars has created a
long and inventive cocktail menu
and the night I went, all anybody
could talk about were the cocktails.
It’s the same with Zorawar
Kalra. After having established his
group with fun,
■ THE RIGHT MIX
A cocktail is about h i g h - q u a l i t y
Indian
food
the only drinking
( M a s a l a
experience that
Library,
Farzi
you can’t replicate
Café
etc.)
at home

■

■

A CREATIVE CALL
The drinks of a bartender should show
signs of genuine innovation

Zorawar has lately focussed on cocktail-based concepts like Bo-Tai and
Tyger. There is lots of food but it is
the bar element that draws the
crowds.
All this makes bartenders the
key to the current restaurant/bar
boom. But here’s the funny thing.
Not enough people give them the
recognition they deserve. If I asked
you to name five top Indian chefs,
you would have no difficulty. But if I
asked you to name five top Indian
bartenders, you would struggle to
come up with even three names.
And yet, bartenders can be as
important as chefs to the success of
one of today’s bar-restaurants. The
people who run the restaurants
know this but somehow, they are
never particularly keen to give their
bar people a high public profile.
I realised this last week when I
was one of the judges for the World
Class cocktail competition. World
Class is a global Diageo property
and has a glamorous final event
every year. (Last year was Berlin.
This September it will be Glasgow.)
Each country sends representatives
who are chosen after intense scrutiny to compete with bar champions
from other countries. (It is the Miss
World of bartending.)
When Surabhi Negi of Diageo
asked me to join this year’s judging

■

CLASH OF THE COCKTAILS
World Class holds a cocktail competition
that’s the Miss World of bartending

panel, I pointed out that though I
knew a bit about spirits (after years
of writing about them and making
TV shows), my real interest was
wine. Was I qualified to judge cocktails?
She said not to worry and when I
arrived for the Mumbai Regional
final, I was relieved to see that the
jury included two drinks experts, a
legendary Indian bar guru, a great
restaurateur and a top chef. So we
had a perfect balance when it came
to judging the 50 contenders.
Unlike many other people, I
judge bartenders by the quality of
their cocktails. I don’t mind a bit of
drama in the presentation. But I am
not impressed by jugglers masquerading as barmen and if a guy wants
to fill the room with flames while
making his cocktail, I treat him with
scepticism until I actually taste the
cocktail. (And then, usually, I realise
why I was right to be sceptical...)
I take an old-fashioned view of
bartenders. They need not call themselves mixologists (silly, pretentious
word: do chefs call themselves ‘cookologists’?). They should have
enough personality to hold up the
bar and engage with guests but they
needn’t be stand-up comedians. And
their drinks must either be excellently made versions of classics or
should show signs of genuine innovation.
But even with these preconceptions, I have to say that I was stunned
by the high quality of the cocktails
that the World Class contestants produced. It wasn’t just the final taste
of the drinks. It was the imagination
and the effort they demonstrated in
thinking of all the things that went
into the cocktails.
One guy made his own sandal-

■

GAME CHANGER
Priyank Sukhija is
predicating his
expansion on cocktails

CLASS ACT
Madhulika Dhall
established the
wine shop La Cave

wood bitters. You could use them as
a cocktail component or you could
just add them to a small (25 ml) measure of Johnnie Walker Black (with
a cube of ice) and be startled by how
they made the whisky come alive.
Another extracted an edible magenta colour from a flower. A third
took the smokey flavour of
Lagavulin and built a brilliant cocktail around it.
I can’t name any of them
because we have a Delhi semi-final
to go (which should be over by the
time you read this) and then an All
India final in the third week of June.
So all our marking is top secret.
Obviously Diageo hopes that one
of these Indian bartenders will
make it to the top five at the global
World Class. And perhaps they will.
But that, for me, is not the most
important part of the exercise. Over
the last couple of years I have come
to the conclusion that India has its
own rules. For instance, it will never
be the next China when it come to
fine wine.
As for food, there will always be
space for good restaurants but
younger Indians are now going out
for the experience and not the food.
Give them kebabs, sushi rolls, dim
sum, pizzas or whatever, and they
will be more than happy.
There is just one key component
of the experience that nobody can
compromise on: the bar.
So, like it or not, by accident or
by design, we are headed to a situation where India’s top bartenders
will be as important as India’s top
chefs.
So let’s give these guys the recognition they deserve.

Silence! Cars On The Road
THE MERCEDES EQC electric vehicle is so quiet you can actually

hear yourself breathe
EV, EV FUEL

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

I

t’s the oldest car company in
the world and has been at the
cutting edge of automotive
innovation for most part of
its 130-year history, but in the
electric car race, Mercedes has
been
uncharacteristically
slow
and has only just launched its ﬁrst
mass-produced all-electric car, the
Mercedes-Benz EQC.
Rivals like Audi, BMW, Jaguar
and of course Tesla, the poster boy
of the electric car world, have all
nosed ahead, a fact most obvious on
the streets of Oslo where every other
car sold is electric. I’ve never seen
more Teslas in one day than I have
in my entire life, and in fact in
March this year the Tesla Model 3
was by far Norway’s bestselling car.

This Scandinavian country is the capital of the electric car world and an eyeopener for EV skeptics (myself included). Norway has shown us that when
public and private sectors work as a
team, under a government totally committed to a future of electric mobility,
it’s possible to create an environment
where people, well, just want to buy
environmentally-friendly cars.
Norway’s EV success is down to
three fundamental reasons. Electric
cars are cheap to buy (they are heavily subsidised), easy to use (almost

everything like parking, tolls, even
charging is free) and easy to charge
(charging stations are everywhere).
It’s a simple enough formula, but not
many countries have the gumption
to see it through.
It was quite fitting then that
Mercedes chose Norway to launch the
EQC where it would feel right home.
The EQC looks quite similar to the
Mercedes GLC and that’s not a coincidence because it’s based on the same
mid-sized SUV.

PRETTY PLAIN
The EQC isn’t a ground-breaking design,
which you would expect from a car that
represents the future of motoring and in
fact, it looks rather plain from certain
angles, especially the side profile. The
only bits that spice up the looks are the
stunning alloy wheels and the distinctive
nose, which has very techy looking headlights and a fibre optic light strip running
across the bonnet.
From the inside, the EQC is again
very Mercedes with lots of common bits
like the switchgear, and of course, the
fantastic double screen display for the
infotainment and all the car’s functions.
■

UP, CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Space-wise this EV is not very large
and similar on the inside to the GLC that
is sold in India

Adding a bit of ‘EV-ness’ to the cabin is a
blue (for electric) lighting strip and some
avante garde design bits like the fluted
aircon vents and grated speaker grilles.
Space-wise the EQC is not very large and
similar on the inside to the GLC that is
sold in India.
I pick up the EQC from Oslo airport
but find there’s only 30km of charge left
in the 80kwH battery so my first stop is
the nearest charging station. That’s quite
easy to find because all the charging stations in the country are stored in the
navigation system, which is very handy.
Charging the EQC was a breeze. It’s fast
(around 20 minutes to get an 80 per cent
charge) and there are plenty of quick
chargers around. With the charging out
of the way, it’s now time to get down to
the driving.

QUIET AND QUICK
The EQC, powered by two electric
motors, which produce a combined
408hp, is no slouch. Floor the pedal
and this 2.4 ton SUV lunges forward
with a strong, seamless surge of
acceleration. The way the EQC gathers speed silently and without drama
can land you in trouble in a country
known for its punitively high speeding fines.
Masking the EQC’s speed is its
astonishing level of refinement. Yes,
electric cars are quiet, but this one is
eerily so. The whine of the electric
motors, the roar of the tyres have been
painstakingly filtered out to create a
cabin so hushed you can hear yourself
breathe. On Norway’s well-manicured

■

FACE VALUE
The only bits that spice up the looks of
this car are the stunning alloy wheels
and the distinctive nose

roads, sparsely-trafficked but strictly
speed-regulated highways, driving
something so refined as the EQC was,
well, quite a non-event. A bit boring and
sterile? Maybe. But the future of motoring is going to be just that. Better get
used to it.

Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the
most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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Sushant
Singh
Rajput;
(inset) in
Chhichhore
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH
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GREY WALA SHADE:
AGEING ON SCREEN

Taapsee
Pannu;
(inset) in
Saand Ki
Aankh
PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Sumeet is all for
sustainable fashion

Actors today are increasingly open
to the idea of portraying much
older characters in films

Juhi Chakraborty
geing on-screen and
Bollywood stars didn’t
really see eye to eye to
eye, until recently. Many
actors are now shedding
inhibitions about playing older
characters in their films – a
case in point being Akshay
Kumar’s Pakshi Rajan in 2.0
(2018), Salman Khan in the
upcoming Bharat, Taapsee
Pannu and Bhumi Pednekar in
Saand Ki Aankh, Shraddha
Kapoor and Sushant Singh
Rajput in Chhichhore. So
what’s behind this sudden
change in the mindset of actors
to experiment with their films?

A

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Taapsee, 31, plays a 65-year-old
grandmother in Saand Ki
Aankh, based on the lives of
real-life sharp shooters
Chandro Tomar and her sisterin-law Prakashi Tomar from
Uttar Pradesh, known as
‘shooter daadis’. And her costar in the film is 29-year-old
Bhumi, who plays the role of
Prakashi.
The actor says she was
looking to “do a two-heroine”
film and when she came to
know about this project, she
could not resist the challenge to
play a woman in her 60s.
“The makers wanted young
actors to play the roles. And I
said yes immediately after the
narration. There was no
hesitation. I was really excited
about the script and wasn’t
really thinking of the
whole ‘old’ angle. In fact,
it actually made me
look at it like a
challenge. I knew that
I will probably not get
a role like this again
at this age. Nobody
would want me to play
a 65-year-old woman. I
was pretty gung-ho about it

Shraddha
Kapoor;
(inset) in
Chhichhore

Collecting priceless petals
of life, one step at a time
Subhashree Nanda
iterary accomplishments
are always priceless and
that’s what ‘The Priceless
Petals’ by Ritu Kamra Kumar
is all about.
The book, which is a
collection of her middles and
essays, was launched by
Hindustan Times executive
editor Ramesh Vinayak,
writer-motivational speaker
Vivek Atray and The Tribune’s
assistant editor Harvinder
Khetal at the Chandigarh Press
Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.
The event was anchored by
Hoshiarpur-based author and
veterinarian Dr Rana Preet
Gill. Ritu Kamra Kumar, an
associate professor at the
postgraduate department of
English, Mukand Lal National
College, in Yamunanagar, has
also authored ‘Configurational
Coordinates of Women’s Space
in Select Novels of Shashi
Deshpande’.
On the release of her second
book, she said, “The Priceless
Petals is a collection of my
thoughts, an autobiographical
endeavour on multiple aspects
of life, crystallised and
transfixed through write-ups
that were published in the
Hindustan Times, Daily Post,
The Tribune and Women’s
Era.” “The book is an outcome
of unhurried reflections away

L

aving been in the business
for 20 years now,
filmmaker Milan Luthria
has experienced it all. But, he
has no complaints about his
journey so far. “It’s been good.
I’ve had the chance to work
with some fabulous people, so
many big actors who one would
never imagine working with,
especially at the start of their
career,” says Milan, adding

H

ROLE MATTERS
There was a time when actors
would be wary of ageing
onscreen because of the image
they have. But filmmaker Ali
Abbas Zafar says that is no
longer a problem with actors,
as they are also looking for
roles which go beyond the
clichés. His film Bharat is
about the 60-year journey of a
man, played by Salman. The 53year-old actor portrays an 80year-old in the film.
“All the actors in the film
understood that they were
ageing for a reason. The impact
of the story will only come if
you go through that journey. It
has been executed
realistically,”
adds Ali.

Bhumi Pednekar;
(inset) in Saand Ki
Aankh PHOTO: AFP

AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE FACTOR
Producer Bhushan Kumar
says, “The audience wants to
see something new every
Friday. And actors have
realised they have to deliver
that. Actors are adapting very
well to different roles. In
Salman’s case, he is very
bindaas. He always wants to try
different subjects.”
Trade analyst Joginder
Tuteja feels it’s a welcome
trend. “Today, actors play
older roles to bring in the
versatility factor and to
challenge themselves. The
audience has also become more
receptive. More and more
actors should try and
experiment and it is only going
to win over the audience,” he
shares.
n

Sneha Mahadevan

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Salman Khan; (inset) in Bharat

his week was loads of
fun on my Twitter
timeline. I’d put up a
tweet on how my mom’s
prescribed treatment for any
ailment in life is ‘thoda paani
zada piyo’ (drink more water),
even if that problem is
heartbreak. The tweet got
tonnes of responses from the
ever-so-witty Twitterati.
Many also shared what their
mom’s typical remedy to all
problems in life is. And the
one that totally stood out
among the responses that
came from Wasseypur to
Wayanad and Bathinda to
Bengaluru was everyone’s
mom saying the same thing —
iss mobile phone ko aag laga
de, sab theek ho jayega!
Oh, how parents hate the
excessive usage of mobile
phone by youngsters. It’s no
less than the worsening
tensions between South Korea
and Kim Jong-un, I tell you.
Now since you all have
recently been through the allconsuming election season,
let me try and explain the
scenario with an imaginary
smatter of political
references.
The bond between a young
person in India — male or
female — and their smart
phone is unbreakable, much
like the friendship between
Amit Shah and PM Modi.
Chhootne ka yah tootne ka
sawaal hi nahi. Right from the
first rays of the morning,
when the hand starts to look
for the phone under the pillow
even when the eyes aren’t yet
open, to the depth of the night
when the glow of the
cellphone in the dark reflects

T
from professional pursuits.
While compiling the anthology,
I was on the path of selfdiscovery. The write-ups are an
expression of love, laughter,
liveliness and longing,” she
says. The book is divided into
six sections — Blissful Bonds,
Candid Contemplations,
College Colours, Feminine
Finesse, Festival Fiesta, and
Seasonal Spells and Societal
Subtleties.
A founding member of the

Chandigarh Literary Society,
Atray said, “Ritu has a knack
for noticing the small things
in life and taking inspiration
from them to write engaging
middles.”
Congratulating the author,
Vinayak said, “She is one of the
most seasoned and stylish
writers of the region. She turns
the mundane into magical and
fishes out the unusual from a
sea of chaos.”
n

subhashree.nanda@htlive.com

some great films came along,
others didn’t do well.
“But [I have] no regrets. It’s
not an easy job. I always
changed genres, tried to
experiment. It’s important you
stay relevant. If you keep on
doing the same thing, you
become (dated)...” says Milan.
His next will be the Hindi
remake of a Telugu film.“We
haven’t started the shoot yet,”
he says, “We are prepping. It’s
important that when you buy

rights to something, you don’t
tamper with the essence,” he
adds.
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by promoting fashion that is
woven by authentic Indian
material to help promote the
importance of furthering the
craftsmanship of Indian
textile weavers.
Talking about it, Sumeet
says, “I’m excited to be
promoting the idea of
sustainable fashion that’s
made in India, by
environmentally
conscious methods and
materials. It’s the dire
need of today.
Globally, people are going
green, and more and more
people are becoming
environmentally conscious.
Going green is a movement I
wholeheartedly support. I’m
elated to be a part of this and
to be promoting fashion that’s
Indian and made by Indian
fabrics, which helps promote
even artisans and craftsmen
of our country.”
sneha.mahadevan
@htlive.com
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Mom, stop cursing my phone!
SONAL KALRA

Author Dr Ritu Kumar Kamra with her book, ‘The Priceless Petals,’ at
RAVI KUMAR/HT
the Chandigarh Press Club, Sector 27, on Saturday.

umeet Vyas has learnt to
balance his projects on
web with the ones on big
screen. His last series,
Tripling, went on to become
one of the most watched
shows online in 2019 so far.
Owing to his digital
popularity, he is a popular
name for brands that have
collaborated with him for a
variety of campaigns.
Recently, Sumeet has
become the face of a popular
sustainable and responsible
fashion brand. Always the one
to be conscious of the
environment, Sumeet himself
is seen sporting handwoven
fabrics and supports the idea
of sustainable fashion.
Worldwide, several
renowned celebrities are
extending and moving
towards ethical and
sustainable fashion. And now,
extending his personal beliefs
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A CALMER YOU

‘It’s very important you stay relevant’
Rishabh Suri

and looking forward to seeing
myself as an old woman
onscreen,” says Taapsee.

on the sleepy face, this bond
stays constant.
An April 2018 study, funded
by the Indian Council of
Social Science Research,
reveals that “the anxiety and
fear of missing out on
information make university
students check their mobile
devices as many as 150 times
in a day”, perhaps equal to the
average number of times
Arvind Kejriwal prays in a
day that Delhi Police should
come under his control. 63%
of the college students
surveyed for the research are
hooked to their smart phone
for 4-7 hours a day, and 23%
use their phone for more than
eight hours a day. Experts call
these figures alarming and
potentially detrimental to
health, but then the impact of
these warnings on the
addicted youngsters is like the
fate of the Mahagathbandhan
— neither here nor there.
The frustration felt by the
mothers of India over this
excessive phone usage is
perhaps as deep as that of the
Congress party after the
election results. Koi unki baat
hi nahi sun raha. And it
doesn’t help to know that
KPMG predicts the number of
smartphone users in India to
reach a record 690 million by
2020. Toh phones toh hamare
ghar mein ghusenge bhi aur
ghus ke ladaai karwayenge
bhi. Everyday even for the
next five years, you can be
assured of seeing screaming
matches — between shouting
panelists on news debates and
between moms and their
honhaar offsprings over the
wretched phones in their

hands.
In the past, I have implored
the young readers of this
column to restrict their
cellphone screen time, but my
advice has had just about as
much an impact as Aam
Aadmi Party’s vote share in
Haryana. So today, I’m not
pleading in front of the
youngsters. I am going to
address the parents,
especially the moms who have
a chappal ready in their hand
as they wake up their
teenager who was on the
phone till 3am.
Ma’am, I feel your pain. It’s
not easy to give birth to a
perfectly normal, healthy
baby with all functional
organs, and then watch them
grow into beings whose heads
are permanently bent to look
at the screen and fingers
curved to use the keypad. But
kya hai nah, the day you
exposed your 12-year-old to a
smartphone of his own, you
decided to voluntarily send
your child into the hostel of
lunatic absurdity. Ab woh aap
ka bachcha nahi raha, ab woh
Apps ka bachcha ban chukka
hai. There’s Instagram,
there’s Twitter, there’s
WhatsApp, there’s FB,
YouTube…It’s like a social
media octopus that has firmly
grabbed your son or daughter
with all eight tentacles.
Except that your child is
enjoying the grip. Now to keep
cursing your child or the
octopus day after day would
achieve precious little. So
here’s what you should do, me
thinks.
Drop the sarcasm: Roz
taana maaro toh uska sting
chala jaata hai. Constantly
badgering your teenager by
using cutting words and
taunts is more likely to make
them defiant. It anyway
makes no sense to remind
them of how you were in your
student years. Because, you

1

see, you may have done
wonders studying under the
street lamp, but it isn’t really
your child’s fault that the
‘luxuries’ you have provided
him today did not exist in
your time. You were more
fortunate and comfortable as
compared to kids two
generations prior to yours —
they are more comfortable
today than how you were. It’s
simply how time works. Yes,
it’s absolutely important for
them to understand the value
of what they have, but riding
on sarcasm is not going to get
you there faster. Whining
only breeds whiners around
you.
Treat them like
grown-ups: People
understand respect more than
words. And it is inherently
true that our problems, at any
age that we are, seem like the
biggest monsters at that time.
So while you may not think
that pacifying a sulking
girlfriend is necessarily a
productive activity, your son
may just think of it as priority
number 1. So if you find your
child worried and constantly
on phone, give them space and
give them your
understanding. Treat their
problems with importance,
talk to them without looking
down upon them, and they
will look up to you forever.

2

Lead by example:
Cribbing is a two-way
street. If you complain on and
on about your teenager’s
addiction to the cellphone,
you can’t expect them to not
remind you of your
preoccupation with things
that keep you busy. I have
seen dads scolding their
youngsters for using a
cellphone while eating, and
then get busy with watching a
heated TV news debate while
having dinner themselves.
You might think that your
spending time on your laptop,
your calls, etc. is important
for running the household,
but then in the mind of your
teenager, his/her social
activities are as critical to
their happiness. If you want
him to take time off (and you
must want that), you’d have to
lead by example and make
family time fun. I can
guarantee one thing — you’ll
both love it.

3

Sonal Kalra got sick of her
mom cursing her mobile and
calling her Phonal Kalra.
She gifted a new smartphone
to her mom and got her
addicted to satsang apps.
Now there’s Jai Shri Ram at
home. Mail your feedback at
sonal.kalra@hindustanti
mes.com. Follow on Twitter
@sonalkalra
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